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" Flashdance- is available on Steer Beta Hì -Fi Videocassettes frcm Paramount Hume Vide) in, $ 30 45 +Paramount Pictures Corporation. 

The NEC VC -739E with Beta H! -Fi sound. A technological breakthrough in video recording and playback whereby the video 
heads record both the audio and video information. Compared to conventional VCR's which use stationary audio heads, the VC -739E 
offers 30 times greater dynamic range. In fact, the audio specifications of the VC -739E exceed even those of a studio open -reel tape 
recorder! 

The NEC VC -739E is the industry's most "fully loaded" Beta Hi-Fi model, with four heads for clear special effects; 134 channel 
cable ready quartz PLL tuner; 8 -event, 14 day programmable timer; audio -only recording capability; fluorescent indicator level meters 
and more ... all controllable by a full function remote. 

You'll see picture quality with very same "High Video Fidelity" in every NEC model, only with different arrays of features. 
The NEC VC -738E is an 83 -channel; clear special effects four -head; 8 -event, 14 day programmable; wireless remote control 

machine. 
Even NEC's most basic VCR's, the 134 -channel cable ready VC -737E and 83 -channel VC -734E 

offer picture quality and ease of operation matching any 1 " machine on the market- at any price. 
Think of it this way. All NEC VCR's offer "High Video Fidelity." And now, the new VC -739E THE ONE 1n WATCH. 

offers "High Audio Fidelity," too. NEC corporation, Tokyo, Japan 

NEC Home Electronics (U.S.A.) Inc., 1401 Estes Avenue, Elk Grove Village, Illinois 60007, (3t2) 228-5900 
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THE NEC VC739E BETA HIFI VCR. 

THE VCR WITH THE PICTURE THAT 
SOUNDS AS GOOD AS IT LOOKS. 
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SWITCH TO 
BASF CHROME 

AUDIO TAPE 

THE WORLD'S QUIETEST TAPE 
If you won't settle for anything less than pure music, accept nothing 
less than BASF Pure Chrome audio tape. Unlike ferric oxide tapes, 
BASF Pure Chrome is made of perfectly shaped chromium dioxide 
particles. And the exclusive Chrome formulation delivers the lowest 
background noise of any tape in the world, as well as outstanding 
sensitivity in the critical high frequency range. And this extraordinary 
tape is designed especially for the Type II Chrome Bias position. So 
make sure you're hearing all of the BASF, 

music and none of the tape. Make the BASF switch today to the world's quietest 
tape. BASF Chrome. Chrome Audio & Video Tapes 
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MAYBE IT'S TIME TO DELAY 

Studio effects like doubling, echo repeat, flanging, 
phasing and pitch bending are becoming more and 
more popular. Now you can create all these effects and 
more, create your own sound with the Fostex Digital 
Delay. 

The time delay range is from .13 msec to 270 msec; 
continuously variable control of both depth and speed; 
plus output mix control of original and delayed signals. 

Add a new dimension to your sound with the 3050 
Digital Delay at your Fostex Dealer. It's just $400.00*. 
And about time. 

Fostex 
MULTITRACK DIVISION 

Fostex Corporation of America 
15431 Blackburn Avenue, Norwalk, CA 90650 (213) 921-1112 

Suggested List Pricc. 
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LISTEN 
TO WHAT 
50 YEARS OF 
EXPERIENCE 
CAN SOUND 
LIKE .... 

TANDBERG 

Tandberg's world-famous audio 
products, highly regarded by professional 
musicians as well as discriminating 
consumers for more than 50 years, now 
include two of the most advanced high 
fidelity components available today: the 
TIA 3012 Integrated Amplifier & TPT 3001A 
Programable Tuner. 

These units, which were individually 
given a "rave" review by AUDIO magazine, 
can be joined together with their optional 
rosewood sidepanels to become "...the 
finest 'receiver' we have ever tested" 
(HIGH FIDELITY) and "a receiver of 
exceptional quality" (STEREO REVIEW). 

It is a stereo receiver capable of 
exceeding the demands of today's... 
and tomorrow's most advanced digital 
program material. 

For literature, test reports and the 
name of your local dealer, contact: 
Tandberg of America, Labriola Court, 
Armonk, NY 10504. (914) 273-9150 
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It took a touch of 
genius to fill this 
house with music. 

As you might expect, the curators of 
Mozart's residence in Salzburg, Aus- 
tria, attach considerable importance 
to the quality of music reproduction 
in the museum. Their overriding con- 
cern is the faithful re-creation of 
Mozart's works. 

They chose JBL loudspeakers. 

JBL engineers share the concerns of 
the curators. JBL loudspeakers 
deliver not only the notes but the spirit 
of great musical performances. From 
wax cylinders to the latest digital and 
advanced analog recordings, JBL 
loudspeakers will help you appreci- 
ate musical genius. 

For a demonstration, visit the audio 
specialists at your nearest JBL 
dealer. Or the Mozart museum in 
Salzburg. 

JBL 

JBL incorporated, 8500 Balboa Boulevard, 
PO. Box 2200, Northridge, California 91329 U.S.A. 

JBL/harman international 
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SIGNALS & NOISE 

CD Hooray 
Dear Editor: 

It is hardly surprising that Messrs. 
Sax and Mayorga ("The Audio Inter- 
view," Jan. 1984) find a 30-ips, half - 
inch studio master analog tape slightly 
better than a Compact Disc! But when, 
after 30 years of trying, will analog 
technology be able to provide a press- 
ing containing anything close to the 
exact content of those tapes, much 
less a cartridge which could track such 
a pressing? 

The Compact Disc may not be quite 
as good as a studio analog tape, but it 

gives the consumer an affordable me- 
dium for reproduction capable of con- 
sistent superiority to anything ever be- 
fore put into a groove, cassette, or reel. 

So please ask the purists to stop 
telling us what's wrong with the CD 
and to let us enjoy what's right. When 
they develop a 30-ips tape player for 
under $1,000 and exact copies of their 
tapes for $19.95, I'll buy them. And 
when they make the perfect pressing, I 

may still have a turntable to play it. 

Leon Vick 
West Hollywood, Cal. 

What's Up, Audio? 
Dear Editor: 

I am concerned with the direction 
Audio seems to be taking; too many 
nontechnical articles are appearing. I 

specifically question the need for mini 
reviews of one -brand systems. Are 
they appropriate for Audio? Does the 
answer depend on the nature of the 
readers you are trying to attract and/or 
hold? I prefer to see Audio lean more 
toward the serious audiophile and not 
the beginner. 

Memorable technical articles seem 
to be a thing of the past, and I would 
like to see more loudspeaker reviews 
by Dick Heyser. 

Finally, why has Audio gotten thinner 
over the past few years? 

Karl Hartman 
Kingston, R. I. 

Editor's Note: The technical heritage of 
Audio is not being abandoned to pan- 
der to the beginner, and we are not 
jettisoning articles of technical merit. 
The one -brand reviews are of interest 
to many of our readers, and if you will 
note, we do include technical data on 
each system. 

More reviews by Dick Heyser would 
be nice, but there is a limit to how 
many such in-depth tests he can do. 
We have a partial solution in the works 
to provide more speaker reviews. As 
for being thinner, editorial pages have 
remained fairly constant; only the 
total number of ad pages has de- 
creased.-E.P. 

SOTA Revisited 
Dear Editor: 

How refreshing to see our efforts so 
nicely justified with such a detailed and 
comprehensive technical report of the 
SOTA Sapphire turntable ("Equipment 
Profile," June 1983). We are gratified 
by a couple of measurements, some of 
which hitherto modesty had not permit- 
ted us to claim: The figures on speed 
stability, flutter (0.03%, DIN weighted), 
rumble (- 84.5 dB, weighted), and 
-34 dB "breakthrough" attenuation in 

a 100 -dB SPL field. 
We wish to make these brief points. 

One, we do believe that specifications 
are meaningful, because many do cor- 
relate with sound quality directly. Isola- 
tion and damping, plus stability and 
integrity of setup and placement, are 
always factors in sound reproduction, 
even if perhaps we cannot now mea- 
sure all the variables. Similarly, "high 
definition" and "clarity" are not magi- 
cal effects, but directly reflect engi- 
neering decisions open to logical, sci- 
entific and public validation. 

Second, a small correction: Our 
"base, from which the subchassis is 
suspended" has not "twice" the mass 
of the subchassis and platter. The non- 
moving subchassis, at 22 lbs., has 
about twice the mass of the moving 
platter, at 11 lbs. The weight of the 
"base" or cabinet, somewhat less than 
the platter, is not the critical factor in 

defining the SOTA's "excellent stabil- 
ity" since it mass -couples to the envi- 
ronment, thus providing the necessary 
inertia. 

Finally, a larger issue of general in- 
terest. Ed Long's discussion about the 
very slight resonances in the record 
disc, from 880 to 1,350 Hz, supports 
our findings regarding spurious energy 
when using a "passive" disc clamp 
(simple pressure at the spindle clamp). 
There are limits to how well this ap- 
proach will minimize vinyl resonances. 
An "active" system, such as a vacuum 

hold-down, with continuous yet adjust- 
able low-level suction on the entire sur- 
face of the record, provides the most 
effective way now available to damp 
resonances, no matter the nature or 
condition of the record. A good "ac- 
tive" system will always be superior to 
even the best "passive" disc clamps, 
where unequal pressure and bowing 
are impossible to avoid. We're pleased 
to have our judgment confirmed by Ed 
Long's finding that the SOTA Sapphire 
was superior to his reference turntable, 
which uses a "semi -active" clamp sys- 
tem. 

We appreciate Ed's support and sa- 
lute his thoroughness. We also thank 
Audio for its coverage of emerging 
American companies. In the face of an 
awesome media blitz for the "new 
technology on the block," here is a 
report which captures the undeniable 
merits of a known system that, we feel, 
is as yet unsurpassed in the reproduc- 
tion of recorded music. 

Robert S. Becker 
President, SOTA Industries 

Berkeley, Cal. 

Editor's Note: Thank you for the nice 
words concerning Ed Long's review, 
and please accept our apologies for 
our confused description of the relative 
weights of the base and platter. From 
my point of view, it is somewhat dis- 
concerting, now that we are finally be- 
ginning to find some ways to measure 
"definition" and "clarity," to find that 
there is, indeed, a "new technology on 
the block," which requires develop- 
ment of new analysis techniques and 
new critical listening habits. "Unsur- 
passed"? Well, at least in numbers of 
releases, CD lags behind the LP, 
which will continue to give me much 
pleasure for many years.-E.P. 

Addendum: 
Boston MC -1 vdH Cartridge 

A few of the very early Boston 
Acoustics MC -1 vdH phono cartridges 
(see "Equipment Profile," Feb. 1984) 
had their rubber dust shield loosen up 
and hang down from the cartridge, 
thus rubbing the record surface. You 
should not attempt to stuff the rubber 
sheath back into the body of the phono 
cartridge. Simply return the defective 
cartridge to the manufacturer for a re- 
placement.-B. V. Pisha 
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Z -9000X 

Z -7000X 

Z -5000X 

9-14-1-1 1 4. 

Z -3000X 

SANSUI DOESN'T CLAIM TO HAVE THE 
WORLD'S ONLY DISTORTION -FREE RECEIVER. 

NOW WE NAVE FOUR. 

Unlike most high fidelity compa- 
nies, Sansui doesn't reserve its 
most advanced technology exclu- 
sively for the top -of -the -line model. 

That's why every model in 
our new "Z" Quartz Synthesizer 
Compu Receiver line (Z -9000X, 
Z -7000X, Z -5000X, Z -3000X) is 
distortion -free. 

Sansui puts its 
best Super Feedforward 
Some competitive receivers 

herald the fact that they eliminate 
audible distortion. But only Sansui, 
with its highly acclaimed and exclu- 
sive Super Feedforward DC power 
amplifier system, banishes every 
conceivable type of audible and in- 
audible distortion-THD, TIM, inter- 
modulation, envelope, switching, 
crossover, etc. And this unique dis- 
tortion-destroying circuitry is built 
into every newSansui"Z"receiver. 

The super intelligence 
of microprocessor control 

Similarly, all models incor-. 
porate a high degree of automa- 
tion, thanks to microprocessor 

control. One -touch Simul Switch- 
ing simultaneously turns on the 
power and one input-turntable, 
tape deck or AM, FM broadcast. 
The microprocessor also controls 
the Quartz-PLL digital synthesized 
tuning that presets 8 FM and 8 AM 
stations. The drift -free tuning, 
whether auto scan or manual, is 
so precise that in congested areas 
even the weakest station sounds 
as if it's just around the corner. 
There's also a programmable digi- 
tal quartz timer/clock with three 
daily independent memory func- 
tions. You can awaken to FM; fall 
asleep to cassette music; and arrive 
home to hear your favorite record. 

The top -of -the -line Z -9000X 
makes listening even more plea- 
surable with a 7 -band graphic 
equalizer, a built-in reverb amp, 
preset volume control, plus pre - 
amps for MC and MM cartridgesSanrn. 

More music 
control across the board 
Combine all this with power 

handling capability ranging from 

130 to 55 watts, and you can 
appreciate why no other collection 
of receivers gives you so much 
control over your music. 

Maybe you're wondering why 
Sansui doesn't give you less tech- 
nology and fewer features, as 
others do. It's because we never 
compromise when it comes to 
music. And neither should you. 

Watts per channel 
Minimum RMS, 20-20KHz, both 
channels driven into 8 ohms, at 
rated Total Harmonic Distortion. 

Z_9000X 130 w. 005% 
Z -7000X 100 w. .005% 
Z -5000X 70 w. .007% 
Z -3000X 55 w. .008% I - 

SANSUI LECTROCRPORATION 
Lyndhurst, NJ 0 077111Ga 

CS 
de a, CA 90248 

Sansei Electric Co.. Ltd , Tokyo, Japan 

Putting more pleasure in sound 
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A clear challenge from PDMagnelics 
to the readers of Audio. 

Introducing the 500 CROLYN k HG Audio Cassette. 

The new 500 CROLYN " High Grade cassette will exceed even 
your high standards. We engineered it for you. :he audiophile. 
We want to hear from you. We challenge you to compare it 
with the likes of XL-IIS and SA -X. Hear the diffe-ence genuine 
chromium dioxide tape makes versus cobalt -iron oxide imita- 
tions or other "chrome equivalent" tapes. Also, ask about 
1100 Metal HG and ni -Oxide Ferro HG. 

Buy a 500 CROLYN " HG cassette. Use it-test it-under 
your standards. Send us your comments (plus outer wrapper 
and sales receipt). We'll send you a 500 CROLYN" HG Cassette 
FREE! We're betting you will agree with our results.* 

Only the people who invented the compact cassette 
(Philips, the "P" in our name), and chronium dioxide (Du Pont, 

the "D" in our name), could bring you a tape the great. 

Clear sound, clear shell...clearly superior. 

Rating vs. Leading Premium Cassettes 

500 CROLYN" HG 

Tape Bac. ground Noise SUPERIOR 

S/N, Low =requency SUPERIOR 

SSV High _requency 

Dynamic Range 

EQUAL 

SUPERIOR 

Frequency Response EQUAL 

Shell Quaity EQUAL 

Overall Leening Quality SUPERIOR 

Specific test results available on request. For free cassette 
offer, technical information or the PDMagnetics dealer serv- 
ing your zrea. write us at address below 

PDMagntucs 
A legacy of quality from Philips and Du Pont. 

'Offer expires July 30. 1984. c 1984 PDMagnetics 600 Heron Dive. Pureland Industrial Complex. Bridgeport. NJ 08014 
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WHAT'S NEW 

Odyssey Tonearm 
Asymmetry is the 

hallmark of the Odyssey 
RP1-XG tonearm. The 
three -section counterweight 
and the bearings are at the 
level of the stylus, not the 
arm tube, for greater 
stability. In the lateral 
plane, the counterweight is 
parallel to the cartridge 
rather than to the arm tube, 
and the pivot is offset from 
the arm mounting post for 
easy overhang adjustment. 
The "headshell" is a 
minimum -mass triangle, 
and the arm tubes are 

Sylvania 
CD Player 

The first audio product 
from Sylvania in several 
years is the new FDC303SL 
Compact Disc player. The 
player features front -drawer 

SYLVANIA 

interchangeable. The RP1- 
XG will fit SME mounting 
centers or in a 30 -mm hole. 
A choice of three arm tubes 
and three counterweights 
accommodates cartridges 
with a wide range of 
weights and compliances. 
Price: $798.00. 
For literature, circle No 100 

Sony AM Stereo Walkman 
The SRF-A1 Walkman, 

from Sony, is the first such 
portable to receive AM 
stereo as well as FM. 
Decoding is semi- 
automatic, using a switch 
with one position for the 
Kahn/Hazeltine system and 
another for all three others 
(Harris, Magnavox and 
Motorola). The radio 
includes an LED center - 
tune indicator, a distant/ 
local switch and, of course, 
headphones. Power shuts 
off when the headphones 
are unplugged, to conserve 
batteries. Price: $79.95. 
For literature, circle No. 101 

loading and 15 -selection 
programming, with single - 
button commands for 
repeat and next -track. 
Price: $949.95. 
For literature, circle No. 102 

Monster Cable 
Speaker Cable 

Monster Cable's 
Powerline speaker cable 
has been replaced by 
Powerline 2. The new cable 
uses a "Time Coherent" 
winding configuration, 
which Monster Cable says 
eliminates phase 
inaccuracies and equalizes 
the soeed of low and high 
frequencies through the 
cable. Price: $2.25 per foot. 
For literature, circle No. 103 

Wharfedale Loudspeaker 
The Option 1 is a self - 

powered, floor -standing 
speaker system with dipole 
radiation over much of its 
frequency range. The 
system includes a 
subwoofer (rated 3 dB 
down at 25 Hz), a bass 
dipole system including 
one rear -facing and three 
forward -facing 8 -inch 
woofers, a rotatable 
enclosure with front and 
rear midrange drivers plus 
a forward -facing tweeter, 
and four 150 -watt power 
amplifiers (600 watts total) 
plus an electronic 
crossover. Price: 
$6,000.00 each. 
For literature, circle No. 104 
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TAPE GUIDE 
HERMAN BURSTEIN 

Tape Shedding and Dropouts 
Q. 1 am very happy with my cassette 

deck, but have developed a problem 
of my prerecorded cassettes shedding 
terribly. If I play one of these cassettes, 
lasting about 20 to 30 minutes, the 
head is loaded with oxide. In some 
cases this affects the sound quality. I 

religiously clean the head, pinch roller, 
and capstan. Could there be some- 
thing wrong with the head? Also, the 
prerecorded cassettes exhibit drop- 
outs and quivers. It is as though there 
is a dirty spot which the signal didn't 
magnetize. This always happens at the 
same places on the tape.-Thomas 
Raines, Oshkosh, Wisc. 

A. If your prerecorded tapes shed 
excessively but virgin tapes you have 
bought and recorded yourself don't do 
so, the fault must lie in the quality of the 
prerecorded tapes. They are often of 
less than top quality and therefore 
more susceptible to shedding. If the 
dropouts and quivers you describe al- 
ways occur at the same places on the 
tape, again the tape must be at fault; 
these defects could be due to pro- 
nounced oxide shedding. 

Recording at Home for 
Car Playback 

Q. My home cassette deck has both 
Dolby B and C NR, while my car deck 
has neither. Also, the car deck has no 
bias selector switch. What would be 
the best way to go about recording 
tapes for playback in my car? I plan to 
use premium -grade normal and high - 
bias tapes, depending on the type of 
music being recorded.-Bradley J. 
Anesi, Oswego, N.Y. 

A. For car playback without Dolby 
NR, theoretically you should record 
your tapes without Dolby in order to 
obtain flattest frequency response. 
However, as a practical matter, you 
may find it more to your liking if you 
record with Dolby B. This will add 
some treble boost, which in the noisy 
environment of a moving car may be 
desirable. Dolby C will add even more 
treble emphasis, but probably too 
much. The absence of noise reduction 
in a car deck tends to be slightly less 
important than in the case of a home 
unit, because car noise (when the mo- 
tor is on) tends to mask audio system 
noise. 

The fact that the car deck has no 

provision for bias adjustment is com- 
pletely unimportant so far as playback 
is concerned. Bias is employed only in 

recording. 
You do not state whether your car 

deck provides for a choice between 
120- and 70-µS playback equalization. 
If you record with 70-µS EQ, but your 
car's deck provides only 120-4 
equalization (as decks without an EQ 
switch invariably do), the result will be 
a moderate treble boost in playback, 
over and above whatever boost results 
from non -Dolby playback of Dolby -en- 
coded tapes. 

Half -Speed for Cassettes 
Q. My cassette deck operates at 

half -speed (15/16 ips) as well as 
at normal speed. Using metal tape, 
I have been impressed with the re- 
sults. I wonder why more companies 
haven't come up with half -speed decks. 
-James E. Shields, Chicago, Ill. 

A. To achieve high fidelity at 15/16 
ips is far from easy, and cassette 
decks today (except for the very 
cheapest, selling below $100 or so) do 
aim at a high level of performance. The 
problems include maintaining high -fre- 
quency response, which requires an 
extremely narrow gap in the playback 
head and virtually perfect azimuth 
alignment; risk of saturation at high fre- 
quencies because of the large amount 
of treble boost needed in recording at 
15/16 ips, and keeping wow and flutter 
suitably low. While these problems can 
be surmounted, it is costly to do so. 
Hence, cassette -deck manufacturers, 
as things now stand, have virtually giv- 
en up on half -speed. On the other 
hand, a revival of interest in half -speed 
is possible, along with an improved 
ability to satisfy this interest owing to 
constantly advancing tape technology. 

Record Level Technique 
Q. There have been many sugges- 

tions made to me regarding the best 
cassette recording technique. These 
range from adjusting the record level 
to read 0 VU during peaks in the musi- 
cal program to the technique de- 
scribed hereafter, which is the one I 

use. [In essence, this consists of tap- 
ing a phono disc at successively high- 
er levels, noting the record level read- 
ing for each, and noting in playback 
the highest level that comes short of 

audible distortion.-H.B.] I have run 
into one problem using this technique: 
My tapes of certain programs are not 
compatible with some other decks, so 
that distortion is heard in playback. 
-John Vitucci, Melville, N.Y. 

A. The technique you have adopted 
is one that I have recommended, 
namely that, for a given type of tape, 
you should experimentally determine 
how high you can record before no- 
ticeable distortion sets in. If a tape so 
recorded sounds okay in playback on 
your deck but not on some other decks, 
the latter apparently are at fault. Their 
playback heads or playback electron- 
ics (or both) are being overloaded by 
the high signal levels on your tapes. 

VU Meters and "VU Meters" 
Q. Why do open -reel tape decks 

still incorporate pseudo -VU meters 
rather than the new peak -reading fluo- 
rescent or LED displays?-Patrick J. 
Hoepfner, Portland, Ore. 

A. Some open -reel decks have true 
VU meters, which have standard spec- 
ified characteristics with respect to re- 
sponse and decay times, frequency 
response, and overload. But, as you 
say, others have pseudo -VU charac- 
teristics that depart from standard. 
Some manufacturers, or at least their 
marketing personnel, apparently feel 
that a meter is more "professional - 
looking" than other types of indicators, 
and thus lends more cachet to the 
deck. Inasmuch as a true VU meter 
tends to be relatively expensive, simi- 
lar but cheaper meters have some- 
times been substituted. 

Dolby vs. dbx NR 
Q. What are the relative advantages 

and disadvantages of Dolby and dbx 
noise -reduction systems?-William J. 
Flickinger, Barberton, Ohio 

A. Dolby B tends to reduce noise 
about 8 to 10 dB, Dolby C about 18 to 
20 dB, and dbx about 30 dB. Dolby C 

has a special treble boost curve in 

recording that serves to reduce the 
chance of tape saturation and treble 
loss; this is achieved by a drop-off in 

treble boost at the very high end. 
Dolby tends to produce less distortion 
than dbx at low levels, while dbx has 
the advantage with respect to distor- 
tion when recording high-level signals. 
Dolby requires adjustment of the tape 
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deck with respect to the particular tape 
being used, to match the tape's sensi- 
tivity (amount of signal output for a 
given signal input); input and output 
levels must match in order to achieve 
good tracking, namely preservation of 
treble response. 

Wow! 
Q. My cassette deck was pur- 

chased three years ago, and its perfor- 
mance has been satisfactory until re- 
cently, when I began to detect wow in 
playback. This is true for all cassettes, 
whether commercial prerecorded ones 
or my own recordings. It is very slight, 
and some acquaintances state that the 
deck sounds perfectly normal to them. 
However, it definitely does not sound 
normal to me. I have thoroughly 
cleaned the capstan, pinch roller, and 
heads, but with no improvement. I 

would appreciate your suggestions.- 
J.R. Joslin, Key Largo, Fla. 

A. Sensitivity to wow varies among 
individuals, which could explain why 
you hear something that your friends 
do not. I doubt that the problem lies in 
your cassettes, although this could 
easily be checked by playing them on 
other decks, say those of your ac- 
quaintances or at an audio store. The 
fault probably lies in your deck. It 

could be such a thing as a slipping 
belt or an out -of -round idler wheel. If 

you are mechanically adept, perhaps 
you can get inside your deck and have 
a look-see, and clean or replace the 
offending component. But in most 
cases one is best off with the services 
of an authorized shop or the factory. 

Crystal Ball 
Q. Reviews of VCR machines with 

high-fidelity audio, such as the Sony 
Beta Hi-Fi, indicate audio specs which 
approach that of digital tape decks. Do 
you think that an entirely audio tape 
recorder which employs video tech- 
niques will ever become available? I 

realize that in the case of decks such 
as the Sony, one can use the audio 
portion alone without the video, but 
consider the number of extra tracks 
that would be available without the vid- 
eo portion.-Carl V. Ashworth, Rich- 
mond, Va. 

A. Your guess is as good as mine. I 

imagine that both the VCR and digital 
approaches to tape recording will be 

assiduously explored in the continuing 
search for high -quality recording at 
consumer -affordable cost. In view of 
the better specs obtainable with digital 
techniques, even though those for VCR 
are very good, it seems that digital will 
win out. With digital, frequency re- 
sponse is ruler flat, and distortion and 
noise are almost nonexistent. Further, 
digital enables one to dub repeatedly 
with ,no loss, or virtually so. On the 
other hand, there are some "golden 
ears" who claim to hear things in digi- 
tal recordings that they don't like. This 
might influence the way things go. 

Muffled Sound 
Q. I have just purchased a cassette 

deck and am really happy with it ex- 
cept for one problem. When I put in a 
tape to play, I get a muffled sound; it 
seems there is no treble. So I stop the 
deck, start it again, and then the music 
sounds normal. This happens with 
more than one tape, but not all the 
time. I would appreciate help with my 
problem.-Todd Gebhardt, Exton, Pa. 

A. I do not have a definite answer. 
Perhaps, when you first insert the tape, 
the azimuth alignment is incorrect; that 
is, the gap of the play head is not at a 
right angle to the long dimension of the 
tape, and the process of stopping and 
restarting the transport somehow re - 
seats the tape and achieves correct 
alignment. When you insert the tape 
into the well, do you do so carefully 
and fully? 

There is also the possibility that the 
problem lies in the electronic circuitry. 
There may be a poor connection in the 
playback circuit, which is restored 
when the deck is stopped and started. 
I'm sorry to be so indefinite, but the 
solLtion to your kind of problem usually 
requires a checkup of the deck in 
question-ordinarily by a qualified 
technician. 

(Editor's Note: There is also the re- 
mote possibility that there's dirt on the 
heads which is being shaken loose by 
these manipulations. If the deck is 
new, as appears to be the case, that's 
rather unlikely, though. -1.8.) A 

If you have a problem or question on tape 
recording, write to Mr. Herman Burstein at AU- 
DIO, 1515 Broadway, New York, N.Y. 10036. All 
letters are answered. Please enclose a 

stamped, self-addressed envelope. 
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Number 1 in a series 

The First 
Component 

Most stereo 
system buyers 

have little to say 
about which phono 

cartridge is installed in 
their first system. Indeed, 

many buyers aren't aware of the car- 
tridge as a separate component, and 
certainly not as an important one! 

A Vital Position 
Yet the phono cartridge is unique in its 
position as the first component for re- 
cord playing. It must touch your records, 
translate the tiny groove swings into a 

varying electronic signal, and comple- 
ment the virtues of the tone arm, while 
minimizing any limitations. 

The Limiting Factor 
Because it is so small and light, and 
because some models sell for so little, it 
is easy to ignore the importance of the 
cartridge. But, to the degree that it is 
less than perfect, it limits the potential 
of every other part of your stereo system. 
And it can literally grind the nuances 
of music out of those expensive records 
you buy. 

Microscopic Precision 
Many of the goals of cartridge designers 
are contradictory, requiring imaginative 
approaches and superb workmanship on 
a microscopic level. Ideally, the stylus 
will barely touch the groove, yet it must 
also firmly follow its every vibration, 
changing direction in two planes as 
often as 20,000 times a second or more! 
It must also carry along the entire tone 
arm mechanism, as it slowly works 
its way to the inside of the long record- 
ing spiral. 

A Crucial Choice 
Any deviation from perfection gives 
rise to one or more forms of distortion. 
And unfortunately, this kind of distor- 
tion can't be removed, no matter how 
sophisticated the electronics, or how 
expensive the speakers. Your choice of 
a phono cartridge and turntable will 
actually determine the ultimate per- 
formance of your system, and how long 
your records will maintain their like - 
new quality. In this series, we'll discuss 
some of the important factors you 
should consider when selecting this 
vital component. 

Jon Kelly, President 

audio-technica,, 
Audio-Technica U.S., Inc. 

1221 Commerce Dr. Stow, Ohio 44224 
The World's Favorite Phono Cartridge 
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AUDIOCLINIC 
JOSEPH GIOVANELLI 

Reader Response: 
Power Amps and 
Speaker Impedance 

I feel that you did not do justice, and 
may have added confusion to, the 
question asked by Bob Robinson in the 
"Audioclinic" column in the March 
1983 issue. 

Although it is true that maximum 
power transfer occurs when imped- 
ances match (amplifiers and speakers 
rarely do), the answer would have 
been much easier to understand if it 
had been explained in terms of Ohm's 
Law, and its related power lines: 

E=IR;P=l2R=E2R. 
The amplifier's output impedance 

can be neglected because it is much 
lower than that of the speaker. 

My explanation would have been 
along the following lines: 

The amplifier will, at any given vol- 
ume setting and program source, pro- 
duce a voltage (E) across the speaker 
load (R), with resultant power being 
P = I x E, where I is the current 
determined by I = E/R. 

Reducing the speaker impedance 
by half, and given the same program 
and volume setting, the current (I) will 
double, and, as a result, the power 
delivered to the load will double.-Al- 
bert Reichel, Kent, Wash. 

I was a bit surprised by an answer to 
a question about load impedance and 
amplifier power output which ap- 
peared in the March 1983 issue. 

It is true that, when loads are 
matched to the inherent output imped- 
ance of a source, maximum power 
transfer occurs. But in order to achieve 
the high damping factors desirable for 
driving a loudspeaker, an amplifier's 
dynamic source impedance must be 
considerably lower than the loud- 
speaker's impedance, especially at 
bass frequencies. In this respect, a 
modern solid-state amplifier looks like 
a voltage source to the speaker. This 
explains why amplifier power ratings 
are higher for lower load impedances 
(which by the way, was not the case in 
the days of vacuum -tube amps and 
impedance -matching transformers). 

It is generally true that, for solid-state 
amplifiers, lowering the load imped- 
ance will allow the amplifier to deliver 
more power. If one could do this and 
maintain loudspeaker efficiency, the 
acoustic output would therefore rise, 

so that a listener would turn down the 
volume. This would lower the power 
output from the amplifier to an accept- 
able level, and, of course, prevent 
burnout. Even if one does not turn 
down the volume, the maximum power 
an amplifier will deliver will be limited 
to the maximum signal level that it can 
produce under steady-state condi- 
tions. As long as one can tolerate the 
acoustic intensity, any well -designed 
amplifier will be sufficiently ventilated 
to deliver its rated output under 
steady-state conditions without burn- 
ing up. That statement must hold re- 
gardless of the load impedance, be- 
cause the maximum power delivered 
will be subject to the limitations de- 
scribed above.-Edwin A. Karlow, Riv- 
erside, Cal. 

Receiving Weak AM Signals 
Q. My problem is that my receiver is 

weak in "pulling in" AM stations. Is 
there anything I can do to improve this 
condition so that I can hear distant 
stations?-Name withheld 

A. The AM sections of most receiv- 
ers are little more than portable radios. 
If you live in a structure which has a lot 
of metal, this will attenuate the signals 
to a point where they cannot be re- 
ceived well, and the situation is not 
helped at all by the poor front-end per- 
formance of many receivers. Their per- 
formance is adequate for local signals. 
Weak signals can often be received by 
using an external antenna, consisting 
of little more than a piece of wire per- 
haps 20 feet long, insulated from the 
structure in which you live. Some re- 
ceivers have no provisions for con- 
necting such an antenna. Even where 
such provisions exist, the addition of 
the antenna broadens the selectivity of 
the front-end, which introduces images 
and whistles which add further prob- 
lems to weak -signal reception. As a 
first thought, give this a try and see 
what happens. 

The alternative is to get a communi- 
cations receiver designed for weak - 
signal reception and which covers the 
broadcast band. It has good i.f. selec- 
tivity, a very important element in re- 
jecting adjacent -channel signals. 

Your only problem with receiving any 
given station is whether or not it is on a 
clear channel. You may want to experi- 
ment with some kind of directional an- 

tenna for this receiver. Try winding a 
loop of many turns and connecting this 
between the antenna terminals. Make 
the loop about 3 feet in diameter, and 
mount it well clear of surrounding ob- 
jects. Provide some way of rotating the 
loop. This loop will be a bidirectional 
device and, hence, not completely sat- 
isfactory. For unidirectional applica- 
tions, it will be necessary to erect a 
vertical antenna and phase it with the 
loop so the system can be calibrated 
in terms of compass points. 

This arrangement is the basis of the 
direction -finding apparatus used for 
certain types of marine navigation. 
Firms which manufacture such equip- 
ment can perhaps supply the loop and 
vertical antenna assemblies suitable 
for your applications. 

A communications receiver includes 
items which can be useful, such as a 
notch filter. (This filter rejects some of 
the odd whistles which often ruin dis- 
tant -signal reception.) Further, such re- 
ceivers are equipped for short-wave 
listening. If you have not experienced 
this, you may well find it interesting. 

Playing Vertically Cut Discs 
I noticed your recommendation to 

readers in the March 1983 issue about 
playing laterally and vertically cut re- 
cords. I'd like to tell you about some- 
thing that I stumbled into some time 
ago about "vertical" grooves. 

The idea of reverse -phasing stereo 
cartridges presumes that the grooves 
are truly cut on the perpendicular, be- 
cause the two outputs are converged 
at unity. It seems, however, that many, 
if not most cylinders and discs were 
cut on some diagonal plane. There- 
fore, optimal signal-to-noise ratio is not 
achieved on many such recordings by 
wiring the cartridge as you have de- 
scribed. 

What I have been doing is wiring the 
cartridge reversed, but mixing in a dif- 
ferent manner. I preamplify the two out- 
puts independently but identically. I 

then mix them, via a two-in/one-out 
mixer. Either input is set to nominally 
correct line level. The other is then ad - 

If you have a problem or question about audio, 
write to Mr. Joseph Giovanelli at AUDIO Maga- 
zine, 1515 Broadway, New York, N.Y. 10036. All 
letters are answered. Please enclose a 

stamped. self-addressed envelope. 
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FM stations must often use 
a limiter to compensate for 
the fact that more and more 
high -frequency content has 
been introduced into 
program material. 

justed until there is a maximum noise 
null. The settings are rarely at unity 
gain and vary from record to record. 

for non -Dolby broadcasts is 75 µS, 
which corresponds to a boost of about 
13 dB at 10 kHz. For broadcasts using 

both live in a rural area. Would that 
make a difference? Josh Jaeger, 
Iowa City. Iowa 

This scheme also works for the Dolby NR, a milder pre -emphasis of 25 A. I wonder if the mysterious drop in 

short-lived "compatible" discs, such µS is used. When played back with volume has to do with your being locat- 

as Emersons, which ostensibly could 
be played on lateral or vertical repro- 

normal de -emphasis and without NR, 
this compensates for the high-frequen- 

ed so far from the stations to which you 
listen that their strength is influenced 

ducers. The process resulted in better cy boost otherwise heard from unde- by atmospheric conditions. If I am cor - 

S/N ratios with much less filtering re- coded Dolby signals. rect about this, you will experience 
quired. This method was also applied The reason pre -emphasis was con- most of these difficulties during the 

to the Edison "Kinetophone" synchro- sidered possible by those who set spring and fall, while winter is the least 

nous soundtrack cylinders which I standards for FM broadcasting was affected time of the year. 
have been transferring, along with their that highs found in typical program You did state that you experience 
matching films, to videotape.-Art Shif- material are low in spectral distribution. drops in volume, but I hope this more 
rin, Douglaston, N.Y. Boosting them, therefore, will not cre- correctly translates into loss of signal 

ate overdeviation at high frequencies strength. Normally, of course, changes 
FM Pre -Emphasis or excessively wide sidebands which in signal strength, although creating 

Q. Can you tell me why FM trans- could be a source of interference to added noise, do really cause a drop in 

mission requires pre -emphasis and adjacent -channel services. As time volume level. I have no other ideas at 

why reception calls for de -emphasis has passed, more and more high-fre- this time, except for possible defective 
(75 µS in both instances)?-Michael D. quency content has been introduced components in the receivers. It just 
McCormick, Tampa, Fla. into program material. To compensate seems too much of a coincidence that 

A. FM could have been left strictly for this, it is often necessary for the you both should be plagued by the 
alone, with neither pre -emphasis dur- station to use a high -frequency limiter same problems. 
ing transmission nor de -emphasis dur- to reduce the level of such frequen- 
ing reception. The received frequency cies, at least on peaks. Improved Record Playback 
response would be flat. Q. I read that sonic quality in - 

The problem is that the noise pres- FM Signal Dropout creases during the first few "plays" of 
ent is audible mainly at high frequen- Q. About a year ago, a friend and I a disc and then declines. Is this 
cies. If these frequencies are boosted each purchased stereo receivers of true?-Rudi Schmid, Kensington, Cal. 
during transmission and correspond- the same make and model. Since A. I do not believe sonic quality im- 

ingly lowered when the signal is re- then, we have both noticed, with the proves during the first few plays of a 

ceived, the noise is reduced, at high receiver set to the FM mode, that the disc except in one respect: The noise 
frequencies, by the amount of de -em- volume of sound will suddenly de- background will sometimes be reduced 
phasis. crease dramatically. This has hap- as a result of the polishing of the 

The pre -emphasis used in the U.S. pened on all the stations I listen to. We groove walls by the playback stylus. Al 

HEYBROOK's New TT2 series 2 Turntable 
THE REFINEMENT OF A MUSICAL INSTRUMENT. 
The new Heybrook TT2 Turntable keeps 

acoustical and mechanical resonances to 
an absolute minimum, while the extreme 
solidity of the design allows the arm and 
cartridge to track the record without be- 
ing adversely affected by external sources. 
The resulting sound is clean, detailed, and 
dynamic, with satisfying solidity and 
weight. Detail resolution is excellent and 
stereo imagery is precise and with good 
depth, allowing the listener to appreciate 
fully all aspects of the music. 
Truly a musical instrument - Heybrook's 

TT2 series 2 Turntable comes complete 
with the Heybrook tonearm or an arm - 
board to suit the tonearm of your choice. 
Available in black or walnut finish. 

The new TT2 from Heybrook .. . 

Made For Music. 

r ffers n D,wmms of Meyo,00x me u s 

D'Ascanio Audio 

11450 Overseas Highway, Marathon, Florida 33050 (305) 743-7130 
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Position 

*TDK High Bina ro,MEO SA -X90 

What comes out of 
your audio cassette deck is 
only as good as what goes 
in. And if you want un- 
matched dynamic perform- 
ance, you need the highest 
performance audio cassette 
you can get. You need a 
TDK Pro Reference Series 
cassette. Each is designed 
to maximize the untapped 
potential of your cassette 
deck by generating clear, crisp, full- 
bodied sound. 

Take our SA -X high -bias 
cassette. It offers you a degree of 

Laboratory Standard Cassette Mechanism aiL 4asl81111ti1a 
_ 

sound clarity, quality and 
fidelity virtually unmatched 
by any other cassette on the 
market. Its exclusive dual 
coating of Super Avilyn 
particles provides optimum 
performance for all fre- 
quency ranges. And SA -X's 
super -wide dynamic range 
and higher MOL handle 
high signal levels without 
distortion or saturation. 

You also get high-powered per- 
formance from TDK's famous 
MA -R metal and AD -X Avilyn-based 
normal -bias cassettes. And to make 

sure the energy never fluctuates, 
each TDK cassette is protected by 
our specially engineered cassette 
mechanisms for reliable, trouble - 
free performance. Plus a Full 
Lifetime Warranty. 

Before you waste energy on any 
other brand, put more life back into 
your cassette deck with TDK's Pro 
Reference Series cassettes. They're 
pure Sonic Tonic. 

THE MACHINE FOR YOUR MACHINE 

©1983 TDK Electronics Corp. 
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ROADSIGNS 
IVAN BERGER 

SAAB STORY: CLOSING PHASE I 
Phase I of our Audio test car set- 
up is pretty well complete. The 
system has grown a bit in cost 

and complexity (see Table) and im- 
proved in sound enough to make me 
happy-but not satisfied. Sonically, the 
end result is excellent; philosophically, 
though, I wonder if it's good enough to 
justify the elaborate means by which it 

was achieved. 
Five major changes have been 

made since the last installment (Sep- 
tember 1983): New midrange drivers, 
new woofers, new center speakers, a 

new rear deck, and the installation (at 
last) of rear -deck speakers. 

The new midrange drivers are ADS 
206-0314s, which mellowed the for- 
merly edgy sound and lowered the 
permissible crossover point between 
the front satellites and the rear sub - 
woofers. (The subwoofers are now fed 
via an 85 -Hz low-pass filter, the front 
satellites via a 180 -Hz high-pass one; 
the "gap" between-actually just a 
dip-compensates for typical car reso- 
nances.) Both the mellowness and the 
lowered crossover are definite bene- 
fits. The sound is smoother, and the 
transition to the rear -deck woofers 
much harder to detect (not that it was 
all that obvious before). 

The dual-KEF subwoofer box that 
took up half my Saab's trunk has been 
retired upstairs, to join my home sys- 
tem. In its place, we've mounted 10 - 
inch woofers in the deck itself, neatly 
concealed behind an overall cloth cov- 
er. This solution is a lot more practical, 
but not as fantastic sounding as the 
boxed KEFs. Mainly, the problem is the 
vast enclosure presented by the Saab 
trunk (21 cubic feet), which few car 
woofers are designed for. At the mo- 
ment, I have Alpine 6110 woofers, 
which Alpine freely states sound better 
in a smaller box. When I get some test 
gear (coming soon), I'll use it to com- 
pare the Alpines' response to that of a 

pair of 10 -inch Protons which have ar- 
rived since. The Protons, too, should 
sound better in a smaller box, but the 
mismatch is less great in their case. 
Meanwhile, I'm still searching for 10 - 
inch woofers made for large infinite 
baffles. 

A second problem (since fixed) was 
poor sealing of the trunk. Even small 
air leaks can reduce a woofer's low - 
frequency output (unless they turn out, 

The new center console was chiefly built to hold the center speakers (see text). 
Note also the "bucket" beneath the dash at right, to hold equipment 
under test. 

A new rear deck holds a pair of Genesis AM -165 speakers where they belong, 
at the front of the deck; dual 10 -inch subwoofers are concealed beneath 
the cloth. 

by lucky coincidence, to act as proper- 
ly sized and sited to be reflex ports), 
and the closer they are to the woofer 
the more effect they have. The first 
time round, my rear deck left two gaps 
about 1 Y2 x 4 inches each, plus many 
cracks around the deck's edges, 
where it meets the trunk lid, and 

around the edges of the fold -down rear 
seat. After yet another trip back to the 
installer, New England Radio, I got this 
taken care of: The deck was remade to 
plug the gap, and all the major cracks 
were filled with weather-stripping-as I 

had originally suggested. 
There's now a beautiful console in 
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THE FORCE!! 
PHASE -CONTROL -REGULATION 

FROM 

THE SOUNDCRAFTSMEN PCR800 
PHASE -CONTROL -REGULATION 

STEREO AMPLIFIER 

Soundcraftsmen's research into Digital Audio Technology has resulted in a 

major advance in amplifier design-Phase Control Regulation?' The 
world's first PCR amplifier, the PCR800, sets continuous performance and 
reliability standards never before possible in audiophile equipment. 

Recently, "novelty" amplifiers boasting unbelievably high power, small size, 
light weight and low prices have appeared. Within certain tightly -controlled 
laboratory conditions, some of them will actually meet their specifications. 
Unfortunately, under real -life home music system use, they exhibit irritating 
"quirks," such as repeated shut -downs. The fact is, amplifiers don't like 
low -impedance loads. And yet, virtually every popular loudspeaker system's 
actual impedance drops will below it nominal rated impedance at various 
points in its frequency response; some drop to under 1 ohm at midrange 
frequencies! Try to reproduce music with extended dynamic range at realis- 
tic volume levels through many loudspeakers, and most of these amplifiers 
will quickly overheat and turn off. Throw in an accidental dead short it the 
speaker line and many amps literally self-destruct. 

205 'WJPIC 
$449.00 

ENTER PHASE -CONTROL -REGULATION°' 
Soundcraftsmen's PCR technology makes possible an amplifier that is not 
only small, lightweight and low in cost, but one which continues to operate 
normally, in actual real -world systems, at any impedance down to zero 
ohms' Even a dead short won't harm the PCR800' Current -smiting, the 
most commonly -used form of amplifier protection circuitry, is totally ellimi- 
nated in the PCR800, along with the inherent sound degradation commonly 
associated with current limiting protection circuits. 

HOW DOES IT WORK? An electronic "Iiraia;' fed by multiple precision 
temperature sensors located strategically troughout the amplifier (we call it 
Thermo -Coupled Feedback), constantly monitors the operating tempera- 
ture of its various sections. It directs the internal cooling fan to supply the 
required amount of fresh air whenever needed. If the operation of the 
PCR800 is so extreme that high speed cooling is inadequate, the "brain" 
constantly adjusts the voltage fed to the POWER MOSFET output transis- 
tors, eliminat'ng any destructive tendencies while permitting continuing 
operation. THE RESULT? Clean, clear, untrained sound under any operat- 
ing condition, optimum power available into any impedance at all times- 
not just for "peaks"... and total reliability at all times. 

GUARANTEED SPECIFICATIONS 
POWER Output: 205 watts per channel at 8 ohms (20Hz12OKHz, less than 

.05% THD); 300 watts per channel at 4 ohms; 275 watts per channel at 2 ohms; 
600 watts @ 8 ohms, Mono Mode Total Harmonic Distortion: Less than .05% 

IM Distortion: Less than .05% TIM Distortion: Unmeasurable Signal -To - 

Noise Ratio: Greater than 105dB Slew Rate: Greater than 40 V/microsecond 
Rise Time: Less than 2.2 microseconds Frequency Response: ±0.1db 20 

Hz/20kHz Size: 47/e" x 81/2" x 12" Deep Weight: 18 pounds 

FREE! 
Engineering White Paper Explaining 
Phase -Control -Regulation`' and Complete 
16 -Page Color Brochure. Circle Reader 
Service Number or Write Directly. 

2200 So. Ritchey, Santa Ana. California 92705. U.S.A./Telephone (714) 556-6191/U.S. Telex/TWX 910-5952524 International Telex: 910.595-25241Anwer-back Code SNDCRFTSINN SNA 
Enter No. 30 on Reader Service Card 
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Miswiring the door -speaker 
channels widened the 
stereo space pleasantly; 
miswiring the back helped 
perspective, too. 

the middle of my car, housing not only 
the head -end and equalizer but three 
speakers and six switches. The speak- 
ers are, from left to right, a right -chan- 
nel tweeter, a left -plus -right midrange, 
and a left -channel tweeter (all Audax 
drivers). A fader near the base of the 
steering wheel proportions the sound 
between this central system and the 
satellites under the ends of the dash. (I 

found it interesting that the midrange in 

this center system, which sounds fine, 
is the same Audax model as the ones 
which were replaced in the main satel- 
lites because they sounded harsh- 
the difference is probably in the cross- 
over point, though it might be the en- 
closure.) 

With the center dialed out, the sound 
is as it was before: Each front -seat 
occupant hears the speaker immedi- 
ately in front of him, ,but hears almost 
nothing from the channel opposite. As 
you dial in some center, you begin to 
get a sense of stereo imaging, at last- 
but a very narrow image, dead ahead. 

I find this system is more useful when 
used with the ADS speakers in the 
doors; without the center, their image 
is too wide, so the narrowing effect 
helps here. 

Putting in the center system involved 
an extra electronic crossover and an- 
other Philips amp, which strikes me as 
overkill. It also meant moving the radio 
down a bit, which makes its controls 
harder to reach (except for the volume 
control, which I now keep brushing ac- 
cidentally, giving me a blast of sound 
each time). Not only that, but the new 
console, like the original one, faces the 
radio straight back down the car's cen- 
ter line. Even after a few months, I miss 
the way the previous console had been 
angled-slightly towards the driver for 
easier tape loading. 

At the base of the new console are a 
tape compartment and six switches. 
The tape compartment is fairly handy, 
but eliminates the space where I used 
to keep a tiny Rubbermaid wastebas- 
ket for on -the -road trash. It also elimi- 
nates the under -console bucket we 
originally put in to hold radios and 
equalizers under test; a new bucket, 
angled slightly toward the driver, has 
therefore been built beneath the pas- 
senger -side dash. 

The switches (mostly Carlingswitch 
Curvettes) control the inputs to the 

main amp system (for testing other 
head -ends), the supplementary amp 
(on/off and front -rear speaker selec- 
tion), and an under -dash map light. 
(The sixth switch, if you're counting, is 

a spare for possible future use.) 
The map -light switch originally oper- 

ated the burglar alarm. New England 
Radio thought that making the switch 
inconspicuous would keep burglars 
from figuring what it was; I thought that 
burglars would hit every unmarked 
switch in sight, in hopes that one would 
turn the alarm off. So the alarm switch 
has been moved out of sight. Unfortu- 
nately, though, the alarm system 
stopped working almost at once-I 
don't know whether it's the alarm or the 
installation. Every time I get it fixed, it 

works fine at first, but then its exit delay 
time shortens to zero during the next 
24 hours. 

The rear -deck speakers now in 
place are Genesis AM -165s. They 
were originally placed at the extreme 
back edge of the rear deck, a position 
I'd not seen used before. I kept asking 
the installer if that would have any ef- 
fect on the sound, and they kept ignor- 
ing the question. When I got into the 
car, however, I could tell it did: The 
Genesis speakers, normally quite mu- 
sical, sounded honky and nasal, as if 

they were buried in a horn, as, in fact, 
they were. My suspicions about this 
were confirmed by talks with Mike Burk 
of AFS Kriket (who gave me invaluable 
advice throughout this project) and 
Roy Allison of Allison Acoustics (a 
leading authority on room -interaction 
effects). As further confirmation, I 

found the speakers sounded musical 
again as soon as I opened the rear 
hatch. So, in the new deck panel, 

System Contents 

Source 
Alpine 7347 FM/AM/cassette receiver $ 599.95 

Main System 
AudioMobile SP -300 three -band equalizer-preamp 309.95 
AudioMobile CX-E2 active stereo crossover networks 

(two, at $244.95) 489.90 
Rockford Power VI four -channel power amp with crossover 

(two channels bridged to mono) 680.00 
Rockford Power II stereo power amp 425.00 
Philips EN -220 stereo power amp (two, at $199.95) 399.90 
Audax HD -100-D25 tweeters (two, in satellites, at $17.00) 34.00 
ADS 206-0314 replacement midrange drivers (two, in 

satellites, at $42.00) 84.00 
Audax HD -9.8-D25 tweeters (two, in center console, at $17.00) 34.00 
Audax MHD-10P-25-FSC midrange (in center console) 26.00 
Alpine 6110, 10 -in. subwoofers (two, at $60.00) 120.00 
Equipment Cost 3,202.70 
*Labor (Design and Construction) 750.00 

Subtotal $3,952.70 

Subsidiary System 
ADS 320i, two-way separates, stereo pair 379.00 
Genesis AM -165, two-way plates, stereo pair 240.00 
Alpine 3502 stereo power amp 349.50 
Equipment Cost 968.50 
*Labor (Design and Construction) 250.00 

Subtotal $1,218.50 

Total $5,171.20 

*Labor estimates do not cover time spent in changing and experimenting, 
but represent what such á system would cost to install from scratch. 
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A unique solution to a serious turntable problem: 
Technics turntables with the P- Mount system. 

Jnfortunately, standard turntable design has left too 
much to chance in terms of cartridge mounting and 
performance. 

Technics turntables with the patented P-Mcunt 
:onearm/cartridge system have changed all that. By 
providing complete compatibility between tonearm and 
:artridge to achieve the optimum tonearm resonant 
=requency: the level at which annoying bass frequency 
nterference is minimized. For the accuracy and fidelity 
:onventional turntables can deny you. 

In addition, P -Mount is a plug-in system. You'll get 
outstanding performance without struggling to install 
:he cartridge. There's nothing to wire. There's no longer 
a headshell. There's no more fumbling to calibrate 
overhang or stylus position. Tracking and anti -skating 
adjustments have been virtually eliminated. 

Just plug any P -Mount cartridge into a Technics 
straight, low mass, high performance tonearm, and 
tighten one locking screw. With Technics, your records 
are now virtually immune to the groove wear, poor 
channel separation and distortion caused by improper 
ca. tridge-to-tonearm mounting. 

Technics has standardized all key specifications 
with manufacturers of P -Mount cartridges: cartridge 
weight, external dimensions, connector shape, stylus 
position and more. So you can choose from a wide 
range of cartridges from virtually every manufacturer. 

The P -Mount plug-in cartridge system. Just one of 
the many advances you'll find in the entire line of 
sophisticated Technics turntables. Including our 
su-prisingly affordable new quartz -locked series. 

The turntable revolution continues at Technics. 

Technics 
The science of sound 

Enter No. 10 on peace- Serv,ce Card 
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AO iriggEMIIREs 
THERE IS ONE ANSWER: 

GOODYEAR EAGLES. 
Eagle radials are fitted to 

every front -wheel -drive Dodge 
Daytona Turbo Z. Every Chrysler 
Laser XE. And every new Ford 
Thunderbird Turbo. Here's why: 

1. All-out 
peter ormance. 
In 1983 SCCA Show- 
room Stock national 
competition-street 
radial against street 
radial-Goodyear 
Eagles* won more 
races than all other 
radials combined. 

2. All-around pformance. 
Goodyear Eagles are meeting 
the auto companies' toughest 
specifications for performanre- 

radial tread wear, speed 
ratings, ride quality 
and steel -belted 
strength. 

3. Race -bred 
dormance. 
my Eagle radials 

give you the direct 
benefit of Goodyear's 
longtime domination 
of world racing. 

Example: The tread pattern of 
our Eagle GT radial is derived 
from our Formula One racing 
rain tire. 

These are the reasons why 
Goodyear performance radials 
are standard equipment on more 
cars sold in this country than 
any other performance tires. 

These are the reasons you 
should visit the Eagles' Nest at 
Goodyear today. Or write now: 
The Goodyear Tire & Rubber 
Company, Box 9125, Dept. 17C 
Akron, Ohio 44305. 

*Tread shaved to racing depth. 

GOOD YEAR 
Erie- No. 11 on Reader Service Card 
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The system has a lot of 
flexibility, and T use it all. 
Passengers are a bit 
bewildered, at first, by the 
way the sound can shift. 

CENTER 
CONSOLE 

Ta 
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O O n n o äi O 
FRONT AUX OUT 

REAR 
OUTPUT AUX IN 

OUTPUT SWITCH ,¡ 

O¢ 
AUDIOMOBILE 
SP -300 PREAMP 

n 

L R 

(UNDER TRUNK FLOOR) 

PHILIPS 
EN- 220 AMP 

PHILIPS 
EN -220 AMP 

>3.2 kHz 180 Hz -2.4 kHz 
(BRIDGED) 

CX-E2 
CROSSOVER 

CX-E2 
CROSSOVER 

>180 Hz 

- >180 Hz 

<85 Hz 

FRONT SATELLITES I V 
(UNDER DASH) 

LEFT 
9 

RIGHT 

ROCKFORD 
POWER II AMP 

ROCKFORD 
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>4 kHz --- -- 
9-\ 

10 -IN. WOOFERS 
(IN REAR DECK) 

GENESIS AM -I65 
(IN REAR DECK) 

14) ADS 3201 
(IN DOORS) 9I 

XOVER xovER 

'` RIGHT LEFT RIGHT LEFT 

ALPINE 
3502 
AMP 

(UNDER BACK SEAT) SWITCH 

4 kHz 

More elaborate than most home systems, the one in our project car 
incorporates extra speakers, inputs, outputs and switching for test purposes, 
plus a center speaker system to help deal with acoustic problems 
common in cars. 

they're mounted near the front, and 
sound much better that way-though 
still not as good as they sound in other 
situations. (I'd recommend them very 
highly for situations where they'd radi- 
ate directly at the listener, but less 
warmly for the tricky acoustics of a rear 
deck.) At this go -round, New England 
also put a quick -disconnect plug on 
the wires to the rear -deck woofers and 
full -range speakers, so I can easily re- 
move the deck when carrying big trunk 
loads. 

The Alpine amp had originally been 
miswired, feeding left -channel sound 
to the right -door speaker, and vice 
versa. Fortunately, using the door 
speakers with the under -dash satel- 
lites, this "error" pleasantly widens the 

stereo space. The sound from the rear - 
deck speakers is also improved by this 
mistake, adding a touch of stereo full- 
ness to the sound from the back. This 
is because each passenger is sitting 
within a front -back stereo pair-in my 
case, front -left and rear -right. Against 
their judgment, I was able to get New 
England Radio to leave that "mistake" 
alone. 

While the idea of mischanneling the 
door speakers was the result of a hap- 
py accident, the idea of crossfiring the 
rear ones came from several 
sources-chiefly, an article by Dan 
Shanefield ("Four-Channel-What Do 
You Really Hear?" Audio, November 
1975) and a letter from him pointing 
out that some GM factory systems do 

this, too. I have not had the chance to 
try his other suggestion in the same 
article, of aiming the rear speakers at 
the opposite walls, since my rear 
speakers fire straight up. 

This system gives me a lot of flexibili- 
ty, and I use it all. Passengers are a bit 
bewildered, at first, by the way the 
sound source shifts as I readjust the 
pots and switches, but they do like the 
results. The best frequency response 
comes with the main system, which I 

use most of the time. For large -hall 
concert music, I usually turn the back 
speakers on, faintly, to add distant am- 
bience; for jazz, folk and such, I use 
the door speakers instead of the rears, 
to add ambience of a more intimate 
kind. For rock, where all bets at realism 
are off, anyway, I sometimes listen only 
to the door speakers; for country, I 

tend to listen mainly to the doors, but 
dial in some center fill (which also 
brings the subwoofers into play). For 
chamber, I tend to listen to the main 
front satellites alone. And I make ex- 
ceptions in all these cases, based on 
the particular recording. 

There has to be a better way. I'm 
sure the system can sound good when 
bi- instead of triamplified. I strongly 
suspect that front -satellite speakers 
can be made to give me good stereo 
perspective without the complexity or 
narrowing effect of the center speak- 
ers. (That would also give me a better 
place to stick the head -end and its 
controls.) I wonder whether mono- 
phonic subwoofer amplification, or 
even a single subwoofer, would sound 
as good as my current stereo setup 
and, if not, how much difference would 
be audible. These modifications would 
cut me down from nine channels of 
main -system amplification to four, 
which would let me cut out three ampli- 
fiers and one crossover ($1,070 to be 
saved there) and some drivers (sav- 
ings of $135), plus the labor cost of 
installing them. 

Even with these modifications, the 
system would hardly be a cheap one. 
But the means used would be far more 
in line with the results-which, I ac- 
knowledge, are darn good. So Phase II 

will be one of devolution. But that's a 
few months off, as yet. Meanwhile, we 
begin using our project car for its origi- 
nal purpose-as a test bed for in -car 
audio equipment. Q 
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AUDIO ETC 
EDWARD TATNALL CANBY 

CHAIN OF COMMAND 
Lately I've been hipped on the 
neat symmetry of audio's far 
ends, out beyond the loud- 

speakers one way, beyond the mikes 
in the other. Out there, it is all air, 
space and direction. In between, it's 
circuitry. Transducers! At each end we 
have them, the same but opposite, and 
they are the biggest thing in audio. 

Until I joined Audio, I had never 
heard of a transducer, nor a host of 
similar terms, like parameter. These 
words do not exist in the musical and 
literary worlds. Yet they are a part of 
our language, literary or no, and if 

used nicely they are rich in meaning- 
they have a good sound and look well 
on the page. That is, if you avoid bury- 

' ing them via the engineer's worst liter- 
ary fault, polysyllablicity. Maximum at- 
tenuation, my foot! (See Dec. 1983.) 
Just say "off." And then use on, up, 
down, go, stop, thick, long, square, 
round, those ancient words-and 
transducer will look lovely. 

Thanks to the residue of four years of 
school Latin, I had no trouble with 
transducer. It means simply "leader 
across," out of its Latin roots. A duke is 
a leader with a "k." II Duce, that erst- 
while leader, made the mistake of join- 
ing up with another one, Der Fuhrer. 
Same meaning but different root. Du- 
Pont's famous trademark name, Duco, 
means, in Latin, "I lead." What else! A 
Latin pun on the corporate name. Our 
transducers, however, don't lead from 
the top, they lead across. "Trans," in 
Latin, still takes us over countless 
bridges, gaps, ideas, changes of 
state, territories-mass transit ("it goes 
across"), for instance, or translation 
("across from one language to anoth- 
er"). Latin is indeed useful. 

We only have two families of primary 
transducers in audio, in spite of many 
others, mikes and speakers. The rest 
are secondary, en route in the audio 
chain, transfer stations between the 
processings. The phono cartridge and 
its opposite, the cutting head. The tape 
heads, record and play. They take up 
a lot of our attention but they aren't 
primary, like those major gateways, 
pearly or no, which lead into our territo- 
ry at one end and out again at the 
other. 

Oh yes-the erase head. It is a mar- 
velous transducer to nowhere, and a 
very good thing, if you ask me. If we 

o 

r 

would erase as much as we record, 
we'd be better off. As for the bulk eras- 
er, in audio it is on the order of the 
nuclear bomb. Nowhere in seconds. 

Curious that microphones and 
speakers have always come to us in 
such bewildering variety. They 
shouldn't, one would think, because 
variety is not a part of the transducer 
definition. We always assume it to be 
what it says, an impartial, accurate 
leader -across, with a minimum of side 
distractions. We measure all our trans- 
ducers for accuracy and faithfulness to 
the signal being led across, and rate 
the fi accordingly. Every speaker, ev- 
ery microphone, except for a few high- 
ly specialized items, is valued first of 
all as a true signal carrier. Like the 
"straight -wire" amplifier-that's the 
way we think of them and even adver- 
tise them. A speaker is not a signal 
processor, nor is a microphone. Any 
deliberate signal alterations or adjust- 
ments in the electronic circuit at these 
points are minimal: A bit of attenuation, 
a modest cutoff, above or below. If you 
do fancier things, you do them else- 
where. 

One is, indeed, very much like the 
other, excepting mainly that they are in 
mirror image. With one, we put in force 
and get out electricity; with the other, 
we put in electricity and get force out. 
And whatever is done in between is 

either amplification, to take care of 
those inevitable losses to inefficiency, 
or some sort of storage medium, such 
as LP or tape. There are, to be sure, 
other jobs, but these are the primary 
ones. 

But the variety is there, all right, and 
it is significant. It involves not the elec- 
tronic signal, but the other side-which 
is space, air, ambient sound waves. 
Directional modifications, for instance. 
Phasing. Here, in both species of pri- 
mary transducer, we are already be- 
yond the circuitry and involved in an 
utterly different medium. These termi- 
nal transducers, then, are 50-50 prop- 
ositions by their very nature, one half 
dealing with electronics, the other half 
with mechanics, signals in outer 
space. At both ends of the chain. 

The slots and holes we find in the 
bodies of directional mikes could be 
nowhere else because they are entirely 
acoustic. The careful avoiding of inset 
cavities in front of the speaker cone (a 
relatively recent development), the 
staggered mounting of woofs and 
tweets for phase coherence, the aim- 
ing of the speaker beam, all this and 
plenty more are out beyond any circuit- 
ry. If electronics sometimes ingenious- 
ly appear in these areas, they are 
acoustic surrogates, doing what is ba- 
sically an acoustic job. 

Well, of course, of course! Kinder - 

ro 

z 
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Chrysler creates LASER XE. The sports car 
that had to outperform the competition. 

We gave Laser XE world -class perfor- 
mance. In the slalom, Laser beats all 
entries-from Trans Am to Mustang GT. 

We built Laser XE to outperform the 
competition: Camaro Z28, Trans 
Am, Mustang GT, Supra, Mazda RX-7. 

Laser beats Porsche in the slalom. 

Laser outperforms Trans ten in braking 

Laser is faster than Camaro Z28 from 

Laser does it when you equip it with 
turbo, performance handling pack- 
age and nitrogen -charged shocks.* 

Laser does it with front -wheel 
drive, new dual -path suspen- 

sion system and quick - 
ratio power steering. In 

the slalom Laser finish- 
es No. 1-even ahead 

of the legendary 
Porsche 944. 

We turbocharged it. From Ù-50, Laser XE 
leaves Camaro Z28 with its shadow. 
Z28 is a powerhouse-but Laser XE is 

the sophisticated new wave. Its 
multi -point injection system "spritzes" 
fuel in at four points. Its water- 
cooled bearing reduces a critical turbo 
temperature by 500° F Its turbo engine 

boosts h.p. 45% and moves 
Laser like light. With 5 -speed 
your time to 50 mph, is 5.8 

0-50 mph. 
seconds. Z28, Trans Am, Supra 

and RX-7 are in your remote -controlled 
side -view mirrors. 
We gave it high-performance braking. 
Laser XE stops where Trans Am doesn't. 
We think total performance calls 
for performance braking. So we gave 
Laser XE semi -metallic brake pads, 
power brakes all around and optional 
wide 15" alloy wheels with Goodyear 
Eagle GT radials. Result: Laser stops 
quicker than Z28, Trans Am, Mustang 
GT, Supra, RX-7. Even Porsche 944 can't 
beat our world class braking. 

We gave it a brain-and a per- 
formance seat that performs. 

Laser XE thinks with you. Its 
I 21 -feature electronic monitor 
.. even talks your language. 

Its navigator computes for t 

","-.; ** you while its color graphic 
displays make you 

a calculating driver. Laser XE's 
AM/FM stereo remembers what you 
like to hear and its self -diagnostic 
system is the nearest thing to an on- 
board mechanic. Your seat responds 
with cushions you pump up for 
thigh and lumbar support, and you 
can choose a 6 -way power seat and 
Mark Cross world -class leather. 
We gave it our best: a 5 year/50,000 
mile Protection Plan. 
We believe a performer has to be a survi- 
vor. We build for that. And back your 
engine and powertrain with a 5 year/ 
50,000 mile Protection Plan, with outer 
body rust -through protection for the 
same period..** See dealer for 
details. Buckle up for safety. 
35 Est. Hwy 
!221 EPA Est. MPG. 

s 
Chrysler 

Laser A Product of The New Chrysler Technology 

'Based on overall results of USAC sports car certification tests 
versus 1983 models. Laser XE equipped with optional handling 
suspension. Turbo package and 15' road wheels and tires. 

"5 years or 50.000 miles. whichever comes first. Limited warranty 
Deductible required. Excludes leases. *Use EPA est mpg. for 
comparison. Actual mileage may vary depending on speed. trip 
length and weather Hwy mileage 
probably less. 

"THE COMPETITION IS GOOD. WE HAD TO BE BETTER." 
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garten audio. Nevertheless, here is the 
reason why these in-between trans- 
ducers hold such fascination for our 
most brilliant designing engineers, 
both at the microphone end and at the 
speaker. All the rest of audio is as 
nothing, I suggest, compared to the 
subtlety, the challenge, even the mys- 
tery of these two critical transducer ar- 
eas dealing with interlocked media, 
crossing from one to the other. Not 
surprisingly, it is here that the comput- 
er, too, is at its best-those remarkable 
three-dimensional simulations of me- 
chanical speaker motion, for instance, 
formula by formula, before a part is 
fabricated or a sound heard. Astonish- 
ing, even for the computer man. 

You can sense my drift. I am moving 
outwards from the audio center in both 
directions, to both the end transducers 
which are so similar, if exactly oppo- 
site, in function. Like electric motors 
and generators. Remember the 
Gramme dynamo, the first, which 
would work the other way as a motor? 
More transducers, in another field. 

And now one further argument. 
Transducers are not dead ends. Ours 
certainly aren't. What exists out there 
beyond the speaker, and beyond the 
mike, is the reason for our transduc- 
ing-and obviously we must think of it 

as a part of, shall I say, the greater 
audio chain. Not only sound waves im- 
pinging on, emanating from the trans- 
ducer but, necessarily, the whole com- 
plex of enclosed space with its reflec- 
tions, reverb, presence, and so on. 
This, at both ends-before the mike, 
after the speaker-is the actual medi- 
um for human perception and creation. 
This is where audio starts, and where it 

ends, and because there must be 
some sense to audio, we go even fur- 
ther-we are inextricably tied into the 
whole gamut of human expression in 

sound, be it educational, artistic, enter- 
tainment or whatever! All vitally a part 
of the greater audio chain. 

No, this is not some high -flying Can- 
by philosophy. It is just a matter of fact, 
insofar as we can pin things down, 
measure them usefully and put them 
predictably to work. Why else is audio 
so interesting in so many ways? 

Well, returning to everyday practical- 
ity, I'll have to admit that our two types 
of primary transducers tend to go their 
very different ways. And so do those 

opposite acoustic spaces beyond 
them that complete the transduction. 

Beyond the mike, out in space at the 
beginning of the chain? Wow-a whole 
further world of professional audio, full 
of a million exciting activities. And be- 
yond the speaker? Ah, there's the rub. 
Also plenty of sonic spaces. But whose 
space? Alas, it isn't ours. We have pre- 
cious little control of it, nor very much 
influelce on the owners. They go their 
own way, and this can be distressing. 

Except with the professional sound - 
man, the speaker designer loses his 
grip on the audio chain when his prod- 
uct goes into its shipping box. Out of 
his hands. Those speakers move into 
thousands of private domains, and he 
can only guess, and hope. In my opin- 
ion, even after a half -century of hi-fi, it's 
a forlorn hope-that this final segment 
of the greater audio chain will be com- 
pleted in a way to bring out the best of 
the entire chain. If we are satisfied with 
maybe one in a hundred or a thousand 
cases, maybe we're doin' okay. The 
few perfect, ideal home realizations of 
all that immense amount of design and 
art and sheer work that leads (leads 
across) to the listening human ears. 

Well, it's tough. But this is an audio 
democracy, isn't it? Our cash flow, at 
least, is okay in good times; the people 
buy our equipment and keep us in 
business. But do they take full advan- 
tage of its abilities, to complete that 
final stage of transducing? Not so 
you'd notice it. Readers of this maga- 
zine are, of course, exceptions. 

And so I'm pessimistic, when it 
comes to the consumer. Money-yes. 
But does he ever learn anything? When 
he wants to, he does. That's life. To- 
day, the required know-how is every- 
where. We all have microphones to 
play with, speakers or phones to repro- 
duce with. Plenty of us have the better 
sort of equipment, ready at hand, or at 
ear. For 50 years there have been 
books on home hi-fi (mine included), 
carloads and trucks full of pamphlets, 
leaflets, press releases, instructive ads 
(plus demos, lectures and TV spectac- 
ulars), all profusely detailing our sub- 
ject. There's a hi-fi salon in nearly ev- 
ery village and town. It's all there for 
the asking and has been for so long. 
But.... 

I'll give you a little example of current 
transduction, out of the loudspeaker 

We only have two families 
of primary transducers in 
audio, in spite of many 
others-mikes and 
speakers. 

and into the final listening space, the 
end of the chain. Extreme, maybe, but 
all too common. 

I recently visited friends in a fancy 
penthouse apartment outside of Man- 
hattan, brand-new building in park -like 
surroundings. Ah, such peace and qui- 
et, after noisy downtown New York. We 
had a long, pleasant, and relaxed con- 
versation in what I found was a very 
comfortable silence. Then during a 

pause, I heard a series of odd, tiny 
squeaks, very faint. What could they 
be? A bird, outside on the penthouse 
terrace or in a cage next door? Mice in 

the walls? Suddenly, in a flash (I'm 
good at such things), my mind re- 
solved those squeaks-into one of the 
loudest climaxes for strings in Tchai- 
kovsky's "Romeo and Juliet." That was 
what it was. The inconspicuous (but 
excellent) hi-fi system had not been 
turned off. This was its normal back- 
ground playing level, hour after hour, 
probably month after month. So what 
can you do? 

Imade a remarkable boo-boo in my 
series on Silva Hall (Oct., Nov., 
Dec. 1983). I forgot to mention the 

building's architects-the non -sonic 
ones. Hardy, Holzman and Pfeiffer & 
Associates. Guess I'm too audio mind- 
ed. They designed the visible macro- 
structure. Christopher Jaffe's firm, 
Jaffe Acoustics, Inc., integrated the 
audio. Was Silva Number One? The 
Concord Pavilion in southern California 
was indeed earlier than Silva, but it is 
an altogether different kind of building, 
in a warm climate, and was originally 
equipped only with AR, Jaffe's ERESIe 
being added later for a wider useful- 
ness. Several earlier installations might 
qualify in part for First-but why quib- 
ble? I still opt for Silva Hall as the all- 
out, decisive example, the real First of 
its Kind. My own choice. Silva does 
have the first digitally controlled AR 
system in this country, shortly after an 
English hall. Virtually all of this pioneer- 
ing is by Jaffe, Inc., to whom I again 
bow. 

No doubt I made some engineering 
errors and would be glad for comment. 
I took the risk. All in all, I see no need 
for corrections to my big point, which is 

the importance of this new kind of elec- 
tronic architecture, so dramatically 
presented in Silva. Q 
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BEHIND THE SCENES 
BERT WHYTE 

DO THAT VOODOO 
One has but to look in the loud- 
speaker section of Audio's An- 
nual Equipment Directory issue 

(Oct.) to realize how many loudspeak- 
ers are on the market. If none of them 
seem to suit your tastes, in the opinion 
of some industry wags, "just wait 10 
minutes and we will have another new 
loudspeaker for your evaluation." Ap- 
parently, there is a common belief that 
big bucks can be made in loudspeak- 
ers-just manufacture a model that 
tickles the public's fancy and you can 
start visiting Rolls-Royce showrooms. 

Truth is, of course, most of The ubiq- 
uitous walnut boxes are of a numbing 
sameness in design and performance. 
Until quite recently, what changes and 
improvements were made in these 
speakers were a result of empirical art, 
rather than of scientific rationale. 

In the last few years, black magic 
has given way to arcane disciplines in 

scientific analysis and design in the 
development of new loudspeakers. 
Such things come to mind as laser 
interferometry and laser holography, 
computer modeling, along with the use 
of Fast Fourier and Hilbert Transforms. 
And, of course, one of the most impor- 
tant of the new technologies is Audio's 
own Richard Heyser's Time Delay 
Spectrometry and Time Energy Fre- 
quency studies. There is now a dedi- 
cated instrument for TDS and TEF, the 
Tecron System 10, manufactured by 
Crown International of Elkhart, Ind. 
Gerald Stanley, head of reseach for 
Crown, explained the System 10 in the 
November 1983 issue of Audio. 

All the foregoing is preface to the 
story of the development of a remark- 
able new loudspeaker. When Crown 
introduced their new Tecron System 10 
at the 72nd AES Convention in Ana- 
heim, they made an offer that anyone 
who placed an order for the unit would 
be able to buy it at a special introduc- 
tory price of around $10,000. (Current 
production price is $14,500, which is 

still a long way from the $35,000 to 
$40,000 assemblage of test equipment 
heretofore necessary to do TDS and 
TEF studies.) One of the people who 
took advantage of the offer was John 
Bau, director and designer of Spica, a 

small loudspeaker manufacturer in 

Sante Fe, N.M. After numerous delays, 
the Tecron System 10 arrived at Spica 
and therein hangs a tale. 

The Spica TC -50 
loudspeaker 

John Bau wanted to develop a small, 
relatively inexpensive two-way loud- 
speaker that would exhibit good phase 
behavior, especially in the region from 
350 Hz to 5 kHz. Working with their 
Hewlett-Packard 9845 computer and 
an extremely sophisticated engineer- 
ing software program, plus the Tecron 
System 10, Spica's early investigations 
showed that the crossover network 
(really the heart of the loudspeaker 
project) would not meet their criteria 
using the usual Butterworth configura- 
tions. 

This led to an exhaustive examina- 
tion of Bessel filters as an alternative 
transfer function. Spica discovered 
many attractive things about them, but 
after much work, they did not find a 
high-pass function that summed per- 
fectly with a Bessel filter. However, 
they did find one function that summed 
perfectly up to 5 kHz and used this as 
a target function when assembling 
some prototype crossovers. Using 
Time Delay Spectrometry, the delays 
between the 61/2 -inch cone -type dy- 
namic woofer and the 1 -inch dome 
tweeter (with crossover optimized to 
both amplitude and phase) were ad- 
justed to match those of the computer 
model. They found on measurement 
that the phase response of the corn- 

plete system was linear phase-± 15° 
from 350 Hz to 4.2 kHz. 

This is a very simplistic idea of the 
very complex research John Bau did at 
Spica, which resulted in the design 
and fabrication of the acoustic suspen- 
sion, wedge-shaped Spica TC -50 
loudspeaker. 

The TC -50 measures 13 in. W x 
151/2 in. H x 111/2 in. D. Frequency 

response is rated at ±3 dB from 
55 Hz to 15 kHz. One watt at one 

meter gives an 83 dB SPL. 
Spica considers the phase 

response of the TC -50 in 
the midrange part of the 

audio spectrum, where 
the ear has maximum 

sensitivity, "near 
perfect." This speaker 

can handle 50 continuous 
watts of program power and 

100 watts peak. Impedance of the 
TC -50 is 4 ohms. The wedge shape 

is, of course, to ensure that the woofer 
(really also a midrange unit at a cross- 
over of 2.7 kHz) and the tweeter lie in 
the same acoustic plane for phase 
coherency. The Spica TC -50 sells 
for $420 per pair. 

I can hear you commenting, "Okay, 
so what is the big deal? Those specs 
are not very impressive." On the face 
of it, you're right. But conventional 
specifications don't tell the story here. 
Just hook up the Spica TC -50 to a 
good -quality amplifier of somewhere 
around 25 to 100 watts and listen. If 

you react like most people, including 
yours truly, you will be positively 
amazed by the sound of these diminu- 
tive loudspeakers. The smooth natural- 
ness of the overall response is notable, 
but it is the incredible imaging, front -to - 
back depth, accuracy of instrument lo- 
calization, and stability that is so unex- 
pected-and astonishing. Here are im- 
ages within the sound field that are so 
realistic they are almost palpable. Try 
as you may, you simply cannot isolate 
sounds as specifically emanating from 
the right or left loudspeaker. Instead, 
we have a broad soundstage, a verita- 
ble panorama of sound. Bass re- 
sponse is clean and solid down to the 
-3 dB point at 55 Hz and then falls off 
rapidly. Depending on the amplifier 
used, the speakers can achieve sur- 
prisingly loud listening levels. But cau- 
tion is necessary, since there is no 
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MCIIYTOSti . . . TIMELESS 
Like a Stradivarius 

Antonio Stradivari (1644-1737) invested his violins with all the historic and 
contemporary technical knowledge of his day, applied his own research, 

intelligence and, master craftsmanship to produce an instrument that 
still leads the musical world in performance capability, technology 

and value. Almost 250 years later, his violins are still ... the best. 

Since its beginning in 1949, McIntosh has been the technologi- 
cal performance and value leader for this industry. Continuous 

research and development at McIntosh explores the virgin 
terrain of new performance and value that lies beyond the 
boundaries of the technological map described by others. 

This pioneering effort constantly pushes the boundaries 
of existing knowledge. Over the years, the United States 

Patent Office has granted thirty patents that certify the 
results of this innovative and exploratory research. 
Each patent has exposed new areas of technology 

which leads to the superior performance of a McIn- 
tosh and exposed new areas of effort and thought 
that is unmatched by any other research group in 

this industry, in the world. McIntosh is truly the 
technological leader and McIntosh is dedi- 

cated to continuing that leadership. 
McIntosh still ... the BEST. 

Mies (31 S1EfE0 IUf(fR 

For more information: 

3 Professional Stereo Preamplifier $2299.00 
ested retail price cabinet extra 
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McIntosh Laboratory Inc. 
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Transient response of the 
Spica TC -50 is remarkably 
good, and, as long as the 
speaker is not overdriven, 
distortion is quite low. 

protection circuitry. However. if you 
should blow a speaker, John Bau says 
not to worry, as replacement speakers 
matched within 0.5 dB are readily 
available. In fact, John tells me all TC - 
50 speakers are kept to that 0.5 -dB 
tolerance. Transient response of the 
TC -50 is remarkably good, and, as 

long as the speaker is not overdriven, 
distortion is quite low. The major im- 
pression one immediately perceives 
with these loudspeakers is their effort- 
less naturalness and their sheer musi- 
cality. They are among the least fatigu- 
ing speakers extant. 

What is the secret behind all this 

The more you 
know about Dua 
the more this 
turntable will 
surprise you. 
This is the new Dual 515. There's one 
reason you'll want to know more about 
it. And one that will surprise you. 

1. The design and engineering. 
Vibrations from footsteps and acous- 
tic feedback can muddy the sound 
from records, cause mistracking and 
even groove jumping. The sophisti- 
cated suspension system of the 515 
solves this problem with typical Dual 
ingenuity. 

The tonearm, drive system and 
platter and mat are isolated from 
the base by four independent shock 
absorbers-with damping qualities 
computer -designed to cope with all 
likely conditions in the typical home. 

Shock absorbe (one of four) 

Anti -resonance platter mat 

Shock absorbing chassis 

Chassis Platter 

I ' 4\ 
Four independent shock -absorbing elements, with com- 
puter -calculated damping, isolate the tonearm, platter 
and drive system from the turntable base, and thus from 
external shock and vibrations such as those caused by 
footfalls or acoustic feedback. This system, combined 
with the new Dual platter mat, achieves a higher level of 
isolation for the record during play. 

You can easily hear the difference 
this entire system makes when you 
play a record on the 515. The bass 
will be tighter, the highs cleaner and 
missing details restored. 

Now for the tonearm. 
Dual's exclusive ULM (Ultra Low 

Mass) tonearm and cartridge sys- 
tem has only 7 grams total effective 

mass. That's less than half that of 
conventional tonearm and cartridge 
combinations. ULM assures accurate, 
stable tracking, especially on badly 
warped records. But low mass is only 
one aspect of Dual's tonearm design. 

The four -point gyroscopic gimbal 
centers and balances the tonearm 
where it pivots. The straight-line tone - 
arm tube is made of XM300 alloy for 
its extremely high rigidity and low res- 
onance. Dual's system for setting 
track force-a tempered, flat -wound 
spring inside the pivot-maintains the 
tonearm's dynamic balance. 

The belt -drive system is also pure 
Dual. The belt is precision -ground to 
within 1/200 mm. The high -torque 
motor and 12% pitch control are elec- 
tronic. The illuminated strobe confirms 
exact speed. 

2. The price. 
This is the surprise: less than $135! 
(The 515 is semi -automatic; the fully 
automatic 530 is less than $150.) We 
think this will really surprise all those 
who've been willing to pay substan- 
tially more for West German design, 
engineering and precision manufac- 
turing. Now you have all that, plus 
new and unprecedented Dual value. 

Dual 

e 

ADCOM. 
11 Elkins Road 
East Brunswick, N.J. 08816 
U.S.A. 

Adcom ,, exclusue U S. d,sf,ibution agency for Dual. 

exemplary performance? Why, friends, 
it is largely in the design of the cross- 
over, which, as noted, was achieved 
with the comprehensive use of the Tec- 
ron System 10 Time Delay Spectrome- 
try and TEF facilities, as well as the HP 
9845 computer. One certainly must not 
forget to give credit to John Bau, who 
broke with traditional concepts of filter 
design and whose new crossover has 
provided such a significant advance in 

sonic quality. 
John tells me that current develop- 

mental work will soon bring forth a new 
three-way Spica and, not too far down 
the line, a servo subwoofer system. 

Some Spica enthusiasts have 
bought two pairs of the TC -50 and 
placed them on their sides, one pair 
stacked on top of the other, with the 
tweeters facing in, in an effort to obtain 
more level and more bass. The floor 
position will help in and of itself, but 
there will be acoustic coupling of the 
two woofers, and indeed will be an 
increase in bass. John Bau states that 
this positioning will upset the acoustic 
geometry of the TC -50 and degrade its 
imaging qualities. Nonetheless, many 
people say it doesn't affect them much 
and they're happy with this setup. 

As for myself, I have used the TC - 
50s with amplifiers ranging from an 80 
watt/channel Audionics, to a 200 watt/ 
channel Levinson ML -3, and a 200 
watt/channel conrad johnson tube am- 
plifier. (The latter two used with ex- 
treme care!) I've combined the TC -50s 
with a pair of Janis W-1 subwoofers, 
which have 100 -watt interface amplifi- 
ers/crossover at 100 Hz. The result 
was sensational-all the solid, clean 
bass you could desire, down below 30 
Hz, with wonderful musicality and su- 
perb imaging. Using the conrad john - 
son Premier One amplifier to drive the 
TC -50s from 100 Hz up, there was 
plenty of level, and I dared a few CDs 
without disaster. With the subwoofers 
and interface units nearly six times the 
cost of the TC -50s, this might seem 
silly, but John Bau tells me quite a few 
people are doing just that with a variety 
of subwoofers. Of course, it is a darn 
good reason why John is designing his 
own subwoofer. 

How nice to have a success story 
like the Spica TC -50, especially since it 

was science, not hocus-pocus, that 
won the day. Q 
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Why this is the tape that sets the standard. 
JVC sets the standard for all 

videotapes, no matter who makes 
them. 

That's the way it has been ever since 
JVC engineers originated the format for 
VHS videocassette recorders. 

That's why we feel a special respon- 
sibility for manufacturing our own 
brand of VHS videotape at the highest 
possible quality level. 

For our HG and Super HG videotapes, 
the process begins with a polyester -base 

IVuS film. Using a new binding system, we 
coat the film with super -fine magnetic 
particles, which improves the packing 
density of the coating. Our own unique 
dispersion process makes the coating 
more uniform and sharply reduces the 
occurrence of drop -out. 

The result is videotape that provides 
a continuously stable picture, with 
clear, pure colors. 

Compared with JVC's own reference 
tape, our new HG tape has a 2.3 dB 

higher color S/N ratio; with our new 
Super HG tape, the improvement is 
4.0 dB. 

All three grades of JVC videotape, 
including our Standard formulation, 
benefit greatly from JVC's extensive 
pioneering research in VHS tape -to - 
head dynamics. 

So no matter which grade of video- 
tape you prefer, now you know how to 
pick the brand that sets the standard 
for all the others. 

Jvc®Jvc JVC JVC JVC JVC JVC JVC 
JVC COMPANY OF AMERICA Magnetic Tape Division, 41 Slater Drive, Elmwood Park, NJ 07407 JVC CANADA INC., Scarborough, Ont. 
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INTRODUCING DIGITAL 
ES COMPONENTS 

FRAM THE PEOPLE WHO 
BROUGHT YOU THE 

DIGITAL PLAYER, 
DIGITAL DISC, 

DIGITAL REVERBERATOR, 
DIGITAL PROCESSOR, 

DIGITAL MIXER, 
DIGITAL RECORDER 

DIGITAL EDITOR, 
111 111-11 

When the history of 
music is written, the chapter 
on digital will read like a 
list of accomplishments from 
just one company-Sony. 

And now, to meet the 
stringent demands of their 
digital creations, Sony engi- 
neers have developed an 

IlL`k.r IRMA IA ZLIY !II !J\r 
entirely new line of high-fidel- 
ity components. The ES Series. 

To handle the phenom- 
enal dynamic range of the 
new CDP-701 ES compact disc 
player and PCM-701 ES dig- 
ital audio processor, ES fea- 
tures what Stereo Review 
calls a "truly exceptional" inte- 

grated amp. One that of- 
fers "the highest dynamic 
headroom of any amplifier 
we have yet measured." 

The Sony- patented Ac- 
curate Pistonic Motion 
(APM) speaker design has 
been engineered to han- 
dle prodigious quantities of 
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power without distortion. 
Even the tuner's Direct 

Comparator has been de- 
signed to complement the im- 
proved FM broadcast sig- 
nals that result from digital 
source material. 

Furthermore, because 
no innovation, no matter how 

remarkable, should force 
you to discard your present 
music collection, ES also 
includes a LaserAmorphous' 
3 -head cassette deck and 
linear tracking Biotracer turn- 
table-these are worthy 
challengers to anything on the 
market today. 

To find out more infor- 
mation on the Sony ES Series 
and the name of your near- 
est ES dealer, call Sony toll - 
free at 1 -800 -222 -SONY. 

SONY 
THE LEADER IN DIGITAL AUDIO" 

©1983 Sony Corp of America. Sony and LaserAmorphous 
are trademarks of the Sony Corporation. 
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Announcing 
the first audio tape to go from 
0 to 230 degrees 
without missing a beat. 

The Fuji GT I is the only audio tape specifically engineered to handle 
the hazards of the road. 

We built the GT I to survive the icy depths of winter and the searing heat 
of summer. In fact, the GT I can even withstand the harsh environmental extremes 
of your dashboard. We designed the GT I with a shock absorber to maintain good 
vibrations on the toughest roads. And because you demand 
peak performance, we made sure the GT I delivers the 
highest fidelity, even under your car's less than ideal 
accoustical conditions. 

So take the Fuji GTI for a spin. And 
see how much smoother the road can be 
when you drive with a tape that's built to 
give you more treble and less trouble. 

Nobody gives you better performance. 

01984 Fuji Photo Film U.S.A., Inc., Magnetic Products Div., 350 Fifth Avenue, NY, NY 10118 
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SPECTRUM 

Music in the (Operating) Theater 
There's a trend nowadays to give 

local instead of general anesthesia for 
some operations. With a local, reports 
New Scientist, patients suffer fewer 
postoperative complications and are 
not bedridden as long. 

London's Charing Cross Hospital 
has added a new wrinkle-providing 
locally anesthetized patients with their 
favorite music, via headphones, 
during the operation. Patients are less 
bored and, with the sounds of drill 
and saw masked by music, less 
anxious. (I find the same holds true 
for me when I'm in the dentist's chair.) 

There's an effect on the surgeons, 
too. According to New Scientist, 
"Surgeons don't swear in front of their 
patients and tend not to say 'Ooh, 

look at that' when they discover 
something of great interest in the 
patient." That, too, could help ease 
patients' anxieties. 

Cough -Cutting 
I've done a bit of live recording 

over the years, but I'd never heard of 
the trick referred to in ETC's January 
review of a live -performance album, 
"editing a cough down to a gentle 
swish," so I called and asked 
Mr. Canby about it. 

How's it done? "You just cut the 
cough's initial attack out of the tape," 
he told me. "With that gone, no one 
recognizes it as a cough, and they 
don't hear it." 

So far, such tricks are hard to do in 
digital. But from judging the one 
digital editing system I've actually 

seen in use (3M's), it should by no 
means be impossible. The 3M system 
lets you observe the waveforms of 
both signal segments you were 
splicing. It shouldn't be impossible to 
display the waveform of a signal to be 
modified, manipulate it digitally 
(perhaps using a light pen to redraw 
it), then play back the new wave to 
see how it sounds. 

Do not expect to see this feature in 

your first all -digital cassette deck 
(whenever that will come). But I 

wouldn't be surprised to have some 
studio -equipment company call up 
next week and tell me they can do it. 

n . C \ 

For Tube Freaks Only 
Tucked among the other press 

releases at the Winter Consumer 
Electronics Show, I found one on a 

telephone answering machine which 
might be of interest. Aimed at "the 
serious music lover concerned for the 
image he or she projects" and "the 
audiophile distressed by the 
harshness and opacity of ... solid- 
state," it featured all -vacuum -tube 
electronics, minimal feedback, and 
premium capacitors and resistors. It 

also used Philips cassettes at twice 
normal speed, a ribbon microphone 
for user announcements, and an 
acoustic -suspension speaker for 
message playback. 

There were, however, a few 
catches: For one thing, the price was 
a rich $3,000. And the company 
name (Fornix) and phone number (a 
555- exchange) proclaimed it all as a 
gag. A pity ... I guess. 

IVAN BERGER 

MUSIC IS A GAS 
I Miss My Maggie 

Bert Whyte's November 
reminiscences about his early 
connections with Magnecord and 
binaural recording gave me some 
nostalgia, too. My first tape deck was 
a Magnecord PT -6, back in my 
college days. It was verging on the 
antique by then, of course, and was a 
literal basket case when I got it: 
The previous owner had taken it apart 
and couldn't get it back together. 
(You could build about three modern 
tape decks from the number of shafts 
and idler wheels in that transport.) I 

swapped an Eico HFT-90 tuner for it, 
one that I had built from a $40 kit and 
added a Lafayette tuning meter to. I 

sent off for the Sams PhotoFact 
service manual, and my mechanically 
minded roommate reassembled it 

from the exploded views. 
Lying around the basement of my 

college radio station, I found a pair of 
extensions for use with 101/2 -inch 
reels. They bolted to the ends of the 
transport's front plate, and were 
powered by rubber belts to the 
normal reel hubs. I also found one of 
the staggered -gap binaural head 
assemblies, and mounted that in 
place of my separate record/play and 
erase heads-not to get stereo, but to 
get half-track heads, to cut my tape 
costs. I got some good tapes, too- 
noisy, but otherwise not bad- 
including some of Bob Dylan before 
his first record came out, and Buffy 
Sainte-Marie before she got her 
vibrato. 

Most of the noise came from the 
5879 tube in the preamp. I cut that 
down some by hand -selecting my 
way through all the 5879s in a friend's 
repair shop, but there was still too 
much. When my Maggie died, I 

bought a maverick machine, the 
Premier Tapesonic, which I still have. 
But I still miss that Maggie. 

Chuff ... Chuff ... Chuff 
I guess it's now official that 

videocassette recorders have entered 
the mainstream of hi-fi. At Aiwa's 
press conference last December for 
its new Beta Hi-Fi VCR, one of the 
demo tapes gave me a shot of 
nostalgia: It included that traditional 
hi-fi hallmark, steam locomotives. 
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As a spokesman for the 
Kahn system pointed out, 
AM stereo is progressing at 
a faster rate than 
FM stereo (or color TV) did. 

Button, Button 
In multilingual Europe, they tend to 

label controls with symbols rather 
than words. Sometimes, the symbols 
can be puzzling to the uninitiated, 
though. Years ago, I noticed a button 
with a scissors symbol on a Studer 
studio tape deck. Curious, I pressed 

/ 

it-and a V-shaped blade shot up 
and cut the tape at a 45° angle! I was 
alone in the room at the time, so there 
was no witness to my shame-and no 
one to pass the buck to. 

Last year, on a visit to the factory 
which Thorens shares with studio - 
turntable maker EMT, I noticed a 
button with a counterclockwise arrow. 
This time, I asked before pressing. 
Turns out it's for back -cueing: Press 
it, and the turntable rotates backward 
for a bit. The back -rotation distance is 

calibrated so that when you start up 
forward again, the platter will have 
just come up to speed when that 
point passes the stylus again. 

Having done my time in broadcast 
studios, I can appreciate that. We 
used to slip the record back by hand 
on a felt turntable mat, hold the 
record's edge still while the table 
came to speed, then let go of the 
record when we'd finished 
announcing it. EMT's way is more 
elegant and impressive, if maybe not 
so much fun. 

Reduction Recognition 
Aiwa's new AD -F990 cassette deck 

has every auto feature we'd ever 
heard of, plus one we hadn't-Auto 
Noise Reduction Detection. It detects 
whether a cassette was recorded with 
Dolby B, Dolby C or no noise 
reduction at all, even if you switched 
in the middle. It sounded like magic, 
so we checked. What the system 
actually senses is not the noise 
reduction per se but a coded signal 
laid down on the tape by the F990. 
So, magic it's not-but a handy idea, 
nonetheless. It would be great if this 
became a universal system, used 
(with identical encoding) by all 
manufacturers, but considering how 
competitive they are, that would be magic. 

AM Flashes 
The road to AM stereo does not run 

smooth. Broadcasters aren't eager to 
invest in AM stereo broadcasting 
systems when they don't know what 
system the receiver makers will 
adopt; receiver makers aren't eager 
till they find out what system the 
broadcasters will use. There are some 
straws in the wind, all blowing in 

different directions: 
Sansui will soon have its FM/AM- 

stereo tuner, the TU-S77AMX, which 
receives all the systems automatically. 
It will cost $390-$40 more than the 
equivalent model (TU-S77X) with only 
monophonic AM. Their car -stereo unit 
with stereo AM is the CX-990, for 
$519. 

Sony's SRF-A1000 portable ($90), 
which receives most systems 
automatically (for the Kahn system, 
you must flick a switch), has been on 
sale since last July; some AM-stereo 
stations are giving it away for 
promotional purposes. A Walkman - 
type Sony portable has just 
appeared. 

According to John Strom of Sony, 
"Almost every AM station I speak to 

has either gone stereo, is going in the 
next three months, or is on the fence. 
The only exceptions are non -AM 
stations, or those with all -talk or 
nostalgia formats." Since John told 
me this in early October, readers 
should, by now, be able to evaluate 
that "next three months" prediction for 
themselves. 

Harris, whose system was reputedly 
most favored by broadcasters (71 

stations had already purchased it), 
ran into problems with the FCC due to 
an unauthorized change in its 
equipment, so stations using the 
Harris system had to shut it off for a 
few months. In January, though, the 
revised system was approved. 

WQXR has become the first 
classical AM station to go stereo, and 
the second station in the New York 
area to do so (pop station WNBC was 
first). Both New York stations use the 
Kahn system. 

Though the Motorola system was 
picked earlier by GM's Delco radio 
division, this did not ensure that any 
GM car would offer it; the individual 
car divisions are free to take what 
they like from Delco. Buick, however, 

will make the Delco AM-stereo radios 
available in selected 1984 models. If 

this catches on, other divisions are 
likely to join in later. 

Chrysler, meanwhile, has 
announced that it, too, will offer 
Motorola -system AM stereo in '84 
models. These Mopar radios will be 
built in Chrysler's own Huntsville, Ala., 
plant. 

These developments make it likely 
that the Motorola system will win 
out-the more so should Ford join 
them, making it universal among the 
Big Three. 

On the other hand, there is the 
broadcast side still to consider. As of 
January, the numbers of stations 
using the systems were, in 
alphabetical order: Harris, 75 on the 
air out of 94 shipped; Kahn, 84 
shipped to 82 stations ("But we're 
getting the big stations," Kahn says, 
"10.7% of the AM audience"); 
Magnavox, six U.S. stations, and 
Motorola, about 75 stations. 

Kahn also points out that, despite 
the confusion, AM stereo is 
progressing at a faster rate than FM 
stereo (or color TV) did. 
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Toclays Chevrolet 

Cavalier's going 
like never before. 

Chevrolet Cavalier. Cavalier 
sales are up over 100%, It's easy 
to see why. Front -wheel -drive 
Cavalier gives you some of the 
most advanced design and engi- 
neering you'll find today. 
More power than the lead- 
ing imports. Cavalier's 2.0 Liter, 
high -compression, electronically 
fuel -injected engine cranks out 
more horsepower than Honda 
Accord, Nissan Sentra and Toyota 
Tercel. And Computer Command 
Control is designed to help keep 
your powerplant running at its 
peak. 
New 'Type 10 Coupe. Black-out 
trim, dual -outlet exhaust and avail- 
able F41 Sport Suspension help 
make the Type 10 a quick, nimble, 
fun -to-drive car. 

Going, going, gone. Compare 
Chevy Cavaliers price to the 
imports. Then compare value. 
Cavalier Sedan, Coupe, Hatch- 
back and Wagon. Drive one today 
and see for yourself why Cavalier's 
going like never before. 

Today's Chevrolet. Bringing you 
the cars and trucks you want and 
need. That's what Taking Charge is 
all about. 

*Based on a comparison of January -July, 1983, 
sales versus the same period last year 
Some Chevrolets are equipped with engines 
produced by other GM divisions, subsidiaries, 
or affiliated companies worldwide. See your 
dealer for details. 

OFFICIAL U.S. 
CARS AND TRUCKS 

OF THE XIV 
OLYMPIC WINTER 

GAMES 

Sarajevo '84 
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SOUND REINFORCEME 
GLEN BALLOU 

Scarcely anything is more embarrassing to a hi-fi buff 
than setting up a sound system for a large meeting 
and having people complain that the sound is too soft, 
too loud or can't be understood. This primer of basic 
concepts tells how systems for big halls operate. 

There is an expression, "Among 
the blind, the one -eyed is King." 
When it comes to installing a 

temporary P.A. system or background - 
music system for a club or church 
meeting, audio buffs often fall into the 
category of the one -eyed. Since we 
audiophiles are considered connois- 
seurs of music and sound quality, any 
system we are asked to install is ex- 
pected to be perfect-that is, loud, 
clear, with good dispersion, of hi-fi 
quality, and all those things we have in 

our home stereo. 
Achieving high fidelity in a home ster- 

eo and in a sound reinforcement sys- 
tem are very different tasks, however, 
so we must think in different parame- 
ters for each. Table I shows various 
parameters and how they differ be- 
tween the home stereo system and the 
sound reinforcement system. 

What do these numbers and sym- 
bols mean? Let's go through them, de- 
fining them and how they affect sound: 

Room dimensions determine room 
volume, surface areas, and shape. The 
shape of a room can enhance sound 
or can be detrimental. Square rooms, 
or rooms that have dimensions which 
are multiples of their other dimensions, 
can have large standing waves. These 
waves can either cancel or boost cer- 
tain frequencies. 

Room volume has many effects on 
sound. Large volume means: 

Long distances from the loud- 
speaker to the farthest listener; 

Normally higher reverberation 
times (RT60); 

More power required for ade- 
quate Sound Pressure Level (SPL) at 
the farthest listener; 

Both wide -dispersion and high -Q 
loudspeakers may be required; 

Absorption of high frequencies by 
the air, and 

Multiple echoes and far reflec- 
tions. 

Surface area and absorption coeffi- 
cient ("a") of walls, floors and ceilings 
make the difference between indoor 

and outcoor sound systems. Outdoors, 
the sound from a source attenuates 
about 6 dB per doubling of distance. 
Since there are no reflective surfaces 
outside (except the ground), the sound 
appears to come from the sound 
source and has the same tonal quality 
everywhere within the source's cover- 
age pattern. The main differences 
heard are varying SPL and attenuation 
of high frequencies with distance and 
dispersion. 

In an enclosed area, sound ema- 

nates from the source, hits surface ar- 
eas, and reflects back into the audi- 
ence area. The amount of reflection is 
dependent on the reflective character- 
istics of the surfaces. Surfaces are nor- 
mally considered as absorbers, with 
the amount of absorption, in percent, 
equaling the absorption coefficient of 
the surface. For instance, the assem- 
bly -hall wall in Table I has an "a" of 
0.07. Therefore, when a sound hits that 
wall, 7% is absorbed, while 93% is 
reflected. The hall's acoustical tile ceil- 
ing, with its "a" of 0.75, absorbs 75% 
of the signal hitting it, and only 25% of 
the sound is refllec'ed back into the 
room. Of the reflecting surface is close 
to the source, the reflection usually 
aids the system. However, if the re- 
flecting surface is more than 45 mS 
(about 43 feet) from the source, it adds 
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NT FOR THE AMATEUR 
noise rather than information. If there 
are enough reflecting surfaces more 
than 45 mS from the source, the indi- 
rect or reverberant sound increases, 
while the direct sound from the source 
continues to decrease at a rate of 6 dB 
per doubling of distance. 

In the living room, the reflecting sur- 
faces, the listener and the loudspeak- 
ers are close together, and the direct 
sound is almost always louder than the 
reverberant sound. In the seating area 
of the hall, however, reflected or rever- 
berant sound is usually greater than 
direct sound, reducing intelligibility. 
This is because the audience is usually 
seated beyond the "critical distance" 
(De), where direct and reverberant 
sound levels are equal. 

Reverberation time (RT60) is the time 
required for a sound to diminish 60 dB, 

or to one -millionth of its initial level (see 
Appendix). 

RT60 can be shortened three ways: 
Decreasing volume, increasing sur- 
face area, or increasing "a." In the 
assembly hall of Table I, for instance, 
the high "a" of the acoustical tile ceil- 
ing reduced the RT60 from 4.98 to 1.09 
S. Reducing RT60 usually improves in- 
telligibility in large rooms. 

Living rooms, because of their size 
and absorbing materials (carpets, cur- 
tains, furniture and walls), usually have 
a short RT60-so short, in fact, that a 
reverberant field is not set up. The 
measurement is somewhat meaning- 
less in this context. Assembly halls are 
often very hard, as they have hard 
floors, ceilings, walls and furniture. 
These increase the RT60, often way 
above ideal. 

"Sa" (surface area x absorption co- 
efficient) reduces the amount of re- 
flecting or reverberant sound as it is 
increased. An "a" of 1 is equivalent to 
an open window, while a hard surface 
(smooth steel) is equivalent to an "a" of 
0.01 or less. A completely hard room 
(all surfaces "a" = 0.01) would be very 
reverberant and, with the proper vol- 
ume and non -parallel walls, could be 
considered a reverberation chamber. 
If the room had an "a" of 0.99, it could 
be considered an anechoic chamber, 
where all sound would be absorbed. 
Increasing Sá (by increasing surface 
area and/or absorption coefficient) will 
decrease the RT60 (reverberation time) 
of the room. The "a" of materials is 
always frequency -dependent, often 
being the greatest in the range of 1.5 
to 4 kHz. 

Critical distance (De) is the distance 
from the sound source (loudspeaker) 
where the direct and reverberant 
sound levels are equal. Direct sound 
from the loudspeaker attenuates at a 
rate of 6 dB per doubling of distance. If 

we use 4 feet as the 0 -dB reference, 
then attenuation with distance is as fol- 
lows: 8 feet, 6 dB; 16 feet, 12 dB; 32 
feet, 18 dB; 64 feet, 24 dB; and 128 
feet, 30 dB. 

Beyond critical distance, direct 
sound continues to attenuate at 6 dB 
per doubling of distance. Reverberant 
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The rules which apply to sound systems in a living room 
have relatively little application to speaker systems in 

assembly halls. 

Fig. 1-Speaker Q is increased by stacking, as in this system in St. John 
Neumann Church, Irvine, Cal. More horns, stacked along the same axis and 
firing in the same direction, would further increase Q. 

sound, however, has now built up to 
the level of the direct sound. Reverber- 
ant sound, by definition, is diffuse, ran- 
dom, and therefore approximately the 
same level everywhere past D,. So, as 
the direct sound gets weaker, the re- 
verberant sound takes over until the 
direct sound is so small that it is 
masked by the reverberant sound, and 
intelligibility ceases. 

Most living rooms never have a true 
critical distance, because their RT60 is 

short (less than 1.6 S). This type of 
room is considered quasi -diffuse, and 
beyond D, attenuates at 2 to 3 dB per 
doubling of distance. 

A short D, in a living room is advan- 
tageous, because more listeners are 
seated in the reverberant field and, 
therefore, hear the sound more nearly 
alike. Since living-room absorption is 
usually controlled by rugs, curtains 
and furniture, a short D, must be con- 
trolled by the audiophile's purchasing 
a relatively low -Q (non -directional) 
loudspeaker. 

When the loudspeaker is going to be 
used for reinforcement in an assembly 
hall, a longer D, is required. First, a 
long D, allows maximum attenuation 
between loudspeaker and micro- 
phone, reducing feedback. Second, it 

increases the distance over which 
sound can be projected with clarity. 

Again, the room volume and RT60 

have been fixed by the architect's de- 
sign. Therefore, increased D, must be 
obtained by increasing loudspeaker Q. 

Loudspeaker Q is a measure of the 

loudspeaker's directivity. As the room 
becomes larger and more reverberant, 
the loudspeaker Q must increase so 
the articulation will remain adequate. 
One can categorize Q into three 
groups: Low Q (less than 3), medium 
Q (3 to 10), and high Q (above 10). A 
loudspeaker with an omnidirectional 
coverage pattern (sound is dispersed 
evenly throughout an entire sphere) 
has a Q of 1. 

If the loudspeaker had a perfectly 
hemispherical coverage pattern, its Q 
would be 2. In other words, with the 
same power into each of two loud- 
speakers of equal sensitivity, the one 
with a Q of 2 would produce 3 dB more 
sound on its axis than the loudspeaker 
with a Q of 1. (Efficiency is frequently 
thought of as interchangeable with 
sensitivity, but in sound reinforcement 
terms, efficiency is actually calculated 
from both sensitivity and Q, and thus is 
not a direct measurement.) If the loud- 
speaker covered an area of exactly 40° 
x 90°, its Q would be 12.86 (see Ap- 
pendix) and would produce 11 dB 
more power on axis than the loud- 
speaker with the Q of 1. Unfortunately, 
loudspeaker Qs are always less than 
ideal, due to lobing and diffraction, so 
a loudspeaker with a specified pattern 
of 40° x 90° would probably have a Q 
nearer to 7. This loudspeaker would 
have an SPL 8.5 dB greater than the 
loudspeaker with a Q of 1. While this 
may not sound like much, it means a 7 - 

to -1 reduction in required amplifier 
power. 

Loudspeaker Q also varies with fre- 
quency. Low -frequency radiation is 
normally quite omnidirectional, be- 
cause the wavelength is long com- 
pared to the surface area of the loud- 
speaker enclosure. As the frequency 
increases, the wavelength decreases, 
until it is short compared to the surface 
area of the loudspeaker. Therefore, as 
frequency increases, Q increases. An 
increase in Q means a narrowing of 
coverage pattern or an increase in 
loudspeaker beaming. A disadvantage 
of beaming is a hot spot on -axis and 
poor high -frequency coverage off axis. 

Loudspeaker Q has several effects 
on the sound system: 

High Q increases critical distance 
(D,) which, in a home system, would 
make the listener sit in the direct sound 
field. A high -Q speaker often sounds 
dry, with variations in response and 
loudness throughout the room. In the 
reinforcement system, a speaker with 
high Q means higher articulation at the. 
most remote listener. 

High Q narrows the coverage pat- 
tern. On the plus side, this can reduce 
reflections off walls and ceilings. On 
the minus side, it can mean poor cov- 
erage in the audience area. In both the 
home system and the reinforcement 
system, high -Q loudspeakers will 
cause some areas to be very hot, while 
other areas will be very dull from a lack 
of high frequencies. 

High Q usually requires large 
loudspeaker arrays in a sound rein- 
forcement system (Fig. 1). In a home 
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The concept of "critical distance," at which the level of 
reverberant sound equals the level of direct sound, doesn't 

apply in the living room. 

Table I -Typical values for various parameters affecting 
sound systems in a home listening room and an assembly hall. 

1. Typical Room Dimensions 
2. Room Volume 

3. Surface Area & "a" 
Walls 
Ceiling 

4. RT60 

5. Sá 

6. D, 

Floor 

Home 
18' x 15' x 9' 
2430 cubic ft. 

Sq. Ft. 

594 0.06 
270 0.05 

270 0.55 
Total 1134 

Empty, 0.6 S 

4 People, 0.56 S 

Empty, 197.64 
4 People, 213.64 
Empty, 4.44 ft. 

4 People, 4.6 ft. 

7. Loudspeaker Q 5 

8. Dunn 

9. D2max 

10. D2 

11. %ALcons 

12. S/N Ratio 
13. Power Required 
14. NOM 

t = Acoustical tile ceiling 
tt = Hard ceiling 

Empty, not applicable 

Empty, not applicable 

4 People, not applicable 

13 ft. 

Empty, 3.2% 

10 dB 
131 watts 
0 

Assembly Hall 
60' x 40' x 20' 
48,000 cubic ft. 

Sq. Ft. 

4000 
2400 
2400 
2400 
8800 

0.07 
0.75t 
0.05tt 
0.03 

Empty: 1.09 St, 4.98 Stt 
80 People: 0.95 St, 

2.97 Stt 
Empty: 2151t, 472tt 
80 People: 2472t, 792tí 
Empty: 14.64 ft.t, 

6.85 ft.tt 
80 People: 15.69 ft.t, 

8.87 ft.tt 
5 

Empty: 46.26 ft.t, 
21.65 ft.tt 

80 People: 49.58 ft.t, 
28.03 ft.tt 

Empty: Any distancet, 
13 ft.tt 

80 People: Any distancet, 
22.42 ft.tt 

55 ft. 

Empty: 9.8%t, 44.8%tt 
80 People: 8.55%t, 

26.7%tt 
15 to 25 dB 
955 watts 
See text 

Fig. 2 -Loudspeaker stacking. 

uration (Fig. 2). Also, installing the 
loudspeakers against a wall or in a 
corner increases Q, particularly at the 
low frequencies. 

Installing a loudspeaker on each 
side of the stage area actually reduces 
the effective Q for seats on the sides of 

system, it can be produced by mistake 
(for example, by poorly designed cone 
or dome loudspeakers). 

Low Q can usually be tolerated in 
the home stereo system, because peo- 
ple usually do not sit in front of their 
loudspeakers to critically listen to true 
stereophonic reproduction. If they did, 
they probably would demand loud- 
speakers with a Q of at least 8 and 
proper (corner) placement. For just 
easy listening and background music, 
low -Q loudspeakers would produce 
more even coverage throughout the 
living area. 

In the reinforcement system, low Q 
usually will reduce articulation be- 
cause it shortens De. If the entire audi- 
ence area were walked with a real-time 
analyzer, the coverage would probably 
appear even in level and response. 
Unfortunately, what is even is not nec- 
essarily the direct articulate sound but 
reverberant sound which, after D2max 

(the maximum distance for reasonable 
articulation), is often only mud and 
noise. 

One of the simplest ways to increase 
the Q of the loudspeaker array is to use 
two loudspeakers in a stacked config- 

f I I I / \ / \ / \ / \ 
/ \ / \ 
-N=2r\//N=2\ 

/ \ f 
i / \\ / \ 

N 

Fig. 3 -Effects of "N." 

the room (Fig. 3). In the formula for D, 
(see Appendix), I use the term "N," 
which is the number of loudspeaker 
groups. In practice, this is a ratio be- 
tween the number of speakers which 
can be heard as actually producing 
direct sound to a given listener and the 
total number of speakers. For instance, 
in a distributed, ceiling loudspeaker 
system, anywhere from one to five 
speakers might be producing direct 
sound to a listener. If five speakers 
produced direct sound, and there is a 
total of 35 speakers in the ceiling, "N" 
would be 7 and would have the effect 
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Loudspeaker Q varies with frequency, affecting coverage 
angles and the articulation at distances far from the 

speaker. 

of reducing Do by 62%. When installing 
a loudspeaker on each side of the 
stage, "N" becomes 2; therefore, ef- 
fective Q is reduced 50%, which re- 
duces D, and DuM 30%. 

Limiting distance (DL,M) is defined as 
3.16 x D, and is the maximum dis- 
tance where articulation remains ade- 
quate in a room with an RT60 of 1.6 S. 

Below 1.6 S, DL,M does not apply, as 
articulation will remain adequate at any 
distance, as long as the signal-to-noise 
ratio remains adequate. 

Maximum projected distance (D2max) 

is the distance over which sound can 
be projected with reasonable articula- 
tion. When RT60 is about 1.6 S, D2max 

should not exceed DL,M, or 3.16 x D,. 
When RT60 is short, as in the average 
home, articulation will remain good as 
long as the signal-to-noise ratio re- 
mains adequate. This is obvious, as 
communication is possible between 
rooms or even between floors in the 
average home. 

As the RT60 time increases beyond 
1.6 S, which is often the case in as- 
sembly halls, D2max shortens to a condi- 
tion where, at RT60 = 4.5 S, D2max be- 
comes 0.62 x DL,M. In our example, 
the empty room with the acoustical tile 
ceiling will have good articulation 
throughout, while without the tile, artic- 
ulation would only be good to 13 feet 
from the loudspeaker. 

Distance between the loudspeaker 
and the farthest listener (D2) should 
always be less than D2max. If this can- 
not be achieved by placing the loud- 
speakers on the stage, they should be 
moved closer to the audience or actu- 
ally placed in the audience area. This 
requires consideration of time delay; 
however, in the assembly hall of our 
example, time delay will not be a prob- 
lem. It starts to become a problem 
when the distance between sound 
sources begins to exceed 45 feet. 

The percentage articulation loss of 
consonants (%ALcons) determines 
whether or not the sound system will 
be clear enough to understand easily. 
A maximum %ALns of 15 is used for 
most sound system designs since it 

was determined by Peutz and Klein 
that 15% articulation loss is tolerable 
unless the talker is very poor or the 
listener has a bad hearing defect. To 
keep the %ALCons low, we can either 
vary D2 by proper placement of the 

Fig. 4-The effect of 
signal-to-noise ratio on 
system articulation, 
°/0A Loos, at the limiting 
distance, DLIM. 

S/N dE3 

( 
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loudspeaker or vary Q by stacking, 
etc. Also, we should be sure the loud- 
speakers are aimed at the audience, 
not at the back wall or ceiling. If a 
majority of the sound hits the audience, 
which absorbs sound, "m" (the ratio of 
the absorption coefficient where the 
speakers are aimed to the room's aver- 
age absorption) is increased, and ar- 
ticulation is therefore improved. Finally, 
we should keep "N" as small as possi- 
ble, preferably 1. 

As can be seen, our assembly hall, 
with all hard surfaces and an RT60 of 
2.97 S with 80 people present, would 
never reach an ALCOns of 15% unless a 
loudspeaker system with a Q of 24 
were available, which would usually re- 
quire a large array. Under these condi- 
tions, the audiophile will be much bet- 
ter off just looking at the room, turn- 
ing around and going home, rather 
than trying to overcome the laws of 
nature. 

Signal-to-noise ratio is an important 
consideration, not only for good articu- 
lation, but also for low listener fatigue. 
Since the living room is usually quiet 
and its RT60 is low, the S/N can be as 
low as 10 dB. Volume, therefore, is 

usually adjusted for listener prefer- 
ence, not for a proper S/N. 

In the assembly hall, S/N is impor- 
tant, because the RT60 and the noise 
level are usually higher. Figure 4 gives 
the required S/N ratios for various RT60 
environments. It is important that the 
noise be kept as low as possible so the 
signal will not have to be excessive. 
High noise means high signal require- 
ment, which translates to more chance 
of feedback, loudspeaker failure, insuf- 
ficient power, and higher reverberant 
noise. 

Power requirement is an important 
consideration when using home stereo 
loudspeakers for sound reinforcement 
in an assembly hall. Most home loud- 
speakers have low efficiency and 
therefore require high power to drive 
them to acceptable levels. 

In the living room, where projection 
distances are small, low -efficiency 
loudspeakers and high -power amplifi- 
ers are adequate. For instance, with a 
D, of 4.6 feet and a quasi -diffuse or 
reverberant room, we can assume the 
signal will be down about 4.5 dB from 
the 4 -foot reference point at the 13 -foot 
seating position. If the loudspeaker 
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Another useful concept is limiting distance, which is the 
maximum distance where loudspeaker articulation remains 

adequate. 

has a sensitivity of 82 dB SPL at 4 feet 
with a 1 -watt input, then the same 1 - 

watt input would produce an SPL of 
77.5 dB SPL at 13 feet. Doubling the 
power increases the SPL by 3 dB, so, 
to produce a peak SPL of 100 dB at 13 
feet, a 131 -watt amplifier would be re- 
quired. Because of the crest factor, or 
the fact that music signals are not sine 
waves, the average SPL would only be 
90 dB when the peaks reach 100 dB. If 

the same signal were coming out of 
both stereo channels, which might or 
might not be the case, the total peak 
SPL would be 103 dB, and the peak 
amplifier power would be 131 watts 
per channel. 

If we used the same loudspeaker in 
the assembly hall with the acoustical 
tile ceiling and 80 people, we would 
require over 7 dB more power than in 
the living room, or 955 watts to pro- 
duce 103 dB peak SPL. While it is 
possible but not practical to find an 
amplifier with 900 watts of output pow- 
er, the loudspeakers will not withstand 
the power and would self-destruct. 

In the same hall, an efficient loud- 
speaker with a sensitivity of 97 dB SPL 
at 4 feet for 1 watt, as is used in the- 
aters and in professional installations, 
would only require 30 watts of power to 
produce a peak SPL of 100 dB. While 
low -efficiency loudspeakers are ade- 
quate for home use with today's high - 
power amplifiers, they can be com- 
pletely unsatisfactory for sound rein- 
forcement. 

Number of open microphones 
(NOM) affects the gain before feed- 
back. Each time the number of open 
microphones is doubled, the gain is 
reduced 6 dB; therefore, all unused 
microphones should be turned off. To 
avoid feedback while keeping system 
gain the same with two microphones 
as with one, the talker would have to 
be 30% closer to the microphones- 
with four mikes, 50%. (NOM is not 
shown in our comparison table, as it is 
not a factor in the home, where there 
usually are no open microphones.) 

Conclusions 
What does all this mean? When put- 

ting in a temporary sound reinforce- 
ment system be aware of the problems 
you can come up against and, just as 
important, know which problems you 
can correct and when you should walk 

away from the whole thing. Some sim- 
ple rules to follow are: 

Aim the loudspeakers at the audi- 
ence. 

Try to aim the speakers so that 
only the audience area, not the walls, 
ceiling and space above the audi- 
ence's head, is covered. 

Keep the distance between the 
loudspeaker and the microphone 
greater than D. 

Hang the loudspeaker above the 
stage so it will not blast the front rows; 
this will also improve naturalness. 

Use efficient loudspeakers when- 
ever possible. 

Never try to obtain frequency re- 
sponse from d.c. to infinity. Roll off the 
high and low frequencies which cause 
amplifier and loudspeaker failure and 
reduce articulation. 

Keep the distance between the 

talker and the microphone about 6 
inches. 

Use as few microphones as possi- 
ble. 

Do not split the loudspeakers on 
each side of the stage. 

Keep the furthest listener in the 
audience as close to the loudspeaker 
as possible. 

There is no such thing as luck when 
installing a sound system: All system 
parameters can be calculated and re- 
sults guaranteed before the system is 
installed. Any audiophile planning to 
install a sound reinforcement system 
should enroll in an audio seminar such 
as those run by Syn-Aud-Con and 
should read Sound System Engineer- 
ing by Don and Carolyn Davis, who 
operate Syn-Aud-Con. Their address is 
P.O. Box 1115, San Juan Capistrano, 
Cal. 92693 ul 

APPENDIX 
1. RTfi0 = 0.049 V/Sá (Sabine equa- 
tion). 
2. Q is the Directivity Factor of a loud- 
speaker system. 

Qrectangufar = 
180/arc sin [(sin {8/2}) (sin {4/2})] 

Qconical = 2/(1 - cos {8/2}) 

where O is the horizontal coverage pat- 
tern and 4) is the vertical coverage pat- 
tern. Theoretical Q is calculated with 
no variation in SPL within the coverage 
pattern. It is impossible to achieve, and 
all manufacturers use actual 0, which 
has no variation in SPL on -axis but is 
-6 dB at the edge of the coverage 
pattern. A good approximation for ac- 
tual Q is the theoretical Q/2.25. The 
new constant -directivity horns have an 
actual Q close to Theoretical Q. 
3. Dc is Critical Distance and is equal 
to 

0.03121 /QV/RT60 or 0.141 1/()Sä 

4. DLIM is the Limiting Distance and is 

equal to 3.16 D. Actual distance for 
15% articulation loss is dependent on 
RT60 and S/N. Assuming an S/N of 25 
dB, Dmax equals DLIM where RT60 is 1.6 
seconds. 
5. D2 is the maximum distance be- 
tween loudspeaker and listener. 

6. %ALcons = (656 D22 RT602 N)/(VQM) 

where N equals the number of groups 
of loudspeakers, M is the ratio of "a" in 
the coverage pattern of the speaker to 
the "a" of the room (normally, you 
should assume that both N and M are 
1), and D2 equals Dmax. When D2 is 
greater than DLIM, %ALcons will equal 9 
RT60. 

7. ODx or relative attenuation in dB 
equals 

Q 4 
10 log ( 

:_) 

47r(Dx)2 + R 

where ODx is the relative attenuation in 
dB, Dx is the attenuation distance, R is 
the room constant, and Q is the direc- 
tivity factor. 

8. Electrical power required, in watts, 
equals 

100.1[SPL desired+10 dB crest +(.D2-. 4') -Lsensj 

where OD2 equals the distance from 
loudspeaker to furthest listener con- 
verted to relative loss in dB, 04' equals 
12 dB, and Lsens equals loudspeaker 
sensitivity in dB at 4 feet with 1 -watt 
input power. 
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Performance -Check 
Your Amp and Preamp 

M. J. SALVATI 

PART II 
Maximum Output Power, Power Bandwidth, 

Damping Factor, Preamp Maximum Input and 
Output Voltage, Crosstalk and Separation 

month we showed how to To use the clipping indicator, con- surement, the determinant for maxi - Last 
check some amplifier specs us- nect a d.c. voltmeter having a range of mum output is the point at which clip- 
ing just an audio generator, a.c. 0 to 5 V to the output of the clipping ping occurs. This is a fairly good meth - 

voltmeter, and a few homemade ac- 
cessories. Most of the performance 

device. (If your voltmeter doesn't have 
this particular range, a range of 0 to 3 

od on modern transistorized amplifiers, 
since, according to Ed Foster, "today's 

checks discussed this month require or 0 to 2.5 V will do.) Your next step is amplifiers enter the clipping region 
another item of test equipment, an os- to connect the input terminals of the very abruptly, and the difference in 
cilloscope. Before you start screaming, 
let me say that brand-new, dual -trace 

clipping device as directed whenever 
an oscilloscope is called for in the 

power capability as measured at some 
arbitrary percentage of distortion and 

triggered -sweep 'scopes are available measurement procedures. Use the in- that at clipping is negligible" ("New 
for below $600 (Soltec 515-2, Kikusui dicator's "Range" switch to keep the IHF Amp Standard," Audio, June 
5020, and Iwatsu 5702), and an old meter indication on scale; use the "Po- 1978). 
Heathkit or Eico recurrent -sweep larity" switch to check if clipping is Equipment Needed. A signal gener- 
'scope can probably be obtained for non -symmetrical (i.e., clips in one di- ator, a.c. voltmeter, load resistors, and 
around $100. If even that is too steep rection before the other). oscilloscope (or equivalent) are need - 
for your aching wallet, a device can be ed for maximum power output mea - 
built for under $10 that will serve as an Maximum Output Power surements. The signal generator and 
oscilloscope substitute in the following This measurement procedure is not a.c. voltmeter must cover at least 20 
measurement procedures. the one normally used for determining Hz to 20 kHz. The voltmeter's accuracy 

That device, shown in Fig. 1, is es- power output. Most power output mea- should be no worse than 3% over this 
sentially a peak rectifier which serves surements, including those mandated frequency range. 
as a clipping indicator in conjunction by the FTC and IHF, use the amplifier's The load resistors must be capable 
with an ordinary d.c. voltmeter. Its op- rated distortion as the standard of dissipating the full rated power out- 
erating premise is that when clipping against which maximum power or volt- put of the amplifier under test. This 
occurs, the peak voltage (as indicated age output is determined. Since good means large wire -wound resistors of 
on the d.c. voltmeter) will not increase distortion analyzers are costly and better than 5% tolerance. You will need 
further as the input signal to the ampli- specialized pieces of equipment, it is at least two 8 -ohm resistors. If any of 
fier is increased. The only drawback is unlikely that many readers will have your power amplifiers are specified at 
that a few amplifiers don't clip cleanly, 
so their peak output voltages will in- 

access to one. So, in keeping with the 
"simple equipment" premise of this se- 

4 ohms, obtain four 8 -ohm resistors. 
These can be parallel -connected as 4 - 

crease a little even when they are clip- ries of articles, our maximum output ohm pairs, or all four can be used 
ping. Obviously, $10 won't buy you the measurements are limited to what the singly for 4 -channel amplifiers. Ideally. 
world. IHF calls "clipping power." In this mea- the load resistors should be non-induc- 
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[RANGEI 

Nearly any oscilloscope 
ever made will do for 
power measurements, as 
it's used here only to 
indicate when clipping 
occurs. 

150 k 

30 

10k 1% 

IC= LF353 OR TL072 
OR T1D82 

'POLARITY 

10k 1% 

Ik 

+9V 
ALL RESISTORS 10%, I/4-WATT CARBON 
UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED 

1 
0.05 µF = 

-9V 

Fig. 1-This clipping indicator can be 
used, in conjunction with a d.c. 
voltmeter, as an oscilloscope 
substitute in the measurements for 

2 FT 

AUDIO 
GENERATOR 

OUT 

I/g SHEET 
ALUMINUM 

>mAm 
1N 1,,1c I in 

a 
:7111 1111 

I 

l J 

POWER AMP 

Y-CONNECTOR 

80 

80 

IOk 196 

Ik 5 1k 

10 M 

D.C. 
VOLTMETER 

maximum power output, power 
bandwidth, damping factor, and 
preamp maximum output voltage. 

Fig. 2-High-power load bank for 
2 -channel amplifier. Dashed lines 
show extra parts required for 
4 -channel or 4 -ohm amplifiers. 

AC. 
VOLTMETER 

Fig. 3-Equipment setup for 
measuring maximum power output 
and power bandwidth. 

'SCOPE 

JV\ .l.J: 

tive at all measurement frequencies. 
Such resistors are available from Dale 
(NH250) and RCL (ALN-250) in the 
250 -watt size; these must be mounted 
on a large sheet of Vs -inch -thick alumi- 
num for heat -sinking (see Fig. 2). How- 
ever, since these resistors are expen- 
sive and not stocked in retail stores, 
you will probably have to use whatever 
surplus bargains you can find. In all 
probability they will work satisfactorily, 
since low -resistance, high -power resis- 
tors are nowhere near as inductive as 
loudspeakers. Furthermore, the IHF 
now specifies a reactive load for some 
power measurements. 

Nearly any oscilloscope ever made 
will suffice for this procedure, as its 
only purpose is to indicate when clip- 
ping occurs. If you don't have access 
to a 'scope, build the clipping indicator 
described above, and use it whenever 
a 'scope is called for. 

Basic Measurement Procedure. To 
measure maximum power output, pro- 
ceed as follows: 

1. Turn on all equipment (Fig. 3) 
and allow a few minutes warmup. 

2. Set any filters, equalizers, and 
tone, boost or loudness controls on the 
amplifier to their flat -response posi- 
tions. Set the amplifier's volume or gain 

control at minimum, and its balance 
control for equal outputs. 

3. Set the generator frequency to 1 

kHz. If measuring anything other than a 
separate power amplifier, set the gen- 
erator output level to 0.5 V. If measur- 
ing a separate power amplifier, set its 
level control (if any) to maximum, and 
the generator output level to minimum. 

4. Connect the generator output to 
a high-level input (AUX, tuner, or tape) 
of each channel. Both right and left 
channels of a stereo amplifier must be 
driven; all four channels of a 4 -channel 
amplifier must be driven. Set the ampli- 
fier's mode or function switch to match 
the input selected. 

5. Connect appropriate high -pow- 
er load resistors to the speaker termi- 
nals of each channel. Connect the a.c. 
voltmeter and oscilloscope to the load 
resistors of the channel you wish to 
measure. 

6. Set the a.c. voltmeter range 
switch to a range appropriate for the 
amplifier's rated power. (Use the data 
in Table I for power -to -voltage conver- 
sions.) 

7. For power amplifiers, turn up the 
generator output -level control until the 
a.c. voltmeter indicates the voltage 
corresponding to about one-third of 
the rated power output (see Table I). 
For amplifiers other than separate 
power amplifiers, turn up the amplifi- 
er's gain or volume control for one-third 
rated power output. Let the amplifier 
operate at this level for 30 minutes. 

8. For power amplifiers, turn up the 
generator output -level control until the 
sine wave displayed on the 'scope 
screen shows signs of clipping (on ei- 
ther or both peaks). For amplifiers oth- 
er than separate power amplifiers, turn 
up the amplifier's gain or volume con- 
trol until clipping occurs. Then, careful- 
ly reduce the signal level to just below 
the point where clipping occurs. 

9. Record the voltage indicated on 
the a.c. voltmeter, both in volts and dB 
(sum of dB scale and range markings 
on the voltmeter). This is the maximum 
1 -kHz output voltage. The maximum 
power represented by this voltage can 
be determined from the conversion 
chart in Table I. 

10. Reduce the signal level by 
around one-third, and change the au- 
dio generator frequency to 20 Hz. 

11. Repeat Step 8. 
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If you measure wide -band 
damping factor, make sure 
your DVM is usable from 
20 Hz to 20 kHz. Many 
low-priced DVMs do not 
function well past 1 kHz. 

Table I -Power, voltage, and 
dBmW conversions. 

Power Power 
(8 -Ohm (4 -Ohm 
Load) Load) Voltage dBmW* 
500 1000 63.2 38.2 
450 900 60.0 37.8 
400 800 56.6 37.2 
350 700 52.9 36.7 
300 600 49.0 36.0 
250 500 44.7 35.2 
220 440 42.0 34.7 
200 400 40.0 34.2 
180 360 37.9 33.8 
160 320 35.8 33.3 
150 300 34.6 33.0 
140 280 33.5 32.7 
130 260 32.2 32.4 
120 240 31.0 32.0 
110 220 29.7 31.7 
100 200 28.2 31.2 
90 180 26.8 30.8 
80 160 25.5 30.3 
75 150 24.5 30.0 
70 140 23.7 29.7 
65 130 22.8 29.4 
60 120 21.9 29.0 
55 110 21.0 28.7 
50 100 20.0 28.2 
45 90 19.0 27.8 
40 80 17.9 27.3 
35 70 16.7 26.7 
30 60 15.5 26.0 
25 50 14.1 25.2 
20 40 12.7 24.3 
15 30 11.0 23.0 
12 24 9.8 22.0 
10 20 8.95 21.3 

8 16 8.00 20.3 
4 8 5.65 16.2 
2 4 4.00 11.8 
1 2 2.82 11.2 
0.5 1 2.00 8.2 

*0 dBmW = 0.775 V (1 mW into 600 
ohms) 

Voltage = \/Power x Resistance 

Voltage 
dB = 20 log 

0.775 

12. Record the voltage indicated on 
the a.c. voltmeter. 

13. Reduce the signal level by 
about one-third, and change the audio 
generator frequency to 20 kHz. 

14. Repeat Step 8. 
15. Record the voltage indicated on 

the a.c. voltmeter. 

16. Take the lowest voltage reading 
recorded in Steps 9, 12, and 15, and 
convert it to power using Table I. This 
power level is the measured 20 Hz to 
20 kHz power output of the amplifier 
for the channel measured. 

17. Repeat Steps 8 to 16 for each of 
the other channels. 

Power Bandwidth. After setting up 
the equipment and measuring 1 -kHz 
output voltage and power as de- 
scribed under Basic Measurement 
Procedure, proceed as follows: 

1. Reduce the amplifier output lev- 
el to 3 dB less than the voltage record- 
ed in Step 9 of the preceding proce- 
dure. For example, if the Step 9 volt- 
age recorded was 26.8 V (+ 30.8 
dBmW), then reduce the level to 19 V 
(+27.8 dBmW). 

2. Change the audio generator fre- 
quency to about 100 Hz, then slowly 
lower the frequency until signs of clip- 
ping appear on the oscilloscope. Re- 
cord the lowest frequency at which 
non -clipped power output is obtain- 
able at the -3 dB level. Make certain 
the amplifier output is maintained at 
the Step 1 level. 

3. Change the audio generator fre- 
quency to about 10 kHz, then slowly 
increase the frequency until signs of 
clipping appear on the 'scope. Record 
the lowest frequency at which non - 
clipped power output is obtainable at 
the -3 dB level. Make certain the am- 
plifier output is maintained at the Step 
1 level. 

4. The frequencies recorded in 
Steps 2 and 3 represent the measured 
-3 dB power bandwidth of the amplifi- 
er under test. 

Damping Factor 
Damping factor is the measure of an 

amplifier's output voltage regulation, 
and an indirect measure of its output 
impedance. The higher the damping 
factor, the better the regulation and the 
lower the output impedance. 

Equipment Needed. An audio gen- 
erator, a.c. voltmeter, and load resis- 
tors are all the items necessary for this 
procedure. However, an oscilloscope 
is also recommended. 

The audio generator and a.c. volt- 
meter need operate at only 50 Hz to 1 

kHz. However, wide -band damping 
factor is measured over a range from 
20 Hz to 20 kHz, requiring a generator 

and voltmeter capable of operating 
over this range. In either case, the a.c. 
voltmeter must have extremely high 
resolution. This rules out the ordinary 
analog a.c. voltmeter. Instead, a digital 
voltmeter must be used, preferably 
one that displays a minimum of four 
digits at all times. This means either a 
41/2 -digit DVM, or a 31/2 -digit DVM used 
with power -scaling resistors (see Fig. 
4). As the Table accompanying Fig. 4 
shows, these resistors change an out- 
put voltage to the 10 to 20 V range, 
where a 31/2 -digit DVM displays four 
digits. Note, however, that this device 
can only improve the resolution of a 
low-cost instrument. If the DVM has a 
very limited frequency response (char- 
acteristic of low-cost DVMs), it cannot 
be used for measuring wide -band 
damping factor. 

The load resistors must dissipate the 
full rated output power of the amplifier 
under test, so a high -power load bank 
like that used for the maximum output 
power measurement is needed here. 

An oscilloscope (nearly any kind will 
do) is recommended to make sure that 
the amplifier under test is not clipping 
when driven to full rated output during 
the measurement. But if you know the 
amplifier is capable (from prior tests) of 
delivering its rated output, forget about 
the 'scope. 

Basic Measurement Procedure. To 
measure damping factor, proceed as 
follows: 

1. Turn on all equipment and allow 
an appropriate warmup time, about 5 
minutes for semiconductor equipment 

Fig. 4 -Power scaler for 31/2 -digit 
DVM. Select value for 1% resistor R 
from accompanying Table. 

R 

AMPLIFIER 
IOk OUTPUT 

TERMINALS DV M 

DVM Power Range (Watts) Range 
R (1%) (Volts) 8 Ohms 4 Ohms 

0 10-20 12.5-50 25-100 
10k 20-40 50-200 100-400 
30k 40-80 20-800 400-1600 
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In the phono mode, much 
amplification takes place 
before the volume control,. 
so it is important to know 
how much input causes 
overload. 

and 15 minutes for vacuum -tube 
equipment. 

2. Set any filters, equalizers, and 
tone, boost or loudness controls on the 
amplifier to their flat -response posi- 
tions. Set the amplifier's volume or gain 
control to minimum, and its balance 
control for equal outputs. 

3. Set the audio generator fre- 
quency to 1 kHz (old equipment) or 50 
Hz (new equipment). If measuring any- 
thing other than a separate power am- 
plifier, set the generator output level to 
0.5 V. If measuring a separate power 
amplifier, set its level control (if any) to 
maximum, and the generator output 
level to minimum. 

4. Connect the audio generator 
output to a high-level input (AUX, tun- 
er, or tape) of each channel. Both right 
and left channels of a stereo amplifier 
must be driven; all four channels of a 
4 -channel amplifier must be driven. Set 
the amplifier's function selector to 
match the input selected. 

5. Connect high -power load resis- 
tors to the speaker terminals of each 
channel. This connection, and that to 
the a.c. voltmeter, must be done in a 

special way to make a valid measure- 
ment. Do not connect the voltmeter 
across the load resistors. Do not con- 
nect the voltmeter anywhere on the 
wires connecting the speaker termi- 
nals to the load. Connect the DVM to 
the excess wire protruding past the 
speaker terminals, as shown in Fig. 5. 
Clean the portion of the wire under the 
post, and make sure the post is tight- 
ened. 

6. Set the DVM range switch to a 
range appropriate for the amplifier's 
rated power output. If using a 31/2 -digit 
DVM, set its range switch to 20 V, and 
select the appropriate scaling resistors 
(see Table in Fig. 4). 

7. For power amplifiers, turn up the 
audio generator's output -level control 
until the DVM indicates the voltage cor- 
responding to the amplifier's rated 
power output (see Table I). For inte- 
grated amplifiers and receivers, turn 
up the amplifier's gain or volume con- 
trol. Record the indicated voltage to 
four decimal places. 

8. Disconnect one of the leads go- 
ing to the load from the channel you 
are measuring. Measure the no-load 
voltage to four places and record it. 

9. From the full -load and no-load 

voltages measured in Steps 7 and 8 
respectively, you can determine the 
damping factor, percent regulation, 
and output impedance of the amplifier. 
The formulas are as follows: 

Damping Factor = 
Step 7 

Step 8 - Step 7 

% Regulation = 
100 (Step 8 - Step 7) 

Step 7 

Output Impedance = 
Load Resistance 

Damping Factor 

Wide -band Damping Factor. Wide - 
band damping factor is the minimum 
damping factor measured at a number 
of frequencies over the rated band- 
width of the amplifier. This generally 
means making damping factor mea- 
surements (per the Basic Measure- 
ment Procedure) at a number of differ- 
ent frequencies between 20 Hz and 20 
kHz, unless the manufacturer claims a 
different bandwidth for rated power 
output. 

If you measure wide -band damping 
factor, check the instruction manual of 
your DVM to make certain it is usable 
in the 20 Hz to 20 kHz range. Many 
low-priced DVMs do not function well 
(or at all) past 1 kHz. 

Maximum Input and 
Output Voltage of Preamps 

For the same reasons cited in the 
previous measurement procedure, this 
is not the method normally used to 
determine maximum output voltage. In 
this procedure, the onset of clipping is 
used instead of a specified distortion 
level as the criterion for maximum out- 
put. 

Equipment Needed. A signal gener- 
ator, a.c. voltmeter, load resistors, and 
oscilloscope (or equivalent) are need- 
ed for maximum output -voltage mea- 
surements. The signal generator and 
a.c. voltmeter should cover 10 Hz to 
100 kHz as a minimum. The voltmeter 
accuracy should be no worse than 3% 
over this frequency range. 

The load resistors are the same as 
those used for S/N ratio and frequency 
response measurements, discussed in 
last month's issue: 10-kilohm, 5%, 1/4 - 

watt carbon -film resistors paralleled by 
1,000-pF capacitance. 

Nearly any oscilloscope will suffice 
for this procedure. If you don't have 
access to a 'scope, use the clipping 
indicator described at the beginning of 
this article for the Basic Measurement 
Procedure. 

A step attenuator having 20- and 40 - 
dB outputs is needed for the phono 
overload voltage measurement proce- 
dure. The homemade one described in 
last month's article is ideal. 

Basic Measurement Procedure. To 

Twist posts 

TO DVM 

LOAD 

Fig. 5-Connection techniques for 
damping -factor measurement. Note 
that DVM is not connected between 
the amplifier and load resistor. 

Push posts 
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Crosstalk is the leakage of 
an unselected signal (such 
as tuner, when you're in 
phono mode). Separation is 
signal leakage between 
stereo channels. 

AUDIO STEP 

A.C. 
VOLTMETER 

'SCOPE 

.V. 
GENERATOR ATTENUATOR * PREAMPLIFIER +1 

OUT 
+10 

+100 
IN OUT 
oR o 

lOk :V;yy- 

1\- SHIELDED 

+Ik L 

CABLE 

* ONLY FOR PHONO OVERLOAD MEASUREMENT 

Fig. 6-Equipment setup for 
measuring preamp maximum input 
and output voltages. Note that step 

attenuator shown here is only for 
phono overload voltage 
measurement. 

measure maximum output voltage, 
proceed as follows: 

1. Turn on all equipment (Fig. 6) 
and allow an appropriate warmup time, 
about 5 minutes for semiconductor 
equipment and 15 minutes for vacu- 
um -tube equipment. 

2. Set any filters, equalizers, and 
tone, boost or loudness controls on the 
amplifier to their flat -response posi- 
tions. Set the amplifier's volume or gain 
control to maximum, and its balance 
control for equal outputs. 

3. Set the audio generator fre- 
quency to 20 Hz, and its output level at 
minimum. 

4. Connect the generator output to 
a high-level input (AUX, tuner, or tape) 
of one of the channels. Set the amplifi- 
er's mode or function switch to match 
the input selected. 

5. Connect the a.c. voltmeter and 
oscilloscope (or equivalent) to the out- 
put jack of the measurement channel. 
Connect the load across the a.c. volt- 
meter input terminals. 

6. Set the a.c. voltmeter range 
switch one range higher than is appro- 
priate for the amplifier's rated output 
voltage. 

7. Turn up the audio generator's 
output level until clipping occurs on 
either peak, as displayed on the oscil- 
loscope. Note: Clipping is often not 
symmetrical in voltage amplifiers, so if 
you are using the clipping indicator 
instead of a 'scope, do this step twice 
(once for each position of the polarity 
switch) and look for the lowest output 
voltage at which clipping occurs. 

8. Readjust the a.c. voltmeter 
range switch (if necessary) for an on - 
scale indication. Record the voltage 
indicated. 

9. Disconnect the a.c. voltmeter 

from the preamp's output terminals, 
and reconnect it to the audio generator 
output. Note: If your generator has low 
output impedance, there is no need to 
disconnect the 10-kilohm load from the 
voltmeter input terminals. 

10. Measure and record the gener- 
ator output voltage (preamp input volt- 
age) with the a.c. voltmeter. 

11. Repeat Steps 3 to 10 at 1 kHz 
and 20 kHz. The lowest Step 8 voltage 
recorded is the measured 20 Hz to 20 
kHz maximum output voltage for that 
channel. The lowest Step 10 voltage 
recorded is the measured 20 Hz to 20 
kHz maximum high-level input -signal 
voltage for that channel at full gain. 

12. Repeat Steps 3 to 11 for the 
other channel. 

Phono Overload Voltage. In the pho- 
no mode, considerable amplification 
takes place before the amplifier's vol- 
ume or gain control, so it is important 
to know how much input voltage can 
be applied before the phono preamp 
overloads. Because of the equalization 
involved in the phono circuitry, mea- 
surements are made at 1 kHz only. 
Note: This variation of maximum input 
voltage also applies to receivers and 
integrated amplifiers. 

1. Turn on all equipment (Fig. 6) 
and allow an appropriate warmup time, 
about 5 minutes for semiconductor 
equipment and 15 minutes for vacu- 
um -tube equipment. 

2. Set any filters, equalizers, and 
tone, boost or loudness controls on the 
amplifier to their flat -response posi- 
tions. Set the amplifier's volume or gain 
control to minimum, and its balance 
control for equal outputs. 

3. Set the generator frequency to 1 

kHz, and its output level to 0.5 V. 
4. Connect the generator's output 

to the attenuator input. Connect the 
appropriate attenuator output jack to 
the phono input you wish to measure. 
Use the -20 dB output for a high-level 
(MM) phono input; use the -40 dB 
output for a low-level (MC) phono in- 
put. 

5. Connect the oscilloscope to the 
output jack of the measurement chan- 
nel. Connect the load across the 
'scope terminals. Note: A 'scope is 
mandatory; the substitute clipping indi- 
cator is not usable in this procedure. 

6. Connect the a.c. voltmeter 
across the attenuator output. Use a T- 
or Y -connector to feed the attenuator 
output to both the a.c. voltmeter and 
the phono input. Set the voltmeter 
range switch to 1 V. 

7. Turn up the amplifier's volume 
or gain control until clipping occurs on 
either peak, as observed on the 
'scope. At this point clipping is due to 
limiting in the amplifier output stage. 

8. Reduce the volume or gain con- 
trol setting until clipping disappears, 
then increase the generator output lev- 
el until clipping reappears. Continue 
doing this until reducing the volume or 
gain control setting no longer prevents 
clipping. 

9. When you have precisely deter- 
mined the lowest generator output lev- 
el at which clipping occurs regardless 
of the amplifier's volume control set- 
ting, adjust the a.c. voltmeter's range 
switch for maximum on -scale deflec- 
tion, and record the voltage in milli- 
volts. This is the phono input overload 
voltage. 

10. Repeat Steps 3 to 9 for the other 
channel. 

Crosstalk and Separation 
Crosstalk is the leakage of an unse- 

lected signal source into the signal 
chain (e.g., tuner signal leakage when 
the function selector is set to phono). 
Separation is the leakage of one chan- 
nel's signal into the other channel. 
These specifications are only occa- 
sionally given in manufacturers' speci- 
fications for amplifiers, so I've saved 
this test procedure for the end of the 
series. Still, crosstalk symptoms are a 
common occurrence in complex audio 
systems, so these procedures are very 
useful in isolating their cause. 

Equipment Needed. Crosstalk and 
separation measurements require an 
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Channel -to -channel 
separation can be 
measured on power amps 
as well as on preamps, 
receivers, integrated amps, 
and equalizers. 

AUDIO STEP 
GENERATOR ATTENUATOR 

OUT -40 dB 

AMPLIFIER 
UNDER TEST 

SHIELDED CABLE' 

IN 
o oR 

0 0 oL 

Fig. 7-Equipment setup for 
measuring crosstalk and separation 
(shown for integrated amplifier or 
receiver). 

Bdl, 
2W 

A.C. 
VOLTMETER 

audio generator and a.c. voltmeter op- 
erable at 1 kHz, load resistors, and 
input terminations. For measurements 
involving phono inputs, an attenuator is 

also required. 
The a.c. voltmeter must be equipped 

with dB scales if you wish to avoid 
excessive calculations and dB conver- 
sions. Ideally, its most sensitive range 
should be -80 dB (100 µV, full scale). 
Since voltmeters of this type are ex- 
pensive, a -40 dB (10 mV, full scale) 
voltmeter preceded by a 40 -dB ampli- 
fier is a good substitute. The filter/amp 
described in last month's article is 
highly suitable for this purpose. 

The input terminations are 1 kilohm 
for most inputs, and 100 ohms for MC 
phono inputs. You can make these 
yourself, as described last month. 

The load resistors needed are a pair 
of 16 -ohm, 5%, 1 -watt carbon resis- 
tors, connected in parallel, for each 
power -amplifier output, and a 10-kil- 
ohm, 5%, 1/4 -watt carbon resistor paral- 
leled by 1,000-pF capacitance for 
each preamp output. However, if you 
use the filter/amp as a voltmeter pre- 
amplifier, its own input impedance will 
serve as a suitable load for preamp 
outputs. 

A 40- or 60 -dB attenuator (such as 
the homemade one described in Part I) 

is needed only if a phono input is driv- 
en. 

Crosstalk Measurement Procedure. 
To measure crosstalk between inputs 
of the same channel, proceed as fol- 
lows: 

1. Turn on all equipment (Fig. 7) 
and allow an appropriate warmup time, 
about 5 minutes for semiconductor 
equipment and about 15 minutes for 
vacuum -tube equipment. 

2. Set any filters, equalizers, and 
tone, boost or loudness controls on the 
amplifier to their flat -response posi- 

tions. Set the amplifier's volume or gain 
control to minimum, and its balance 
control for equal outputs. 

3. Connect the audio generator 
output to the attenuator input, and the 
appropriate attenuator output jack to 
one of the amplifier's input jacks. Use 
the 0 -dB output (or no attenuator at all) 
if driving the AUX, tuner, tape, etc. 
inputs, the -40 dB output for high- 
level (MM) phono, and the -60 dB 
output for low-level (MC) phono. 

4. Insert input terminations in the 
undriven inputs of the channel being 
measured. Use 1-kilohm terminations 
for AUX, tuner, tape and MM phono. 
and 100 -ohm for MC phono inputs. 

5. Set the generator frequency to 1 

kHz, and its output level to 0.5 V. 

6. Connect the appropriate loads 
across the amplifier output terminals. 
Use 8 ohms, 2 watts (minimum) for 
receivers and power amplifiers, and 10 
kilohms for preamps. Connect the a.c. 
voltmeter input terminals across the 
load resistor of the channel being mea- 
sured. 

7. Set the a.c. voltmeter range 
switch to 0 dB for preamps, or + 10 
dBmW for receivers. 

8. Set the amplifier's function or 
mode selector to match the driven in- 
put. Then, adjust the amplifier's volume 
or gain control for a 0 -dB indication on 
the a.c. voltmeter. Use 2.45 V (+10 
dBmW) for receivers and 0.775 V (0 
dBmW) for preamps. 

9. Set the amplifier's function or 
mode selector to one of the terminated 
inputs. 

10. Down -range the a.c. voltmeter 
until you get a usable indication. If nec- 
essary, add additional amplification 
between the amplifier output and a.c. 
voltmeter. (If you use the filter/amp de- 
scribed in last month's article, select 
C -weighting.) 

11. Record the a.c. voltmeter indi- 
cation in dB. The crosstalk between 
the driven and the selected terminated 
inputs is the difference between the 
reference level and the sum of three 
dB figures: The meter range, the meter 
scale, and the filter/amp gain (if used). 
For our calculations, use the plus or 
minus signs of the meter scale and 
meter range switch as marked, and 
consider the filter/amp gain as nega- 
tive. For example, if we were measur- 
ing crosstalk between two preamp in- 
puts (0-dBmW reference), the meter 
scale might indicate -6.5 dB when the 
meter range switch is set to its - 20 dB 
position and 40 -dB extra amplification 
is used. We then simply add these 
figures like so: 

-6.5 -20 -40 = 
-66.5 dB crosstalk. 

However, if we were measuring a re- 
ceiver or integrated amplifier, the extra 
10 -dB for the Step 8 reference level 
must also be algebraically subtracted. 
Assuming the same numbers, the 
crosstalk is: 

-6.5 -20 -40 -(+10) _ 
-76.5 dB crosstalk. 

12. In turn, reset the amplifier's 
function or mode switch to each of the 
other terminated inputs, and repeat 
Step 11. 

13. Repeat Steps 3 to 12 for the 
other channel. 

Separation Measurement Proce- 
dure. Channel -to -channel separation 
can be performed on power amplifiers 
as well as on preamps, receivers, inte- 
grated amplifiers, and equalizers. This 
measurement procedure is very similar 
to Steps 1 to 11 of the Crosstalk Mea- 
surement Procedure. The exceptions 
are as follows: In Step 4, terminate the 
corresponding input of the undriven 
channel. In Step 9, do not disturb the 
amplifier's function or mode selector 
setting. Instead, switch the a.c. voltme- 
ter to the load resistor of the undriven 
channel. 

I hope that these relatively inexpen- 
sive methods of checking the basic 
performance parameters of your ster- 
eo system will prove of value. Bear in 
mind that these approaches will not 
yield measurements of utmost accura- 
cy. However, being able to make the 
tests at all, without the investment of 
thousands of dollars, is certainly worth 
consideration. Q 
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EQUIPMENT PROFILE 

HARMAN/ 
KARDON 
CD491 
CASSETTE 
DECK 
Manufacturer's Specifications 
Frequency Response: 20 Hz to 24 

kHz, to 26 kHz with metal tape. 
Signal/Noise Ratio: 66 dB with 

Dolby B NR, 75 dB with Dolby C NR. 
Input Sensitivity: Mike, 0.8 mV; 

line, 40 mV. 
Output Level: Line, 420 mV. 
Flutter: 0.025% wtd. rms, ±0.04% 

wtd. peak. 
Fast -Wind Times: 70 S with C-60. 
Dimensions: 17-7/16 in. (443 mm) W 

x 4-13/16 in. (123 mm) H x 14 in. 
(355 mm) D. 

Weight: 15.9 lbs. (7.2 kg). 
Price: $785.00. 
Company Address: 240 Crossways 

Park West, Woodbury, N.Y. 11797. 
For literature, circle No. 90 
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Harman/Kardon calls the CD491 an "ultra-wideband lin- 
ear -phase cassette deck," which certainly sounds good 
and arouses the curiosity of testers and users alike. The 
front panel is a very light beige, and the black designations 
are easy to read under any normal lighting. When the power 
switch is pushed on, "Wait" appears in red on the meter/ 
display panel. After 7 seconds, it turns off, and "0" appears 
in the counter readout to the left. The counter displays up to 
four digits ("2310" for one side of a C-90), but leading zeros 
are blanked out-a nice touch. Counting below zero in 

rewind is from "9999" down. A push of "Time," and the 
counter will show play or record time in minutes and sec- 
onds, which is a very helpful feature. The time/position 
reference is not maintained during fast -wind modes; in- 

stead, the display automatically switches to normal counter 
mode. Therefore, you can't locate passages on tape by their 
timing, or estimate remaining time if you start in mid -tape. 

With "Rewind" alone pushed in, the deck will rewind to 
the beginning of the tape and stop. If "Replay" is actuated 
at the same time, the deck goes into play instead, and the 
process continues until interrupted. If "Memory" is enabled, 
the basic action is the same, but the stop on rewind is at 
"0000." 

There are three pushbutton switches of the same design 
for noise -reduction settings: "Off/On," "B/C" and multiplex 
filter "On/Off." Status indicators for "B" (green) and "C" 
(yellow) are located at the opposite end of the display 
panel, to the right of the meters. The filter is off when its 
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switch is pushed in, the reverse of what I had expected. Just 
below the NR pushbuttons is the tape monitor switcti, which 
latches in for tape playback, turning on a red LED at the 
same time. 

To the right of the noise -reduction switches are "Bias/ 
Equalization" controls. Three interlocked tape -select switch- 
es are on the top row, for "LN" (Type I), "Cr02" (Type II), 
and "Metal" (Type IV). Just below are momentary -contact 
"Bias Tone" and "Rec Cal" pushbuttons, both used in the 
calibration procedure. With "Bias Tone" pushed in, 400 Hz 
is fed to the left channel and 12.5 kHz to the right. "Bias Fine 
Trim," to the left of the button, is adjusted to match the 
indicated channel levels in playback. This trim control has a 
center detent, and labels remind the user that rotation to the 

left reduces the highs, while rotation to the right boosts 
them. 

When "Rec Cal" is pushed in, 400 Hz is fed to both 
channels. A supplied adjustment tool is put into the "Left" 
and "Right" holes, in turn, to set the indicated levels to 
meter zero, thus ensuring good Dolby tracking. The inter- 
locked "Play/Off/Rec" switches for timer operation are just 
above. 

The horizontal bar -graph -type meters have 16 segments. 
They cover from - 30 to + 10 dB, With light green LEDs from 
"-30" to "-1," yellow from "0" to "+2" and red for "+3" to 
"+ 10." Dolby level is at meter zero, which helps to minimize 
confusion, in my view. The "HX PRO" logo, just to the right, 
announces the incorporation of this latest version of circuitry 
for high -end extension. Normally, the peak -responding me- 
ters do not hold peak readings, but with a push of "Peak 
Hold," maximum indications will be held about 2 seconds, 
which aids in the level -setting when recording. The unique 
"Meter Weighting" button equalizes the meter amp to the 
inverse of the saturation curve of tapes recorded on the 
CD491. In the weighted mode, the first red meter LED 
("+3") indicates the tape overload point. The effect, as with 
the more common scheme of metering the signal after 
record EQ, gives a much better indication of the possibility 
(or probability) of reaching high -frequency saturation. The 
switch also allows for so-called normal metering. 

Along the bottom of the front panel are four level -control 
knobs of medium size with very fine knurling for easy turn- 
ing. The left and right "Rec Level" pots control only the line 
inputs. The "Mic Level" control affects both channels, pro- 
viding full mixing, and there is a soft detent at the "Off" 
position-to help prevent it from being turned up inadvert- 
ently. The "Output Level" pot controls both line and head- 
phone outputs, but it has no effect on meter indications. 

The "Master Fader" sets the level for the two -channel mix. 
This large knob makes for very easy setting at any point up 
to its maximum rotation, which is just 180°-different from 
most pots, but just fine in practical use. 

The transport -control switches, beneath the cassette 
compartment, have light -touch plates with status lights for 
all functions (except "Stop"). The logic allows you to change 
directly from any mode to any other mode, including going 
into record mode while in play. In "Pause" or record/pause 
mode, the indicator on "Play" flashes, telling the user that it 

is the button to push next. Simultaneously pushing "Play" 
and either fast -wind switch engages "Auto Search," which 
finds the beginning (or end) of the current selection, then 
automatically resumes play. 

Immediately to the right of the transport controls are 
momentary -contact switches labelled "Rec Mute" and "Auto 
Space." The latter provides an automatic muting for 5 sec- 
onds and then a switch into record/pause. Whenever there 
is muting, the "Record" indicator flashes (instead of glow- 
ing), reminding the user that no signal is being recorded. 

The cassette -compartment carrier swings down briskly 
with a push of "Eject," at the upper left corner of the front 
panel. Loading and maintenance are easy tasks, as they are 
for most front loaders these days. 

The "Headphones" jack is on the front panel (at the lower 
right corner), but the two microphone jacks are on the back, 
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The bias adjustment range 
extended far enough down 
for even non -premium 
tapes, but not quite high 
enough for tapes needing 
high bias for their type. 

Fig. 1-Frequency 
responses with (solid 
lines) and without 
(dashed lines) Dolby C 

NR, using Type I (BASF 
Pro I Super), Type II 

(Sony UCX), and Type IV 
(Fuji FR Metal) tapes. 

which seems unnecessarily out of the way. A single micro- 
phone plugged into either jack is fed equally to both chan- 
nels, which gives a little more convenience than having just 
one jack provide the mono function. The line in/out jacks, of 
course, are also on the back panel. 

My internal inspection found two large p.c. boards that 
combined to fill the chassis, with a metal partition between 
them acting as both shield and heat -sink. Soldering was 
excellent, with slight flux residue at a couple of points. All 
parts and adjustments were labelled, and the components 
were of high quality and well laid out. There were two fuses 
in clips. A listening check proved the quietness of the dual - 
capstan drive. The removed top -and -side cover had what 
appeared to be vibration -damping pads on its interior sur- 
face, an unusual attention to detail to minimize distracting 
noises. 

Measurements 
The playback responses were checked using TDK and 

BASF alignment tapes. Most points were within ± 1.5 dB, 
but there was some additional boost at the low end from 
fringing effects, and the high end was down almost 3 dB at 
10 kHz and more at higher frequencies. It appeared likely 
that there would be some benefit from a touch-up azimuth 
alignment, which is actually a good idea for any deck about 
to be put in use. Playback level indications were close, 
within the resolution of the meter segments. Playback tape 
speed was just 0.2% slow. 

The CD491 record/playback performance was checked 
with many different tape formulations of all types, except 
Type Ill (ferrichrome). The bias adjustment range extended 
far enough down to handle even non -premium Type I tapes, 
but it did not quite reach high enough for tapes whose bias 
requirements are relatively high for their type, such as Max - 
ell XL I -S, Sony AHF and TDK AD -X (all Type I), and Mem- 
orex HBII (Type II). Results were excellent with the manufac- 
turer's reference tapes, Maxell XL I and TDK SA and MA, 
but I had a slight preference for the response shapes of 
BASF Pro I Super, Sony UCX and Fuji FR Metal, so I used 
them for the detailed testing that followed. 

Figure 1 shows the swept -frequency responses at Dolby 
level and 20 dB below that for these three tapes, both with 
and without Dolby C NR. As the data in Table I demon- 
strates, the responses are extended at both ends of the 
band under all conditions, certainly improved at the high 
end by HX Pro. The responses are outstanding, both for 
their flatness from below 20 Hz to 10 to 20 kHz and for their 
excellent Dolby NR tracking. This latter result proves the 
success of the Harman/Kardon deck's two-tone calibration. 
With Sony UCX tape, the 400 -Hz (403 -Hz actual) level could 
be set anywhere from -4 to +2.5 dB relative to meter zero. 
The bias control varied this tape's output of the 12.5 -kHz 
(actually 11.6 -kHz) tone from -2 to +4.3 dB on the meter. 
Both test tones had distortion of about 1%, plenty low 
enough for the purpose. 

Table II lists the excellent results of other record/playback 
tests. The 70 -dB erasure figure at 100 Hz held true even 
with metal tape, definitely better than most decks can do. 

Third -harmonic distortion (HDL3) was measured from 10 
dB below Dolby level to the limit of 3% distortion for the 
three tapes with Dolby C NR. The results are uniformly 
excellent and quite superior to those from the great majority 
of decks. Since noise is measured relative to the signal level 
at which this 3% limit is reached, with the CD491's low 
distortion, raising this level effectively raises the signal-to- 
noise ratios. This is indicated by the excellent results shown 
in Table IV for all three tape types. The distortion was also 
measured as a function of frequency with Fuji FR Metal tape 
at -10 dB, from 30 Hz to 6 kHz. The low distortion at all 
points is judged to result from the success of HX Pro as well 
as the basic low -distortion performance. 

Table VI lists the input and output characteristics at a test 
frequency of 1 kHz. All of the results were equal to or better 
than specification. The line -input overload level was above 
the 30-V limit of the driving amplifier. The output test loads 
were 10 kilohms for line and 50 ohms for headphones. 
There was high volume to all headphones tried, easily con- 
trollable with the output pot. If a single microphone input 
was used, the left -channel level was 1.5 dB higher than that 
of the right channel, which would shift this mono image 
slightly to the left. The sections of the mike input pot tracked 
within 1 dB for up to 60 -dB attenuation from maximum gain. 
The master pot, on the other hand, tracked for just 20 dB to 
the same 1 -dB limit. It would be best to keep it near maxi- 
mum when matching channel levels. The deck had low 
sensitivity to internal overload at meter zero, even with the 
master set at lower clockwise rotation than the channel pots. 
This is a good feature of this deck, but it's still normally good 
practice to keep the master at least as open as the channel 
pots when operating. The output polarity was the same as 
the input, whether in source or tape monitor, which is the 
preferred configuration. 

The peak -responding meters were truly that, as they met 
the requirements of IEC Standard 268-10 for peak -program 
meters. The thresholds for most of the segments were very 
close to their designated values, particularly from "-2" to 
"+ 10." The lower segments turned on at levels much higher 
than designated, however, with "-30" at -21 actual and 

' - 20" at -15 actual, for example. With meter weighting 
out, the response was 3 dB down at 10.7 Hz and 40.0 kHz. 
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For its sizable price, the 
CD491 provides 
performance 
comparable to decks at 
twice the price. 

With weighting switched in, the high -frequency boost was 5 
dB at 5 kHz, 10 dB at 10.6 kHz, 13 dB at 15.5 kHz and the 
maximum + 17 dB at 26.6 kHz. I prefer metering with this 
post-EQ boost, for it is much more indicative of saturation 
and distortion limitations across the band. 

The flutter measured on the Harman/Kardon deck varied 
a bit with the cassette selected. It was possible to find some 
that met the specifications of 0.025% wtd. rms and ± 0.04% 
wtd. peak, which are very low figures indeed. More typical 
figures in my measurements were 0.032% wtd. rms and 
±0.044% wtd. peak, which are slightly higher, but excel- 
lent. 

Tape play speed varied very slightly with changes in line 
voltage, up less than 0.01% at 130 V. There were fairly 
regular speed variations of a minor nature, always less than 
0.025%. The fast -wind times for a C-60 were 71 S. Most 
changes in transport mode were accomplished in 1 S or less. 

Use and Listening Tests 
The owner's manual has good, lucid text with nice detail- 

ing on recording, setting levels, bias trimming, and record - 
sensitivity calibration. The illustrations are good, but there's 
no block diagram, which would have been nice. Mainte- 
nance was basically easy to do, although I wished the 
thumbscrews for the door cover were captive. All controls 
and switches were completely reliable during the testing. 
After a number of decks with automatic tape -type sensing, I 

did have to remind myself to push the tape -matching selec- 
tor switch. As I usually check bias trim and record calibra- 
tion, this was really no inconvenience. 

The metering was excellent in use, certainly one of the 
best for dynamic responses, and further improved with the 
weighting switched in. It was possible to set maximum 
levels very quickly and with more assurance than when 
metering without the weighting. The peak -hold feature was a 
further aid to getting the maximum out of the tapes. A check 
of record, pause and stop clicks showed that they were very 
low, just a bit out of tape noise with Dolby C NR. There was 
no evidence of any Dolby mistracking at any level with any 
of the tapes, showing what can be done with good deck 
setup and excellent responses to start with. 

I enjoyed much pleasurable listening, from sources such 
as The Empire Strikes Back (Charles Gerhardt and the 
National Philharmonic Orchestra, dbx version of Chalfont 
SDG 313) and Mobile Fidelity's Kim Carnes' Mistaken Identi- 
ty (MFSL 1-073) and The Planets by Holst (Solti and the 
London Philharmonic Orchestra, MFSL 1-510). The time 
function of the counter was helpful in fitting certain pieces 
onto partly recorded tapes. 

The Harman/Kardon CD491 lacks a number of sophisti- 
cated microprocessor -controlled features, and it doesn't 
have automatic tape calibration or tape -type sensing, but 
recorders with such a collection of features cost a lot more. 
For its sizable price, this deck provides superb frequency 
responses, a convenient and accurate calibration scheme 
to match most tapes, excellent Dolby NR tracking, very low 
noise and distortion with all three tape types, very low flutter, 
good mike/line mixing, and excellent metering. Where the 
final tape is the criterion, the CD491 is worthy of comparison 
to other decks at up to twice its price. Howard A. Roberson 

Table I-Record/playback responses (-3 dB limits). 

With Dolby C NR Without NR 

Tape Type 

Dolby Lvl -20 dB Dolby Lvl -20 dB 

Hz kHz Hz kHz Hz kHz Hz kHz 

BASF Pro I Super 10.2 17.2 10.2 22.1 10.2 12.4 10.0 24.1 
Sony UCX 10.1 12.8 10.0 21.1 10.1 10.5 10.0 22.2 
Fuji FR Metal 10.0 21.4 9.9 25.0 10.0 15.9 9.9 25.2 

Table II -Miscellaneous record/playback 
characteristics. 

Erasure Sep. Crosstalk 
At 100 Hz At 1 kHz At 1 kHz Error Jitter 

10 -kHz A/B Phase MPX Filter 
At 19.00 kHz 

70dB 43dB -80dB 20' -35.4 dB 

Table III -400 -Hz HDL3 (%) vs. record level 
(0 dB = 200 nWb/m). 

Tape Type 

Record Level HDL3 = 
NR -10 -8 -4 0 +4 3% 

BASF Pro I Super Dolby C 0.06 0.10 0.15 0.32 1.1 +6.5 dB 
Sony UCX Dolby C 0.05 0.09 0.19 0.45 1.3 +6.5 dB 
Fuji FR Metal Dolby C 0.09 0.16 0.29 0.47 1.1 +7.8 dB 

Table IV-Signal/noise ratios with IEC A and 
CCIR/ARM weightings. 

IEC A Wtd. (dBA) CCIR/ARM (dB) 

Tape Type 

W/Dolby C NR Without NR W/Dolby C NR Without NR 

(i DL HD=3% @ DL HD=3% @ DL HD=3% (1 DL HD=3% 

BASF Pro I Super 67.5 73.7 50.5 56.5 66.7 72.9 47.9 53.9 
Sony UCX 70.4 76.5 54.5 60.4 70.8 76.9 52.4 58.3 
Fuji FR Metal 69.2 76.8 53.3 60.6 69.8 77.4 51.2 58.5 

Table V-HDL3 (%) vs. frequency at 10 dB below 
Dolby level. 

Frequency (Hz) 

Tape Type NR 30 50 100 400 1k 2k 4k 6k 

Fuji FR Metal Dolby C 0.22 0.18 0.19 0.09 0.14 0.10 0.03 0.10 

Table VI -Input and output characteristics 
at 1 kHz. 

Input Level 
Imp., Output Level 

Imp., Clip (Re: 

Sens. Overload Kilohms Open Ckt. Loaded Ohms Meter 0) 

Une 33 mV >30 V 19 Une 422 mV 389 mV 900 
Mike 0.5 mV 29 mV 4.9 Hdphn. 430 mV 225 mV 46 

+127áB 
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EQUIPMENT PROFILE 

TECHNICS 
SH -8055 
GRAPHIC 
EQ/RTA 

O 

Manufacturer's Specifications 
Frequency Response: 5 Hz to 100 

kHz. 
Rated Sensitivity/Output Volt- 

age: 1 V. 

Harmonic Distortion: 0.003% from 
20 Hz to 20 kHz. 

Maximum Output: 8 V. 

Filter Center Frequencies: Two 
sets at 25, 40, 63, 100, 160, 250 and 
500 Hz, 1, 2, 4, 8 and 16 kHz. 

Control Range: ± 12 dB. 
Pink -Noise Output: 50 mV. 
Dimensions: 16-15/16 in. (430 mm) 

W x 41/4 in. (108 mm) H x 105/8 in. 
(270 mm) D. 

Weight: 9 lbs. (4.1 kg). 
Price: $340.00; optional RP -3800E 

microphone, $60.00. 

real time spectrum analyzer 

p i 

Company Address: Panasonic, 
One Panasonic Way, Secaucus, N.J. 
07094. 

For literature, circle No. 91 
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Technics calls the SH -8055 a stereo graphic equalizer, 
but that title fails to do justice to this unit, which includes a 
most -useful RTA (real-time analyzer) and a built-in pink - 
noise generator. The SH -8055 is configured with 12 bands 
of equalization and analysis, two more for each channel 
than the typical octave -band unit. The RTA display, at the 
left of the front panel, shows the 12 band levels with bright, 
bluish -white fluorescent bar -graphs, which are very easily 
seen under any ambient lighting. At the right of the display, 
there is a somewhat wider bar -graph that shows the overall 

average level. Below the display are a horizontal slider for 
"Display Level" and two on/off pushbuttons for left and right 
inputs to the RTA, fed from the corresponding channel 
outputs after the equalizer section. To the left of the display 
are the power on/off switch and a phone jack for an optional 
microphone. When plugged in, it is fed directly to the RTA, 
disconnecting the other inputs. 

In operation, particularly in a somewhat dim room, the SH - 
8055 catches the eye because its narrow slider knobs have 
small red LEDs mounted in their ends. The graphic charac- 
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ter of the equalization is thus shown in a rather intriguing 
and attractive way. The Technics unit has most of its filters 
centered on the normal octave -band frequencies, but re- 
places the usual 31.5- and 125 -Hz filters with four filters at 
25, 40, 100 and 160 Hz. This additional resolution in the 
region of poor speaker response and room standing waves 
is potentially very useful, and so it proved under test. 

Below the sliders are three large pushbuttons for input 
selection: "Source" or input, "Tape 1" and "Tape 2." These 
are interlocking, although the buttons do not stay in: The 
black designation changes to orange with actuation. There 
is also an EQ in/out button of the same design. A small, 
orange "Rec Mode" pushbutton selects "EQ" (in) or 
"Straight" (out). This switch inserts the selected equalization 
into the signal path to the recorders. Equalizing the play- 
back is done with the "Tape" switches mentioned earlier 
(which also make automatic connections for dubbing, if that 
is desired). Having connections for two recorders will be 
useful to many these days, and the automatic connection for 
dubbing is a further plus. There are also two small on/off 
pushbuttons, for the pink -noise generator and a 20 -dB mi- 
crophone attenuator. 

On the back panel are in/out stereo pairs for line and two 
tape recorders as well as an unswitched a.c. outlet. Exami- 
nation of the interior showed that the majority of the circuitry 
was on one large p.c. board, almost chassis size. There was 
also a medium-sized card with the RTA driver circuitry. With 
limited disassembly, it was impossible to examine most of 
the soldering, but what could be seen was excellent. All 
parts were identified, and functional areas were also la- 
belled. The main card was supported at a number of points, 
but it was still somewhat springy. No fuses were noted, but a 
couple of resistors could have been fusible types. 

Measurements 
The first series of tests were conducted on the equalizer 

section of the Technics unit. The frequency responses were 
within less than 0.2 dB (-0.17 dB maximum deviation) from 
20 Hz to 20 kHz, with or without EQ in. The responses were 
3 dB down at about 1.1 Hz for both conditions, with the high - 
end limit at 110 kHz with EQ and about 1.9 MHz without. As 
the EQ out position is a bypass, also used when the 8055 is 

switched off, the 1.9 -MHz limit, high as it is, is probably from 
stray capacitance to ground. 

The filter center frequencies were fairly accurate, with an 
average offset of 3.2%. Figure 1 shows the responses of 
each filter section and the maximums obtained with all 
sliders at the extremes. Figure 2 is of the swept responses, 
with the 63 -Hz, 2 -kHz and 4 -kHz filters set for 2 -dB steps 
from -12 to +12 dB. With the exception of the first steps 
away from zero, the boosts and cuts are quite accurate and 
the steps are very even. Note also that, regardless of the 
amount of boost or cut, the region between 150 and 400 Hz 
stayed at zero level. This relates to the fact that the SH -8055 
filters have fairly high Q (narrow bandwidth) starting at ±4 
dB. This is also reflected in the relatively small increase in 

maximum levels in Fig. 1 when all filters are at maximum, 
compared to single -filter peaks. Figure 3 displays another 
facet of how filter responses add together. The topmost 
trace is that with a 1 -kHz tone and the 1 -kHz filter at its 

+-Io 

FREQUENCY - Hz 

Fig. 1-Swept frequency 
responses with each filter 
at maximum boost and 
cut and with all filters at 
maximum boost and cut. 
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Fig. 2-Swept-frequency 
responses with 63 -Hz, 
2 -kHz and 4 -kHz filters set 
successively for 2 -dB 
steps from -12 to 
+12 dB. 

10k 20k 
II 

maximum boost. The middle waveform is with just the 500 - 
Hz filter slider at maximum, and the bottom trace is the 
result with just the 2 -kHz filter at maximum. For all three, the 
oscilloscope was locked to the source. With the lagging 
phase in the 500 -Hz filter and the leading phase with the 2 - 

kHz one, the amplitudes are not directly additive, hence the 
relatively small additional boost from adjacent filters. 

The maximum boost and maximum cut values were very 
consistent from filter to filter, with a total spread of less than 
0.7 dB at either extreme. Tests on just the 500 -Hz filter 
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In equalizing a simulated 
system response, I found 
the extra bass filter 
channels instrumental in 
pulling down low -frequency 
peaks while retaining bass. 

Stereo Graphic Equalizer SH -8055 

12 channel real time spectrum analyzer 
IHr) 25 40 63 100 160 250 500 1k 2k 4k 8k 16k full range 

dB 

30 

25 - 

(H2125 00 63. 100 190 250 500 1k 2k 4k Rk 1Rk fall raren 

display level left right I ó 

The RTA display shows extra bands below 250 Hz. 

*+....__._/' 
Fig. 3-One cycle of a 

-kHz sine wave, showing 
differing phase and 
amplitude of maximum 
boost from each of three 

filters: 1 kHz (top), 500 Hz 
(middle) and 2 kHz 
(bottom). Horizontal 
scale: 0.1 mS/div. with 
sweep locked to source. 

20 40 60 160 95 630 1258 2.58 5k 10k 20k 

Fig. 4-One-third octave 
RTA display of simulated 
loudspeaker response 

(top) and response after 
adjusting EQ (bottom). 

revealed that a bandwidth of 1 octave was reached with a 
boost of 10.9 dB. A bandwidth of 1.4 octaves (for a non - 
ringing Q = 1) was reached with about 5 dB of boost, with 
rather gentle narrowing above that point. 

With all sliders in the gentle center detent, the gain 
change between EQ in and EQ out was only 0.04 dB. The 
maximum input/output voltage was 8.9 V open circuit and 
7.1 V with a 10-kilohm load from 20 Hz to 20 kHz-for the 
right channel only. The left channel was the same at low 
frequencies, but some sort of current starvation (not clip- 
ping) became progressively worse above 1 kHz, limiting the 
maximum to 4.0 V. (I suspect that a simple device replace- 
ment would bring that channel up to spec.) The input im- 
pedance was about 45 kilohms across the band, and the 
output impedance was 230 ohms, rising somewhat at 20 
kHz. 

With a 2-V test signal, THD was 0.0031% or less from 20 
Hz to 20 kHz; including noise, the figures were 0.0064% for 
right channel and 0.018% for left channel-not as good, but 
still very low. I expected to find that the left channel would 
show more slew -rate limiting, but both channels were very 
close, just starting to show limiting at 75 kHz with a 2-V drive 
signal. The signal-to-noise ratio was greater than 100 dBA 
relative to 1 V, right at my test equipment's 10-µV minimum 
voltage limit. With various settings of the sliders, there was 
an indication that the ratio would be about 94 dBA relative to 
0.5 V for typical operating conditions. 

A series of tests were also performed on the RTA section 
of the Technics unit. The center frequencies of its filters 
were within nominal values to better than 2.5%, on the 
average. The display filter sections' responses to discrete 
tones at their center frequencies were rather uneven: The 
25- and 40 -Hz filters were more sensitive, and the 250 -Hz, 
500 -Hz, 8 -kHz and .16 -kHz filters were less sensitive than 
the reference 1 -kHz band. A check of and with its own built- 
in pink noise, however, showed that, in the main, these 
display deviations were compensating for deviations in the 
pink -noise spectrum. The level of a 1 -kHz tone in adjacent 
bands was 18 dB down, and in the second adjacent bands, 
it was about 30 dB down. The crossover points were 11.5 
dB down. These characteristics all serve to reject out -of - 
band energy, and that is good, but the response within the 
band is sharply pointed, rejecting energy near the cross- 
overs. Overall, I would have preferred less pointing, with 
greater response at the crossover points, even at the cost of 
lower adjacent -channel rejection. 

The vertical display had steps of 2.5 dB, with each step 
consisting of three, fine horizontal bars. The accuracy of the 
steps was sufficient to keep all steps within each ladder 
within 1 dB of nominal, with the exception that the last steps, 
between "25" and "30," were compressed. My conclusion 
was that "20" was a good reference level for equalization 
tasks. At the lower frequencies, the time to get to a "20" 
indication was about 800 mS, and the decay time to zero 
was 1.7 S. At higher frequencies, the charge time was about 
400 mS, and the decay time was 850 mS. The output level of 
the built-in pink -noise source was 67 mV rms. 

The optional (but supplied) microphone is 0.353 inch in 
diameter, not a standard for easy calibration, but it fit my 3/8 - 
inch calibrator close enough to determine that good RTA 
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The Technics SH -8055 is a 
very good value for 
audiophiles and semi -pros, 
though it should not be 
used in portable systems. 

displays were possible from 55 dB SPL up to 100 dB or so. 
The display level slider had a range of 33 dB, with a "20" 
indication with pink noise settable anywhere from 18 to 800 
mV. With indications at "25," the upper limit would be 1.4 V, 
probably needed for some systems. The microphone re- 
sponse was acceptably flat, especially when angled 45° or 
more away from a loudspeaker. 

Use and Listening Tests 
The owner's manual is better than most, with a number of 

detailed connection diagrams and a collection of sugges- 
tions on equalizing for specific purposes, such as making 
tapes for use in cars. I would have liked more emphasis on 
listening to the effects of adjustments. The manual should 
also include statements on microphone usage, including 
the desirability of scanning the listening area to check for 
possible response variations. 

All of the controls were easy and straightforward to use. I 

had a small problem with the EQ in/out button, but only 
because its latching was soft in sound and feel, and the 
"EQ" illuminated before the mechanical latch was made. 
The black designations on the brushed aluminum panel 
were easy to read, and the RTA display and the illuminated 
equalizer sliders were a pleasure visually and an aid when 
using the SH -8055. The dB offsets of the sliders were 
difficult to read in dim light, but as the sliders were adjusted 

The performance 
is priceless... 
Shure's 
new 
ML140HE. 

to get the desired RTA display, there was no problem in 
practice. 

The averaging response of the RTA worked very well for 
EQ tasks, but it was too slow for watching the dynamics of 
music. The 2.5 -dB steps were judged slightly coarse, but 
the thresholds were good and consistent; with the bar - 
graph display, adjustments could be made quickly without 
confusion. 

Figure 4 shows a simulated system response (top) and 
the results (bottom) after equalizing with the SH -8055. All 
adjustments were made using the Technics RTA, without 
reference to the 1 -octave displays shown. Take note of the 
fact that improvements made include reductions of the 
boosts at 125 Hz and 10 kHz and the notches at 250 Hz and 
3 kHz. Deviations were reduced from about +8, -7 dB to 
+2, -4 dB from 40 Hz to over 16 kHz. The extra channels of 
the unit were instrumental in pulling down the low -frequency 
boost while retaining response to 40 Hz. 

The Technics SH -8055 is a very good value for audio- 
philes and semi -pros, with the constraint that it should not 
be used in portable systems. The higher Q of its filter 
sections and the accuracy of its slider settings make it one 
of the very few equalizers with accurate graphic indications. 
There is no match -level scheme, but the overall -level band 
of the RTA will help. And, get the optional microphone; it's 
well worth it Howard A. Roberson 

There's a standard of excel- 
lence for a great album: Gold. 
Sound reproduction also has 
its standard: Shure's new, high 
efficiency ML140HE. The 
finest performance value of 
any cartridge today. 

No other component can 
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stereo system for so little cost. 
The ML140HE assures low dis- 
tortion reproduction with its 
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Shank. Plus, other patented 
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charge static electricity. 

Hear the superior clarity of 
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authorized Shure dealer today. 
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EQUIPMENT PROFILE 

ALPINE 
7347 CAR 
STEREO 

O BASS O TREBLE 
VOLUME PUSH TUNER 

Manufacturer's Specifications 
FM Tuner Section 
Usable Sensitivity: Mono, 16.3 dBf 

(1.8 µV, 75 ohms). 
50 -dB Quieting Sensitivity: Mono, 

20.7 dBf (3.0 µV, 75 ohms). 
S/N Ratio: 60 dB (70 dB with Dolby B 

NR). 
AM Suppression: 45 dB. 
Selectivity: 80 dB. 
Stereo Separation: 35 dB at 1 kHz. 
Capture Ratio: 2.0 dB. 

AM Tuner Section 
Sensitivity: 12 p.V. 

Tape Section 
Frequency Response: Normal 

tape, 40 Hz to 16 kHz, ±3 dB; Cr02 
or metal tape, 40 Hz to 18 kHz, ± 3 
dB. 

S/N Ratio: 55 dB without noise re- 
duction, 64 dB with Dolby B, 72 dB 
with Dolby C, 86 dB with dbx. 

Wow and Flutter: 0.09% wtd. rms. 
Stereo Separation: 40 dB at 1 kHz. 

General Specifications 
Output Voltage: 500 mV at 1 kHz. 
Treble Control Range: ± 10 dB at 

10 kHz. 
Bass Control Range: ± 10 dB at 

100 Hz. 
Chassis Dimensions: 71/8 in. (18 

cm) W x 2 in. (5 cm) H x 5'/e in. (13 
cm) D. 

Nose -Piece Dimensions: 41/e in. 
(10.45 cm) W x 13/4 in. (4.45 cm) H 
x 1-5/16 in. (3.3 cm) D. 

Knob Shaft Pitch Dimension: 53/4 

in. (14.7 cm), horizontally between 
centers. 

Price: $599.95. 
Company Address: 19145 Gramer- 

cy Place, Torrance, Cal. 90501. 
For literature, circle No. 92 

O FABER O BALANCE 
TUNE PUSH SEEK/EJECT 
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I can remember a time, not too long ago, when I used to 
dread having to test and discuss car stereo equipment. In 
the main, it was so inferior to even the most minimal home 
high-fidelity components that there wasn't much I could talk 
about, either from a measurement or a listening point of 
view. All of that has changed, of course, and today you can 
find car audio components that rank with the best home 
gear. A good example is Alpine's handsome 7347, a fre- 
quency -synthesized AM/FM tuner/cassette player combina- 
tion which houses an impressive array of features in its 
compact chassis. 

Noteworthy among these features are the incorporation of 
Dolby B, Dolby C and dbx NR. Alpine wasn't playing favor- 
ites when it came to noise -reduction circuitry; the Dolby B 
circuit does double duty, as it is operative for both tape play 
and FM reception. Alpine's Programmable Music Sensor is 
similar to some of the music search systems found on home 
cassette decks. It allows you to fast -forward or rewind to any 
one of nine selections on a tape. After you have pro- 
grammed the search function, the selection number ap- 
pears on a digital readout and continues to flash while the 
tape is being scanned. 

Mechanically, the tape section is a superb example of 
human engineering. An automatic cassette glide pulls the 
cassette gently into play position and locks the tape against 
the playback head for precise alignment. A locking mecha- 
nism allows hands-off fast -forward or rewind at more than 20 
times normal speed. Having to keep a finger on the fast - 
forward button in some car cassette players is one of my pet 
peeves, and it's nice to see that Alpine has done away with 
this often -endangering requirement. The soft illumination of 
the cassette slot is also a welcome touch, reducing the time 
you have to take your eyes off the road while hunting for that 
slot. The player features automatic replay at the end of the 
rewind function. And, as you might expect from a well - 
engineered car cassette player, this one has an ignition -key 
off/eject feature to protect tape heads and tapes. 

As for the AM/FM tuner section of the 7347, it, too, is 
extremely well designed. An auto -seek feature tunes to the 
next usable higher frequency signal received, locking onto 
that signal. Manual up -down tuning is available in 200 -kHz 
increments for FM, 10 -kHz increments for AM. There's a 10 - 
station preset capability (five FM and five AM), and, of 
course, preset frequencies are retained in "memory" even 
with the ignition switch turned off. Automatic muting reduces 
interstation noise while manually tuning the FM band. If your 
car is equipped with a power -retractable antenna, there's a 
lead emanating from the 7347 to activate the antenna motor. 
If you match the Alpine 7347 with Alpine amplifiers or with 
other modern car stereo components, interconnection is 
made simple through the use of a new 8 -pin DIN connector, 
which provides all power and signal connections in a single 
plug. 

Control and Panel Layout 
Three concentrically mounted rotary control knobs at the 

left of the panel handle power on/off-volume, bass, and 
treble adjustment. Three similarly mounted knobs at the 
right end of the panel take care of manual tuning, channel 
balance and front -rear fade. The manual tuning control, 
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Mono usable sensitivity 
was a shade better than 
Alpine claimed. Stereo 
sensitivity, though, was 
even more impressive-a 
mere 19 dBf. 

Fig. 4-FM stereo 
crosstalk and 
distortion 
components, 
5 -kHz 
modulating 
signal. 

Fig. 5-AM 
frequency 
response. 

Fig. 6-Bass and 
treble boost and 
cut characteristics. 

when pushed, activates the automatic seek control in the 
radio mode, and cassette eject in the tape mode. A novel 
rectangular pad at the lower center of the panel serves 
several functions, depending upon which one of its corners 
is depressed. Touching one corner selects "Metal" (Cr02) 
playback characteristics. Other corners of this pad are used 
to activate Dolby B, to select Dolby C, and to activate dbx 
noise reduction. In the radio mode, the corner used for 
selecting metal/high bias tapes becomes a local/distance 
switch. How's that for economical use of limited front -panel 
space? Other touch buttons along the lower section of the 
front panel include five numbered touch buttons for preset 
station selection, a "Memory/Clear" button, an FM/AM band 
selector, the programmable music -sensor selector, and 
fast -forward and fast -rewind buttons. 

The cassette loading slot is located near the top edge of 
the panel, as is the frequency display (which also doubles 
as the programmable music -sensor counter). Just about all 
of the special functions described have associated indica- 
tor lights which come on when that function is activated, 
leaving no doubt in the driver or passenger's mind as to 
whether the desired switching occurred. 

Tuner Measurements 
Mono usable sensitivity for the tuner section of the Alpine 

7347 measured a shade better than the manufacturer 
claimed, 16 dBf. Even more impressive was the stereo 
usable sensitivity (which Alpine chose not to specify), mea- 
suring a mere 19 dBf; that's equivalent to only 2.45 µV 
across 75 ohms. Sensitivity for 50 -dB quieting in mono also 
surpassed Alpine's published claim, measuring 20 dBf; for 
stereo, the 50 -dB quieting signal required was 42 dBf. 
Signal-to-noise ratio in mono, with strong (65 dBf) input 
signals was 63 dB, while for stereo, the signal-to-noise ratio 
reached 61 dB. Harmonic distortion measured 0.14% for a 
1 -kHz modulating signal in mono, increasing to 0.40% in 
stereo. A graph showing quieting and harmonic distortion 
levels as a function of signal strength for both mono and 
stereo operation is plotted in Fig. 1. Figure 2 is a plot of 
harmonic distortion versus modulating frequency, for both 
mono and stereo FM reception at strong signal levels. 

Figure 3 is my usual plot of stereo FM frequency response 
(upper trace) and stereo FM separation versus frequency 
(lower trace) using a spectrum analyzer display in which the 
sweep is from 20 Hz to 20 kHz and vertical sensitivity is 10 
dB per division. Separation measured between 40 and 44 
dB at mid -frequencies, depending upon which channel was 
measured. At 100 Hz, separation was 38 dB from left to right 
and 36 dB from right to left. At 10 kHz, channel separation 
was 26 dB in either direction. Frequency response was 
unusually flat for the FM section of a car receiver (or even for 
a home tuner, for that matter), with a maximum roll -off of only 
-0.4 dB at 15 kHz and a slight boost of 0.5 dB at 50 Hz with 
both tone controls set to their center positions. 

Figure 4 is a linear frequency plot (from 0 Hz to 50 kHz, 5 
kHz per horizontal division) of a 5 -kHz modulating signal on 
one channel (tall spike at left) and crosstalk and distortion 
products appearing in the unmodulated channel. Capture 
ratio measured exactly 2.0 dB, as claimed, while alternate - 
channel selectivity was 82 dB, against 80 dB claimed. 
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Frequency response was 
unusually flat for the FM 
section of a car receiver (or 
even for a home tuner, for 
that matter). 

Stereo threshold was set at a very low 10 dBf. Image, i.f. and 
spurious response rejection were all in excess of 85 dB for 
this very fine car FM tuner section. 

Before going on to the tape player and its performance 
measurements, I must compliment the people at Alpine for 
the excellent AM tuner section they incorporated in the 
7347. Take a look at the frequency response characteristic 
(Fig. 5) obtained for this AM circuit. When's the last time you 
remember seeing anything that good on a home AM tuner 
section, let alone a car unit? Response is absolutely flat out 
to beyond 5 kHz. This, while it may not sound like much to a 
dyed-in-the-wool hi-fi enthusiast, offers remarkably better 
sound quality than is typically obtained from most "hi-fi" AM 
tuner sections, which usually roll off at between 2 and 3 
kHz. Kudos to Alpine for realizing that long-distance travel- 
ers often have no choice but to tune to an AM station when 
they've run out of good music tapes and can't get a decent 
FM signal between cities. 

Figure 6 is a plot of the maximum boost and cut charac- 
teristics of the audio stages of this tuner/player. Again, 
spectrum analyzer sweep is logarithmic, from 20 Hz to 20 
kHz (as it was in Figs. 3 and 5). These are no simple 
"tosser" type of roll -off tone controls, but true bass and 
treble cut and boost tone controls such as one would 
expect to find in a home stereo receiver, integrated amplifi- 
er, or preamplifier. 

Figure 7 illustrates the response at progressively lower 
and lower listening levels when the Dolby B circuitry is 
activated (in this case, via the FM tuner). As anyone familiar 
with Dolby would expect, at lower and lower listening levels, 
highs are attenuated in the "sliding -band" characteristic 
associated with Dolby noise -reduction systems. In that con- 
nection, I must nit-pick just a bit. In their otherwise excellent 
installation and operating folder, Alpine adds a note at the 
very end of the brochure suggesting that "Use of Dolby 
noise reduction ... is not recommended when receiving 
non -Dolby -encoded FM broadcasts or playing non -Dolby - 
encoded tapes, as it only intensifies the high frequency 
response while serving no other purpose." Wrong! Playing a 
non -Dolby program or tape with Dolby turned on doesn't 
intensify high frequencies; it diminishes them, as is clearly 
evident from Fig. 7. Fix it in the next printing, okay? 

Tape Player Measurements 
As plotted in Fig. 8, playback frequency response at a 

-20 dB level, with 120-µS equalization and normal -bias 
reference tape, was down by 3 dB at approximately 13 kHz. 
While this falls somewhat short of the 16 -kHz figure claimed 
by Alpine, it is a satisfactory result, since the small discrep- 
ancy could well be due to differences in azimuth alignment 
between my standard playback response tape and the tape 
head in the sample player. If you want to be precise, it could 
be argued that the tolerance of ±3 dB offered by Alpine 
suggests that perhaps I should lower my "reference" 0 -dB 
point by a couple of dB, since the lower curve of Fig. 8 
hardly goes to the plus side of zero. In that case, the 
response could be judged to extend out to 16 kHz as 
claimed. 

The wow -and -flutter analysis of Fig. 9 reveals that the 
tape -transport mechanism of the Alpine 7347 is superbly 

Fig. 7-Effect of 
Dolby B noise 
reduction on 
frequency re- 
sponse at different 
loudness levels, 
FM tuner section. 
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When's the last time you 
saw this good a frequency 
response curve for a home 
AM tuner section, let alone 
a car AM unit? It's flat 
past 5 kHz. 

designed and precision -machined. Wow and flutter was 
only 0.055% wtd. rms (as against Alpine's claimed 0.09%), 
and the major component of wow occurred at 5 Hz, contrib- 
uting 0.033% to the composite overall reading. 

Figs. 10A, 10B, 100, and 10D are plots of signal-to-noise 
characteristics of the tape player taken under four different 
conditions-without any noise reduction (Fig. 10A), with 
Dolby B (Fig. 10B), with Dolby C (Fig. 100) and with dbx 
(Fig. 10D). Results are as you might expect, with overall 
weighted S/N readings of 58.0, 66.8, 71.9, and 87.6 dB for 
the conditions named. All of these results equal or exceed 
the claims made by Alpine for the player's signal-to-noise 
capabilities. (I won't quibble about my 71.9 dB reading as 
against Alpine's 72.0 dB claim.) 

Use and Listening Tests 
Unfortunately, I am not in a position to install every car 

stereo system I measure into my car for a hands-on subjec- 
tive evaluation of the system under road conditions. My 
listening tests with the Alpine 7347 were confined to hooking 
up the tuner/player to a conventional a.c.-powered amplifier 
and judging the system much as I would judge a home 
tuner or cassette tape deck. If anything, this form of evalua- 
tion may well be overly severe in some respects, since road 
noises (absent in my type of test) tend to cover up a great 
many sins. On the basis of this atypical test, I would rank the 
Alpine 7347 as among the very top car stereo systems I 

have ever tested. The tuner performed extremely well, pick- 
ing up the same number of usable signals that I would 
expect from a sensitive, well -designed home tuner. I have 
already discussed the unusually fine AM tuner response, 
and its superiority was again evident during my listening 
tests. 

Fortunately, Technical Editor Ivan Berger is in a position to 
judge car stereo equipment in the environment for which it 

was designed. He has been riding around, in and out of 
town, with the Alpine 7347 installed in the dashboard of his 
own car. His comments are appended to this test bench 
report, and from them I would gather he agrees with me- 
that Alpine has done much to advance the science and art 
of car stereo equipment design with their Model 7347. 

Leonard Feldman 

Behind the Wheel 
Human engineering counts for more in car stereo equip- 

ment, where the operator is simultaneously engaged in the 
important task of driving. The 7347 comes off reasonably 
well in this regard. 

The features are all useful ones-no frills for the sake of 
frills. Tuning is simple: Turn the tuning knob one click to 
move up or down one channel, push it to "Scan" up to the 
next station, or push one of the five station buttons to get a 
pre -selected station. The "Scan" works fine in FM, but my 
sample has problems on the AM band: With the local/ 
distance switch on "Local," it finds almost no stations; with 
"DX," it stops almost everywhere, station or no. 

The five station buttons are clustered with a sixth, which is 
used to memorize new stations (in tuner mode) or clear the 
tape search function (in tape mode). I found that, after a day 
or two, I never poked this button by mistake-a problem I 

had long had with my previous Alpine. That's a surprise, as 
the only difference between the two is the button layout-the 
7347's is horizontal, with two lines of three buttons, while the 
7136 had them vertically laid out, in three lines of two (the 
memory button was the upper right in both cases). 

Pushing the volume control turns the tuner on and off. If 

you insert a tape with the tuner off, or turn it off while the 
tape is playing, you will not be greeted by the usual jarring 
blast of radio when you withdraw the tape. That cures one of 
my major gripes about car stereo design. The display can 
be read in normal daylight but becomes almost entirely 
illegible on those rare occasions when the sun strikes it 

directly. 
The tape slot only illuminates when the 7347 is turned on, 

which can make tape loading hard at night if the tuner is off. 
It would have been better to have hooked this light to the 
dashboard lighting line. I find that, when loading in the dark, 
I often accidentally hit the AM/FM selector, a minor nui- 
sance. 

The Programmable Music Sensor tape search works fine, 
though with the usual slight tendency to read quiet pas- 
sages in classical music as blank spots signifying the start 
of new selections. To use it, you press the "P.M.S." button 
as many times as the number of selections you want to skip, 
then press the fast -forward or rewind button. The display 
shows what number you've entered (if you enter too high a 
number, the station -memory button clears it and lets you 
start over) and counts down as you pass intermediate selec- 
tions, reading "0" just as it stops. As my listening habits are 
broadening from symphonies and such to jazz and other 
short works, this feature comes in very handy. 

The four-way rocker that selects normal/metal tape and 
the three noise reducers is a mixed blessing. The more I use 
it, the more I like it, but it takes some getting used to-and 
still requires a confirming glance at the indicator LEDs in 
each corner (all but invisible in daylight, but fine at night) to 
make sure I pressed the right ones. 

Of the three noise -reduction systems, I use Dolby C most, 
nowadays, and dbx least. My Dolby B tapes are audibly 
hissy in the car-which may be giving that NR system a bad 
rap; a recent non -Dolby tape I got from audio pioneer Emory 
Cook was quieter than my "B" tapes are, which leads me to 
suspect my home deck makes noisy recordings (as did the 
decks that made my older tapes). But even with the noisy 
deck, my "C" tapes come out quiet. I'm not currently 
equipped to make dbx tapes at home, but the ones I've 
gotten from dbx sound sensational. Unfortunately, their dy- 
namic range is too much for listening on the road, where the 
ambient noise level is so high that quiet passages are 
buried; even with non -Dolby tapes, I find myself twisting the 
volume up and down as the music level or the road noise 
changes. 

The 7347 has the best FM performance of any car stereo 
I've yet used (which is not to say I wouldn't welcome even 
better). Distant reception was excellent, with New York sta- 
tions audible on hilltops on the Wilbur Cross Parkway near 
New Haven, Conn. (about 75 air miles away), though fading 
in the valleys, and with some stations also audible in parts of 
the FM wasteland of Long Beach Island, N.J., also some 75 
miles off. In the latter location, I also found no sign of 
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Distant FM reception was 
excellent. Under the worst 
of New York City's 
multipath and overload, 
signals stayed audible, if 
not always listenable. 
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"picket -fencing" (sound popping in and out as you move), a 
common problem with other radios I've tried there. In a few 
patches between cities, I could have used even better 
capture ratio and selectivity than the Alpine already has- 
though it would do fine in those same locations as a home 
tuner, where you could aim the antenna a bit. 

In New York City, resistance to multipath and signal over- 
load is high, but not absolute. Even under the worst condi- 
tions, though, signals stay audible, if not always terribly 
listenable. 

Tape performance is equally good. Really rough roads 
cause only the faintest tremors in the tape transport. The 
7347 adds no noise that I can notice to the tapes I play. 

AM performance is better than that of any previous FM/ 
AM unit I've driven with, but still not up to the AM -only radios 
of 25 years ago. Frequency response is wide enough to 
prevent my feeling that my tweeters had died when I switch 
to AM, but not so wide as to be full of buzzes. Reception is 

generally clean, in fact. But the sensitivity-while at least as 
good as that of any other car unit I've used recently-is 
insufficient for a band whose main function, today, is long- 
distance reception. Driving through my old home town of 
Naugatuck, Conn. (about 70 miles from New York), I could 
get no New York AM stations at all; when I used to live there, 
I got several, routinely enough to set my Delco's buttons to 
them. Ivan Berger 
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TO MAKE A CASSETTE TAPE SOUND LIKE MUSIC, 
YOU'VE GOT TO KNOW WHAT MUSIC SOUNDS LIKE. 

Think about it. What other tape manufacturer also builds professional 
recordirrg equipment including 24 -track and digital studio tape 
recorders? What other tapa manufacturer has 72 years of experience as a 

maicr record company? ()tier tape manufacturers may talk about "digital 
ready," but do you know Denon developed the digital recording process 
in =97<2? 

:```-T, =°i`41l1q 
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DENON DX4f90 

DENON DX7/90 

DENON DX8/90 

CENON =M:JAL DXMí90 

It is this unique combination of technical and musical expertise that 
led Deren to use Dynamic Distortion Testing to op:ímize DX cassette 
tape perrormanco in the presence of real musical =_igrals, not mere 
laboratory test tones. The result is the most musical of all cassette tape. 

Deren DX -Cassette tape. When we claim it's better. we say it with 
music. 

miimmeir 
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EQUIPMENT PROFILE 

A 
MICRO - 
ACOUSTICS 
630 PHONO 
CARTRIDGE 

Manufacturer's Specifications 
Type: Electret. 
Stylus: Micro Point II diamond. 
Frequency Response: 5 Hz to 20 

kHz, ± 1.0 dB (measured with CBS 
Labs STR-170 test record and sup- 
plied with individual calibration 
curves). 

Separation: 30 dB at 1 kHz, 25 dB at 
10 kHz. 

Recommended Tracking Force: 
0.7 to 1.4 grams. 

Output: 3.5 mV. 
Output Rise -Time: 4.5 µS. 

Cartridge Mass: Variable, 2.5 to 4.0 
gams. 

Dynamic Compliance: 40 x 10-6 
cm/dyne. 

Price: $265 00 
Company Address: 99 Castleton 

St., Pleasantville, N.Y. 10570. 
For literature, circle No. 93 

Micro -Acoustics' Model 630 is next to their top -of -the -line 
model and one of the few cartridges on the market that does 
not use a changing magnetic field as a transducer. As in 

their earlier models, Micro -Acoustics uses a pair of elec- 
trets, permanently polarized dielectric devices. The basic 
principle was invented by a Japanese scientist, Eguchi, in 

1925. He allowed melted wax mixtures to harden in strong 
electric fields and found that the resulting wax cakes carried 
a dielectric charge which remained relatively undiminished 
over a period of years. About 1960, scientists at Western 
Electric improved the electret so that it would hold its 
charge indefinitely, and this was the basis for the electret 
microphone. 

The stylus Micro -Acoustics uses is dubbed the Micro 
Point II, and they say it is an analogue of the Micro Point 
recording stylus which they supply to the recording indus- 
try. According to the firm's literature, the stylus is precision - 
lapped and laser -aligned. It is attached to a 0.01 -inch - 
diameter cylindrical cantilever made of beryllium. My first 
inspection of the cartridge did not revea the platinum - 
iridium damper their literature mentioned being attached 
near the back of the cantilever; a phone call to the company 

enabled me to identify the damper, which is just 0.015 inch 
in diameter. It is located between the two cylindrical elasto- 
mers, near the center of Fig. 1. The resolver assembly is the 
pyramidal -shaped device which rests on two elastomeric 
bearings. The two buttons at the upper corners press 
against two tiny elastomeric pads which rest directly on the 
electrets. The stylus cantilever can be seen protruding from 
the apex of the resolver through a hole in the case. 

The output of the electrets is connected internally to a 
resistor -capacitor network IC which converts the linear am- 
plitude response of the electrets to the velocity -responsive 
output required by phonograph preamps. This circuit 
makes the output insensitive to variations in preamp input 
capacitance and resistance, and the outputs of the circuits 
are connected to the output pins with 24 -karat gold wires. 
The cartridge shell is made of low -mass carbon fiber. 

The cartridge comes in a fairly standard case with an 
assortment of spacers, small weights, nuts, bolts, washers, 
and a stylus brush. Three half -gram Vari -Balance weights 
come located under the hinged lid of the cartridge body, so 
the tonearm's counterweight can be properly adjusted for 
this lightweight cartridge. 
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Micro -Acoustics' 630 is 
next to their top -of -the -line 
model, and one of the few 
cartridges which uses the 
electret principle. 

Fig. 1-Close-up view of 
the Model 630 mechanism, 
taken from above. 

Fig. 2-Frequency 
response and separation. 

Fig. 3-Response to a 
1 -kHz square wave from 
CBS STR-112. 

Measurements 
The Micro -Acoustics 630 cartridge was mounted in the 

headshell of a Pioneer PL200 turntable, an older unit with 
good basic design. As a note to mounting this cartridge, I 

found that the 630 could not be mounted with the stylus 
guard in place. I therefore recommend that the complete 
stylus assembly be removed prior to installation of the car- 
tridge in the headshell, so as not to damage the cantilever. 
To reduce mass, Micro -Acoustics uses a removable stylus 
guard, rather than a hinged guard; there is, then, less 
protection when the guard is not in position, as required 
during mounting. 

As is the practice of this magazine's phono cartridge 
reviewers, measurements are made on both channels, but 
only the left is reported unless there is significant variation. 
During the test period, temperature was 70° F, ±2° and the 
relative humidity was 60%, ± 10%. The following test rec- 
ords were used in making the reported measurements: CBS 
STR-100 and STR-112; JVC TRS-1007; Deutsches HiFi No. 
2, and Shure Brothers TTR-103, TTR-110, TTR-115, and 
TTR-117. The tracking force determined as optimum and 
used for all subsequent tests was 1.0 gram with an anti - 
skating force of 1.25 grams. The load resistance was 47 
kilohms, and load capacitance was 200 pF. Cartridge 
weight was 2.7 grams, while tonearm/cartridge resonance 
in the Pioneer PL200 was at 10 Hz with a rise of 8 dB. 

As shown in Fig. 2, the frequency response was within 
±2 dB from 40 Hz to 20 kHz, as measured with the CBS 
STR-100. Channel separation measured 20 dB at 1 kHz and 
dropped to 5 dB at 20 kHz. Static vertical compliance 
measured 38.4 x 10-6 cm/dyne, while dynamic vertical 
compliance was 21.5 x 10-6 cm/dyne. The lateral compli- 
ance was 64.6 x 10-6 cm/dyne. With a vertical tracking 
force of 1 gram, the vertical tracking angle was found to be 
15°. Output was 3.4 and 3.54 mV (0.96 and 1 mV/cm/S) for 
the right and left channels, respectively, and balance be- 
tween channels was within 0.35 dB. 

The output impedance is a pure resistance of 5.15 kil- 
ohms, and the square -wave response was unaffected until a 
total capacitance of 1,000 pF was placed across the output 
terminals. Changing the resistive load on the cartridge from 
the standard 47 kilohms affected only the output amplitude 
and not the wave shape (as observed on a 'scope). 

Figure 3 shows the response to a 1 -kHz square wave 
using the CBS STR-112 test record. The rise -time was found 
to be 13 µS. Micro -Acoustics rates the rise -time of the 630's 
output as 4.5 µS, which is lower than most high -quality 
moving -magnet cartridges but not as fast as some moving - 
coil cartridges. Since I was puzzled over the discrepancy, I 

telephoned Norman Dieter, Chief Engineer of the 630 pro- 
ject, who told me that the STR-112 test record has a built-in 
rise -time of 8 µS, so the 13 µS I found was not unreason- 
able. As Fig. 3 shows, this cartridge is very well damped, 
showing approximately a half cycle of moderate overshoot 
followed by ultrasonic oscillations at a frequency of approxi- 
mately 37 kHz. As has been pointed out by Messrs. Pisha 
and Long in these pages, these oscillations are on the test 
record and apparently the result of a ringing of the cutter - 
head assembly. 

Using the 3.54-cm/S, 45°, 1 -kHz signal from the CBS STR- 
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Imaging was quite good, 
with bass tight and solid. 
The Micro -Acoustics 630 
should be a strong 
contender in this price 
range. 

100, the total harmonic distortion was 0.3%. IM distortion, 
using CBS STR-112, with a 4 -to -1 mix, was as follows: +9 
dB lateral, 400/4000 Hz, left -2.0%, right -2.1%; +6 dB 
vertical, 400/4000 Hz, left -1.2%, right -1.2%. Deutsches 
HiFi No. 2 300 -Hz test band was tracked cleanly to 90 
microns (0.009 cm) lateral at 16.9 cm/S at +9.9 dB and to 
50 microns (0.005 cm) vertical at 9.4 cm/S at +4.8 dB. 

No mistracking was evident in either the output of the left 
or right channel when tracking the highest (+ 18 dB) 300 -Hz 
lateral band of the CBS STR-112. The + 18 dB band ap- 
proximates the maximum excursion found on recorded mu- 
sic material. An X/Y plot revealed good linearity and phasing 
between the two channels. 

I also checked output and crosstalk at 16 kHz by using 
the CBS STR-100's band 3 on side two. Separation between 
channels was about 16 dB, which is in good agreement with 
the value obtained from measurements on the stripchart 
recorder. 

The Shure Obstacle Course Era V test disc was tracked 
up to + 11.1 dB (re: 5 cm/S) which corresponds to a peak 
velocity of 40 cm/S. There was slight distortion of the 'scope 
display of the 17 -kHz component, though this was not audi- 
ble. The cartridge was also able to negotiate all the musical 
tracks of this record up to level 5 of the harp and flute test, 
where a slight mistracking was heard. Using Shure's TTR- 
103, there was some mistracking evident on side one, band 
8, which is composed of 1 and 1.5 kHz mixed at equal levels 
and recorded at 40 cm/S, peak velocity. 

Use and Listening Tests 
The Model 630 was used to audition several digitally 

mastered and direct -disc recordings in conjunction with a 
Pioneer PL200 turntable. The following discs were among 
those used in the listening tests and are to be recommend- 

ed: The King James Version, Harry James and his Big Band 
(Sheffield Lab 21/22); Beethoven: Symphony No. 6 "Pasto- 
rale," The Y Chamber Symphony of New York, G. Schwarz, 
cond. (Delos D/DMS 3017); Mozart: Symphonies Nos. 40 
and 41, Los Angeles Chamber Orchestra, G. Schwarz, 
cond. (Delos DMS 3012); Dvorák: Serenade in E, Op. 22, 
Los Angeles Chamber Orchestra, G. Schwarz, cond. (Delos 
DMS 3011) and Tchaikovsky's Symphony No. 6 in B Minor, 
Op. 74 "Pathétique" (Mobile Fidelity MFSL 1-512). 

Two other records used in the listening tests and of 
special noteworthiness are the Hitachi release, HCR-7301- 
SC, of the Vienna Chamber Ensemble playing Mozart's 
Divertimento No. 17 in D Major, K. 334, and Rudolf Serkin 
playing Beethoven's Piano Concerto No. 4 in G Major, Op. 
58, with Seiji Ozawa conducting the Boston Symphony Or- 
chestra (Telarc DG -10064). 

As one would expect from the measurements, the car- 
tridge performed very well in the listening tests. It was 
particularly good in reproducing sharp percussion sounds 
such as cymbals and snare drums. Individual vocals, both 
male and female, were faithfully reproduced with no sense 
of objectionable unnaturalness in either. Stereo imaging 
was quite good, with instruments firmly placed, and f ront-to- 
back imaging was also very good. Bass was solid and tight, 
with reproduction going as low as the rest of the reproduc- 
ing chain allowed. I was particularly impressed with the 
sonic detail, clarity, and the transparency of reproduction of 
the strings on the Hitachi recording of the Vienna Chamber 
Ensemble. In addition, superb reproduction of piano was 
evidenced by the Micro -Acoustics cartridge on the Telarc 
recording of Beethoven's Piano Concerto No. 4. 

To sum up, then, the Micro -Acoustics 630 should be a 
strong contender among cartridges in the $200 price range. 

George Shellenberger 

IMF 
ELECTRONICS 

HAVE YOU CHECKED THE PRICE OF A GOOD SUB -WOOFER LATELY? 
They certainly are not inexpensive. 

To use sub -woofers optimally, a pair of 
them are necessary. Most loudspeakers 
on the market require sub -woofers for 
extended bass response. 

This is not the case with IMF 
Electronics Studio Monitor loud- 
speakers. Their one -eighth wavelength 
tapered and heavily damped transmission - 
line bass loading of the 8" polymer 
cone woofer provides low frequency 
response down to 23 Hz! With the 
inherently low distortion of transmission - 
line bass, coupled with ultra -rigid construction, bass sounds are 
reproduced with exceptional clarity 
and control, free of overhang and 
resonant colourations. 

The vital mid -range of the Studio 
Monitor is reproduced by our 4" 
engineered polymer cone driver, ferro - 

IMF ELECTRONICS, INC. 5226 State Street 
Saginaw, Michigan 48603 Tel (517) 790-2121 Telex 227461 

fluid damped to provide higher power -handling and lower 
distortion. This driver is mounted in its own tapered and 
damped line whose non -parallel walls ensure freedom from 
standing waves. Our 3/4" chemical cone tweeter is also ferro - 
fluid damped, and affords extremely linear response from 3 
kHz to 40 kHz. The design of the mid -range and tweeter 
drivers permits "in -line" close mounting for improved 
acoustical coupling. Exceptionally smooth, high definition 
sound, with precise stereo imaging and the stunning power 
and clarity of transmission -line bass characterizes the Studio 
Monitor loudspeakers. 

Even the most severe critics of the CD digital discs concede 
that their bass response is phenomenally clean and extended. 
The Studio Monitor has the "built-in" sub -woofer capability to 
effortlessly reproduce these low frequency sounds. The 
Studio Monitor loudspeakers are the least expensive and 
smallest embodiment of IMF Electronics transmission -line 
design. 

For a dramatic and revealing experience, audition the 
Studio Monitor at selected dealers. 

IMF ELECTRONICS, LTD. Richardson Street. High Wycombe 
Buckinghamshire. England HP11 2SB Tel (0494) 35576 Telex 83545 
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EQUIPMENT PROFILE 

LINN ASAK 
CARTRIDGE 
AND ITTOK LVII 
TONEARM 
Linn Asak Cartridge 
Manufacturer's Specifications 
Type: Moving coil 
Frequency Response: 10 Hz to 50 

kHz, ±3 dB. 
Output Voltage: 0.2 mV. 
Channel Balance: ±0.5 dB. 
Channel Separation: 27 dB. 
Impedance: 3.5 ohms. 
Compliance: 12 x 10-6 cm/dyne. 
Tracking Angle: 20°. 
Stylus Type: 0.2 x 0.8 mil elliptical 

diamond. 
Weight: 6 grams. 
Price: $425.00. 

Linn Ittok LVII Tonearm 
Manufacturer's Specifications 
Overall Length: 284 mm (11-3/16 

in.). 
Effective Length: 229 mm (9 in.). 
Overhang: 18 mm (11/16 in.). 
Length Behind Pivot: 50 mm (1-15/ 

16 in.). 
Friction: Less than 20 mg. 
Effective Mass: 1 1.5 grams. 
Cartridge Weight Range: 2 to 10 

grams with main weight only, 5.5 to 
15 grams with additional weight. 

Recommended Stylus Force 
Range: 0 to 3 grams, in 0.1 -gram 
steps. 

Price: $520.00. 

Company Address: Audiophile Sys- 
tems, 6842 Hawthorn Park Dr., India- 
napolis, Ind. 46220. 

For literature, circle No. 94 
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Linn Products, Ltd. is a Scottish company which is proba- 
bly most famous for their Sondek LP12 turntable (Audio, 
Nov. 1983). The LP12 has earned a reputation for excellent 
performance when used with high -quality tonearms, but 
Linn felt that they could design a tonearm which combined 
the best of modern design ideas and advances in precision 
manufacturing. The Ittok LVII tonearm and Asak cartridge 
are made in Japan to Linn specifications. Since this combi- 
nation of arm and cartridge was meant to complement the 
LP12 turntable, I used this turntable during my evaluation. 
The Linn Ittok LVII tonearm has some features similar to 
those of the Sumiko MDC-800, which I reported on in the 
Sept. 1983 issue. The Sumiko tonearm provided exceptional 
performance, so I expected great performance from the 
Linn Ittok LVII; I wasn't disappointed. 

The Ittok LVII has a straight arm tube with the necessary 
offset provided by slots in the headshell. The Asak cartridge 
is a moderate -output moving -coil type which is designed to 
be mounted in a tonearm with a wide, rigid mounting sur- 
face in the headshell, such as the Ittok. While both the arm 
and cartridge may be purchased separately, there is every 
indication that they are designed to complement each other. 

Although the names of these Linn products appear 
strange, they do have a rationale, based on persons, places 
and companies which were significant to the products' 
design and development. "Asak" comes from Asakura 
Brothers, who build the cartridge. "Ittok" comes from Mr. Ito, 
the Japanese engineer from the company which makes the 
arm; the 'mk" was added to harmonize with "Sondek" and 
"Asak." The ''LVII" designation stands for the design speci- 
fication meeting between the people from Linn and the 
Japanese manufacturing company, which took place in Las 
Vegas during a Consumer Electronics Show (it appears 
more goes on at these shows than one might imagine); the 
"II" stands for Ito and Ivor Tiefenbrun, Linn's Managing 
Director. (And you thought audio people had no sense of 
humor!) 

First Impressions 
The appearance of the Ittok LVII is one of simplicity and 

style. It gives the immediate impression that it is a well - 
executed, no-nonsense tonearm that will do exactly what it 
is designed to do, without being fussy in operation. The 
bearings feel smooth and friction -free, without any excess 
play, and the finish is quite good. The headshell appears a 
bit strange at first, since it lacks the usual offset, but closer 
examination reveals that the offset is supplied by the car- 
tridge mounting slots. The tonearm retainer is separate, and 
must be mounted on the front of the tonearm base. The 
instructions for the Ittok are very detailed, and it is evident 
that Linn is more than a little concerned that you obtain the 
best possible performance from their tonearm. The use of 
both a counterweight to balance the tonearm, and a cali- 
brated spring tracking -force control, means that the Ittok 
LVII can be dynamically balanced. This provides good 
isolation from outside forces which can adversely affect 
performance. 

The Asak cartridge reminds me a bit of European car- 
tridges of the past, such as the ELAC, and has a bulky 
appearance even though it is actually quite small and com- 
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Linn Asak Cartridge 
Measurements/ 

Comments 
5 µH 
1.9 ohms 
0.038 mV/cm/S (lateral 

modulation) 
1.8 to 2.2 grams 
6.1 grams 
Very low 
Very good 
24.4 kHz 

no effect 

The Ittok's instructions are 
very detailed. It is evident 
that Linn cares that you 
get the best possible 
performance. 

MEASURED DATA 

Parameter 

Coil Inductance 
Coil Resistance 
Output Voltage 

Tracking Force 
Cartridge Mass 
Microphony 
Hum Rejection 
High -Frequency 

Resonance 
Rise -Time 12 µS 
Low -Frequency 9.5 Hz 

Resonance 
Low -Frequency 3.8 

Recommended 10 ohms or greater has 
Load 
Resistance 

Recommended 1µF or less has no effect 
Load 
Capacitance 

Recommended 2.0 grams 
Tracking Force 

pact. The front of the cartridge has a little red indicator that 
looks like an LED-one almost expects it to light up! 

Features 
The bearing system is probably the single most important 

part of the Ittok LVII design. The goal of stability between the 
cartridge stylus and the record surface dictated the use of 
the same material for the bearings, bearing housing, and 
arm pillar. Since the coefficient of expansion is the same for 
all three parts, changes in temperature affect them identi- 
cally and therefore are cancelled. The tonearm tube is 

relatively large in diameter but is made of very thin alumi- 
num. This gives the tube great rigidity while requiring less 
mass than smaller tubes with thicker walls. 

The headshell is made of magnesium/aluminum alloy, 
and it is permanently attached to the tonearm tube. While 
admitting that this makes rotational adjustment of the head - 
shell impossible, Linn feels that rigidity is more important 
than being able to make such an adjustment, and that the 
Ittok's design makes such an adjustment unnecessary. This 
is because the arm's bearing axis is not perpendicular to 
the shaft, but is 'offset at the same angle as the axis of the 
cartridge mounting screws. According to Linn, this allows 
the stylus to remain perpendicular to the record even when 
arm height is changed to adjust vertical tracking angle, 
provided that the cartridge is mounted parallel to the head - 
shell. 

MEASURED DATA 
Linn Ittok LVII Tonearm 

Parameter Measurements,' 
Comments 

9.0 in. (22.9 cm) 
2.0 in. (5.1 cm) 

Pivot to Stylus 
Pivot to Rear of 

Arm 
Height 1.5 to 3.0 in. (3.8 to 7.6 

Adjustment 
Range 

Tracking Force 0 to 3 grams, with knob 
Adjustment 

Tracking Force 0.1 gram low at 2.0 grams 
Calibration 

Cartridge Weight 2 to 15 grams 
Range 

Counterweights Two, for different cartridge 
weight ranges 

Compliant ring inside 
counterweight 

Spring type with 
calibrated knob 

None 
Finger lift on headshell 

plus damped lever 
Slots in headshell to set 

offset 
Slots in headshell to set 

overhang 
Excellent in both planes 

Counterweight 
Mounting 

Sidethrust 
Correction 

Pivot Damping 
Lifting Device 

Headshell Offset 

Overhang 
Adjustment 

Bearing 
Alignment 

Bearing Friction 

Bearing Type 

Lead Torque 
Arm Lead 

Capacity, pF 
Arm Lead 

Resistance, 
ohms 

External Lead 
Length 

Structural 
Resonances 

Base Mounting 

cm) 

Less than 40 mg; too low 
to measure accurately 

Gimbals with stainless 
steel bearings 

Negligible 
Internal, 14; external, 92; 

total, 106 
Internal, 0.9; external, 

0.12; total, 1.02 

36 in. (91 cm) 

Very dead; slight click 
when tapped 

1.0 -in. diameter hole plus 
three flange screws 

The counterweight has two parts. The main weight is used 
alone when cartridges weighing less than 6 grams are 
mounted. For cartridges over 6 grams, a smaller ring is 

attached to the main weight, and locked in place with two 
hex screws. The counterweight is used to adjust the bal- 
ance of the tonearm, not to apply the tracking force. Since 
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The goal of stability 
between stylus and record 
dictated the use of the 
same material for the 
arm's bearings, bearing 
housing and pillar. 

the tracking force is applied separately by a spring, the arm 
can be dynamically balanced. This means that the tracking 
force is not a function of gravity and that a record could be 
played with the turntable upside down, or even by astro- 
nauts in outer space! The use of a dynamic balancing 
scheme like this has a more practical advantage, however, 
since it isolates the tonearm from other outside forces be- 
sides gravity. This means that external vibrations will have 
little effect upon performance. The spring that applies the 
tracking force is controlled by a calibrated knob. The side - 
thrust compensation is also applied by a spring controlled 
by a calibrated knob. 

The arm height can be adjusted to compensate for differ- 
ent turntable platter heights by sliding the arm pillar in the 
arm base. The tonearm pillar has a slot running up one side. 
A large setscrew in the tonearm base is locked against the 
outside ridges of this slot after the proper height is set. A 
right-angle connector plugs into a keyed socket on the 
bottom of the arm pillar, and the shielded signal cable is 
carefully dressed and clamped along the path to the exit 
point, which is at the center rear of the turntable base. 

The Asak cartridge is designed to couple any excess 
energy from the record groove which is not used by the 
stylus, cantilever and coils directly to the tonearm and into 
the mounting base, where it can be dissipated. To accom- 
plish this, the cartridge body has a flat upper mounting 
surface which is wider than usual. Instead of mounting ears, 
such as are found on other cartridges, the Asak has mount- 
ing holes which run directly through the cartridge body. This 
allows the cartridge mounting screws to be tightened very 
securely. 

Mounting the Asak cartridge to the Ittok LVII tonearm is 
very simple, but, as Linn recommends, this should be done 
while the arm is removed from the turntable. Changing 
cartridges therefore is not simple, but for most users this will 
not be a major consideration. Mounting the tonearm to the 
turntable is also relatively simple, but the detailed instruc- 
tions should be foliowed carefully and patiently in order to 
obtain the best performance. There are a number of small 
details in the process which can affect performance, and 
these are well covered by the instructions. 

Measurements and Listening Tests 
I am convinced that pursuing the relationship between 

audible effects and technical measurements is very worth- 
while. Since it is difficult to remain objective, especially if 

one is trying to prove one's own hypothesis about some- 
thing, I always use a listening panel to evaluate the sound 
quality of the components upon which I report. The panel 
consists of persons who are used to listening to excellent 
sound reproduction and who also attend live musical 
events. Many scientific investigations of sound phenomena 
are conducted using untrained listeners, in order to deter- 
mine effects which can be perceived by average persons. 
When testing high -quality audio equipment and attempting 
to correlate subtle audible effects with technical measure- 
ments, I feel that the use of experienced listeners is as 
important as the use of the finest test equipment. 

The object of a technical report, such as his one, is to 
supply valid information about the equipment, including the 
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Since the Ittok's tracking 
force is applied by a spring, 
the arm can be 
dynamically balanced for 
isolation from gravity and 
other outside forces. 
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subtle details. The most rational way to do this is to try to 
correlate the comments about the sound quality by a listen- 
ing panel with various artifacts in the data gathered from 
measurements. Since it is always easier to find things wrong 
with equipment, no matter how excellent it is, the reports 
tend to emphasize the faults rather than the virtues. (Editor's 
Note: This is true to a great extent with all reviews, and it is 
an unfortunate fact of an editor's life that we will have very 
little to say about the very best equipment.-E.P.) It should 
be remembered, when reading my reports, that the listeners 
are experienced and that the reference system used is 
considered to be of the highest quality. 

The amplitude versus frequency response and interchan- 
nel crosstalk curves of Fig. 1 indicate that the Ittok-Asak 
combination is well -matched, and only a slight discontinuity 
at about 90 Hz is evident. This is probably due to the 
headshell-to-arm-tube connection which, while it is very 
good, is not perfect. Any mechanical discontinuity in the 
path between the cartridge and the base of the tonearm can 
cause delayed energy to be reflected back to the cartridge 
stylus, where it is mixed in with direct signal. This can cause 
the sound to be muddy or unclear. During the listening 
sessions, no negative comments were made by anyone on 
the panel that could be attributed to this discontinuity. 

The crosstalk of the left channel into the right channel is 

down by at least 30 dB from 500 Hz to 10 kHz, which is 

excellent. The crosstalk of the right channel into the left 
channel, while it is even lower through most of this same 
range, does show a sharp increase around 5 to 6 kHz. 
During the listening sessions, comments were made, after 
playing certain types of program material such as solo 
guitar, about an upper -midrange "brightness"; this puzzled 
me, because it didn't seem to be consistent. On other 
program material, such as the Sheffield Drum Record, some 
of the panel members would comment that the reference 
system was "brighter." This bundle of crosstalk energy 
around 5 to 6 kHz may only be heard sometimes, and at 
other times not be triggered at all by the program material. 

Figure 2 shows the tonearm/cartridge resonance, which is 

relatively very well controlled. It occurs at 9.5 Hz with a "Q" 
of 3.8, which is very good. This is probably an area of 
tonearm and cartridge design where effort to lower the "Q" 
would most likely result in improved performance. The sub- 
jectively perceived results of this rise in low -frequency out- 
put can be correlated with comments about the difference in 
the bass range compared to the reference system. The 
reference system has a slightly lower and much more nar- 
row rise in output at about the same frequency. Some panel 
members commented that the Ittok/Asak combination had 
more bass when playing such discs as the Sheffield Drum 
Record and Pink Floyd's Dark Side of the Moon. 

I have done more investigating since I first began to 
measure the interchannel phase of phono cartridges. The 
first phase data was shown in the report on the Sumiko 
Talisman S cartridge, and although I thought that the 
amount of interchannel phase differential was a little high 
(130° at 20 kHz), it represented only a 19.2-µS difference, 
which would probably be very difficult to hear. The inter - 
channel phase differential measurement is for the complete 
system, including the pre-preamp used between the car- 
tridge and the magnetic phono input. The input of the pre- 
preamp is very low in impedance; in the case of the Talis- 
man S and the Asak cartridges it was set at 100 ohms. Prior 
to testing the tonearm/cartridge combination, the complete 
system was tested electrically by feeding a signal from a 
600 -ohm generator into the pre-preamp's input. Under 
these conditions, the interchannel phase difference was 
less than 2°. It was discovered later that, when the extremely 
low impedance of a moving -coil cartridge was connected to 
the pre-preamp's inputs, there was an increase in the inter - 
channel phase differential. This was traced to a difference in 
capacitance at these inputs. After this was corrected, the 
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interchannel phase was tested using an even more elabo- 
rate procedure, which included running the turntable in 

forward and reverse directions. The total difference for the 
Sumiko Talisman S is 13° (1.8 µS) and is shown in Fig. 3. 
Since investigating interchannel phase differential in more 
detail, I have been even more careful in setting up phono 
systems, particularly with regard to determining the proper 
offset angle and checking the effects of input loading upon 
low -impedance moving -coil cartridges. 

Figure 4 shows the interchannel phase difference for the 
Linn Asak moving -coil cartridge and the complete system, 
which includes the B & K 2011 test record, the pre-preamp, 
and the control preamplifier. It is quite good, since 38° 
represents a time differential of only 5.3 µS at 20 kHz. Figure 
5 is a measurement over a period of 2 S, using the same 
record, displayed as left versus right channel. A perfect 
cartridge and system would show a straight line at 45°. The 
amount of "blooming" is an indication of the amount of 
interchannel phase differential. This pattern is considered 
very good and indicates that the coherence between chan- 
nels is excellent. The listening panel was very impressed by 
the way the Linn Ittok LVII and Asak cartridge presented the 
stereo images on well -recorded program material. Some 
multi -track and/or multi -microphone -type recordings were 
presented in such a clear way that their faults were not 
hidden, and comments regarding poor stereo could be 
traced to the recordings and not to the playback system. 

Figure 6 shows the effects of slight mistracking in the left 
and right channel when playing a 1 -kHz tone at 15.5 cm/S. 
This is a fairly high level, indicating that the Ittok LVII and 
Asak will reproduce most recordings without difficulty. Fig- 
ure 7 shows the harmonic distribution of the distortion under 
the same conditions. The cursor at 3 kHz indicates that the 
third harmonic distortion is 0.56% (45.1 dB) and 0.88% 
(41.3 dB) for the left and right channels, respectively. The 
seventh harmonic in the right channel is 0.22% and might 
be heard if not masked by the program material. Perhaps 
this could be a partial explanation for the comments made 
about the sound of the guitar, which some panel members 
considered a little bright. 

Figure 8 indicates a slight amount of compression when 
reproducing the extremely high-level, 30 cm/S, 10.8 -kHz 
tone burst of the Shure TTR-103 test record. Figure 9 shows 
the amount of low -frequency output which is present at this 
level. The listening panel made comments about a very 
slight "congestion" or "lack of clarity" when reproducing 
crescendos in symphonic -type program material. This might 
be related to the production of lower frequency energy by 
the Ittok/Asak combination when trying to reproduce high- 
level, high -frequency energy from cymbals, etc. 

The 1 -kHz square waves shown in Fig. 10 corroborate the 
amplitude versus frequency response data shown in Fig. 1, 

since the high -frequency roll -off is shown as an upward 
slope on the top of each positive cycle. 

Conclusions 
The Linn Ittok LVII tonearm and Asak cartridge is an 

excellent combination, and I definitely recommend that they 
be used together. The Ittok LVII tonearm seems particularly 
well suited to medium -compliance cartridges and should 

A peak at 5 to 6 kHz in the 
crosstalk curve caused 
inconsistent results, 
making some-but only 
some-material sound 
"bright." 
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also offer excellent performance with cartridges other than 
the Asak. There is some indication that the Ittok performs 
best when mounted on the Linn Sondek LP12 mounting 
base, which tends to absorb some unwanted energy, pre- 
venting it from reflecting back into the tonearm. Mounting 
the Ittok LVII to a base made of different material, especially 
of metal, would certainly change the sound character. The 
comments of the listening panel and my technical measure- 
ments both indicate that the combination of the Ittok LVII 
tonearm and Asak cartridge, when mounted on the LP12 
turntable, is worthy of its excellent reputation. 

Edward M. Long 
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EQUIPMENT PROFILE 

LUXMAN 
KX-102 
CASSETTE 
DECK 

Manufacturer's Specifications 
Frequency Response: 20 Hz to 18 

kHz, to 20 kHz with metal tape. 
Harmonic Distortion: 0.7%. 
Signal/Noise Ratio: 61 dB, 68 dB 

with Dolby B NR, 94 dB with dbx NR 
(CCIR/ARM). 

Input Sensitivity: Mike, 0.25 mV; 
line, 100 mV. 

Output Level: Line, 500 mV; head- 
phone, 1 mW (8 ohms). 

Flutter: 0.04% wtd. rms. 
Dimensions: 17.8 in. (453 mm) W x 

5.8 in. (147 mm) H x 14.4 in. (365 
mm) D. 

Weight: 20.9 lbs. (9.5 kg). 
Price: $999.95. 
Company Address: Luxman Divi- 

sion of Alpine Electronics, 3102 
Kashiwa St., Torrance, Cal. 90505. 

For literature, circle No. 95 
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The KX-102 is Luxman's top stereo deck, featuring a 
Computer Tuning System (CTS) to match the deck's record- 
ing parameters to the specific tape in use, plus dbx and 
Dolby B noise reduction, and three heads. 

At the left edge of the front panel are the "Power" and 
"Eject" buttons, plus the CTS controls. The clear compart- 
ment door swings out for drop -in tape loading, making it 
easy to see how solid the support bar for the combination - 
mount record and playback heads is, and making the heads 
accessible for cleaning. Phone jacks for headphones and 
left and right microphones are below, inset a bit from the 
main panel. 

Just to the right of the tape compartment is a vertical 
column of small light -touch buttons-one for "Rec Mute" 
and four for the counter and memory system: "Clear" resets 
the three -digit fluorescent display to "000," "Store" enters 
the counter reading into memory, "Call" displays the stored 
reading (even if the deck is in fast wind), and "Execution" 
(with a red status light) stops the deck at the stored reading 
in either wind direction. 

To the right of these are the transport control buttons: 
Large, clear -plastic push bars with fairly small red indicators 
for "Play," "Pause," "Stop" and the two fast -wind directions. 
Logic circuits allow switching from any mode to any other, 
including directly into recording from play, or even from fast 
wind. 

The lower right panel area contains the knobs for NR 
selection, tape selection, "Output Level," "Rec Balance" 
and (larger) "Rec Level." This area uses Luxman's motor- 
ized Servo Face technology, a motor system which brings 
the front panel out flush with the front surfaces of the knobs 
when the power switch is turned off. When the power is 
turned on, the panel section moves back about 15 mm, 
making all knobs accessible for adjustment, and restoring 
full access to the row of seven small pushbuttons just below. 

The rotary NR -selector switch has positions for "Off" and 
"Dolby NR" plus two positions for "dbx NR"-one each for 
"Tape" and "Disc." In the latter position, discs can be 
decoded with the KX-102 in stop, pause or wind modes. 
There is also a very sensible interlock system which ensures 
that the deck will be in dbx tape mode during recording or 
playback, even if the switch is at "Disc." Small, reminder 
LEDs just to the left of the horizontal bar -graph meters show 
which NR mode has been selected. 

Record levels are set with the large master "Rec Level" 
and smaller "Rec Balance" knobs, and monitored on a 
bright, fluorescent bar -graph meter (peak -responding, to 
facilitate accurate level setting). The display panel also 
includes the electronic tape counter and LEDs indicating 
whether the deck's monitor switch is in "Tape" or "Source" 
position. 

The monitor switch is one of seven buttons at the bottom 
of the panel. The others are: "MPX Filter" (on/off), "Line/Mic" 
input select, and four for auto transport functions ("Auto 
Play," "Auto Rew," "Auto Repeat" and "Off"). 

With the "Execution" switch turned off, these functions are 
fairly self-explanatory. "Auto Play" puts the deck into play 
mode as soon as the tape is rewound; "Auto Rew" does the 
opposite, rewinding the tape once play is completed, while 
"Auto Repeat" cycles continuously through both. 
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With the "Execution" mode on, the possibilities grow more 
elaborate. With only the "000" point in memory, all functions 
act as if that point were an end of the tape, running only up 
to that point or from that point to the end, depending on 
where you start. If you have also stored another location in 
the memory, the functions will treat both memorized points 
as start/end points. (This lets you endlessly repeat one 
passage on the tape, if you desire.) This is just a summary, 
of course-the full -page diagram in the owner's manual 
shows 43 different possibilities! 

The Computer Tuning System, by contrast, is pretty much 
a straight pushbutton process. Once a tape has been load- 
ed, and the "Tape Selector" on the Servo Face panel has 
been set (to "Normal," "CrO2" or "Metal"), a push of "CTS 
Start" initiates the automatic process. A series of illuminated 
blocks show exactly what is being done: "Cal" first, then 
"Bias," back to "Cal," and then back and forth between 
"Cal" and "EQ." If the adjustments yield a response within 
the built-in criteria, "OK" is illuminated, and the tape is 
wound back to the calibration start point. Then, the informa- 
tion can be entered into memory by a push of "CTS Memory 
Write." There is one user -set memory position for each tape 
type; each insertion erases any previously stored data from 
that memory. If the tape does not meet the adjustment 
criteria (for example, if the tape selector is in the wrong 
position), CTS will do its best, but the "Error" block will light. 
A "Rec Data Selector" button chooses either "CTS Memory" 
or "Standard," the latter providing fixed bias and EQ to 
match common tapes of each type. 

A red LED bar indicates battery status. If it is on, the 
battery voltage is high enough to maintain data in memory 
with the recorder off, while a blinking display tells the user 
that the batteries should be replaced. Above this group of 
indicators and switches are three LED bars that show which 
tape type has been selected. 

The back panel has the expected line in/out phono jacks, 
plus a jack for an optional remote control and the battery 
compartment for the CTS memory system. There is also a 
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Recording at purposely 
high levels showed, 
immediately and 
emphatically, how much 
distortion dbx II NR 
can prevent. 

i 
a oil elk m 
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Fig. 2- 
Record/playback 
responses to 
pink noise, 
using dbx I1 NR, 
at Dolby level 
(top traces) and 
at -20 dB, for 
Nakamichi EXIT, 
Memorex HBII 
and Yamaha MR 
tapes (top to 
bottom in each 
set). Vertical 
scale: 5 dB/div. 

phono jack for interconnection with a Luxman turntable, to 
use their auto -disc pause for initiating recording when the 
arm sets down. 

With the removal of the heavy steel side and top cover, I 

could see the high -quality components contained. A large 
p.c. board was almost full chassis size, and it also served as 
the mother board for two good-sized vertical boards, which 
were well -supported and braced. All of the parts were 
identified, with many adjustment pots in evidence. The sol- 
dering was excellent, and interconnections were with multi - 
pin cabling. Worthy of note were the rigid drive assembly 
and the large, shielded transformer. The control -panel drive/ 
cam system worked smoothly, and it was certainly well 
made, but I did wonder about its value to most users. 

Measurements 
The playback responses with standard alignment tapes 

were well within ±2 dB for both 70- and 120-11S equaliza- 
tions, except for the 120-4 low -end point and the 70-4 
high -end point. The playback level indications were correct, 
within the resolution of the meter segments. Tape play 
speed was 1.6% high, more of a deviation than measured 
on most decks in any price category. Checks of the KX- 
102's responses using the built-in "Standard" tape settings 
indicated that the deck parameters did not match the IEC 
reference tapes as closely as they did some of the hotter 
tapes (Sony UCX-S, TDK SA -X, etc.). The CTS system was 
evaluated with a wide range of tapes, and responses were 
also checked using dbx and Dolby NR. CTS usually took 
less than 20 S, sometimes less than 10, but a couple of 
tapes required about 45 S. As a generality, all of the re- 
sponses with dbx NR and without NR were very flat. With 
Dolby B NR, however, most tapes had some high -end roll - 
off and a boost around 2 kHz. 

The tapes showing the least of such deviations were 
Nakamichi EXIT, Memorex HBII and Yamaha MR, which 
were used for the remainder of the tests. Other tapes, 
substantially as good with the KX-102, were Fuji FR -I and FR 
Metal, Loran High Bias, Maxell XL I -S, Nakamichi ZX, TDK 
SA -X and MA and Yamaha CR -X. 

The record/playback swept -frequency responses with 
and without Dolby B NR are shown in Fig. 1, and the 

responses with dbx NR and pink noise are shown in Fig. 2. 
(The responses with dbx II NR cannot be measured correct- 
ly with a sweeping sinusoidal signal.) All of the responses 
are very flat, particularly between 60 Hz and 13 kHz or more 
at -20 dB. There is some evidence of boost at 2 kHz (Type 
I) and high -end roll -off (Type II), but these deviations are 
moderate. The 3 -dB down points with the two NR systems 
are listed in Table I. The exact high -end limits could not be 
determined for dbx NR with the pink-noise/RTA combina- 
tion, but they did appear to be at least 20 kHz in most 
cases. The 25 to 30 Hz low -end limit appeared to be a 
limitation of dbx NR, as the Dolby NR results were notably 
closer to the 20 -Hz specification. 

The results from measuring a number of record/playback 
properties are listed in Table II. In general, the figures are 
excellent: Note in particular that dbx II NR decoding im- 
proved the effective erasure and crosstalk greatly. The 10 - 
kHz phase jitter was fairly low, but the interchannel error 
was just average. 

The level of third -harmonic distortion was measured for 
the three tapes, with both NR systems, from 10 dB below 
Dolby level to the points where HDL3=3%o. Table Ill shows 
clearly that although the level of distortion was close for all 
combinations at -10 dB, there were increasing differences 
between NR -system results above the lower limit. An associ- 
ated test check indicated that the dbx unity -gain level (no 
compression in encoding and no expansion in decoding) 
was at -10 dB. Thus, it was not surprising to see that the 
distortion was obviously lower for dbx NR at the zero level. 
The continuing benefit of the compression lowering the 
distortion led to very high 3% points, substantially at the 
output -level limits of the deck. 

With such high record -level limits, it doesn't seem so 
surprising to find the very high signal-to-noise ratios listed 
for dbx II NR in Table IV. Those for Dolby B NR are quite 
good, even though they seem a bit gentle in comparison. 
HDL3 was measured for both Dolby B NR and dbx II NR at 
10 dB below Dolby level from 50 Hz to 5 kHz. In this 
comparison, we can see that there was fairly low distortion 
in either case from 400 Hz up, but that with Dolby B NR it 
was less below 400 Hz, significantly at 50 and 100 Hz. 

. The results from measuring input and output characteris- 
tics are shown in Table VI. Most of the entries are equal to or 
better than the specifications, although the line output level 
was slightly low. The two sections of the input -level pot 
tracked within 1 dB for 55 dB down from maximum, which is 

excellent. The output -level pot sections tracked within 1 dB 
for about 40 dB-fairly good and quite acceptable for this 
function. The output polarity matched that of the input, both 
in "Source" and in "Tape." The bar -graph level meters 
responded fully to bursts as short as 10 mS, and were just 3 
dB down with a 3-mS burst, meeting criteria for peak - 
responding meters. The meter decay time of 150 mS was 
actually on the short side, as 1.4 to 2.0 S is preferred. The 
frequency response of the meters was 3 dB down at 17.8 Hz 
(just fine) and 75.9 kHz (unnecessarily high). The scale 
calibrations were excellent, with all thresholds from "-20" 
to "+8" within 0.3 dB. The display was very bright and easy 
to read under a wide range of lighting levels. 

Flutter was consistent throughout a C-90, with excellent 
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The Luxman KX-102 has 
very flat responses where it 
counts the most, low flutter 
and excellent signal-to- 
noise ratios, especially with 
dbx II NR. 

figures of 0.035% wtd. rms and 0.057% wtd. peak. The tape 
play speed appeared to be quite constant with changes in 
line voltage, but variations in speed with time -amounting to 
a total spread of 0.1% (just fair) -confused the assessment. 
The wind time for a C-60 cassette was 88 S, longer than 
most decks. 

Use and Listening Tests 
The owner's manual gets across most of the basic infor- 

mation, but there should be more information on the noise - 
reduction systems and setting record levels. The discussion 
on CTS is good, and there is a helpful illustration on the 
auto -function wind/play modes. Loading was simple (just 
drop in), and maintenance on the heads and tape path was 
easy, particularly with the door cover removed. All controls 
and switches were completely reliable, with no malfunctions 
noted. I did notice that after some time of use, the cassette 
shell felt quite warm on removal, but no detrimental effects 
were found. 

CTS did its calibration quite consistently: The differences 
from one time to the next were not detectable by ear. I did 
try to fool the system by trying to calibrate TDK D in the 
metal tape position and to do Yamaha MR in the normal 
position. Sometimes I got away with it, and sometimes I got 
"Error." My conclusion is that the user should not rely on 
CTS to point out bad choices: Make certain that the tape 
selector is set correctly. 

The transparent transport -control buttons looked good, 
but gave me a slight problem: Unless I looked at them 
straight on, I could not always tell which button was illumi- 
nated. On the other hand, I liked the recording level -control 
setup, with its "Rec Master" control (for overall level) and 
"Rec Balance" (for relative level between channels) slightly 
better than the usual individual -channel controls or the com- 
bination of individual -channel pots plus a master. 

Levels were easily set with the peak -responding meters, 
but a slower decay time would have been helpful. Listening 
tests utilized pink noise as well as the normal collection of 
selected discs. There really seemed to be a sweeter sound 
with Dolby B NR, even at fairly high levels, compared to 
operation without noise reduction. The general character 
was very close, with Dolby B NR perhaps slightly brighter. 
Recording at purposely high levels and switching back and 
forth showed, immediately and emphatically, how much 
distortion dbx II NR prevents under such high-level condi- 
tions. Record, pause and stop sounds were all very low, 
even with Dolby B NR. 

The Luxman KX-102 has responses that are very flat 
where it counts the most, low flutter and excellent signal-to- 
noise ratios, especially with dbx II NR. Its CTS system does 
a consistent and excellent job of adjusting bias, record 
sensitivity and EQ, but particular tape choices may best 
ensure the maximum performance from Dolby B NR. The 
deck has quality parts and solid construction, indicators of 
future reliability. The Servo Face front panel did not seem 
that beneficial to me; I would have traded it for more accu- 
rate play speed. The potential user would be advised to 
concentrate on its performance features when comparing 
the KX-102 to other decks in its price range. 

Howard A. Roberson 

Table I-Record/playback responses (-3 dB limits). 

With Dolby B NR With dbx II NR 

Tape Type 

Dolby Lvl -20 dB Dolby Lvl -20 dB 

Hz kHz Hz kHz Hz kHz Hz kHz 

Nakamichi EXIT 23 8.8 22 17.0 30 20+ 30 20+ 
Memorex HBII 23 9.0 21 16.0 25 18 29 20+ 
Yamaha MR 22 12.0 21 21.2 30 20+ 28 20+ 

Table II -Miscellaneous record/playback 
characteristics. 

NR Erasure Sep. Crosstalk 10 -kHz A/13 Phase MPX Filter 
Type At 100 Hz At 1 kHz At 1 kHz Error Jitter At 19.00 kHz 

Dolby B 70 dB 50 dB - 77 dB 50` 20' -31.1 dB 
dbx II >90 dB 58 dB < -110 dB 

Table III -400 -Hz HDL3 (%) vs. record level 
(0 dB = 200 nWb/m). 

Record Level HDL3 = 
Tape Type NR -10 -8 -4 0 +4 +8 3% 

Nakamichi EXIT Dolby B 0.14 0.19 0.27 0.60 3.0 + 4.0 dB 
dbx II 0.09 0.11 0.14 0.17 0.22 0.56 + 18.4 dB 

Memorex HBII Dolby B 0.14 0.22 0.47 1.50 + 3.1 dB 
dbx ii 0.15 0.18 0.25 0.36 0.54 0.79 +18.4 dB 

Yamaha MR Dolby B 0.13 0.16 0.40 0.89 2.2 + 5.2 dB 
dbx II 0.14 0.16 0.22 0.30 0.42 0.60 +24.6 dB 

Table IV-Signal/noise ratios with IEC A and CCIR/ARM 
weightings. 

IEC A Wtd. (dBA) CCIR/ARM (dB) 

Tape Type 

W/Dolby B NR W/dbx II NR W/Dolby B NR W/dbx II NR 

@ DL HD=3% C DL HD=3% (a DL HD=3% (a DL HD= 3% 

Nakamichi EXIT 61.4 65.3 78.0 96.4 60.8 64.4 78.3 95.2 
Memorex HBII 63.8 66.6 78.3 96.7 63.6 66.4 79.2 95.5 
Yamaha MR 62.7 67.4 79.2 101.7 61.9 66.6 77.5 100.0 

Table V-HDL3 (%) vs. frequency at 10 dB below 
Dolby level. 

Frequency (Hz) 

Tape Type NR 50 100 400 1k 2k 4k 5k 

Yamaha MR Dolby B 0.32 0.18 0.13 0.20 0.15 0.28 0.31 
dbx II 1.9 1.0 0.14 0.14 0.20 0.38 0.36 

Table VI -Input and output characteristics at 1 kHz. 

Input Level Imp., Output 
Level Imp., Clip (Re: 

Sens. Overload Kilohms OpenCkt. Loaded Ohms Meter 0) 

Line 71 mV 31 V 29.0 Line 452 mV 429 mV 595 +21.8 dB 

Mike 0.16mV 19.7 mV 1.1 Hdphn. 2.0V 1.0mW 
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AUDIOPHILE RECORDINGS 

FRANKOPHILIA 
The Sinatra Collection 
Mobile Fidelity SC -1, 16 -record set, 
$350.00. 

A lavish 16 -record collection arrived 
a short while ago, Mobile Fidelity's 
monumental The Sinatra Collection. 
The scope of coverage and the atten- 
tion to the details of quality are what we 
have come to expect from them. 

The set chronicles the nine years 
Sinatra spent as a Capitol artist, 1953 
to 1962. These were the crucial transi- 
tion years from mono to stereo, and it is 
interesting to hear the evolution of re- 
cording techniques from a concern for 
balance only to a concern for both bal- 
ance and spatial relationships. But 
first, the music. 

Sinatra's first collaborator was Nel- 
son Riddle, that fine arranger who is 
still busy today, some 30 years later. 
Riddle's work abounds in skillful tone 
painting, subtle musical nuances 
which answer and embellish the lyrics. 
Mono-and Riddle-take us through 
the first five discs. Gordon Jenkins 
takes over the arranging tasks for the 
first stereo release, followed by arrang- 
er Billy May. From that point on to the 
end of the collection, we find all three 
of these arrangers sharing the work. 

Sinatra's early voice, still in evidence 
in the mono discs, had an effortless 
quality, and his pitch was right -on all 
the time. However, by the time we 
reach the end of the collection, and 
that is a lot of singing later, the voice is 
showing signs of aging, if not wear and 
tear. In this regard, it is interesting to 
compare the first and last discs. 

There is no question that Sinatra es- 
tablished the first postwar male vocal 
style, and for this alone his place in 
popular music is assured. In my opin- 
ion, his up -tempo songs are far ahead 
of his ballads, many of which tend to 
drag. But if you are a Sinatra fan, you 
will like them all. 

Studio practice in the pre -stereo 
days evolved from radio practice. Not 
many mikes were used, and the all- 
important aim was to keep the soloist 
to the fore. Often, the bass line was a 
bit laid-back in an effort to keep the 
soloist up front. With the coming of 
stereo, there was a continuing move 
away from the older ribbon and dy- 
namic microphones to the brighter ca- 
pacitor (condenser) types, and we 

hear, in addition to spatial information, 
the extended range of the newer de- 
signs. 

The first few stereo recordings pre- 
sent the orchestra pretty much in a 
symphonic pickup, with only a little 
highlighting through accent micro- 
phones. Later, we witness a tasteful 
transition toward more mikes deployed 
for more presence and control of leak- 
age in the studio. In this kind of record- 
ing, it helps to have lots of strings. 
Most of the big string dates had 16(!) 
violins, something today's pop bud- 
gets will rarely allow. Finally, we find 
the spectrum being fleshed out, with a 
healthier bass line underpinning it all. 

Mobile Fidelity has done a superb 
job in assembling all of this material. 
The records are contained in a sturdy 
cardboard box, with slots inside for 
each pair of discs. Each disc is ac- 
companied by a folder which presents 
on one side, the original cover and 
back liner artwork. Inside each folder is 
a breakdown of all the orchestra per- 
sonnel for each song, along with the 
recording dates and individual song 
master numbers. (Remember that the 
pop record industry grew up on 31 - 
minute singles, and an LP was, to start 
with, just a collection of singles.) Unfor- 
tunately, there is no listing of the re- 
cording engineers. It is quite likely that 
such information was never recorded 
on the official take sheets. 

The orchestra personnel rosters 
read like a Who's Who of Hollywood 
musicians. We also note that many of 
them went on to bigger things. For ex- 
ample, some of the violin players on 

the early sessions include Paul Shure, 
currently the concertmaster of the Los 
Angeles Chamber Orchestra, and Da- 
vid Frisina, retired concertmaster of the 
Los Angeles Philharmonic. At one time 
or another, all the members of the leg- 
endary Hollywood String Quartet 
played in the orchestra or performed, 
as a quartet, in certain arrangements. 

All in all, this is a superb production, 
and we should be thankful Mobile Fi- 
delity chooses to issue these unique 
packages. Their position in the indus- 
try is an important one. John M. Eargle 

Baroque Brass: Bach, Gabrielli, Pur- 
cell, Handel, Palestrina and Others. 
Empire Brass Quintet 
Sine Qua Non Seven Star Series 
79006, cassette, $6.98. 

Performance: B - Processing: D - 
This is a potpourri of some familiar 

and unfamiliar music scored for brass. 
In some cases the music was recorded 
for brass quintet. The performances 
are average, with a less -than -perfect 
French horn. It's difficult to judge accu- 
rately because the recording and pro- 
cessing seriously interfere with proper 
evaluation. The balances, though, are 
poor, and the acoustic perspective is 
distorted in that some instruments sound 
much more removed than others. The 
French horn and trumpet, for example, 
are very closely miked and their seat- 
ing arrangement within the group is 
grossly exaggerated. To make matters 
worse, the entire top end is rolled off in 
my cassette copy. C. Victor Campos 
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RX505 . r, Au . Canwro Dee. 

I 
JAM' 

Nakamichi didn't invent auto reverse... 
We perfected it!...The RX-505 

Unidirectional Auto Reverse Mechanism Discrete 3-He3d Configuration Asymmetrical Dual -Capstan Transport Precision Electron _ 

If you're willing to gamble performance, choose 
any auto -reverse deck. If gambling isn't your style, 
audition the RX-505-the auto -reverse deck that 
meets Nakamichi standards of perfection. 

We invented the Discrete 3 -Head configuration to 
ensure you of total performance. We know that only 
physically discrete recording and playback heads 
can be adjusted for perfect magnetic azimuth and 
optimized to utilize a tape's full potential. 

We invented the Asymmetrical Dual -Capstan Dif- 
fused -Resonance transport to eliminate vibration - 
induced flutter and isolate the tape from reel pertur- 
bations. We perfected the transport so inter -cap- 
stan guides and pressure pads aren't required. 
With them removed, scrape flutter is gone and 
music emerges with incredible clarity. 

We created precision 
equalizers and direct - 
coupled electronics to 
match our unique record- 
ing and playback heads 
and ensure unparalleled 
response and remarkably 
low distortion. 

Until now, these tech- 

nologies couldn't be applied to an auto -reverse 
deck that records and plays in both directions. Our 
newest creation-UDAR-Unidirectional Auto 
Reverse-changes that. 

UDAR is a radically new concept in auto reverse. 
Tape doesn't change direction; the head doesn't 
"flip over" Such tricks cause azimuth misalignment 
and destroy frequency response. Instead, UDAR 
turns the cassette as you do by hand. UDAR is fast, 
reliable, and gentle. And, since the tape always 
moves in the same direction, there's no bidirec- 
tional azimuth error. The RX-505 provides 
Nakamichi performance on both sides! 

Learn what perfect auto reverse is all about. 
Audition the RX-505 at your Nakamichi dealer. It has 
everything you expect from Nakamichi-and many 

unique features that make 
auto -reverse recording 
easier than ever. You'll also 
find the RX-303-a 2 - 
Head deck with the same 
transport and many of the 
features of the RX-505. 
For more information, write Nakamichi 
U.S A. Corporation, 1101 Colorado 
Avenue, Santa Monica, CA 90401. 

rkNakamichi 
Enter No. 21 on Reader Service Card 
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ROCK/POP RECORDINGS 
MICHAEL TEARSON 
JON & SALLY TIVEN 

SIMON SAYS 
Hearts and Bones: Paul Simon 
Warner Bros. 23942, $8.98. 

Sound: A Performance: A+ 

Really, I've had an awful time bring- 
ing myself to write about this new Paul 
Simon album. It's because I kept find- 
ing myself too emotionally intertwined 
with it, as one song after another spoke 
to me directly while I was going 
through one personal problem or an- 
other. And that tells me one thing: Paul 
Simon is working very effectively in 

Hearts and Bones. 
There are two different versions of 

"Think Too Much" on the album. They 
have completely different arrange- 
ments and lyrics and even different 
copyright dates. The first "Think Too 
Much" is the more lighthearted one, 
while the second version is more som- 
ber, but both reflect on the dilemma of 
being too self-conscious, a theme that 
has been critical to Simon's songs at 
least as far back as "I Am a Rock." It is 
the central theme of Hearts and Bones, 
resounding comically at first, in the 
opener "Allergies," then ever more se- 
riously in "Hearts and Bones" and 
"When Numbers Get Serious." "Song 
About the Moon" faces this, too, as 
Simon addresses Songwriters every- 
where (his capitalization) on how to 
write about the moon or a face, things 
Songwriters have only been writing 
about for a few millennia. "You want to 
write a spiritual tune," he sings, "Then 
do it/Write a song about the moon." 

Perhaps he deals with it most direct- 
ly in "Train in the Distance," which tells 
the common story about a man and a 
woman, the love and the child they 
shared, how it fell apart and how they 
coped afterwards. The song closes 
with Simon stepping out from the nar- 
rative to ask, "What is the point of this 
story?/What information pertains?" To 
this he replies, "The thought that life 
could be better/Is woven indelibly/Into 
our hearts/And our brains." He may 
write some somber songs, but Paul 
Simon has found an optimism to under- 
pin them. 

Accordingly, after "Train" he segues 
to a lighter, more joyous tone in "Rene 
and Georgette Magritte with Their Dog 
After the War." Simon finds them slow - 
dancing nude in their hotel room to 
their "deep forbidden music," namely 
The Penguins, The Moonglows, The 

Orioles and The Five Satins. Backing 
vocals here are appropriately by The 
Harptones, who weave a lovely coun- 
terpoint excerpting the catch phrases 
of those groups' hits. Next, "Cars Are 
Cars" is a giggle about (what else?) 
cars and all their implications. 

The album closes sadly with "The 
Late Great Johnny Ace," a song Simon 
first performed publicly at the infamous 
Simon and Garfunkel reunion concert 
in Central Park. This starts with a very 
young Paul Simon listening to the radio 
in 1954 and hearing the announcer 
break the news of Johnny Ace's death 
by Russian roulette and how he sent 
away for a photo which came signed 
The Late Great Johnny Ace. It moves 
ahead to England in 1964, a time of 
Beatles and Stones and "a girl from the 
summer before." It ends in New York 
on a cold December night when a fel- 
low on the street breaks the news of 
John Lennon's assassination, after 
which the two go to a bar and drink till 

closing. It is a riveting work with a per- 
fectly quiet afterthought of a coda, 
composed by Philip Glass, recalling 
the cellos of "Eleanor Rigby." 

Simon's writing has never been bet- 
ter or more literate. He makes words 
one rarely finds in songs, words like 
"indelibly," ring with the music. This 
has always been one of his greatest 
gifts, and he has never been more in 

command of the language than he is 
here. 

The production of the album is stun- 
ning. The musicians are, as ever, the 
cream of two coasts. They are people 
who do what must be thousands of 
sessions, but when they work with Paul 
Simon something magical happens. 
Perhaps it is out of mutual respect or 
Simon's obvious intelligence and musi- 
cal skill, but he brings the best work 
out of his sidemen with intangible, little 
subtleties in the performances. 

Simon's use of backing vocals is 
what astonishes me the most. In sever- 
al selections, notably "Hearts and 
Bones," both versions of "Think Too 
Much" and especially in "Train in the 
Distance," he has layered voices do- 
ing countervocals and answering parts 
into almost percussive effects. In 
"Train" he makes the voices sound like 
far-off trains. With this in mind I can 
understand how he suddenly decided, 
at the last moment, not to release this 
as a Simon and Garfunkel album and 
wiped off Art's voice completely. He 
evidently felt that this was too personal 
an album to share, and I agree. Except 
for relatively novelty -oriented songs 
like "Allergies" and "Cars Are Cars," I 

don't see where Garfunkel would have 
even fit into these arrangements with 
any comfort at all. He could easily have 
seemed an intruder here. 
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One Step Closer to Perfection 
The Ohm Walsh 2 is the "Speaker of the Year" 

The new Ohm Walsh 4 is even better. 

Over 4,000 acknowledged experts chose the Ohm Walsh 2 

as "The Speaker of the Year" in Audio Video International's 1982 
Hi-Fi Grand Prix Competition. How could anyone make a better 
speaker than one that is "among the best speakers we have ever 
heard, regardless of price" (The Complete Buyers Guide to 
Speaker/Hifi Equipment), or that 
has received more rave reviews 
than any new speaker in the last 10 

years? That question is answered 
by the new Ohm Walsh 4. 

Here's What We Did 

1 
We reproduced the sound 
quality the New York Times 

described as "a spacious acoustic 
ambience with precise stereo 
imaging creating a 'reach -out - 
and -touch -it' realism that this lis- 

tener has rarely experienced..." 

2 We gave it the ability to play 
louder. The new Ohm Walsh 4 

can handle 500 watts rms of music. 
It can reproduce a full orchestra at 
live levels in a normal listening 
room, flawlessly. It also can han- 
dle the new digital audio discs, 
effortlessly. 

3 We made it play deeper. The 
Ohm Walsh 4 can reproduce 

over half an octave deeper bass. At 
30 Hz the 4's put out 10 times as 
much volume as the superb 2's. Maybe 
only one record out of a hundred 
demands this- but the 4's are ready 
whenever you are. They let you physically 
feel the impact of a bass drum or timpani. 
An unusual luxury, but it's there. 

4 We gave it more control range, so 
you can better match your own listen- 

ing room to your musical taste. While most 
high -end speakers do have a high fre- 
quency control, the Ohm Walsh 2 has 
both a high frequency control and an 
additional Sub Bass Activator control to 
balance bass output-something no other 
speaker has ever had. The new Ohm 
Walsh 4 goes one better. We added a 
truly exciting and unique control called 
"perspective." This allows you to change 
your 'seat' in the audience from up front to 

Ohm Walsh 4 

Ohm Walsh 2 

in the rear-matching your taste, your 
music, your room and your state of mind. 

5 We made the Ohm Walsh 4 even 
more convenient to live with. They 

come built with casters for easy place- 
ment or movement. Moreover, our three 
ambience controls are placed within easy 
reach on the rear. The speakers are tall 
enough (40") not be blocked by most 
chairs and sofas but small enough (only 
121/2" square at the top) to be incon- 
spicuous in most rooms. They come in 

five finishes (all genuine wood veneer) to 
match your furniture. 

Here's How We Did It 
We used the same unique, patented 

technology as in the Ohm Walsh 2. The 
main transducer is in the shape of a con- 
ical pyramid, inverted like an upside down 

Specifications Ohm Walsh 2 Ohm Walsh 4 

Frequency Response 45Hz to 16kHz ± 4 dB 32Hz to 17kHz ± 4dB 

Size 32'/z" tall x 91/4" 9V4" at top, 
11'/2" x 111/2" at bottom 

40" tall x 121/2" x 121/2" at top. 
151/2" x 151/2" at bottom 

Weight 29 lbs. 63 lbs. 

Sensitivity 87dB at 1 meter with a 2.83 volt 
input and all controls at maximum 

87dB at 1 meter with a 2.83 volt 
input and all controls at maximum 

Finish Genuine wood veneer, walnut and oak 
standard. Scandinavian rosewood and black 
or white lacquer on oak finishes available 
on special order. 

Genuine wood veneer, walnut and oak 
standard. Scandinavian rosewood and black 
or white lacquer on oak finishes available 
on special order. 

Inputs Press connectors accepting "banana plugs" 
or bare wire up to 12 gauge 

Press connectors accepting "banana plugs 
or bare wire up to 12 gauge 

Controls 2 - low and high frequency each with 
3 positions 

3 - low, high and perspective each with 
3 positions 

Power requirement 30 watts minimum/150 watts maximum 
on Music 

50 watts minimum/500 watts maximum 

Impedance 4/4 ohms 4/4 ohms 

ice cream cone. This driver is 

driven full range and by its 

very nature gives perfect dis- 
persion, so you can still sit 

anywhere in your room and 
hear and hear everything 
correctly. Our patented 
design mates this driver to a 
tiny super -tweeter supple- 
menting the highest octave. 
They are in time and phase 
alignment at all listening 
positions. This perfect align- 
ment is what prompted 
The Washingtonian to say 
"...the Walsh 2s are 
among the best 'imaging' 
speakers at any price, 
which means they create 
the original setting in 

which the music was 
recorded-Evoking the 
broad expanse of an 
orchestra or the com- 
pact spacing of a ja77 

combo, for example." 
The inverted driver and 

cabinet of the Ohm Walsh 4 

are much bigger, which allows it to 
handle more power and go deeper. 

Now You Have A Choice 
Either the Ohm Walsh 2 speakers 

which "...certainly must be rated a 'best 
buy" (Audio), "The fact that a pair sells for 
well under a thousand dollars is, in our 
opinion, nothing short of a sonic miracle." 
(The Complete Buyers Guide to Speaker/ 
Hifi Equipment), or the more expensive 
new Ohm Walsh 4, with both the luxury of 

extended bass and the ability to be 
played louder, which the New York Times 
said "is a bigger and more potent version 
of the remarkable Ohm Walsh 2 which 
has gained a devoted following among 
listeners since its first appearance about 2 

years ago." In either case, you will get the 
sound Popular Mechanics has said, 
"...meets the ultimate audio test: It 

makes you unaware of its presence. You 
feel there's nothing between you and the 
music." One step closer to perfection. 

To get details on buying directly from 
Ohm, call today toll free, 

800-221-6984 
Or write, 

Ohm Acoustics Corp. 
241 Taaffe Place, Brooklyn, New York 11205 

Price per Pair Under $995 
Depending on finish 

Under $1895 
Depending on finish 
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SEPARATING THE BASS FROM THE 
BRASS IS MORE EFFECTIVE WHEN THE 
GRAPHIC EQUALIZER IS DESIGNED 
INTO THE CAR. 
Appreciating the art of music in 
your car is a personal experi- 
ence. Providing the means of 
enjoying that experience takes 
sdence. The kind Delco Elec- 
tronics builds into all its Electron- 
ically Tuned Receivers (ETR ). 

Like our ETR with graphic 
equalizer. lt has five distinct fre- 
quency bands which let you 
actually shape the sound 
around you. Delco Electronics' 

e-- 

ability to design a music system 
from the time the model 
appears on the drawing board 
allows you to optimize the sound 
to your liking. 

Combined with Delco's pre- 
mium speakers, this receiver lets 
you customize the sound to your 
own personal taste...add a little 
rhythm to your blues, more pizazz 
to your jazz, or mix the music any 
way you like. 

z 

1111 
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Ask for a demonstration of 
Delco Electronics Music Systems 
(including the incredible Delco- 
GM/Bose Music System available 
on selected GM models) when 

you buy your new GM car or 
truck. And experience the art of 
music...through the science of 
sound, 

\ a 

Deice Electronics 
A CIVISION OF GENERAL MOTORS 't\ 

YOU THE ART OF MUSIC THROUGH THE SCIENCE OF SOUND. 
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I am never comfortable when I wind 
up raving about an album, but I really 
do believe that Hearts and Bones is 
very possibly the best album Paul Si- 
mon has ever done, solo or not. There 
is commitment, maturity, intelligence, 
and artistry here in abundance. 

Michael Tearson 

Under a Blood Red Sky: U2 
Island 7-90127-1 B, mini LP, $6.98. 

Sound: C- Performance: B+ 
In case there was any confusion 

about it, this live mini LP makes it clear 
that U2 is neither a synthesizer band 
nor a trendy, fashionable band. Cap- 
tured here in mid -1983 concert perform- 
ances, the band has arrived at its ful- 
lest confidence and strength. 

As is usual for live albums, most of 
the selections comprise a greatest hits 
collection. That's why "Gloria," "I Will 
Follow," "Sunday Bloody Sunday" and 
"New Years Day" are all here. Staples 
of their live set, like "The Electric Co." 
and the perennial closer, "40," are also 
included. So are two that have not 
been on previous albums, an early sin- 
gle, "11 O'Clock Tick Tock," and a new 
song, "Party Girl." 

The performances burst with real en- 
ergy and joy. Jimmy lovine's produc- 
tion is designed to coordinate three 
separate, live recordings into one co- 
herent whole and to display U2 as a 
mainstream rock act. Consequently, 
no trickery is used to hype up perform- 
ances, which remain personal and 
emotional. The raw sound is service- 
able at best; the album could have 

U2's performances burst 
with real energy and joy. 
Face it. U2 is for real. 

sounded less cavernous and a bit 
closer. 

Face it. U2 is for real. I eagerly await 
their next full album. Michael Tearson 

Rescue: Clarence Clemons and The 
Red Bank Rockers 
Columbia BFC 38933. 

Sound: B- Performance: C+ 
This fine, fun party record came 

about from the incredibly long periods 
of inactivity between Bruce Spring- 
steen's albums and tours. Even in his 
free time, the Big Man on the sax, Clar- 
ence Clemons, loves to play. He got 
up a hot R&B band called The Red 
Bank Rockers, with a hot lead singer, 
Philadelphian John "J. T." Bowen. J. T. 
is a perfect frontman, with a shouting 
style that brings to mind Wilson Pick- 
ett's great '60s Atlantic sides. 

For this album, Clarence assembled 
some crackerjack New York players 
and gathered some original and little- 
known material. The playing is classy 
and tight, with lots of electricity, but the 
songs are mostly pretty slight, from the 
party jive of "Rock 'N' Roll DJ" to a new 
Springsteen tune, "Savin' Up," to the 
1970 oldie "Resurrection Shuffle." 

The big thing here is the energy. 
See, this is not a record to be ana- 
lyzed. It's a record for rolling back the 
rug, pushing back the chairs, and hav- 
ing a good time. And it does that just 
fine. Michael Tearson 

Pipes of Peace: Paul McCartney 
Columbia QC 39149. 

Sound: A- Performance: C- 
The current headline concerning 

Paul McCartney is that he's the richest 
man in show business, which may be 
true in a strictly financial sense. Artisti- 
cally speaking, Macca's dry as a bone, 
ready to file creative bankruptcy. Aside 
from the single "Say Say Say" (one of 
two collaborations with Michael Jack- 
son), Pipes of Peace doesn't have 
much of anything to offer in the way of 
the familiar McCartney tunes. 

In songs like "The Other Me," 
McCartney seems to be trying hard to 
be thoughtful and introspective, con- 
templating his own midlife crisis, but 
this doesn't make for inspired fare. The 
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Artistically speaking, 
Paul McCartney is as dry 
as a bone, ready to file 
creative bankruptcy. 

only energy one finds here is in the jam 
tune with Stanley Clarke, "Hey Hey," 
which doesn't have any lyrics. Part of 
the problem comes with McCartney's 
choice of accompanists; the invisible 
Denny Laine has been replaced by 10 
C.C.'s Eric Stewart, whose specialty is 

perfection rather than inspiration. 

There is an extremely sterile quality to 
the production that also was present 
on 10 C.C. records, where every note 
was too clean, as if the whole record 
was made in a vacuum chamber. 

This might have something to do 
with the way this ex -Beatle has totally 
retreated from the world (particularly 

Most of your present record library 
will never reappear as digital discs. 

With the Signet TK1OML 
you probably won't care! 

Until you hear the Signet TK1OML, you may 
not fully appreciate how superb today's 
analog recordings can 
be. And how little may 
be gained by going all- 
digital. 

The single most sig- 
nificant advance in the 
Signet TK10ML is its 
unique new MicroLine'" 
stylus ... with the long- 
est, narrowest "foot- 
print" ever achieved' 
Its scanning radius is a 
mere 2.5 microns, half 
that of the best ellipti- 
cals, while its vertical 
contact footprint is three times longer than 
the elliptical. The Signet MicroLine stylus 
tracks very high frequencies better-at 
lower groove pressure-than any other 
design. 

Even with repeated playings, the Micro - 
Line stylus maintains its shape, with- 
out "spreading" like all other tips. 

So grooves sound new, long after other styli 
are threatening irreparable damage to your 

record collection. 
Each Signet TK1OML 

MicroLine stylus is cre- 
ated from a whole, 
natural octahedral dia- 
mond, oriented for 
longest life, and with a 
square shank to pre- 
cisely fit the laser -cut 
hole in our unique, 
ultra -rigid low -mass 
boron cantilever. You 
get perfect alignment. 
Period. 

But the proof of qual- 
ity is in the playing. With the new Signet 
TK10ML, older records literally come back 
to life. New records transcend the limits of 
ordinary technology. Your entire system 
gets a new lease on life. 

Visit your Signet dealer. Peek into his mi- 
croscope to see this fantastic stylus. 

Then get the real proof. Listen. 

signet 
SIGNET, 4701 HUDSON DRIVE, STOW, OHIO 44224 

since the assassination of John Len- 
non), and with nothing to write about 
but himself, he draws a blank. There is 
another consideration here-Paul sup- 
posedly is none too pleased with his 
record company (this is his last record 
owed to CBS), and this kind of relation- 
ship usually makes for bad records. 

Excuses like these are simply to fight 
the fear that the muse has simply de- 
serted Paul McCartney, and his best 
records are behind him. The flip side of 
the single "Say Say Say," "Ode to a 
Koala Bear" (not included on the LP), 
is better than just about anything on 
Pipes of Peace and seems to dispute 
this theory. But it's hard to remember 
when McCartney has made an album 
this easily dismissible (Wildlife, al- 
though thin and inconsistent, had high 
points which beat out anything here). 
One can only hope that talent this 
great and cultivated over so long a 
period of time doesn't simply disap- 
pear forever. Jon & Sally Tiven 

Starfleet Project: Brian May & Friends 
Capitol MLP 15014, mini LP, $5.98. 

Sound: B Performance: A - 
For fans of the guitar hero, there 

hasn't been a whole lot of music of 
interest recently. The majority of 1983 
Heavy Metal was bluster and produc- 
tion, and the majority of great guitarists 
of the '70s are either past it or not 
playing rock/blues anymore. And sad- 
dest of sad news, the two most excit- 
ing players of recent note, Brian May 
and Eddie Van Halen, are in groups 
(Queen and Van Halen, respectively) 
which don't showcase their particular 
talents in a blues/rock way. 

Fortunately, the two of them did 
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manage to get together for some jam- 
ming, and the result is this taste of fire 
that's not particularly tuned into the 
current AOR/DOR music scene but 
which is very hot indeed. There are 
three songs: An entertaining remake of 
a kiddie show theme (sort of silly but 
with some fine playing), a structured 
blues song that Brian sings, and a 
side -long instrumental blues intended 
as a re-creation of Eric Clapton's early 
work with John Mayall's Blues - 
breakers. These songs show not only 
that these two guitar monsters have a 
cache of highly unlikely riffs but that 
they have a unique rapport which 
shows a shared respect for the good 
old days of rock/blues. With Peter 
Green and Jimmy Page in semi -retire- 
ment, Eric Clapton more a singer than 
a guitar player, and Jeff Beck content 
to release an album every other year, 
it's nice that these two can carry on the 
tradition of getting together and having 
a jam. Fortunately, they have the chops 
and the innovative touch, thus en- 
abling them to make such an outing as 
easy to listen to as it must have been to 
record. Certainly more of these kind of 
offbeat, informal records would be a 
welcome change from the crass, over- 
blown productions most records (es- 
pecially Heavy Metal and corporate - 
rock records) have become. 

Jon & Sally Tiven 

Strip: Adam Ant 
Epic FE 39108. 

Sound: B Performance: C 

From those come -hither looks on the 
cover photo and on into the music, it is 
clear that what Adam Ant makes is 
fashion and style, which aren't neces- 
sarily music. 

Adam still works with his chubby al- 
ter ego, Matco Perroni, writing all the 
songs together, but they have brought 
in new producers to complete the 
sound. Phil Collins takes leave of Gen- 
esis long enough to produce and drum 

Guitarists Brian May and 
Eddie Van Halen have a 
unique rapport which 
shows a shared respect 
for the good old days of 
rock/blues. 

on a pair. For the rest, Richard James 
Burgess, who handled the first two 
Spandau Ballet albums, produces, 
drums and plays keys. Burgess' tracks 
sound lusher than the Collins tracks, 
due to his orchestral arrangements, 
but Collins' pair are, in turn, punchier. 

The problem I have with Strip is that I 

don't hear any songs jump out and 
grab me, with hooks that won't let go, 
like several songs did on Friend or 
Foe. What that leaves is Adam Ant's 
supreme belief in his own importance, 
which may be attractive, but by itself 
probably isn't enough to keep the 
whole show afloat. Michael Tearson 

A LASER MONITOR FOR 
THE PRIVILEGED FEW. 
The new Celestion SL -6 is 

like no other loudspeaker in 
the world. 

Designed with a laser, a com- 
puter and a blank sheet of 
paper by a new generation of 
engineering talent, it began with 
something never seen before. 
The microscopic vibrations of 
drivers in action, frozen in time. 
Scanned and plotted in exquis- 
ite three-dimensional detail by 
the laser -computer system we 
call ULTRAT" * 

With the knowledge ULTRA 
gave us, we could discard the 
misconceptions and guesswork of 
conventional speaker design. 
The results: Two radically 
different transducers with 
precise, perfect -piston re- 
sponse. A crossover 
network of unique 
simplicity, because 
the drivers are 
so perfectly 
matched. And an 
enclosure of incredible 
rigidity. 

What's more, the SL -6 is the 
first compact loudspeaker of 
studio monitor quality. Smaller 
than many "bookshelf" units, 

Conventional driver 
ULTRA scan of 

distortion -producing breakup 
never before visible. 

-:- `4jÌí'r'y4.1^";-I. ,,r. ~M'. , M ,a_ 
- t«=-~ 1.~- ,._ 
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yet effortlessly handling up to 
200 watts per channel. 

There is much more to lell. 
But the most eloquent way to 
hear it is musically, from the 
SL -6 itself 

SL -6 driver 

Perfect -piston motion: 
the new SL -6 tweeter, 

vibrating at 15kHz. 

But first, a word of caution: 
only a limited number are 
planned for production. Which 
means its pleasures are limited 
to a privileged few. That select 
group of music lovers with the 
sensory and, yes, the financial 
resources to appreciate it. If the 
idea of being among them in- 
trigues you, write or call for 
more information. 
*Ultra -accurate 
Laser Topographic 
Response Analysis. 

celestion [ speakers 
AND PROFESSIONAL DRIVERS. 

V'ault knrrss...111 an install_ 
Celestion Industries, inc., Kuniholm Drive, Box 521, Holliston, MA 01746 (617) 429-6706, In Canada. Rocelco. Toronto 
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Born to Laugh at Tornadoes: Was 
(Not Was) 
Geffen GHS 4016, $8.98. 

Sound: B Performance: B -r 

This is a veritable zoo. The Was 
Bros.. Don and David, have concocted 

The previous album by 
Was (Not Was) just didn't 
bring their bizzare humor 
home to me. Born to Laugh 
does, in spades. 

an album of lampoons deadpan 
enough to be mistaken for serious. 

Quite an array of guest singers pop- 
ulates the album, as does a wide array 
cf styles. Sweet Pea Atkinson takes 
lead for The Journey/Loverboy-esque 
"Knocked Down, Made Small (Treated 
Like a Rubber Ball)." The Was version 

ORTOPHASET: 
And listening can never ce the same again 

Harry Pearson cf The Absolute 
Sound* listened and said, 

' Breathtaking is tte right word, 
even if we critics nave used 
i too carelessly n the past." 
He was talking about the 
Ortofon MC2000 moving 
ccil cartridge, the first to 
n-lect new uncerstand- 
ngs of the critical role 

of phase response in carridges. 
Now, the Ortophase con- 

_:ept, of ..Nhich the MO200C is 
a proud example, has been 
inco-porated into an ent re 

lire of phono cartridges. 
Wa -lake only r^odest 

c aim for all cf ha new 
Ortophase-desig- yodels. 

Spectacular. 

122 Dupont Street, Plainview New York 11.303 
'the Absolute Sce nh 9e L. S.a OA' 5W'1579 

of the great sound of The Detroit 
Wheels surfaces on "Bow Wow Wow 
Wow" complete with Mitch Ryder in top 
form. The former leader of The Knack 
(remember "My Sharona?"), Doug 
Feiger, is the voice of two real poppy 
songs. Harry Bowens sings two, the 
funky "Professor Night" and the Stevie 
Wonderish "(Return to the Valley of) 
Out Come the Freaks." The Was Bros. 
even get to take lead on two. 

Hang on, because now it really gets 
weird. Ozzy Osbourne tackles the spo- 
ken/sung muscle jive of "Shake Your 
Head (Let's Go to Bed)" in a manner 
surprisingly cool. The Oz is downright 
convivial and funny. Then there's the 
guest vocalist of the finale "When Zaz 
Turned Blue," none other than Mel 
Torme. This delicious and wicked 
mock cocktail piece is the most offbeat 
piece of the collection, but it isn't at all 
ill-suited to the proceedings. 

The sound on Born to Laugh is an 
accomplishment. Through often dense 
layering, economy and a sunny, bright 
and lively sound reign. This album's 
success depends on sonic clarity 
more than usual. The enclosed lyric 
sheet is a welcome plus. 

David and Donald Was (no, they are 
not really brothers, nor is either's name 
really Was) are a real find. Their previ- 
ous album just didn't bring their bizarre 
humor home to me. This one does, in 
spades. 

Where is the Bonzo Dog Doo-Dah 
Band now that we really need them? 
Right here in the form of Was (Not 
Was) and their big cast. 

Michael Tearson 
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The BX-100 and BX-150 
Surprisingly Affordable... 
Unquestionably Nakamichi! 

ax -150 

Think you can't afford a Nakamichi? Think again! 
The BX-100 and BX-150 are proofs positive that 
quality needn't be expensive. Compare their 
sound with any competitively priced deck (even 
more expensive ones) and judge for yourself. You'll 
find cheaper decks. You'll find similarly priced 
decks with more "features" But if music is as 
important to you as it is to us, you'll not find one to 
match the BX-100 or BX-150. 

The BX-100/BX-150 emphasize essentials, not 
frills. No other single -capstan transport matches 
their microprocessor -controlled "Silent Mecha- 
nism" for the smooth, vibration -free motion that 
lets you hear every musical 
nuance. Ordinary single -capstan 
decks shroud music in a veil of 
high -frequency flutter and modu- 
lation noise that specs don't 
reveal. One listen to the BX-100 or 
BX-150 will tell you what you've 
been missing! 

Magnetics and electronics- 
two other areas of particular 
Nakamichi expertise. Our RP -2D 
record/playback head not only 

Dolby Laboratories Licensing Corporation 

Nakamichi Sound Research Center Concert Hall 

n, Nakamichi 

The BX-100 and BX-150 are availatíe'n black. 
or silver to coordinate with any deco, 

outperforms conventional combination heads but 
most "sandwich" types used on 3 -head decks. 
Response is flat from 20 Hz to 20 kHz so you hear 
every musical overtone. And, on metal tape, 
response holds up at -20 dB and at -10 dB and (with 
the BX-150's Dolby* -C circuit) at 0 dB-clear proof of 
superior heads and electronics. 

The final essential-calibration. Inexpensive decks 
usually have few setup controls so performance is a 
matter of luck. The.BX-100 and BX-150 have two 
dozen internal adjustments and undergo a 30 -step 
alignment procedure. Every deck is individually cali- 
brated on each track on three tapes before it leaves 

the factory to assure you of 
Nakamichi Sound. 

Nakamichi Sound is unique. 
Measurements and specs only hint 
at the sound we demand of our 
recorders so we apply the acid 
test-direct comparison of live and 
recorded music. Our ultimate test 
instrument is our Concert Hall! 
Hear what we've been hearing! 
Audition a BX-100 or BX-150 at 
your Nakamichi dealer now. 

For more information, write Nakamichi U.S.A. 
Corporation. 1101 Colorado Avenue, Santa 
Monica. CA 90401. 
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ONLY ONE AUDIO 
DEALER IN TWENTY 

WILL CARRY THE 
KYOCERA R-851 

TUNER/AMPLIFIER 
WITH MOS FET AMPS. 

Very simply, our R-851 is not for 
everyone. Not for every dealer. Not 
for every audio buyer. 

Only for those who demand the 
best. Those who want sound that's 
pure and distinctive... who hear 
subtleties others miss. For those 
discriminating listeners, the R-851 
is well worth the quest. 

Hear the silence before you 
hear the sound. 
Switch on the R-851, switch from 
one function to another. Try Phono. 
Tape 1. Tape 2. Auxiliary. Back to 
Phono. 

Absolute silence (of course, 
you'll get sound on AM/FM). The 
silence is the mark of a great re- 
ceiver. And great engineering. 

The kind of quiet an audiophile 
loves to hear. 

Sound that takes you closer to 
the source. 
We've turned on the R-851 for some 
very experienced-even jaded- audio 
ears, and all we can say is it stops 
'em every time. The sound is dif- 
ferent. The sense of being there is 
almost overpowering. All this comes 
from 85 watts per channel of 
powers (with dynamic power far 
above this figure) and some of the 
most sophisticated circuitry in the 
business. Above all, it uses MOS 
FET's, the new breed of output 
transistors, in the amplifier section. 
They can handle the transients, the 
power surges, the power require- 
ments of present-day sound (and 
tomorrow's digital sound) better 
than bipolar transistors ever could- 
and give you a sonic purity like no 
other (many claim MOS FET's have 
picked up the warm, rich sound of 
the great tube amps and gone a step 
beyond!). 

Fine tuned for every audio need. 
From front end to output jacks, the 
R-851 offers every feature an audio 
enthusiast might want. The most 
commonly used controls are right 
up front-the more esoteric ones are 
placed behind a neat flip -down 
front panel. There's microprocessor - 
controlled quartz -locked tuning 
with 14 station programmable mem- 
ory (7 AM & 7 FM); automatic 
station seek; 3 -band parametric - 
style equalizer; fluorescent display 
panel; and two-way tape monitoring 
and dubbing. 
Call (201) 560-0060 for the name of 
the nearest dealer. Kyocera Interna- 
tional, Inc., 7 Powder Horn Drive, 
Warren, NJ 07060. 

1:g 
ICyOCERa 
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COMPACT DISCS 

More than anything else, the fact that 
the producer and engineer opted for 
the sound -field microphone shows 
that, basically, they espoused a 
hands-off approach to recording these 
massive works. There is absolutely no 
trace of harshness in tutti passages, 
and imaging is precise and natural. 

As would be expected, most of the 
time the LP version sounded very 
much like the CD. Only in soft pas- 
sages and in inner -groove tuttis was 
there a clear sonic advantage to the 
CD. 

Let's hope that Maazel will receive 
similar treatment with other Mahler 
works with the same orchestra. 

John M. Eargle 

Burnin': Don Menza's '80s Big Band 
RealTime RT -3001. 

Take 20 top musicians, well 
schooled in the big band tradition, mix 
well with a good recording engineer, 

BERT WHYTE, JOHN M. EARGLE, 
C. VICTOR CAMPOS 

MAHLER A LA MODE 
Mahler: Symphonies Nos. 5 and 6. 
The Vienna Philharmonic Orchestra, 
Lorin Maazel. 
CBS/Sony 90DC 100-102, three -disc 
set; CBS D3 87675, three -LP set. 

Both versions, CD and LP, arrived a 
few weeks ago for a comparison re- 
view. Lots of listening, but lots of fun, 
too. 

Like many of my generation, I over- 
dosed on Mahler during the '60s, main- 
ly through the excesses of Bernstein. 
Maazel, fortunately, probes this music 
to greater depths than Bernstein, and 
what results is delineation of the formal 
structure of these works rather than a 
preoccupation with the textural as- 
pects of the writing. The music unfolds 
with purpose and not as a series of 
emotional episodes. Nobody conducts 
these essentially tragic works any bet- 
ter, and no orchestra is likely to outdo 
the Vienna Philharmonic. 

The good news extends into the 
technical area, too. According to the 
notes, the Calrec sound -field micro- 
phone is used as the principal pickup. 
This implies that there are other micro- 
phones for highlighting various sec- 
tions of the orchestra, but they are 
tastefully used. In a nutshell, the 
sound -field microphone is a compact 
array of four microphone elements that 
capture the pressure and velocity in- 
formation at a single point in space. 
Through post -processing, these four 
signals can produce some of the most 
realistic surround sound that I have 
ever heard. Processed for stereo, as in 
these recordings, the microphone 
works pretty much like a 
conventional two -element 
stereo microphone, ex- 
cept that it maintains its 
single -point integrity 
much farther out in 
frequency than any 
of the rest of them. 

lay their art down on digital tracks, and 
the result is exciting music -making. 

This original material is unknown to 
me, but decidedly upbeat, with lots of 
screaming brass and explosive per- 
cussion. The recording is close-up, 
highly detailed, in a rather dry acoustic 
perspective. If you are a big band dev- 
otee, this CD offers good playing in a 
clean -sounding recording with plenty 
of presence. Bert Whyte 

J. S. Bach: Organ Works. The Great 
Organ at Methuen, Michael Murray. 
Telarc CD -80049. 

Even the most vociferous critics of 
digital sound readily admit that, in 
terms of extension and low distortion, 
digital bass response is markedly su- 
perior to that available from analog 
sources. 

Nowhere is this better illustrated 
than in this Telarc recording of Bach 
organ works played by Michael Murray 
on the Great Organ at Methuen. This 
magnificent instrument, built by the 
Walcker Organ Co. of Germany be- 
tween 1857 and 1863, was installed in 

the Boston Music Hall. It was disman- 
tled in 1884. Methuen Hall was built to 
house this organ and, in 1909, it was 
rededicated. The organ has gone 
through a number of changes since 
then, including a revoicing by famed 
G. Donald Harrison of the Aeolian - 
Skinner Co. Presently, it has 84 stops, 
115 ranks and more than 6,000 pipes. 

Michael Murray is an organist who 
combines brilliant technique with elo- 

quent, expressive playing and a 
clear touch which ensures good 

articulation. His readings of the 
"Fantasia" and "Fugue in G 

Minor (The Great)," the "Tocca- 
ta in F Major," the monumental 

"Passacaglia" and "Fugue in C 
Minor" and two chorale pre- 
ludes are masterful. He does 
not indulge in fustian display, 
but neither are his readings 
dull or pedantic. Murray is, 
above all, musical and highly 
listenable. 
The sound is extraordinary. 

The acoustics and reverberation 
period of Methuen Hall display 

the organ on a properly grandiose 
scale. There is plenty of detail and 
projection in the higher register 
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Chorzempa is one of the 
most highly regarded 
organists on the European 
scene, and these excellent 
performances show why. 

stops, and the thunderous sonority of 
the 32 -foot principal and contra -bom- 
barde pedals is awesome-if you have 
a good subwoofer to reproduce them 
properly. In the opening passages of 
the "Toccata in F Major." these great 
pedals are continuously sustained for 
63 seconds at quite a high level. Cau- 
tion is indicated with some amplifiers 
and loudspeakers! For organ buffs, 
this Compact Disc is a must. 

Bert Whyte 

Bach: Toccata & Fugue in D Minor; 
Prelude & Fugue in E Flat; Prelude, 
Largo & Fugue in C. Daniel Chor- 
zempa organ. 
Philips 410 038-2. 

Daniel Chorzempa is one of the most 
highly regarded organists on the Euro- 
pean scene. On this CD, he plays the 
magnificent old organ in De Boverkerk, 
a church located in Kampen, The 
Netherlands. While the organ has the 
typical reedy sound of instruments of 
that period, it has a much fuller sound 

of surprising weight. One of the 16 -foot 
Bourdon pipes dates from 1676, and 
several of the 16 -foot pedal pipes date 
from 1743 and 1790! Needless to say. 
the wind -chests were pressurized by 
the sweat of honest brows in those 
days. 

Chorzempa shows his mastery of 
this old organ in excellent perfor- 
mances of the ubiquitous J. S. Bach's 
"Toccata & Fugue in D Minor," the 
"Prelude & Fugue in E Flat" and the 
"Prelude, Largo & Fugue in C." The 

reverberation period of the church is a 
bit more than 3 seconds, and Chor- 
zempa adjusts his tempos to this peri- 
od. The sound is bright and clean, 
highly detailed, and though there is not 
the thunderous bass which might have 
come from 32 -foot pedal stops, the 16 - 
foot stops still provide a solid bass 
foundation. Bert Whyte 

The John Dentz Reunion Band 
RealTime RT -3004. 

Here is another in the RealTime jazz 
series of CD recordings. This time, we 
have a quartet with leader John Dentz 
on drums, the well-known Chick Corea 
on acoustic piano, Andy Simpkins on 
acoustic bass and Ernie Watts on tenor 
and alto saxes. Imagine that! Not a 
synthesizer in sight! 

The result is some first-class, 
straightforward, scintillating music - 
making, a refreshing return to the type 
of sound we used to enjoy before pop 
music came to rely so heavily on elec- 
tronics. Dentz furnishes fine drum work 

fanegae Zandaet 5#2,4444 

Typical amplifier specifications show FTC power ratings 
based on the continuous power that an amplifier can drive 
into a resistor, typically 8 Ohms, which is supposed to rep- 
resent a loudspeaker load. But speakers do not act like 
simple resistors. The speaker's 
crossover network alone is made 
up of not only resistors, but capaci- 
tors and inductors as well. The 
impedance of the voice coil varies 
tremendously as it has to interact 
with magnetic fields as well as with 
the mass of speaker coil. And, 
while the impedance of an 8 Ohm 
resistor does not vary, a speaker's 
impedance and its current require- 
ments are constantly in flux. 

A low frequency transient ...such 
as the beat of a kick drum...can 
make a nominally -rated 8 Ohm 
speaker instantaneously draw 6 times as much current as 
an 8 Ohm resistor. In other words, an 8 Ohm speaker's 
impedance can momentarily drop to 1/6th of its rating, or 
equal to 1.33 Ohms. 

So, while the continuous power output rating is 
indicative of the amplifier's continuous performance, it is 
as important tf at an amplifier be able to instanta- 
neously deliver much more than its rated power into 

low impedances. It must do this to 
accurately reproduce music 
...which involves bursts, rather 
than a continuous flow of 
current. 

320 
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-- Carver M200P 
Yamaha M50 

For this reason all Harman Kardon 
amplifiers and amplifier sections 
have been designed with High 
instantaneous Current Capability 
(HCC). HCC provides the instanta- 
neous power that is necessary to 
precisely drive and control nearly 
any loudspeaker system. 

Harman Kardon, continuously fine 
tuning the basics in order to deliver fundamentally 
advanced audio Equipment. 
Write to Harman Kardc n for an in depth technical paper on HCC or stop in 
at your local Harman Kardon dealer to see the new HCC video tape. 

harman I kardon 
Our state -of -the -mind is tomorrow's state-of-the-art. 

240 Crossways Park West, Woodbury, NY 11797. For more information call toll -free 800-528-6050 ext. 870. 
HK1983 In Canada, Gould Marketing, Montreal 
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\XkìyYour First Compact 
Disc Player Should Be A Second 

Generation Mitsubishi. 
No wow. No flutter. Dynamic range over 

90dB. Plus complete freedom from dust, dirt, 
surface noise, rumble and speaker feedback. 

The truth is, the basic technology of the 
digital audio disc is so vastly superior to analog 
sound, that deciding on a player becomes very 
tricky indeed. 

That is, until you check the record. 

YOU DONT BECOME A DIGITAL 
AUDIO EXPERT OVERNIGHT. 

Most companies now introducing digital 
audio players were just recently introduced 
to digital audio themselves. 

Mitsubishi has been at the leading edge 
of digital audio research since the beginning. 
Moreover, much of the second generation 
technology found in the Mitsubishi DP -103 
compact disc player you see here is a direct 
result of that experience. 

For example, the DP -103 employs a three - 
beam optical pickup in place of the conven- 
tional single beam. These two insurance 
beams constantly correct for imperfections in 
the disc, ensuring stable, error -free tracking. 

The retaining springs for the laser optics 
pickup, which are susceptible to vibration, 
have been replaced by Mitsubishi's exclusive 
linear -sliding cylinder- in effect eliminating 
a problem before you've had one. 

These second -generation refinements also 
allow simplified servo circuitry which results 
in fewer parts, less to go wrong. 

The play, fast forward, fast reverse, skip, 
and repeat functions are yours all at the touch 
of a button. With track number and elapsed 
time visually displayed. And when you've 
experienced the music that emerges in its full 
power and range, every nuance etched in 
magnificent relief, you'll know you've heard 
the future. 

Like stereo componentry that preceded 
it, the compact disc player of the future will 
offer improved technology at a lower price. 

Just like the Mitsubishi DP -103 does.Today. 

Art MITSUBISHI 
Even If You Caht Have The Best Of Everything, 

You Can Have The Best Of Something. 
Mitsubishi Electric Sales America, Inc., 3030 E Victoria Sr., Rancho Dominguez, CA 90221. 
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Acoustic Research 
introduces three essentials 

for the ultimate system. 
1 Our new line of nine different 

computer -designed speakers, 
ranging from the economical, space -saving 
AR8B bookshelf model to the awesome 
AR9Ls with its Dual DomeTM mid -high range 
driver and thunderous Bass Contour Chamber. 

2 A new three-point suspension 
turntable whose predecessor was a 

legend among audiophiles ten years ago. So 
much of a legend we decided to bring it back 
in a totally updated version-re-designed 
from the dustcover on down. With your 
choice of universal tone arm mounting plat- 
form, or AR's own new medium mass 
straight arm. 

3 Our new AR compact remote 
control unit employing ultra - 

sophisticated microcircuitry. From wherever 
you sit or stand, you can control stereo balance 
and work a wide range of functions on your 

amp for maximum convenience 
and ideal sonic performance. 

HeAr what you've been missing. 
wTEL EDYNE acoustic RESEARCH 
10 American Drive, Norwood, MA 02062, USA. 
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The sound of Meyer's 
clarinet is quite smooth, 
and the overall sound is 
clean and well detailed. 

with sharp, explosive transients on 
snare drum and cymbal with stick. 
Chick Corea shows off his distinctive 
piano styling, which this closely miked 
recording displays with crystalline clar- 
ity. Exaggerated, of course, but very 
well done. There is more close miking 
on the acoustic bass, which gives forth 
very articulate thrums and darkly reso- 
nant pizzicatos. Ernie Watts furnishes a 
melodic base with some cool, up -front 
sounds from his tenor and alto saxes, 
nicely anchored as a phantom image 
between the loudspeakers. Overall 
sound is very clean and bright, record- 
ed fairly dry-which suits the music 
style. Ten tracks here, but except for 
"Night and Day," "My One and Only 
Love," and "Bud Powell," they are orig- 
inals and unknown to me. Strictly for 
jazz aficionados, this CD is from a digi- 
tal original and is a superior recording. 

Bert Whyte 

Sabine Meyer 

Mozart: Clarinet Quintet; Weber- 
Kuffner: Introduction, Theme & Vari- 
ations. The Berlin Philharmonic Quar- 
tet, Sabine Meyer, clarinet. 
Denon 38C37-7038, $19.95. 

These delightful works are miked 
rather closely, but their sonic contours 
are softened by a fairly spacious 
acoustic perspective. Sabine Meyer's 
clarinet is quite smooth and firmly posi- 
tioned in the phantom center channel. 
Projection is just about right, slightly 
forward of the quartet. However, the 
clarinet sound makes it appear as if it 

were in a slightly more reverberant 
field than the quartet. Overall sound is 
clean and well detailed. The perfor- 
mances are very well done and, with 
the total lack of noise, fall very pleas- 
antly on the ears. Bert Whyte 

Horowitz at the Met. Vladimir Horo- 
witz, piano. 
RCA RCD-14585. 

These recordings were made under 
rather noisy conditions at the Metropol- 
itan Opera House some three years 
ago. The pickup is a little distant, and 
the edge we are used to on Horowitz's 
piano is somewhat rolled off. 

While there are sonic flaws, they can 
all be ignored when the music starts. 
The program begins with a set of Scar- 
latti sonatas, transformed into virtuoso 
miniatures as only Horowitz can. The 
high point in the program is doubtless 
the Chopin "Ballade in F Minor." This 
staggeringly difficult piece becomes 
truly heaven -bound in its final pages. 
What follows is a Chopin waltz, the 
Liszt "B Minor Ballade," and the Rach- 
maninoff "G Minor Prelude (Opus 23.. 

No. 5)." 
It is almost a certainty that these 

recordings were edited from both per- 
formances and rehearsals prior to the 
main event. This is standard procedure 
in producing albums of this nature and 
is perfectly justified. 

Get this one if you are a Horowitz fan. 
There won't be many more perform- 
ances like these. John M. Eargle 

Antonio Vivaldi: Quatre concertos 
Pour Orgue et Orchestre. Pierre Bar- 
don, organ. 
disques Pierre Verany PV79801. 
(Available through AudioSource, 1185 
Chess Dr., Foster City, Cal. 94404.) 

This is still another of those high 
sound -level CDs from the Pierre Verany 
company. 

Here are four Vivaldi organ concer- 
tos, played by Pierre Bardon on a his- 
toric organ at Roquemaure. This is a 
typical, reedy -sounding Baroque in- 
strument with very little bass. It is pre- 
dominantly in the phantom center 
channel, somewhat recessed in per- 
spective as compared to the up -front 
recording of the Pro Arte Orchestra of 
Munich. The hall has fairly spacious 

From now on, 
no matter what 
type of cartridge 
you need ... you 
can 
use 

1) The high performance 
Samarium Cobalt 

Cartridges that Stanton 
is famous for. 
981HZS, 980HZS, 881S, 880S 
Its patented moving stylus system 
features the exclusive Stereohedron 
Diamond mounted in an ultra -low 
mass Samarium Cobalt armature 
(0.2 mg) that enables the 981 HZS to 
track at the highest levels found in 
the newest high tech records used in 
all kinds of professional applications 
around the world. 

Comprehensive 
literature 
now available 

2) The revolutionary 
low impedance 

Samarium Cobalt Concept - "a step beyond the 
moving coil" 
981LZS, 98OLZS, 885LZS, 785LZE 
A moving magnet cartridge that 
because of its unique design works 
directly into the moving coil input of 
most receivers and integrated am- 
plifiers and provides extended fre- 
quency response well beyond 
50kHz. It offers the best features of 
the moving coil with the technical 
soundness of the Stanton Samarium 
Cobalt design concept. 

Send for 
Comprehensive 7,7;, ü s 
literature á audio m.erue. '....... --u--' 

Stanton Magnetics Inc. I 200 Terminal Drive Plainview, N.Y. 11803 

Please send me ' 981 HZS High Performance Literature ' 
98OLZS Low Impedance Literature 

Name 

' Address 

' State Zip 
MIM-- ..... --Ma- 
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the perfect combination .. . 

The musical accuracy of Bryston components is a revelation. 
Every note emerges with perfect clarity from a background of 

silence, then vanishes. The progression of musical events 
seems real, tangible, almost visual in its presentation ... . 

Bryston believes there is a need for reference standards 
of musical accuracy. That is why we designed our Models 2 B, 

3B and 4B power amplifiers, and our Model 1B preamplifier. 
Their only reason for existing is to provide the most faithful 
electronic rendition of a musical signal possible within the 
bounds of available technology. Write to us and we'll tell you 
how we do it, and where you can listen to our perfect com- 
bination. 

IN THE UNITED STATES: IN CANADA: 

.,VERMONT ( °'[ TiY1-_-21'. 1IMARKETING LTD 

RFD54, Berlin M<' ºi; Vermont 05602 S7A Westrno,e Dr, Rexdale Onre,o, Canada MPV 3Y6 
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For Home or Business 
WHAT... WHEN. .HOW. 

LEARN HOW 
TO USE A 

COMPUTER 
Train at home in spare time! No 
previous experience needed! Now 
you can learn it all! Com- 
puter programming...compu- 
ter applications...computer 
games...everything you ever 
wanted to know about com- 
puter operations! Write your 
own computer programs or 
use hundreds of programs 
already available...budget- 
ing, real estate, bookkeep- 
ing, expenses, investments, 

interest, taxes, shopping 
lists, vacation planning, 

)a wra6rrecsrr addresses, phone num- 
00 rr WOO IOU SOY 
*0 Y tiers, routing even Yae G 1119 IA g .- gym»is80 wwow» foreign languages and 

®lam graphics. 
You'll know what really happens when you have a com- 
puter problem with a bank, store, loan company, oil 
company, utility or anyone else. You'll be able to talk 
their language...understand why and how things hap- 
pen...to be able to take the offensive when you're the 
victim of a computer error. Experts explain everything 
in easy -to -understand language with step-by-step 
directions. 

TIMEX COMPUTER INCLUDED WITH 
YOUR TRAINING Plugs into any TV , SEND FOR FREE FACTS! 

ICS COMPUTER TRAINING, Dept.WK014 
36100'09' J Scranton, Pennsylvania 18515 

Please rush me free facts and color brochure 
that tells how I can learn computer applications, 
programming and operation at home in spare 

time. No cost. No obligation. 

r 

Name 

Address 

City/State/Zip 

Age 
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acoustics, with reverb time on the or- 
der of 2.5 to 2.8 seconds. Nonetheless, 
the sound is generally clean, with good 
definition, although there is a bit too 
much brightness on the first and sec- 
ond violins. The performances appear 
to be well done if somewhat pedantic. 
"Interesting music -making," was my reac- 
tion on hearing the first concerto -but 
four in a row is a bit much! Bert Whyte 

Beethoven: Piano Concerto No. 5, 
"Emperor." The Boston Symphony 
Orchestra, Seiji Ozawa; Rudolf Serkin, 
piano. 
Telarc CD -80065. 

This recording of the Beethoven 
"Emperor" concerto is part of Telarc's 
ambitious program to record all five of 
the Beethoven concertos with Rudolf 
Serkin, Seiji Ozawa and the Boston 
Symphony Orchestra. 

The Beethoven Piano Concerto No. 
5 is a stalwart warhorse in the piano 
repertoire. Serkin has performed it 

countless times and recorded it many 
times over the last few decades, yet 
familiarity has not bred contempt. His 
performance in this recording is splen- 
didly crafted in a traditional mode. No 
flashy Wunderkind, Serkin emphasizes 
the grandeur and majesty of this great 
work, and although he's in his mid - 
'70s, he still commands the power and 
the essential lyricism to make his per- 
formance memorable. 

On Serkin's many recordings of the 
"Emperor," he has been rather poorly 
served in matters of sound. In this re- 
cording, Telarc has furnished him a 
clean, spacious, well-balanced sound 
worthy of his talents. Transient re- 
sponse is excellent, and the piano 
sound, which is acoustically projected 
just slightly forward of the orchestra, is 
nicely articulated. The Boston Sym- 
phony Hall acoustics dictated a fairly 
close-up placement of the three omni 
Schoeps microphones, so at times the 
high strings are slightly wiry, and or- 
chestral textures can get a bit thick. 
Nonetheless, there is a blend of or- 
chestral detail, with spacious acous- 
tics. As one would expect, Ozawa and 
his Boston Symphony Orchestra have 
this familiar music at their fingertips, 
and their accompaniment is entirely 
sympathetic and splendidly played. 

Bert Whyte 
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How nice, via this CD, to 
hear the magnificent 
Silbermann organ, a 
full- throated instrument of 
tremendous power and 
great refinement. 

Beethoven: Sonatas, Op. 57 and 111. 
Carol Rosenberger, piano. 
Delos D/CD 3009, $17.98. 

Difficult to contain on a conventional 
LP, the unique sound of the Bösen- 
dorfer Imperial concert grand has met 
its match in the capabilities of the 
Compact Disc. No instrument has such 
power in the lower registers, and its 
wide sonic range is aptly exploited by 
Ms. Rosenberger in these intelligent 
performances. As I have remarked 
many times previously, the ability of 
this instrument to support a crescendo 
without clanging is an important ingre- 
dient in projecting so many of the big- 
ger pieces. Beautifully played and 
beautifully recorded. John M. Eargle 

irett 
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DIE GROSSE SILBERMANNORGEL 
DES DOMES ZU FREIBERG 

J.S.Bach 

Hans Otto 

J. S. Bach: Die Grosse Silbermann- 
orgel. Des Domes Zu Freiberg; Hans 
Otto, organ. 
Denon C37-7004, $19.95. 

Another CD recording of J. S. Bach 
organ music played on the Great Sil- 
bermann Organ in Freiberg Cathedral, 
Freiberg, Germany. 

I was in this cathedral in 1958, and 
at that late date it was still undergoing 
repairs for bomb damage from World 
War II. Only the antiphonal organ had 
been restored. How nice now, via this 
CD, to hear the magnificent main Sil- 
bermann organ-a full-throated instru- 
ment of tremendous power and great 
refinement. 

Organist Hans Otto begins his recital 
with the almost obligatory "D Minor 
Toccata and Fugue," followed by 
some chorales, several trios, preludes, 
and fugues, as well as a fantasia. The 
reverb period in the cathedral is be- 

tween 3.5 to 4 seconds, so the record- 
ing has been miked rather close-up, 
but with plenty of detail and without 
losing the sense of the large acoustic 
space. Overall sound is very clean, 
with great sonority from the pedal 
ranks. Good performances and a 
great, glorious organ sound make this 
CD a winner. Bert Whyte 

Bartok: Concerto for Orchestra, 
Dance Suite. The Chicago Symphony 
Orchestra, Sir Georg Solti. 
London 400 052-2. 

One of the problems with CDs is that 
there is a tendency to play them, or try 
to play them, at too high levels. This 
CD easily points up the problem. The 
Concerto" opens with a whisper. If it 

were an LP, you would be warned by 
the rumble and other low -frequency 
noise that your playback setting was a 
bit too high. With the CD, there is none 
of this, and you go merrily on your way 
until the high strings come in with a 
dreadful screech. However, if you re- 
adjust your listening level at this point, 
and then go back to the beginning, all 
will be well. 

You will need plenty of headroom to 
hear these works realistically. The dy- 
namic range is quite wide, and the 
bottom end is awesome in the same 
sense that many of the Telarcs are. 

Solti's performances of Bartok are 
legendary, and this CD probably con- 
tains the definitive recordings of these 
electrifying works. John M. Eargle 

Mozart: Piano Concertos Nos. 23 
and 27. The Philharmonia Orchestra, 
Vladimir Ashkenazy. 
London 400 087-2. 

The protean Ashkenazy conducts as 
well as performs as soloist here. The 
piano is heard with a reverberant 
bloom that sometimes blurs rapid pas- 
sages. This is no real problem, how- 
ever, and the benefit is that the canta- 
bile passages sing out all the more 
because of it. With a slightly elevated 
playback level, there is some stridency 
to the strings, so be prepared to roll off 
some high end. 

There is no question that Ashkenazy 
plays these works as well as any pian- 
ist active today, and I highly recom- 
mend this CD. John M. Eargle 

Great Lies 
of HiFi 

#1 
"Spend Most 

of Your Money 
on Speakers" 

It is a common misconception that the 
most important component in a hi-fi 
system is the loudspeaker. Nothing 
could be further from the truth! 

The performance of any loudspeaker 
is limited by the performance of every 
component that comes before it in the 
reproduction chain. Often, improving 
the speaker serves only to more clear- 
ly reveal faults that exist earlier in the 
system, 

Or, more simply put, if you don't get 
the information off the record at the 
turntable, no component further down 
the chain can recreate that missing in- 
formation. This is the reason that a 
moderately priced system with a Linn 
Sondek LP12 turntable, Linn Basik 
LVX arm, inexpensive integrated amp, 
and bookshelf speakers will sound 
better than an expensive system with 
a lesser turntable. 

LI\\ 
SON DEK 

Whether you have an expensive hi-fi 
or a moderately priced system, replac- 
ing your existing turntable with a Linn 
will result in a larger audible improve- 
ment than any other change you could 
make, regardless of cost! This may 
sound like a pretty bold claim; don't 
take our word for it, visit a Linn/Naim 
dealer and hear it for yourself. 

Distributed in the U.S. by: 

audiophile 
systems LTD. 

6842 Hawthorn Park Drive 
Indianapolis, Indiana 46220 
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Use your convenient Mastercard, 
Visa, American Express, Diners Club. 
Ask about details on COD orders. 
Money orders accepted. Allow 4 weeks 
clearance on personal checks 

CLOSED SATURDAY 
OPEN SUNDAYS 

10 A.M.-8 P.M. 

öL BELLE 
Send $1 
For Our 
Catalog 

CAMERA & STEREO OF MAINE 
Prices and Products In Effect Jan. 20 -Feb. 20, 1984 

Fades CALL TOLL FREE 1-800-341-0783 
PERSONAL STEREOS 

SONY WALKMAN 
New Compact 

Cassino Stereo 
WM -10 

I, $79.95 
Complete Set 

WM -8 S 49.95 
WM -7 $109.95 
WM -F1 5 77.95 
SRFS $ 59.95 

AIWA AM/FM 
Stereo Cassette 
W/Recording & 
Auto Reverse 

HS -J02 

HS -J300 $129.95 
HS -J110 $129.95 
HS -P05 $ 89.95 

$119.95 
SCA3 $39.95 
SCA2 $69.95 
SCA5 $59.95 

S NY WALKMAN 
Qir FM/Stereo Cassette 

Smallest in the world 
WM F10 

6 $109.95 
Complete Set 

WM -F5 $117.95 
WM -R2 _.. $109.95 
WM -F2 $129.95 
WA -66 $129.95 

. 
KTV-S1 $ 79.95 
KTA-Sl $109.95 
KTR-1 $ 79.95 
KTR-51 $129.95 

TOSN1dA 
FMi Starve 

Cassatt. 
KTS-3 

$54.95 

FOR YOUR CAR 

PIONEER 
PK-SAW 

All Weather 
Cassette Stereo 

W/Auto Reverse 

$109.95 
PK-9SV $129.95 
PK-R7AW $119.95 
PK-35V $ 89.95 

mpAnria AM/FM 
Stereo Cassette 

MG -31A 

$49.95 
MG -10 $44.95 MG -7 $24.95 

MG -90 $69 95 MG -100 $99.95 
MG -12 344.95 MG-34DT $89.95 

iií'l_!'iilrelialwl-l.i- 
SONY fa101IEEJ-2 MITSUBISHI° /`CAR AUDIO XR-15 CALL 

XR-25 CALL 
XR-45 CALL 

c o 

KPA-700 $169.95 
KPA-400 $139.95 
KPA-500 $149.95 
VKE-3100 $179.95 
KE-5100 $174.95 
KE-6100 $194.95 
KP -7500 $169.95 
KE-7200 $229.95 

JENSEN 
RE -530 $279.95 
RE -520 $249.95 
RE -578 $229.95 
RE -512 $219.95 
R E-508 $179.95 
R-408 $179.95 
R-220 $149.95 
EQA-5000 $ 89.95 
A-34 Amp $ 49.95 

CONCORD 

HPL-101 $139.95 
HPL-118F $249.95 
HPL-502 $189.95 
HPL-516 $219.95 
HPL-532 CALL 

CALL FOR 
NEW MODELS 

5100R 
6300 R 
5500 R 
6700RT 
8100R 
6900 R T 
6950 RT 
7500 R 
8500 R 
8550 R 

CZ -757 
R X-735 
CZ -727 
R X-707 
R X-726 
R X-723 
R X-909 
R X-755 
CV -23 

$249.95 
$209.95 
$159.95 
$154.95 
$129.95 
$ 99.95 
$209.95 
$169.95 
$ 89.95 

BLAUPUNKT 

Seattle 
Richmond 
Manhattan 
C R-3003 
Tucscon 
Washington 
BEA155 
B E-55 
BPA-415 

$189.95 
219.95 

$219.95 
$264.95 
$339.95 
$439.95 
5129.95 
$69.95 
$89.95 

Clarion 
350R $89.95 

$119.95 
$129.95 
$139.95 
$159.95 
$159.95 
$169.95 
$169.95 
$189.95 
$179.95 
$179.95 

X R-55 
X R-65 
X R-75 
X R-85 
X R-100 
XR-M10 
X M -12J 
XM-E7 

CALL 
CALL 
CALL 
CALL 
CALL 
CALL 
CALL 
CALL 

PANASONIC, 
CQS-958 $319.95 
CQS-903 $279.95 

$229.95 
$219.95 
$209.95 
$189.95 
$164.95 
$129.95 
$169.95 
$199.95 

CQS-818 
CQS-788 
CQS-760 
CQS-747 
CQS-717 
CQS-668 
CY-SG100 
CQS-793 

SANYO 

..®i' E 

FTV-100 
FTC -1 

F TV -90 
FTC -38 
FTC -120 
FTX-140 
FTX-160 
FLX J80 

$159.95 
$49.95 

$129.95 
$89.95 

5199.95 
$219.95 
$239.95 
$259.95 

o 

Ç 

i: 

L 

R SP ..AK' 

PIONEER 
TS -1633 $59.95 pr. 
TS -6905 $69.95 pr. ®\r TS -6906 579.95 pr. 1e 

TS-6907 $89.95 pr. 
TS -6904 49.95 pr. 
TS -T3 $32.95 pr. 
TS -1655K $74.95 pr. 
TS -167 $49.95 pr. 
TS -108 539.95 pr. 
TS -1044K $49.95 pr. 

JENSEN 
I J3033 $78.95 pr. 

J2020 $69.95 pr. 
J3013 $69.95 pr. 
J2037 $69.95 pr. 
J2094 $34.95 pr. 
J3003 $56.95 pr. 
J1242 $84.95 pr. 
J1065 $59.95 pr. 
J1401 $69.95 pr. 
J1405 $44.95 pr. 

'anon 
AE 1 with 50mm 

1.8 FD Lens 5179.95 
AE 1 PROGRAM w/50mm 

1.8 FO Lens $219.95 
- A-1 w/50mm 1.8 F O $259.95 
SURE -SHOT 35M 

w/Case $119.95 
CASES FOR CANON $18 

RADAR 
Whistler 

Spectrum 
Z-70 
Q2000 
Q 1200 
Intercept 

5229.95 
$79.95 

$199.95 
$119.95 
$219.95 

Fuzzbuster 
Het Model 2 $169.95 

Call For Other 
Models 8. Prices eralmminom 

MINOLTA 

X700 w/ 50mm f1.7 5219.95 
X-570 w/50mm f1.7 $189.95 

NOW AT 2 LOCATIONS: 
155 MAIN STREET 

BIDDEFORD, MAINE 04005 
s i O M { 

224 WEST JERICHO TURNPIKE 
SYOSSET, L.I., NEW YORK 11791 

Call information for hon numb r 
and a or shipping and 

andiin chartes In Maine, Alaska 
-207-. 1401 

Technics 
SL -6 
SL-QL15 
SL-DL5 
SL-BL3 
SL -VS 
SL -7 

$139.95 
$179.95 
$129.95 
$109.95 
$129.95 
518995 

SL -10 $399.95 
SL-QL1 $249.95 

J.V.C. 
L -A100 $59.95 
QL-A200 $79.95 
QL-F300 $94.95 
QL-Y55 $299.95 
LE -22 $99.95 
LE -33 $124.95 
LL -1 $109.95 
QLL-2 $139.95 

FOR YOUR HOME 

Technics 
LINEAR TRACKING 4 

CARTRIDGES 

DIRECT DRIVE 
SL -5 $107.95 

machII,*c9 
SL -B100 S56.95 
SL -B200 $64.95 
SL -B300 $72.95 
SL -Q200 $77.95 
SL -Q300 $87.95 
SL-QX200 $119.95 
SL-QX300 $134.95 
SL-1200MKII 5289.95 

AKAI rnoNEER 
AP -131 $58.95 
AP -D2 $74.95 
AP -03 $87.95 
AP -Q310 $99.95 
AP -Q41 $149.95 
AP-M5S $119.95 
AP-M7S $149.95 

PLS-30 $74.95 
PLS-40 589.95 
PLS-50 $109.95 
PLS-70 5119.95 
PL -707 5199 95 
PL-8FS f259.95 

SHURE 
TLP2 519.95 
DT-I5P 539.95 
01-25P $59.95 
DT -35P $79.95 
V-15 Type 5 $99.95 

audio -technica 
HR101 EU $39.95 
HR201 EU 559.95 
HR301 EU $74.95 

PICKERING 
TL -E $14.95 
TL -2 $29.95 
TL -3 174.95 

to 

ALL CARTRIDGES REDUCED 
UP TO S0% OFF LIST 

Shure, Audio Technics, Stamton 
Pickering, Sony, Ortophon, ADC, Etc. 

I11t1-11uLi1Iui.:W3:1>11111,114«.114 
RECEIVERS 
AKAI 

AAR -1 $129.95 
AAR -22 $169.95 
AAR -32 $219.95 
AAR -42 $289.95 
AM -U3 $179.95 
AM -U5 $205.95 
AM -U7 $289.95 
AT -53 $149.95 

PIONEER 
SX-202 $ 119.95 
SX-303 $129.95 
SX-7 $329.95 
SX-8 $439.95 
SX-40 CALL 
SX-50 5289.95 

Safi sui_ 
Z -3000X CALL 
Z -5000X CALL 
Z -7000X CALL 
Z -9000X CALL 

J.V.0 
RK -22 $159.95 
RX-44 $199.95 
R X-60 $249.95 
RX-80 $339,95 

RECEIVERS CASSETTE 
DECKS IOIIK KO 

NR -320 $149.95 
NR -700 5199.95 
ALPHA 230 CALL 
ALPHA 450 CALL 
BETA 30 CALL 
BETA 50 CALL 
GAMMA 30 CALL 

Technics 
SA -110 109.95 
SA -210 $134.95 
SA -310 $164.95 
SA -410 $189.95 
SA -510 $279.95 
SA -810 $329.95 
SA -1010 $499.95 

CASSETTE 
DECKS 

PIONEER 
CT -5 $139.95 
CT -10 $109.95 
CT -20 $119.95 
CT -40 $189.95 
CT -50R $229.95 
CT -9R $349.95 

AKAI 
HX-1 $109.95 
HX-2 $139.95 
HX-3 $159.95 
GXF-31 $199.95 
HXR-5 $224.95 
GX-7 $259.95 
GX-R6 $259.95 
GX-F91 $469.95 

Technics 
RS -M203 $99.95 
RS -M224 $109.95 
RS-M227X$134 95 E 
R S-M234X á 149.95 
RS-M235X $169.95 
R S -M245 X $ 204.95 
R S-M253X $ 279.95 
RS -M222 $209.95 

J.V.C. 
KDV -33 $149.95 
KDV -40 $179.95 
KDV -44 $209.95 
KDD-55 $239.95 
KDW-5 $209.95 

SSETTE 
DECKS 
TEAC 

V -400X CALL 
V-707RX CALL 
V-909RX CALL 
V500X CALL 

Sails mi 
D-370 
D-570 
D-990 
D -W9 

CALL 
CALL 
CALL 
CALL 

A 
Á Q 
r e a 
w 

UALIZERS 
ADC 

SS -115 $149.95 
SS -215 $209.95 
SS -315 $239.95 

AUDIO SOURCE 
EQ-1 $239.95 

Numm'k 
DM -155'0 5179.95 

Technics gm 

SH -8055 $229.95 to 

HOME SPEAKERS 
PIONEER mm 

CS -A9000 rn 48B 
3 -Way 12" Speakers 3 -Way Bookshelf 

150W Per Speaker Speakers 

Thamice 
S B L-51 

3 -Way 9" Speakers 
75W Per Speaker 

$189.95 $299.95 $119.95 

a 
m 
e t.. 
O.; 

b 

VIDEO RECORDERS 
VGT 4ÓO SONY 
VGT-500 SL -2400 
VGT-700 SL -2500 

PANASONIC JV VJP-170 SL -5200 
PV -1220 HRD-120 VJP-900 SL -2700 
PV -1320 HRD-225 Call for other models 
PV -1520 HR -7650 and prices on 
PV -1720 HR -2650 Hitachi, Quasar, 
PV -6600 GX-N5U Olympus, Minolta, 
PK-557 GX-N7OU GE, Akai. 

FAMOUS 
MAKER 
80-200mm 
MACRO 

ZOOM 

$69.95 

MAXELL 
UD -XLII C-90 $2.29 ea. 
UD -XL II SC -90 $3.19 ea. 

TDK 
SA -C90 $2.29 ea. 
SA-XC90 $3.39 ea. 
MINIMUM ORDER 

10 TAPES 

35MM GAMER S 

PENTAX 
K 1000 w/50mm f2 
ME SUPER 

w/50mm f2 $159.95 
Super Program 
w/SOmm f1.7A $249.95 
CASES FOR PENTAX $18 

$119.95 
NIKON ei 
FE w/50mm 1.8E $239.95 
FM2 w/50mm 1.8E $239.95 
FG w/50mm 1.8E $234.95 
F3 Body w/Highpoints489.95 
CASES FOR NIKON $18 

0 da% return po le% s returns must t e p one. in or pr or authorizat on. pr . tarts most be returned in original lac packaging Clean 

and unsrratthed Do not write tape, or deface manufacturers original cartons Please include blank warrants Lards It there should ht a 

problem or a q'iestion upon re(cipt of sour order please feel free to call our t-ustomer relations dept toll iree l-8011-328-6*ttO or write to to. 

9 
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING 

CLASSIFIED 
ADVERTISING RATES 

BUSINESS ADS-$1.25 per word, MINIMUM charge 
PER AD $30. All centered or spaced lines $10.00. 

NON BUSINESS ADS -85e per word, MINIMUM 
charge PER AD $15. All centered or spaced lines at 

$8.00. 

ALL LINE ADS-First line set in bold face type at no 

extra charge. Additional words set in bold face at $1.50 
extra per word. One point ruled box is $10.00. 

CLASSIFIED LINE ADS ARE PAYABLE IN AD- 
VANCE BY CHECK OR MONEY ORDER ONLY. 
(Sorry, we cannot accept credit cards or bill for line 
advertising.) ALL LINE ORDERS should be mailed to: 

AUDIO 
CBS Magazines 
P.O. Box 9125 

Dept, 346V 
Stamford, CT 06925 

ORDERS WILL NOT BE PROCESSED WITHOUT 
ACCOMPANYING CHECK OR MONEY ORDER FOR 
FULL AMOUNT. 

CLOSING DATE-First of month two months preced- 
ing the cover date. If the first of the month falls on a 

weekend or holiday, the closing date is the last busi- 
ness day preceding the first. ADS RECEIVED AFTER 
THE CLOSING DATE WILL BE HELD FOR THE 
NEXT ISSUE UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. 

FREQUENCY DISCOUNTS -3 times less 5%, 6 times 
less 15%, 12 times less 20%. These discounts apply to 
line ads only. Ads submitted for a three time frequency 
are unchangeable. Frequency discounts not fulfilled 
will be short rated accordingly. Agency discounts do 
not apply to line advertising. 

BLIND ADS-Audio box numbers may be used at 
$5.00 extra for handling and postage. 

GENERAL INFORMATION-Ad copy must be type- 
written or printed legibly. The publisher in his sole 
discretion reserves the right to reject any ad copy he 
deems inappropriate. ALL ADVERTISERS MUST 
SUPPLY: Complete name, Company name, Full street 
address (P.O. Box numbers are insufficient) and tele- 
phone number. Classified LINE ADS are not acknowl- 
edged and do not carry Reader Service Card Num- 
bers. AGENCY DISCOUNTS do not apply to line ad- 
vertising. FREQUENCY DISCOUNTS not fulfilled will 
be short rated accordingly. Only those advertisers who 
have prepaid for their entire contract time will be RATE 
PROTECTED for the duration of that contract, in the 
event of a rate increase. 

1-800-451-3232 Q sPee 
ayq 

t 
cartridges +styh -macs +heaQorones 

880 ' audio -tech ni,a ' AKG C nob, 
Dynavector' Grace - - Star en 

ADC ' SIGNET - 3HL RE ' Sr nr heiser 

P.O. Box 37 Brooklyn. Ns 1104 272 438-17110 

FOR SALE 

AAAAA, PS 2C $265., Jordan Modules and cabinet B.O., 

Mitsubishi DA -F10 Tuner $160., Dynaco PAT -5 preamp 
$135., Transcriptor Turntable Vestige] Arm B.D., Pioneer 
Tr( 9500 Tuner B.O., call Michael 313-874-8389 

AAAA-PRECISION AUDIOPHILE COMPONENTS. 
Q.L.0 Audio has Vandersteen, PS Audio, Hefter, Precision 
Fidelity, Audire, Grace, CJ Walker and more. O/LC Audio 
1006 Berkshire Road, Dayton. Ohio 4.419 (513) 293-7287. 

ABBIE'S AUDIO offers, Audioquest. David Bening, Beard, 
Pink Triangle, Talisman, Spendor, Pentagram, Goetz Sys- - 

tems, Spica, Heybrook, Apt Holman, Helivs, Mulos, M&K, 

Sonographe, Infinite Slope, and more. 302 E High Street, 
Waynesburg PA 15370,(412)852-1134. 

Audiophile's Corner 
"The Neu' Monster Cable is an extraordinary 
performance and price value... Please come 
in for a demonstration. We carry the entire 
line of Monster products." 

Gary Lawson, Century Music 
San Jose, CA 408-998-'474 

FOR SALE 

AAA AUDIO DISCOUNTS OFFERS THE FINEST 
lines of audio components (INCLUDING THE ESO- 
TERICS) at DISCOUNT PRICES. It you're in the mar- 
ket for speakers, receivers, cassette decks, to the best 

in separate components including amps, pre -amps, 
turntables, cartridges etc. or a new CAR STEREO our 
knowledgeable sales staff will be glad to assist you. 
For more information Monday thru Saturday PLEASE 
CALL 301-593-8833 or write to AUDIO DISCOUNTS, 
1026 McCeney Avenue, Silver Spring. MD 20901. We 
honor VISA -MC and COD for your convenience. 

ABSOLUTE AUDIO: ROBERTSON, SPICA, AMBER. 
COUNTERPOINT, ORACLE, CONRAD -JOHNSON (in- 

cluding PREMIERS), DYNAVECTOR, NAD, OHM, RGR. 
SNELL, VPI, THIEL, THRESHOLD, MAGNEPAN, MI- 
RAGE, WALKER, ETC. AUDIO FILE, 1202 S. Ccngress, 
Austin, Texas 78704, (512) 443-9295 

CLASSIFIED DISPLAY RATES 
1 col x 1 inch $250. 
1 col x 2 inches $395. 
1 col x 3 inches $565. 
2 cols. x 1 inch $450. 
2 cols. x 2 inches $760. 

One column width is 21/2'. Two columns wide is 41/2". 

For larger display ad rates and 6, 12, 18 and 24 times 
frequency rates call (212) 719-6338. 

DISPLAY ADVERTISERS should make space reser- 
vation on or before the closing date. Ad material (film 
or velox) may follow by the 10th. DISPLAY ADVER- 
TISERS MUST SUPPLY COMPLETE FILM NEGA- 
TIVE READY FOR PRINTING OR VELOX. PRODUC- 
TION CHARGES WILL BE ASSESSED ON ANY AD 
REQUIRING ADDITIONAL PREPARATION. 

ALL DISPLAY CORRESPONDENCE should be sent 
to: 

Laura J. Lo Vecchio 
AUDIO MAGAZINE 

1515 Broadway 
New York, NY 10036 

FOR ANY ADDITIONAL INFORMATION contact 
Laura directly at (212) 719-6338 

HERE'S WHAT HAPPENS WHEN 
YOU GIVE THE WORLD'S FINESTAUDIO 

ENGINEERS CARIE BLANCHE. 
The team o-engheers'iha. developed Sony Esprit was not asked to 

work within the narrcw cor firres of a l udget. 
Nor were tl-ey asked tc ad-rere to the compromising deadlines of some 

production timetable_ Or tc the arbitra -y figures of a spec sheet. 
They we -e asked, cuite sinply, to develop components that would 

approach, to the closes: po=side degree, perfect sound. 
There is nogimrr ickry in 3sprit components; only those technological 

improvements t -at ccn_rib_te to sound quality were considered meaningful. 
There are no question Fa-ks either. For the Esprit engineers fully re- 

search their egt. ipme It bebre production. Not afterward. SONY 
For more irformat on .'ri -e Sony Esprit, Sony ESPRIT Drive, Park Ridge. NewJersy 37656. 

ALTER\IAN :\I 1/ 1.1 

3213 17th Street 
Metairie, LA 70002 
(504) 834-7772 

D8AUDIO 
545 Penn Avenue 
West Reading, PA 19611 

(215)376-4917 

e 1182 Sun, dory- olAmnric 

l'A I- I` .\l'D ) 
121 AA'ilsire Elvd. 
Los Angeles. CA 90025 
(213)820-2578 

PARK AVENIIEAUDIO 
425 Park Avenue South 
Nev, York, 51 10016 
(2121685-8101 

a. Sor> and Sc:d> Lepri: a 

PEERLESS ELELTRONICS 
15393 West Eight Mile Road 
Detroit, Michigan 48235 
(313)342-0500 

PROFESSIONAL PRODUCTS 
111010 CENTER 
4964 Fairmont Avenue 
Bethesda, MD 20014 
(301) 657-2141 

regis.cred trademarks of the Sun Corp. 

+ x Di. on 

Q. AUDIO 
959 West Moaria Lane 
Reno, Nevada 89509 
(7021827-4434 

RECORDER CENTER 
2003 North Henderson 
Dallas, TX 75206 
(214)826-8700 
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BOTH SIDES 
N O W! 

Introducing the NITTY GRITTY "PRO": the world's first 
record cleaning system to wash and vacuum dry both sides of a 
phonograph record. Just 30 seconds from start to finish. 
Easily. Beautifully. Perfectly. Available from select NITTY GRITTY 
dealers only. 
If the preservation of your record collection is important to you. 
NITTY GRITTY has a record cleaner that you need - seven 
models to choose from. 

NITTY GRITTY 

RECORD CLEANING SYSTEMS 

NITTY GRITTY 
RECORD CARE PROD. 
4650 ARROW HWY.. F-4 
MONTCLAIR, CA 91763 
(714)625.5525 

FOR SALE 

A BETTER SYSTEM? PEOPLE WHO KNOW STEREO 
BUY THEIR SOUND DIRECT. Now you can buy the finest 
in high fidelity components, including esoterics and auto - 
sound at unheard of prices. DIRECT SOUND MARKETING 
provides sensible expert advice, in-house service facilities, 
and factory fresh components on an in stock basis. Discov- 
er Americas best kept audio secret. Send for our FREE 
catalogue to DIRECT SOUND MARKETING, Dept. A, 3095 
Bolling Way, Atlanta, Georgia 30305 or call 404-233-9500. 
MC/Visa/Amex accepted. Sales tax charged to GA. resi- 
dents only. 

FOR SALE 

AAAA RATED JAPANESE AUDIO EQUIPMENT 
FOR U.S. AUDIOPHILES. With offices in TOKYO and 
CALIFORNIA we are unique and different-EARLI- 
EST RELEASE, lowest prices, and many times items 
that are absolutely unavailable anywhere else. OVER 
30 CD PLAYERS to choose from! Why shop else- 
where? Our CD player recommendations: Sony's 
newest CDP-501ES $880 shipping included! Only 
from us! CDP-701 ES call! New NEC front -loading CD - 
705 $850; Yahama CD -X1 $495 or YAMAHA'S 
NEWEST CD -1A $1,250; KENWOOD'S Excellent L- 
03DP $995; DP -1100 (Black) $750; THD incredibly 
low .0015%; Sony's best deck TC-K777ES $800. 
Haven't heard of these? Call for brochures. Also NA - 
KAMICHI ZX-9, DRAGON, 1000ZXL lowest any- 
where! We also recommend: LUXMAN'S L-550 watts 
class A integrated amp $1,100, L-510 $600, Denon 
150 watts PMA-790 $850, Sony TA-F777ES $900; 
Stax Sigma $199! SONY ESPRIT, MICRO, LUXMAN 
TUBE AMPS ULTIMATE SERIES; call! Cartridges: 
See our ad under cartridges. Information on above 
free. Our catalog $3 (cash ok). JAPANESE STEREO 
MUKASHIYA 1-14-32-210 Jingumae Shibuya-ku 150, 
Tokyo, or new California office: 930 North Lacienega 
Boulevard Los Angeles 90069 (213) 652-3337 (10- 
5:30PM) 

ABARGAIN: ALL UNUSED/WARRANTY: STAX SIGMA 
$230., LAMBDA $169., SRX/MK3 $130., SRD-7 $68., 
PRO-LAMBDA/SRM-1MK2 $520., SUPEX SDX2000 
$249.,901E SUPER $120., 900E SUPER $130.; GRACE 
F9E $105., RUBY STYLUS $110., F9E RUBY $165.; AC- 
CUPHASE AC -2 $265.; TECHNICS EPC205CIII $140., 
TECHNICS STYLUS GUAGE $49.; DENON 103D $170.; 
KOETSU BLACK $410.; DYNAVECTOR 23R $139., 17DS 
$365., 10X3 $79., DV501 $315.; TECHNICS EPA100MKII 
$475., EPA 500 $299., EPA 250 $299.; GRACE 707MKIII, 
747 $170.; FIDELITY RESEARCH 64FX $320., 64SS 
$389.; MAYWARE FORMULA IV $75., INTERCON- 
NECTS: BANSEI 3 Feet $27., 6 Feet $37.; CD DISC $13. 
P.P.; ALL STYLUS REPLACEMENTS, SEND S.A.S.E., 
Box 6312, L.I.C., NY 11106 (212) 784-2939 (EVES.): (305) 
487-1048 (Eves) 

BANG & OLUFSEN PRODUCTS AND NAKAMICHI CAS- 
SETTE DECKS-IN STOCK AT BEST PRICES. (717) 
774-2618 

ETA 

'the Zeta is the best sounding arm I've tried... capable of 
bringing a whole new dimension to disc reproduction.' - HIFI 
ANSWERS. 

'more dramatic in resolution, dynamic range enhanced, general 
sharpening of Instrumental positions.' - HIFI NEWS. 

'bass was exceptionally good, deep, powerful, tight & 
articulate...treble was sweet & transparent.' - HIFI CHOICE. 

probably the best tonearm in the world? 

'the sound overall was gratifyingly delicate... stereo imagery I frankly 
thought superb... good subjective dynamic range... excellent 
trackability...the Brier is a superb pickup.' - HIFI NEWS 

GOLDBUG hand building sweeter MC cartridges 

REFERENCE MONITOR INT. INC. 6074 CORTE DEL CEDRO, CARLSBAD, CA 92008 

FOR SALE 

A BRAND NEW 

WONDER CAP!! 
A TOTALLY NEW DESIGN from IAR research. It's 
bigger, it's far better-and it costs LESS! How much 
better does it really sound, compared to our old Won- 
der Cap? Excited users have said: SPECTACULAR! 
UNBELIEVABLE! What will you say when you hear 
the NEW IAR Wonder Caps' in your own electronics 
and speakers? Write for FREE application notes and 
order forms. 

IAR/WCB 
2449 Dwight Way, Berkeley CA 94704 

ABSOLUTE AUDIO SYSTEMS 
HI -FIDELITY COMPONENTS, systems and accessories 
from Audioquest, Berning, Conrad -Johnson, Dayton - 
Wright, Dennesen, Grado, Haller, Heybrook, Kyocera, Mi- 
chell, Perreaux, SPICA, Thorens and more. 1409 North 
Main Street, Rockford, Illinois 61103. 815/962-2806 

ABSOLUTE ELIMINATION OF STATIC ELECTRICITY 
from your records for their entire life. Never be troubled 
with static caused wear and noise again. Sufficient supply 
to treat 500 records - $15.00. For information and free 
sample, write to NEUTRASTAT, P.O. Box 724, Corpus 
Christi, Texas 78403. 

ABSOLUTELY UNBEATABLE-Sherwood micro CPU 
tuner. Alphanumeric station display, variable selectivity and 
much more, $395. Mark (717) 432-9433 eves. 

ABSOLUTE SONIC INTEGRITY NOW OBTAINABLE with 
revolutionary outboard phono circuit design. This device 
will reveal musical excellence with breathtaking realism 
and incredible detail. Selectable capacitance loading in- 
sures compatibility with any MM cartridge or MC step up 
device. $369.95 satisfaction guaranteed. Hughey -Moray 
Electronics 982 Patricia Ln. Crete, IL 60417 

ACCURATE AUDIO-SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA 
Alpha -One, AR Turntable, Audio Pro, DCM, Denon, 
Kindel, Monster Cable, NAD, Nitty Gritty, Perreaux, 
Phantoms, Premier, Sonagraphe, SOTA, Spica, Stax, 
Sumiko, Syrinx, Randall Research, Talisman 
SANTA MONICA LAGUNA BEACH PASADENA 
(213) 399-HIFI (714) 494-2030 (213) 792-4444 

ACOUSTAT AND PS AUDIO-SUPERB! 
Free shipping! Fast service! Also Nakamichi, Thorens, Tal- 
isman, Proton, Hafler, Adcom, Sony, Carver, digital discs 
and players. READ BROTHERS STEREO, 593 King 
Street, Charleston, South Carolina 29403. (803) 723-7276. 

ACOUSTAT-FANTASTIC!!! 
AUDIO ELITE, Menasha, 414-725-4431 

HAFLER, REVOX, TANBERG, CARVER, DBX AND OTH- 
ER QUALITY COMPONENTS. PROFESSIONAL CON- 
SULTATION-BEST PRICES. EAST: (904) 262-4000; 
WEST: (213) 840-0878. 

KIMBER KABLE 
HIGH PERFORMANCE 

SPEAKER WIRE 

Strong in the West, headin' East. 

ASK YOUR DEALER 
Manufactured by; 

RKB Industrial. Inc. 
2058 Harrison Blvd. 
Ogden, Utah 84401 
(801) 621-5530 

SONY coPiot 
New England's headquarters for 
Compact Disc players, software, 

and associated components. 

Sound Li Music 
92K St., Northampton. MA 413-584-9517 
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FOR SALE 

ACES OVER 
EIGHTS SYSTEM 

(UNDER $8200) 

Turntable: Linn Sondek Lp-12 
Tonearm: Syrinx PU -3 
Cartridge: Talisman S 
Preamp: Counterpoint SA -5 
Headamplifier: Counterpoint SA -6 
Tuner: Adcom GFT-1A 
Amplifier: Krell KSA-50 
Speakers: Symdex Simga/Omega 

SOUND BY SINGER 
227 Lexington Avenue 
New York, NY 10016 

(212) 683-0925 

ACOUSTAT 2+2 OWNERS the "ACOUSTAT MOD" 
eliminates midrange and hi -end colorations for state-of-the- 
art sound. $295/pr. No risk, 30 day trial. For info send 
SASE to John Koval, Linear Acoustics Labs, 11521 Cielo 
Pl., Santa Ana, CA 92705, 714-838-6555. 

ACOUSTAT 3MH, 2+2 USED; AUDIO RESEARCH SP4, 
PS6, 0100, D120; AUDIONICS PZ3 PowerAmp; AMBER 
Series 70 PreAmp and Amp -$600 -Save $500. 
Call Terry (402) 391-3842. 

ACOUSTIC RESEARCH HAS REINVENTED THE 
TURNTABLE! This wonder is available at Concepts in 

Stereo with or without tonearm. Also Featured are 
Grace, AKG, and Supex Cartridges along with Grace 
Tonearms and the Premiere MMT. Call Greg at (803)- 
747-1703 between 11:00 am -8:00 pm for special intro- 
ductory prices. 

CROWN BEST QUALITY AMPLIFIERS, TUNERS, PRE 
AMPLIFIERS. PROFESSIONAL CONSULTATION -BEST 
PRICES. EAST: (904) 262-4000; WEST: (213) 840-0878. 

ELECTRO -VOICE INTERFACE AND CD SERIES QUALI- 
TY SPEAKER SYSTEMS. PROFESSIONAL CONSULTA- 
TION -BEST PRICES. EAST: (904) 262-4000; WEST: 
(213) 840-0878. 

AEOLIAN LOUDSPEAKERS LTD brings you nothing but 
the best. We fulfill the promise of the JORDAN 50mm with 
our exclusive modification. We introduced you to FOCAL 
and offer the most creative, advanced designs for these 
drivers. We bring you the amazing qualities of the wide 
range, high efficiency SHACKMAN ELECTROSTATIC. 
We assist individuals and manufacturers alike in creating 
music beyond the mundane. We are the source for high 
quality drivers. Watch for our complete systems this spring. 
Aeolian Loudspeakers Ltd., Box 1005, W. Newbury, MA 
01985 (617) 363-5495. 

Sidereal 
Akustic.. 

The Sidereal Akustic Model Four 
Loudspeaker System has been carefully 
engineered to provide an extremely 
uniform horizontal polar pattern. 

This, we believe, contributes to our ex- 
cellent imaging and convincing sound 
field reproduction. 

The Sidereal Akustic Model Four 
Loudspeaker System will present the 
beauty and excitement of live music in a 

size and price range that is easy to live 
with. 
Write or call for free literature and infor- 

mation. 
Dealer inquires invited. 

Sidereal Akustic. 
Audio Systems Inc. 

4035 Oceanside Blvd. Unit G-57 
Oceanside, CA 92054 (619) 726-3150 

FOR SALE 

APPALLING? ISN'T IT? 
How many esoteric audio products look and feel as if 

they were made by orangutans with screwdrivers. If you 
are fed up with sacrificing reliability, aesthetics and quality 
of construction to obtain purer sound, don't despair! 

There are many high end audio components built by 
small yet solid professional companies which not only ex- 
press the utmost in musicality but also reflect the highest 
level of design integrity, craftsmanship and quality control. 
At Sound by Singer we select and blend only such compo- 
nents into systems designed to extract the most music from 
your audio dollars. 

ACOUSTAT ADCOM AMPLITON AUDIO DESIGN 
AUDIOQUEST AUDIBLE ILLUSIONS AUDIO NOTE 
AUDIO INTERFACE BEARD BELLES BERNING 
COUNTERPOINT DYNAVECTOR FRIED FUSELIER 

GRACE GRADO ITC KISEIKI KLOSS KRELL 
KYOCERA LINN SONDEK LIVE WIRE MERIDIAN 
MICRO SEIKI MONSTER CABLE NAD NAIM AUDIO 

NITTY GRITTY PARADIGM PIONEER VIDEO 
PRECISION FIDELITY PROTON REGA SNELL 
ACOUSTICS STAX SUPEX SYMDEX SYRINX 
TALISMAN THRESHOLD 

SOUND BY SINGER 
227 Lexington Avenue 
New York, NY 10016 

(212) 683-0925 
WE SHIP ANYWHERE 

A FREE CATALOG -CARTRIDGES, tonearms, turn- 
tables, electronics, Denon, Grace, Supex, Dynavector, 
Thorens, Michell, Ariston, Signet, Stax, lustre. All with USA 
Warranty. Audio Unlimited, 1798B Technology Drive, San 
Jose, CA 95110 408/279-0122 11 -6M -Th. 

HAFLER, REVOX, TANBERG, CARVER, DBX AND OTH- 
ER QUALITY COMPONENTS. PROFESSIONAL CON 
SULTATION-BEST PRICES. EAST: (904) 262-4000; 
WEST: (213) 840-0878. 

Quali Tapes 
BELOW WHOLESALE SPECIALS! 

TOK DISCIMASI9A 
SA 90 2.15 AD 90 1.85 DISCKIT 32.95 
5A 60 1.15 AD 60 1.45 SYSTEM 8.79 
SAX 90 2.79 0 90 1.19 DISCSET 16.49 
SAX 60 2.49 D 60 .99 16 OZ. FLUID 9.99 
MA 90 
MA 60 

4.29 LX 35 90 

3.89 LX 35-908 
5.15 
5.85 

MAR 90 6.29 40.01 DEMAG 12.75 
MAR 60 5.79 T 120 6.95 SONT 
ADX 90 2.55 T 120 EX MG 9.50 UCXS 90 2.45 

UCX 90 2.35 
MAXIILL LNX 90 1.10 

UOXI II 90 2.29 UD 60 1.15 LNX 60 .95 
UOXI II 60 2.19 LN 90 1.35 L-500 6.49 
XL11S40 2.79 LN 60 1.05 L.750 7.49 
MX 90 4.69 UD 3590 4.95 L-750 MG 8.95 
UD 90 2.15 XL 1 35-908 6.39 T 120 6.95 

FUJI FR METAL 90 3.69 AS8 PRO II 90 2.39 
FUJI FR II 90 2.19 MMnIx M8 90 2.39 

TO ORDER BY PHONE CALL: 212434.3417 OR ORDER 137 MAIL 
ON ORDERS UP TO 570 ADD 0350 SHIPPING OVER S7OADD 5% 
OF TOTAL ORDER OUTSIDE UPS ZONES DOUBLE ABOVE OUT- 
SIDE USA WRITE FOR SHIPPING CHARGES MAS1ERlARDMSt 
ORDERS ADD 3% EXTRA FOR HANDLING PRICES SUBJECT TC 
CHANGE 

QUALITY TAPES 
864 East 790 Street, Dept. A3, Brooklyn, 6JY 1"230 

FOR SALE 

HARMAN-KARDON SEPARATES, RECEIVERS, CAS- 
SETTE DECKS, TURNTABLES, PROFESSIONAL CON- 
SULTATION -BEST PRICES. EAST: (904) 262-4000: 
WEST: (213) 840-0878. 

ALL CLASSIC QUAD ELS OWNERS. Hard to believe 
QUADS can be improved? The "KOVAL QUAD MOD" has 

been unbelievably successful in satisfying the most ardent 
QUAD lover. No risk 30 day trial $140/pr. For info send 
SASE to John Koval, Linear Acoustics Labs, 11521 Cielo 
PI., Santa Ana, CA 92705, 714-838-6555 

More Audio Performance per Dollar. 

Your sound system can only sound as good as the cables 
used to connect it. 
Monster Cable will bring out the list in any system. Improved transferts, 
cleaner deeper bass, and superb imaging that accurately reproduces the 
original musical event with stunning clarity and realism. 
Beware the imitators ...for they offer price, not quality. 
There is only one Monster Cable, ilüt to the most rigid quality control 
standards using only the finest in materials. It has to say "Monster CabL." 
to be Monster Cable. 

Try it out. It's on us. 
Call us for your nearest Monster Cat le dealer to arrange 
for a demonstration in your own dome. Our 30 day 
"Hear the Difference" money back guarantee 
demonstrates our confidence that you will not 
be able to play your system again without 
the Monster. 
'Return Cable back to Monster Cab=e, freigt-t 
prepaid with invoice copy within 3C' days or 
purchase. 

^.CABLE USA 

Monster Cable 101 Townsend St.. San Francisco CA 94107 (415) 777-1855 
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THE NOVA CPA -100 
The world's finest all JFET solid-state 
preamp. Dealer inquiries invited. 
Contact: N 0 A 

ELECTRO.ACOUSTCS 
P.O. SO% 23499. LOS ANGELES, CA 90095 l2133477-7491 

FOR SALE 

ATTENTION, NEW 1984 CATALOG featuring Audax, 
Dynaudio, Becker, Eclipse, Focal, Peerless, Morel, VIFA, 
speaker kits, and much more! Meniscus Systems, 3275 W 
Gladiola, Wyoming, Michigan 49509 

AUDIO CONCEPTS has the finest esoteric speaker 
kits. Dynaudio, Morel, Strathearn, Wonder Cap, Peer- 
less, Shadow. Electronic crossovers, audio grade ca- 
pacitors, coils, etc. cabinets. Best products, service for 
speaker builders. Catalog $2.00 refundable 1631 Cal- 
edonia St. LaCrosse, Wi. 54601 (608) 7812110 

Luxman 
Harmon Kardon 
Tandberg 
Boston Acoustics 
Audio Control 
Sherwood 
Hitachi 
Denon 
Revox 
Onkyo 
Ortofon 
Hafler 
Thorens 

ADS 
AIWA 
Grace 
M&K 
B&O 
SME 
A. Many More 

P et /t 
ree/ 

We Deliver FREE 
Anywhere in the 
Continental USA! 

theSOUNQApplóach, 
6067 Jericho Tpke., Commack, NY 11725 

Charge it...Call 516-499-7680 

High 
Performance 

Review 
Fine Audio Components Reviewed Using 
a Sophisticated Blend of In -Depth 
Listening Evaluations and Leading -Edge 
Laboratory Tests. Recent reviews include: 
Levinson ML9, ML11&12, Quad 405-2, 
Accuphase AC2, Dynavector 17D&23R, 
Nakamichi Dragon, Snell Type E, Sony Esprit 
TAE900 & XL88D, Audible Ill. Modulus, B&W 
801F, Hafler 220. Coming: Conrad -Johnson 
Premier 3, Infinity RS2A, Levinson ML7 and 
other exciting products (many exclusive). Each 
170 page quarterly issue reviews: 10-15 
components, 80+ high quality records and 
a technical article. Extensive photographs 
and graphs. H/PR is guided by an expert 
Technical Advisory Board. Audiophiles praise 
our magazine: "Great approach, helpful ... 
unsurpassed." Join us today! 

High/Performance Review 
PO Box 2989, Stanford CA 94305 USA 

Yes, start me with Volume 2, four issues. 
$26.00 check or money order enclosed. 

E I want both Volumes 1 & 2, eight issues. 
$50.00 enclosed (reduced price offer) 

Overseas and Canadian Subscribers: Check in US Funds 
net on US Bank or International Postal Money Order. Add 
$4.00 per volume for non -US surface mail delivery. 

Name 

Street 

City 

State Zip 
For Questions: Telephone: (408) 446-3131, M -F 10-4 
(Pacific Time) 

We specialize in Phonograph Needles & Cartridges. 
Toll Free: 800-368-3506 

Featuring the cartridges of 

Boston Acoustics 
Needle in a Haystack. Inc. 
P.O. Box 17435 Washington, DC 20041 
"We're Needling the World"' Send for a tree catalog. 

FOR SALE 

ATTENTION DYNA AND HAFLER OWNERS 
We build new circuits into most Dyna and Hafler units. 
We transform Dyna ST -80, ST -120, ST -150, ST -300, 

ST -400, ST -416, SCA-50, and SCA-80Q amplifiers 
into modern POWER MOS-FET amps with new PC 

cards, precision parts, and low inductance power sup- 
plies. We install five new PC cards in Haller DH -200 
and DH -220 amplifiers with ground plane output net- 
works for much improved transient performance. We 
install new circuits in DH -101, PAT -5, PAT -4, and 
PAS -3X preamplifiers with exact RIAA equalization, 
matched precision parts, precision controls, and com- 
plete freedom from transient and digital overload. 
Audiogram said we make the world's best tuner in the 
FM -5 chassis. Sensible Sound has reviewed several 
of our amplifiers. Our $99 phono cartridge has a satis- 
faction guarantee or your money back. Call or write for 
free catalog and sample copy of our monthly newslet- 
ter, Audio Basics. We ship worldwide and have new 
120 and 240 volt equipment available. 

JENSENS STEREO SHOP 
2202 RIVER HILLS DRIVE 

BURNSVILLE, MINN. 55337, (612) 890-3517 

A&S OFFERS HIGH -END SPEAKER KITS, raw drivers 
and auto speaker systems from the world's finest manufac- 
turers. For beginners and audiophiles. We carry Audax, 
Dynaudio, Dalesford/Cambridge, Jordan, Peerless, JVC, 
SEAS, Jordan -Watts, Morel, Pyle, Philips, Siare, Becker. 
Featuring the new Caldwell Compact Monitor and Sub - 
woofer, and Dynaudio's "Authentic Fidelity" kits. Free price 
list. A&S SPEAKERS, Box 7462A, Denver, CO 80207. 
(303) 399-8609. 

AUDIONICS CC -3, A NEW STANDARD 
We have in stock the SUPERB Audionics CC -3 for immedi- 
ate delivery, $745.00. FREE SHIPPING in US and PR. 
Worldwide shipping available. Visa and MasterCard hon- 
ored. OXFORD AUDIO CONSULTANTS, INC., Box 145, 
Oxford, OH 45056-0145, 513-523-3333, TLX427791. 

The Lowest Price 
on Sound Advice 

Call SOUND STAGE 
to compareproduct, price 
and service. Our friendly 
informed staff makes 
sure you get only the best 
stereo values. Call/write 
for monthly demos and 
specials lists_ 

Shop SOUND STAGE for: 
knowledgeable service 
30 -day price guarantee 
super selection in stock 
extended warranties 
prompt, free delivery 
free repair pick up 
authorized dealership 

.....:...- - ...::.-.r..:..:-,..:.-~,. :...o-.....-...rsrrr....-v.,:_.--..:..: 

grim 
1 1 DS 

rand new ADS speakers 
now available. Models: 470, 

570, 780, 880, 980, and the 
utiful 1290. 

ADS AIM 
PAS GRACE 

SES AAEPA 

NAD AAOY 
aar Sala 
GRASO WWI 

aetav 
GAINER 

IOXIIAN 

AnASON 

MAYO 
1ALSYAN 

212961-9888 
FREE, 24-pg. 

catalog 

184-10 Horace Hung Blvd 

Fresh Meadows, NY 11365 

Eat 25 LI.E., Utopie Pkwv 

(In Queens, 20 min. from Men ) 

PROTON 

AULWi!MT 

CJwALNER 

JDALbISRCS 
AODApOU9Cf 

ADAOGONTROL 

CUM) 
STAGE 

AUDIOrVIDE 

FOR SALE 

AUDIO CONNECTION 
in Northern New Jersey 

TURNTABLES: AR, Denon, HK, Heybrook, VPI 
TONEARMS: Audioquest, Helius, Souther, Zeta 
CARTRIDGES: Argent, Grado, Monster C., Prome- 

thean 
ELECTRONICS: Audible Illusions, Beard, FM Acous- 

tics, Electrocompaniet, Denon, Har- 
man Kardon, Magnum, PS Audio 

SPEAKERS: Fuselier, Heybrook, Kindel, Melos, 
Rauna, Spendor, Spica, Spectrum, 
3D Acoustics, Vandersteen 

ACCESSORIES: Last, LiveWire, Tweek, Nitty Gritty, 
Kimber Kable, VPI Industries 

201-239-1799 
615 Bloomfield Ave, Verona, NJ 07044 

A HIGH END PREAMP for $495? The Counterpoint SA -7 
is the audiophiles' choice. Hear it at Musical Images in 

Fresno. (209) 226-1770. 

AUDIO EMPORIUM, representing hifi's best values. Free 
Catalog. 6914 W. Brown Deer Rd., Milwaukee, Wi. 53223. 
414-354-5082. 

AUDIO PERFECTION IN MINNEAPOLIS presents Coun- 
terpoint. Hear what music sounds like without Solid State 
devices. (612) 866-0083. 

AUDIO PULSE SERVICE. Factory trained technicians. 
Write us about Model One update kits. White Labs, 10528 
Lower Azusa Rd., Suite 192A, El Monte, CA 91731. (213) 
446-5346. 

AUDIO RESEARCH D-150 $1,800.00 SME Ill $135.00 
Dynavector Ruby $105.00. Wanted: Futterman H3AA (404) 
622-6728. 

AUDIO RESEARCH D-110 AMPLIFIER 100 W/C, perfect 
condition, stored in original carton with instructions, sche- 
matics, $1100 or best offer, 512-452-4411. 

AUDIO RESEARCH D100B AMPLIFIER, $695; Beveridge 
RM1a Preamplifier, $1495; Magneplanar Tympani 1D 
Speakers, $1095; Lynn Sondek LP12, $695; Technics SP - 
10, $195; Breuer Arm, $495; Dahlquist DQ-LP1 Xover, 
$150. (509) 946-1529 evenings. 

AUDIO RESEARCH SP -8 PREAMPS $1,395 and SP -10 
preamps $2,695, new in factory sealed boxes. Call Ron 
(216) 658-4092 evenings. 

AUDIO RESEARCH SP -6B, D -120A: Tympani I -D: Thorne 
TD -126 w/ruby; Marantz 110; b/o. 1100 Solisbury II, 7331 
Greenwood, Lincoln NE 68505. 

AUTO SOUND-SOUTHERN CALIF. For the best in 
truley audiophile quality-Precision tuned to your 
car-Call John at THE AUTO CONCERT, 714-730- 
9011 

BANG & OLUFSEN PRODUCTS AND NAKAMICHI CAS 
SETTE DECKS-IN STOCK AT BEST PRICES. (717) 
774-2618 

B.E.S.-SM300 SPEAKERS -LIKE NEW, 215-567-4626. 

B&W 801F $1,950; Acoustat model Ill $825 both mint, 
(513) 898-2828 Lee 

TM 

compusound }jS 
SPEAKER SYSTEMS 

Twenty years of research 
and six years of development 

to bring you the first 
wholly new technology 
in loudspeaker systems 

in fifty years. 

BEf1f1ETT JOUf1D CORPORATI0f1 
P.O. BOX 565 RESEDA, CA 91335 (818) 345-1608 
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FOR SALE 

BIG REWARD ! ! All Mac equip., JBL spkrs, and electron- 
ics, Altec Acousta-voicette, MXR ETC 31 band equalizers, 
Thorens TD 125, SME 3009-3, JBL speaker cabinet blue- 
prints. 1-313-229-5191 aft. 7 EST 

CABLE TV DESCRAMBLERS AND CONVERTERS. 
Plans and parts. Build or buy. For information send $2.00. 
C&D Electronics, Inc., P.O. Box 21, Jenison, MI 49428. 

CALL TOLL FREE 1-800-826-0520 For Acoustat, Dahl- 
quist, NAD, Carver, Haller, B&W, Tandberg, Denon, Asiat- 
ic, Amber, Oracle, Perreaux, Proton, Snell, 3D, Grace, 
VSP, Belles, Pyramid, Sota, Audioquest, M&K, Bedini, dbx, 
Thorens, Stax, Nitty Gritty, Dynavector, CWD, Grado. The 
Sound Seller, 1706 Main St., Marinette, WI. 54143 (715) 
735-9002. 

CARTRIDGES AND TONEARMS FROM JAPAN: Abso- 
lutely lowest prices: Accuphase AC -2 $250, NEW AC -3 

$230; Denon DL -303 $195; Dynavector's pure DIAMOND 

CANTILEVER DV-17DSII only $199! Karat Series DV -13D 
Nova $350! Goldbug Clementlt $199! Technics EPC-100 
MK4 $299! Yahama MC -3 $160, MC1000 $235. Tonearms: 
Dynavector DV -505 $360, DV -507 call! Micro Max -237 
$495; Technics EPA-100MK2 $465, Stax, SAEC, Audio - 
craft, call. AMEX, VISA, MC accepted. Also see our adver- 

tisement beginning AAAA Japanese Audio Equipment. 
JAPANESE STEREO 930 North Lacienega Boulevard Los 
Angeles 90069 (213) 652-3337. 

CROWN BEST QUALITY AMPLIFIERS, TUNERS, PRE- 
AMPLIFIERS. PROFESSIONAL CONSULTATION-BEST 
PRICES. EAST: (904) 262-4000; WEST: (213) 840-0878. 

HAFLER, REVOX, TANBERG, CARVER, DBX AND OTH- 
ER QUALITY COMPONENTS. PROFESSIONAL CON- 
SULTATION-BEST PRICES. EAST: (904) 262-4000; 
WEST: (213) 840-0878. 

COPY KEF'S "CANTATAS" (1,100.00 pr.). 3 -way, all- 
KEF w/B139B woofer; computer -designed, assembled 
crossovers; enclosure plans (easy). $319. pr. (503) 285- 
4457 West Coast. 

CROWN: C.J. WALKER; DAHLQUIST, CROWN SX84- 
tape deck, remote tape counter, walnut cabinet-$995 C.J. 
WALKER Turntable-$225 NEW-Save $125 DAHLQUIST 
DQ10 Speakers. Call Terry (402) 391-3842. 

DB SYSTEMS OFFERS PRECISION ELECTRONICS 
AND AUDIOPHILE ACCESSORIES. Five year warranty. 
Write for our complete product list. DB SYSTEMS, Main 
Street, Rindge, NH 03461 (603) 899-5121. 

DEEP SIX SYSTEM 
(ABOUT $6000) 

Turntable: Linn Sondek Lp-12 
Cartridge: Talisman S 
Tonearm:: Linn Basik LV -X 
Tuner: Adcom GFT1-A 
Preamp: Acoustat TNP 
Amplifier: Acoustat TNT -200 
Speakers: Acoustat 2 + 2 

SOUND BY SINGER 
227 Lexington Avenue 
New York, NY 10016 

(212) 683-0925 

ENPIFE sN11n E 
c,c *, 
0 
z_ 

CC 
W 
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CL P -mount cartridges in stock from $14.95 5 up. 

DIAMONDS ARE NOT FOREVER! 
A D 

A worn stylus can do damage to your pricele s 

record collection. It is more economical to repla e 

your stylus periodically (every 500-600 hours) than 
to ruin your records - especially at toddy's price ! 

We are specialists and carry in stock FACTORY 
ORIGINAL REPLACEMENT STYLI for most of the 
popular lines. 

For those with new Technics turntables we have 

Call Toll Free 

For Price Quotes 8 C 0 D Orders 

1800) 221 0906 

N v - (212) 8713303 

'15 Phones Open Mon Sat 9er, flp,n 

lAST audiotechnica Ill a 

FREE Ca,,,R 
Send 

o 

SPI 
Sewn Enver ta 

C 

LYLE CARTRIDGES 
Dept. A Boo 69 
Brooklyn, Al V. 11218 

THE PS IV IS THE SECOND BEST 
VALUE IN AUDIO. 

THE FIRST IS YOUR RECORDS. 
There's magic in your record grooves. And the experts agree: the PS IV brings it all out. 

Accepts M/C 
cartridges 
Noo need for 
head amp or 
transformer 

Relay 
ollad 

oupufs 

Passion RIAA 

ót 'I wiñnds 

Line amp bypass 
for highest 
sonic purify 

Infinitely adjustable 
resistive loading 
for cartridges 

Sias Grounds 
for lower noise 
and distortion z 

S AUOIO 
NO ONE EVEN COMES CLOSE 

Noble 
32-position 

me Control 
addsno coloration / 

$656 w/ 
high.curreni 

more power- 

THE PS IV IS NOW THE 
PS IV "H!" 

Smoother than ever! Imaging 
and harmonic integrity have 
improved. I% Resista metal 
film resistors now used 
throughout All without am 
change in price! PS OWNERS 
contact your PS dealer for 
upgrading details. 

3130 Skyway Drive 301, Santa Maria, California 93455. 805-928-2631. 

FOR SALE 

DYNACO OWNERS: 60,000 LBS parts/accessories 
kits. Free catalog. SCC, Box 551 (AM 1183) Dublin, 
Ohio 43017. (614) 889-2117 

DYNAVECTOR DIAMOND 17D $150. Magnepan SMG 
$200. Audio-Technica ATH-8 (Signet TK33) electrostatic 
headphones $100. All Mint. Mark Zenon, 2301 S. Jefferson 
Davis Hwy., Apt. 1231, Arlington, VA 22202. (703) 521- 
0836 evenings. 

EAGLE 7A AMPLIFIER 
Latest model. Absolutely mint. Phone A.M. (213) 278-3480 
P.S.T. 

ELECTRO -VOICE INTERFACE AND CD SERIES QUALI- 
TY SPEAKER SYSTEMS. PROFESSIONAL CONSULTA- 
TION-BEST PRICES. EAST: (904) 262-4000; WEST: 
(213) 840-0878. 

ELECTRONIC CROSSOVERS: 6, 12, 18dB/octave. Kits 
from $106.50. Transient -Perfect Crossover, $175. Free 
folder. ACE AUDIO CO., 532 -5th St., E. Northport, NY 
11731-2399. (516) 757-8990. 

ELECTRONIC REPRESENTATIVES NEEDED!! 
LOWEST POSSIBLE PRICES!! OVER 100 BRANDS! 

AUDIO-VIDEO-CAR STEREO-COMPUTERS 
ELECTRONIC EXPERTS 1000 ORANGE AVE., 

WEST HAVEN, CT 06516 

FOR SALE 

FM ACOUSTICS power amplifiers are best suited for diffi- 

cult loads: a MUST for Dayton -Wright owners. Audio Con- 
nection 201-239-1799 

FM ANTENNA 
Indoor Circularly Polarized FM -Stereo Antenna Maximized 
reception with multipath rejection Patented contemporary 
design ... $29.95 MAXTENNA, P.O. Box 3101, Quincy, IL, 

62305. 

Announcing a new level of Audio 
Sophistication in Fort Worth 
Home and Office-Acoustat, Celestion, 
Harmon/Kardon, Stax, Dynavector, 
Sumiko, Quad, Kef, Micro-Seiki, Proton, 
Monster Cable, Entec, Kimber Kable, 
Precision Fidelity, Sonnographe, SOTA, 
Goldring, Talisman, Supex 
Car - Proton, Sony, Pioneer, Toby, 
Rockford-Fosgate, Hirschmann 

POWER BASE ELECTRONICS 

6743 Camp Bowie Boulevard 
Fort Worth, Texas 76116 
817-731-7457 Store Hours 10-6 
VISA- MasterCard- American Express 

GAO \ ,P .e 
AP, -s \A 

PPG 
ex*o 

177 Sound Beach Avenue, Old Greenwich, CT 06830 
Major credit cards honored. Open 10 AM -6 PM Mon -Sat. 
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LEGENDS EM`'1? ANI) IMPROVE. FOR SALE 
Chestnut Hill Audw is at the leading edge of musical technology. Hear our new Sony CDP-101 
Compact Digital Disc Player as well as legendary products from: Accuphase. Acoustat, Acoustic 
Electronics. Adcom, Amber, Apature. BK Components, Berning. Cabasse, Cotter, Denon. Dyna- 
vector. EMT. Euphonies, Fourier, Fried, Grace, Hafler. Infinity, Janis, Kenwood Purist, Koetsu. Kiseki. 
Krell. LAST Leach, Linn Sondek, J A Michell, Monster Cable, Music Reference. NAD, Oracle, 
Origin. PS Audio. Pioneer Video, Proton, Pyramid, Quad, RGR. Rogers. Signet. Sony, Spectral, 
Spendor, Syrinx. Tandberg, Thorens. Threshold. 3D Acoustics. VPI, VSP Labs and Vandersteen 
311 Cherry Street Philadelphia Pa 19106 (215) 923-3035 

CHESTNUT HILL AUDIO HU 

THE NEW TECHNOLOGY 
Tube Quality- 

Transistor Prices 

New from Kinergetics. 
The KBA-100 Amplifier $795.00. 
The KPA-1 Preamplifier $775.00. 

Hear them now at selected 
audio dealers. 

urtutxd sR 
BY 

6029 Reseda Boulevard Tarzana, California 91356 18181 345-2851 

/ . 
KINERGETICS 
INCORPORATED 

Honest 
Did you hear that?.. . 

If you think most digitally -recorded discs releas- 

ed today sound unnatural (ambience -shy, thread- 

bare, and metallic) 

If you find even good contemporary analogue 
recordings to be only distant memories of the 

sound of real musicians playing in real space 

If you hear "differences" in the musical truth 
told by components in home systems 

And if you're just not satisfied with the way 

most records and stereo systems sound today 

You are not alone! 
THE ABSOIUTE SOUND is the first American 
audio magazine to report authoritatively on the 

High End of audio. TAS tells it like it is, without fear 

or favor. We are the only audio review, unimpeded 

by commercial considerations, to offer critical in- 

sight into the machinations of the audio industry. 

You won't be reading about the emperor's new 

clothes. If you'd like to sample a single issue, 
please send us $7.50. If you'd like to subscribe fora 
year, the costs are $20.00 US; $22.00 Canada,' 

$35.00 Overseas (US Funds only). 

Name 

Address 

City, State Zip 

Please send check or money order to 

the abso! ute sou nd 
the High End Journal 

P.O. Box L, Dept. K 

Sea Cliff, New York 11579 

Visa and Mastercard accepted 
Dealer inquiries welcome (516) 671-6342 

plateau 
SPEAKER STANDS 

Plateau speaker stands provide an easy 
and inexpensive way to dramatically 
improve the performance of your audio 
system. Designed to acoustically de - 
couple and position the speaker, Plateau 
provides tighter bass, more focused mid- 
range and precise stereo imaging. For 
more information and the name of your 
nearest Plateau dealer, please write: 
Canada United States 
Naiad Products Inc Naiad Products Inc 
Box 1840 Box 1250 Falls Sta. 
Brantford, Ontario Niagara Falls, N.Y. 
N3T 5W4 14303-0260 

FINALLY! 
RANDALL RESEARCH speaker 

wire and interconnect cables improve your system as 
dramatically as significantly upgrading your cartridge 
or pre -amp. ACCURATE AUDIO, 1207 N. Coast Hwy., 
Laguna Beach, CA 92651. (714) 494-2030 

FOCAL LOUDSPEAKERS AND KITS FROM FRANCE 
Featuring: Neotlex cones, Fiberglass domes, Flatwound 
wire, Active or passive crossovers, Compound woofer sys- 
tems, Extensive design parameters. Available in the US 
from MADISOUND SPEAKER COMPONENTS 8982 
Tablebluff, Box 4283, Madison, Wisconsin 53711 608-767- 
2673. 

FOR DOMESTIC & OVERSEAS USE NTSC PALISECAM 
TV's, VCR's, Video Cameras, Games & Computers, Stere- 
os, SW Radios & Appliances 110-220V, 50/60 Hz. Lowest 
prices, Quick Delivery, Contact: Roma Entp., P.O. B. 
41127, Cincinnati, OH -45241, (513) 769-5363 

FOR SALE-Snell type II loudspeakers -walnut finish 
$1,100.00. Audio Research SP -6E new wondercaps. 
$1,700.00 (919) 929-8005. 

FOUR INFINITY QUE 3 SPEAKERS $500.00 Per Pair, 
$900.00 All (404) 752-7772 

FREE SPEAKERKIT CATALOG! 17 proven designs. Also, 
42 pages on 400 components. (JBL, crossover parts, poly- 
propylene woofers), $2. GOLD SOUND. Box 141A. Engle- 
wood, CO 80151. (303) 789-5310. 

GOETZ SYSTEMS is a small speaker builder whose objec- 
tive is to build loud speakers that sound like music-when 
used with good equipment and good records. Our most 
dedicated design effort is to build a speaker system that 
"vanishes." When they do vanish-all the rest of the hyper- 
bole goes with it-inner retail partial harmonic phase co- 
herence, virtually "visual" image and all the rest of the B.S. 

basic sound that is. You ought to hear them. (404) 441- 
2190 for info and dealers list. 

GOLDMUND T3B ARM (new factory sealed) reg. $2800, 
Sale $2295. STUDIO TURNTABLE (used) reg. $2200 Sale 
$1395. Accuphase AC -2 MC Cartridge (new) reg. $475, 
Sale $299. 315437-1209. 

GOLD PLATED CONNECTORS-AUDIOPHILE QUALI- 
TY. Ten types available. For complete information write: 
DB SYSTEMS, Main Street, Rindge, NH 03461 (603) 899- 
5121. Enclose $1.00 for color photograph. 

HAFLER-3 YEAR WARRANTY 
Assembled units are now warrantied for three years. We 
should have the following in stock: DH -100K $149.95, DH - 
100A $199.95, (NEW PREAMPS); DH -110K $324.95, DH - 
110A $399.95, DH -112 $74.95, DH -160K $299.95, DH - 
160A $399.95, DH -220K $349.95, DH-220KE $359.95, 
DH -200A $449.95, DH-220AE $459.95, DH -330K $374.95, 
DH -330A $449.95 (NEW TUNERS), DH -500K $599.95. 
DH-500KE $619.95, OH -500A $749.95, DH-500AE 
$769.95. Accessories for above units. FREE SHIPPING IN 
US AND PR. WORLDWIDE EXPORTING. Visa and Mas- 
terCard. OXFORD AUDIO CONSULTANTS, INC., Box 
145, Oxford, OH 45056, 513-523-3333, TLX427791. 

HAFLER, REVOX, TANBERG, CARVER, DBX AND OTH- 
ER QUALITY COMPONENTS. PROFESSIONAL CON- 
SULTATION-BEST PRICES. EAST: (904) 262-4000; 
WEST: (213) 840-0878. 

HONG KONG! 25% TO 60% SAVINGS on prestige audio 
products from Europe and Japan. NAKAMICHI, GRACE, 
ACCUPHASE, ROGERS, STAX, CELESTION, DYNA- 
VECTOR, ALPINE, FR, SUPEX, SME, KEF, AUDIO - 
CRAFT, ORTOFON, QUAD, AND MORE. For information 
and price list send US$1 to: AUDIOPHILE EXPORTS CO., 
503A Dragon Seed Building, 39 Queens Road Central, 
Hong Kong 

INTERSONICS-YOU'VE HEARD OF US: direct -ex- 
port specialists: Japanese high-end/esoteric audio 
components, accessories, parts, Japanese pressings, 
OEM sourcing, more. Serving audiophiles and dealer' 
distributors with exceptional volume pricing, prompt 
delivery, responsible backup. An AMERICAN enter- 
prise: INTERSONICS, PO Box 113, Toyohashi 440, 
JAPAN. 

J. B. L. SPEAKERS AND COMPONENTS used - bought 
sold, and traded 1-313-229-5191 eves. aft. 7 EST 
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HARMAN-KARDON SEPARATES, RECEIVERS, CAS- 
SETTE DECKS, TURNTABLES, PROFESSIONAL CON- 
SULTATION-BEST PRICES. EAST: (904) 262-4000; 
WEST: (213) 840-0878. 

IN WISCONSIN-ACOUSTATI!! 
AUDIO ELITE, Menasha, WI, 414-725-4431 

JANIS WOOFERS & INTERPHASE CROSSOVER/AMP 
The Janis bass systems are the finest universal subwoofer 
systems available. FREE SHIPPING IN US AND PR. Visa 
and MC. WORLDWIDE EXPORTING. OXFORD AUDIO 
CONSULTANTS, INC., Box 145, Oxford, OH 45056-0145, 
513-523-3333, TLX427791. 

JBL HARTSFIELDS, EV PATRICIANS, W'DALES. 408- 
379-7965; 408-371-3512 PO Box 1211 Campbell CA 
95009 

KURLUFF IS BUYING HIGH QUALITY TUBE and 
solid state equipment and speakers such as: Audio 
Research, Bedini, Levinson, McIntosh, Marantz, 
Threshold, JBL, Amber, Altec, Ampex, etc. Call if you 
have anything of interest. Kurluff Ent., 4331 Maxson 
Rd., El Monte, Ca. 91732 (213) 444-7079 

LEVINSON ML -2 AMPLIFERS. Mint! $3875/pr. (213) 934 
1817-eves./weekends; (213) 736 -7483 -weekdays, PST. 

LINN/NAIM PRICE ROLLBACK 
We are pleased to offer a complete Linn/Naim System 
(LP12, Basik LV -X with cartridge, Naim NAIT, Kan's with 
stands and 8 meters of Naim cable) for $1986. Price cuts 
on most Linn/Naim products. FREE SHIPPING in US and 
PR. Worldwide shipping available. Visa and MasterCard 
honored. OXFORD AUDIO CONSULTANTS, INC., Box 
145, Oxford, OH 45056-0145, 513-523-3333, TLX427791. 

MARANTZ, McINTOSH original tube covers, cabinets, 
manuals. Reasonable (805) 646-5862 

LINN PRODUCTS & NAIM AUDIO: 
Simply The Best Available 

GENE RUBIN AUDIO (213) 571-1299 

MALOR AUDIO-CANADA-1-519-337-7112 
Offers a system by the following excellent manufactur- 
ers: 

Turntable by ARISTON (RD -40 w/arm + cart.) 
Amplification by HAFLER (DH -100 and DH -220) 
Speakers by ROGERS (LS -5 with stands) 

for UNDER $2,200.00 CDN 
British Hi-Fi Mags. All prepaid. M.C., Visa accepted. 
Call (lpm-9pm Mon. -Sat.) or write MALOR AUDIO, 
P.O. Box 120, Brights Grove, Ontario NON1CO. 

MCINTOSH AUDIO EQUIPMENT-Bought-Sold-Traded 
S.D.R. Box 176 Walton, NY 13856 eves. & weekends. 607- 
865-7200. If no answer 607/865-5387. 

MCINTOSH C28 $400.00 NAKAMICHI 70011 $650.00 
BOTH EXCELLENT CONDITION 805-273-4373 

McINTOSH EQUIPMENT: C-26, C-27, C-504, C-22 
preamps. MC 2205, MC 240 power amps. Tandberg TR 
2060 RCVR. (406) 222-7404 early or late. 

MCINTOSH HALF PRICE. MCINTOSH 6200 Integrated 
Amplifier-Used $825. MAGNEPAN Tonearm $175. MIT- 
SUBISHI Micro Pre -Amp, Amp, Tuner-NEW $450. Call 
Terry 402 391-3842. 

MCINTOSH SOLID STATE-bought, sold, and traded. 1- 

313-229-5191 aft. 7 EST 

MERRILL AR MODIFICATIONS. Subchassis Kit $75. Plat- 
ter Coating $10. Replacement Spindle $25. Spring Kit $8. 
High Torque Motor $45. Platter Balancing Service $10. 
Underground Sound, 2125 Central Ave., Memphis, TN 
38104. (901) 272-1275. 

7 THE MOST RESPECTED el 
AUDIO DEALERSHIP 

James Gala 

During the past five years, GALA SOUND has 
emerged to become among the most highly regarded 
audio dealers in the United States - according to 
many of the world's pre-eminent musicians and audio 
engineers. 

Located in Rochester, New York and established by 
pianist James Gala, GALA SOUND sells musically 
accurate and correctly engineered audio components. 

In addition to meeting the needs of audiophiles throughout the country, 
major recording companies, musical institutions, and philharmonic 
orchestras interested in achieving the highest level of reproduction of music 
rely on GALA SOUND for their audio equipment needs. 

We fly our customers round trip-at our expense-from anywhere in the 
continental U.S. to our store for the selection and purchase of a stereo system 
of $6,000 or more. Or, if it's more convenient, we will ship you the audio 
components of your choice the day you order. 

Phone (716) 461-3000 today, and ask for Mr. Gala. If music is important in 
your life you deserve a stereo system from GALA SOUND. 

MARK LEVINSON THRESHOLD KEF B & W QUAD 
ACOUSTAT MAGNAPLANAR ORACLE McINTOSH 

NAKAMICHI BANG & OLUFSEN LUXMAN NAD 
THORENS BRYSTON POLK I KYOCERA GRACE 

¡-(GALA SOUND 
650 Monroe Avenue Rochester, New York 14607 

(716) 461-3000 

KNOWLEDGE FOR THE ASKING (ALMOST) 
FOR A COPY OF THE THIRD SYMMETRY WHITE PA- 
PER, WHY A BIAMPLIFIED SUBWOOFER SYSTEM, 
send a SASE with 37 cents postage to Symmetry WP #3, 
P.O. Box 210465, San Francisco, CA 94121. Or make it a 

dollar, and get all three. 

VMPS AND 
TECHNOLOGY 
The six floor -standing VMPS Speaker 
Systems represent some of the most 
advanced technology in design and materials 
available today in production loudspeakers. 
Our goal was to overcome the limitations of 
dynamic range, restricted bandwidth, high 
distortion and low output levels common to 
"audiophile monitor" speakers, without 
sacrificing flat amplitude response and signal 
phase integrity or adding the screeching 
colorations characteristic of many high 
output "digital -ready" systems. To this end 
we developed the Multi -Band Bass tech- 
nique in which each enclosure fin our six -way 
systems) houses separate subbass, low - 
bass and midbass drivers, each optimized to 
reproduce only one-third of the range to 
600Hz. Such a "division of labor", when 
combined with large cone surface areas, a 
special method for restricting cone 
excursion (and thus many non-linear 
distortion products), ultra -low -loss 6dB/oct 
crossover networks, polypropylene woofer 
and midrange diaphragm materials, finest 
quality treble drivers & internal wiring, and 
the elimination of system resonance in the 
audible band, results in music reproduction 
of unexcelled fidelity and dynamic impact. 

Hear all the VMPS Minimum Phase 
Response Speaker Systems, including our 
new Subwoofer (19Hz-600Hz -3dB, 
0.5°/oTHD/1 W input, $250 ea kit, $375ea 
assembled), the Minitower II (28Hz- 
30kHz -3dB, 1.5°/oTHD, $309ea kit, 
$438ea assem), Tower II (22Hz-30kHz 
-3dB, 0.7°/oTHD, $419ea kit, $599ea 
assem), Super Tower/R (20Hz-50kHz 
-3dB, 0.5°/oTHD, $679ea kit, $969ea 
assem), Super Tower Ila/R (17Hz-50kHz 
-3dB, 0.25°/oTHD, $999-1199ea kit, 
$1499-1699ea assem, depending on finish), 
the five -piece Widerange Ribbon (19Hz- 
50kHz -3dB, 0.5°/o THD, ribbon transducers 
from 300Hz to 50kHz, $4795ea kit, 
$5995ea assem), and our two new John 
Curl -designed Electronic Crossovers, the 
6dB/oct lowpass-only Model 1 ($250) and 
the 12dB/oct, low-and-highpass Model 2 
($395), at the dealers listed below, or write 
us for brochures and test reports. Note: 
Owners of VMPS Speaker Systems 
purchased since 1974 can upgrade their 
units to current factory specs at low cost. 
Latest updates include our innovative 
Superdome tweeter with ferrofluid cooling 
and 200W rms power handling, Wonder- 
capTM crossover networks, and ribbon 
supertweeters; contact us for details. Kits 
supplied with fully assembled cabinets, and 
all prices include free shipping in USA. 

VMPS AUDIO PRODUCTS 
div Itone Audio 

1016 Contra Costa Dr., El Cerrito, CA 
94530 (415) 526-7084 

Hear VMPS at. The Listening Studio, Boston. Mike Hilliard Audio. 
Shreveport La, Audio Labs, Des Moines lo: Efficient Stereo, 
Torrance Ca. Woodland Stereo, Woodland Hills Ca, The Long Ear, 
Big Bear Lake Ca, Sounds Unique. San Jose Ca. The Listening 
Post. San Francisco: (tone Audio. El Cerrito Ca: A-Vidd 
Electronics, Long Beach Ca Leisure Electronics, Chugiak Alaska 
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2EJ 

a new store ... with a fresh view 

At AudioVislons you will find the very latest in technology, 
combined with truly old-lashioned hospitality 

FOUR LARGE, PRIVATE DEMO ROOMS 

electronics 
BELLES BRYSTON DENON LUXMAN PLEXUS SAE II 

loudspeakers 
ALLISON DESIGN ACOUSTICS 

I.T.C. M&K SNELL 30 "CUBE" THIEL 
turntables, cartridges, tape decks 

ASTATIC AUDIOOUEST DENON DYNAVECTOR GRACE 

GRADO ORACLE SUMIKO THORENS 

1984: ORWELL WARNED YOU 
Technological hardware should be only a means to an 

end. Thus, we believe that audio systems should exist for 
just one reason: To reproduce music, correctly, accurately, 
convincingly. Yet, musical reproduction is offered, really, by 
only a few, select systems. We are confident that the expe- 
rience of listening to one of these rare systems will cause 
you to cease thinking, finally, about pieces of audio gear 
and inspire you to feel that what matters is "the music... 
nothing but the music." 

We also believe that a fine audio system need not cost 
$10,000 or more, or be something that looks appropriate in a 

hardware store but out of place in your home. One of the 
secrets of a truly musical audio system is the careful match- 
ing of superior components, achieved through lengthy trial 
and error testings. Our system packages are the end result 
of many, many hours of intense comparative experimenta- 
tion. (For example, we go so far as to stock lour different 
speaker cables, and we recommend different cables for 
different systems.) Maybe that's why our customers almost 
never sell or trade the equipment they purchase from us. 

THIEL 04a/BELLES/THORENS/GRACE: $2,155 Ill 
The International Audio Review describes the Thiel 04e 

speakers ($750/pair in book -matched teak, oak, or walnut) 
as "an outstanding bargain...exquisitely balanced." The 
Absolute Sound comments: "excellent reproduction of 
musical detail and transients...excellent soundstage...out- 
standing in their price range." The 04a does demand - and 
deserves - superior electronics, and the amazing new 
Stiles II amp and DMM preamp offer performance with the 
04a speakers that, at $440 (amp) and $295 (preamp), we had 
simply never thought possible. (What a great New Year's 
surprise!) The Thorens 148 auto -lift turntable ($350) with 
remote power supply (to minimize hum pickup) works very 
well with the classic Grace F -9E ($200) cartridge. Our spe- 
cial package price even includes a tuner, the handsome 
taxman T-115, as well as $40 of cable. Come listen: We'll 
enjoy watching as you begin to smile. 

SNELL "C"/BELLES/ORACLE/DYNAVECTOR: $3,950 
"The Power and the Majesty"...Have you heard the record? 
Have you heard it through the Snell type C speakers? All of 
the quality of Snell's famous type A (including BI -WIRE 
capability) and most of its performance can now be yours 
for much less ($1,570/pair, in walnut or oak), in this very 
handsome, easier -to-drive new model. The new Ballet 1 amp 
($675) handles musical dynamics with ease. And the Belles 
DMC preamp ($500) accepts the Dynavector 23 Ruby 
DIRECTLY far better than anything we have heard in this 
price range. In comparison with other turntables, the new 
Oracle Alexandria ($995) offers "important differences" 
(High Fidelity) which are "aimed at preventing extraneous 
vibration from being transmitted to the stylus and thereby 
coloring the sound." Our special package price includes the 
excellent new Luxman TX -101 tuner, and $50 of cable. All 
this for $3,950...Impossible, but true! 

ULTIMATE ELECTRONICS: BRYSTON 
Substituting the Bryston 18 preamp and 413 power amp and 
the Dynavector 6Z transformer for the Belles equipment In 
the above system: $5,100 including $150 of cable. The folks 
at Snell use Bryston with their speakers. Think about that, 
and maybe you, too, will come to appreciate the exceptional 
advantages of owning Bryston equipment. 

ULTIMATE CABLE: DISCRETE TECHNOLOGY 
At $6 per foot, this speaker cable is, admittedly, expensive. 
But wait till you hear it: The results fully justify the price. And 
please note, in our Snell/Bryston system above, the gener- 
ous $150 cable allowance. 

THE "NITTY GRITTY" CLEANING MACHINE AKG MIKES 

1067 MONTAUK HIGHWAY, WEST BABYLON 
NEW YORK 11704 (516) 661-3355 

MCINTOSH MI200AB'S 200 WATTS mono tubed $550 
each. MR71 w/cabinet $400, 1900 $800, C24 w/new glass 
$225, MA230 $270, Advent 500 delays demos $375, 220V 
$375. Capps CM2250A w/3003 $150, Altec 150A $150. 
Crown D60 $185. Pioneer VP -1000 video laser player $385 
w/ remote. Factory sealed laser discs half price, open $10. 
Teac AL700 ELCASET list $1,100 factory sealed $349. 
Elcasets are 1/4", 3.75ips. lower wow, flutter, more dynamic 
range than cassette, S/N almost 100dB w RX10, 3 head, 
diecast frame. RX10 matching DBX factory sealed $250. 
Sony EL -4 elcaset $139 list $500. ELCASET tape. Many 
Scott integrated tube amps $40. Sansui QSD2 $275, T-5 
$90. Pioneer TS11 U transport demo $600. Accoustat RP2 
$450. KLH 9's $850. DBX 124 $175, 122 $125. Ampex 351 
w/console mint $1,500. Citations: 1 $150 3X $225, 11 

$175. Phase Linear 3000MK2 w/headamp demo $185. Lux 
5T50 $550. Levinson JC-2 $1,250. Aiwa 6700 cassette 
$275, minis: A60 $75, ST-R8OH $99, MX -100H $100, ST- 
R5OH $135, GE8OH $100, ST-L8OH $150, FX100H $200 
SD-L5OH $150, SA-C30U $75. RB10 $85. Nakamichi 700 
$400, 550 $400 Crown SX-824 just factory serviced 
$1,100. ReVox A77MK3 w/Kent mod. $700. B77's QTLS 
mint $900. HTLS $900. A700 1/2 track $1,800, G-36 $500, 
B790 table demo $500. Ortofon STM72 $35. Panasonic 
SH3433 quad scope $275. Mullard 12ax7's $5.95. 5000 
original factory service manuals. STAX LAMB DAS, Sealed 
$300. 300 prerecorder r/t/r tapes $6.00. Everything money 
back guaranteed. Other items call, write for list now. Trades 
welcome. Martin Gasman 779 Worcester St. Wellesley MA 
02181 617-CEL-TICS. 

MERRILL TURNTABLE 
Features: Beautiful hand-crafted solid oak base. Sev- 
en layer, lead lined, laminated plinth. A unique and 
sophisticated, three point, turntable suspension sys- 
tem designed to absorb tonearm release energy and 
maintain a constant resonant frequency. Twenty-four 
pole synchronous motor. Two piece high inertia alumi- 
num platter with unique lead damping ring. Comes 
with soft vinyl dust cover. Price: $495. FOR MORE 
INFORMATION CONTACT: Underground Sound, 
2125 Central Ave., Memphis, TN 38104. (901) 272- 
1275. 
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Our subscribers enjoy the benefits of international 
shopping at homed 

THE SOURCE newsletter filled with international 
industry news and lively product reviews. B The best 
of next -year's models available today. Exclusive 
worldwide closeout offers. E Comprehensive 
extended warranties. Traditional salon service and 
professional advice from dedicated personnel. 

$15 subscription includes a $15 discount coupon 
and money -back guarantee. 

SUBSCRIBER 
RETAIL COST 

ELECTRONICS 
Sans. M,d, System M9 51.500 $888. 
Sensu, Mldr-System M7 51220. 5584. 
Sans. Z9000X $960. 3528. 
Yamaha 8.20001150 W/ch Rec! 5900 5598. 
Harman Cardon 560140 W/ch Roc I 5400 $148. 
Mdsubls111'04' Micro System 51.320 $490. 
TURNTABLES 
Denon DP -35F 5300 CALL! 
Lunman PX-101 lknear tracking! $400 $299. 
Sony PSX-8001linear trackmgl $850 5397. 
M4sub,sn, LT-5V !!!near Irack,ngl 5500 $198. 
PHONO CARTRIDGES 
Grace Level II Boron/MR $425 $217. 
Yamaha MC -3 $240 $158. 
B80 MMC-1 $445 SPECIAL 
Grado GF3E+ $55 CALL! 
CASSETTE DECKS 
H/K 705 (dolby B. 11X 5450 $188. 
Sansul D990R 5650 $395 
Teac V-2RX $520 $348. 
Nakamoh, 5X2 5450 $338. 
Denon DRM-3 5500 CALL! 
CD PLAYERS 
Sony CDP,701ES $1.500 CALL! 
Sony GOP-501ES N/A SPECIAL 
vamana CD.xl $650 CALL! 
,1.t1c11, 041000 51000 $488. 
Pnnl,OS CD /00 N/A $598. 

SPEAKER SYSTEMS 1.118u01686e Pm P4)0 
saw 0M220 $500 CALL! 
KEF Carina II $500 SPECIAL 
M,ss,on 737 5700 CALL! 
Rogers LS3/5A 5650 5380. 
CAR STEREOS 
Alpine 7347 $600 SPECIAL 
Alpine 3502 )50W,2. am01 5350 $239. 
Alpine 3508 )3014/02.400) 5250 $174. 

WARRANTY An offers strident to avadabnny 

NATIONWIDE 

Orders Only Call 1-800-443-HIFI 

MOD SQUAD CREATES 
USER-FRIENDLY PRODUCTS 

You get maximum listening pleasure from our "friend- 
ly" products. They're convenient, reliable, simple to 
install, and sonically superb. We guarantee it! Request 
a complete catalog covering everything from tonearm 
cables to speaker kits from THE MOD SQUAD, 144 
Athena Street, Leucadia CA 92024 (619) 436-7666 

MORE WITH 
FOUR SYSTEM 

(UNDER $4300) 

Turntable: Linn Sondek Lp-12 
Tonearm: Linn Basik LV -X 
Cartridge: Audioquest 404 
Tuner: Adcom GFT1-A 
Preamp: Counterpoint SA -7 
Amplifier: Robertson 2140 
Speakers: Fuselier 3.3 

SOUND BY SINGER 
227 Lexington Avenue 
New York, NY 10016 

(212) 683-0925 

NAIM NAIT INTERGRATED AMP with Naim speaker wire, 
$285.00. Rafler 110A preamp $260.00. Both as new. (212) 
427-1432. 

NEW 83 RAW LOUDSPEAKER CATALOG, 25e. Menis- 
cus Systems, Dept A, 3275 Gladiola, Wyo., MI 49509 

MC INTOSH MC2300 AMPLIFIER late 4Y series. Pasiecz- 
nik, 52 Crest, Murray Hill, NJ 07974 

EctrlfiEd 

203-937-0106 
Lowest Possible Prices !! 

AUDIO VIDEO CAR PRODUCT 

COMPUTERS - [HARDWARE - SOFTWARE) 

VIDEO GAMES TELEPHONES MORE 

FULL WARRANTY - FAST DELIVERY 

SEND FOR FREE CATALOG t! 

996 ORANGE AVE., 
IIWEST HAVEN, CT. 06516 'WK. 

A SINGER'S DREAM! 

4E1 

REMOVES VOCALS FROM RECORDS! 
Our VOCAL ELIMINATOR can remove most or 

virtually all of a lead vocal from a standard stereo 
record and leave most of the background untouched! 
Record with your voice or perform live with the 
backgrounds. Used in Professional Performance yet 
connects easily to a home component stereo 
system. Not an equalizer! We can prove it works over 
the phone. Write or call for a free brochure and demo 
record. 
Write to: LT Sound, Dept. AU, PO Box 338 

Stone Mountain, GA 30086 
In Georgia Call (404)493.1258 

TOLL FREE: 1-800-241-3005 - Ext.43 
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FOR SALE 

NAKAI'S AUDIOWORKSHOP: THE WORLDS BEST 
CASSETTE DECKS! 20% To 40% Off Retail. All Makes 
And Models. New, Warranties, Prepaid Shipping, VISA/ 
MC, COD. (206) 323-4987 

BANG & OLUFSEN PRODUCTS AND NAKAMICHI CAS- 
SETTE DECKS-IN STOCK AT BEST PRICES. (717) 
774-2618 

NEW! MARK 9 POWER AMPLIFIERS. Vaccum tube 
mono amp rated at 250 watts, 30 Hz to 20 KHz. Six 6550A 
output tubes, Dynaco A491 output transformer, regulated 
power supply-$750.00 wired and tested. Quantities limit- 
ed. Write today for free products brochure. Audio Classics/ 
Atlanta P.O. Box 690 Roswell, GA 30077-690 

NJ AUDIO CONNECTION NY 
Where in the metro area can you audition the best values in 

all of audio in a relaxed environment? AUDIO CONNEC- 
TION. Where will every effort be made to assure you a 

component or system that is best suited to your musical 
taste and budget? AUDIO CONNECTION. 615 Bloomfield 
Ave, Verona NJ 07044 201-239-1799 

NORWEGIAN KNOW HOW HAS DONE IT AGAIN! 
Concepts in Stereo is proud to announce its associa- 
tion with Tandberg Electronics. The 3002A preamp 
and 3006A amp provide an unmatched level of perfor- 
mance with all of the subtle beauty in styling that has 
become a Tandberg trademark. Call (803)-747-1703 
between 11:00 am -8:00 pm for details about the Beau- 
ty and the Beast, and St. George the Dragon Killer! 

PLANS, CIRCUIT BOARDS, AND KIT PARTS (author 
approved) for M. Leach's home audio projects. Power 
amps, preamps, pre-preamps, and loudspeakers. Send 
SASE for information. Custom Components, Box 33193, 
Decatur, GA 30033. 

PORTABLE EQUIPMENT: UHER, Sony, Sennheiser, 
AKG, Beyer-Dinamic, Fostex, Accessit, GLI, Send SASE, 
(Specify Model), Carpenter Sound Sales, Box 1321, Mead- 
ville, Pa. 16335-0821 

POWER TO THE PEOPLE-Most comprehensive publica- 
tion available on regulated power supply construction. 
Everything you should know for $16.50. MEGACABLE- 
$ENSIBLE SOUND rates Megacable as least colored, 
most neutral, mostly widely compatible interconnects avail- 
able! Designed for high-tech microwave systems, MEGA - 
CABLE is SOTA for high resolution audio signal transmis- 
sion. 376 SASE brings info. MIDWEST AUDIOPHILE SUP- 
PLY, Box 3 Emerson, NE 68733, (402) 695-2509 

PS AUDIO = SUPERB VALUE 
Gene Rubin Audio (213) 571-1299 (PAC.) 

Fine Audio. 
The Best Price. 
The Best Advice. 

ciudio 
ocroscr, inc. 

Box 6202, Grand Rapids, Ml 49506 Í 

(616) 451-3868 Catalog $1. ( 

GREENFIELD EQUIPMENT Audio components and systems dedicated to the 
presentation of the art form, THE MUSIC. 

Accuphase Adcom Ariston Audio Interface Beveridge Berning Classe Audio Clear Audio 
Counterpoint DB Systems D & K Imports Dynavector Electrocompanient Electron Kinetics 

Entec Estoric Audio Research Grace Grado Hafler ISOS Kiseki Kimber Kable Klyne Koetsu 
Lustre Micro Seiki NEC Orsonic Ortofon Precision Fidelity Profile Sidereal Akustic SME 

Snell Souther Spica Stan Supex Symmetry Thorens Triad VPI VSP Labs 

Call or write for information. Complete shipping and export facilities available. 
Auditions by appointment 

7805 Greenfield Street River Forest, Illinois 60305 1312) 77t 4660 

FOR SALE 

PHILADELPHIA 
AUDIOPHILES 

We invite you to visit our establishment to hear a 

selection of the finest State -Of -The -Art audio compo- 
nents. Our knowledgeable staff will be glad to assist 
you in choosing the proper equipment for your specific 
needs. 

We have over 2 decades of experience, plus a 

complete in house service department. We will be 
pleased to set-up and calibrate your system without 
charge. 

We proudly represent: 
ALPHASON HEGEMAN 

AMPLIWIRE IMF 

ANDANTE KENWOOD PURIST 

AUDI000EST KIMBER KABLE 

BEYER KOETSU 

BRYSTON LINN ISOBARIK 

BURWEN LINN SONDEK 

CELESTION LIVEWIRE 

CREEK AUDIO MICRO SEIKI 

CJ WALKER NAD 

DE SYSTEMS NAGAOKA 

DYNAVECTOR NAGATRON 

ELECTROCOMPANIET NAIM AUDIO 

FUSELIER NITTY GRITTY 

GOLDRING 

GRACE 

PS AUDIO 

REGA PLANAR 

RH LABS 

ROBERTSON 

ROGERS 

SONOGRAPHE 

SOUNDCRAFTSMAN 

SPECTRUM 

SPICA 

STAR 

SUMIKO 

SUPEX 

TALISMAN 

TAMANTON 

ONKYO INTEGRA TANGENT 

PROTON VIDEO THIEL 

SOUND SERVICE 
COMPANY 

8010 Bustleton Avenue 
Philadelphia, PA 19152 

(215) 725-1177-8 

Turntable: 

Cartridge: 

Preamp: 

Tuner: 

Amplifier: 

Speakers: Snell Type E's 

START WITH 
SEPARATES 

SYSTEM 1 
(UNDER $2700) 

Rega Planar 3 
Dynavector DV -10X3 
Adcom GFP-1A 
Adcom GFT1-A 
Adcom GFA-2 

SOUND BY SINGER 
227 Lexington Avenue 
New York, NY 10016 

(212) 683-0925 

WALKER CJ55 & LINN BASIK LV -X 
We otter this extremely effective disc system at the NEW 
LOWER PRICE of $559.00, delivered in the US or PR. 

WORLDWIDE SHIPPING. Visa and MasterCard. OX- 
FORD AUDIO CONSULTANTS, INC., Box 145, Oxford, 
OH 45056-0145, 513--523-3333, TLX427791. 

SAVVY EQUIPMENT REPORTS AND SPIRITED EDITORIAL CONTENT 
Send S20 for 10 issues. Stereophile, 1107c Early Street, Santa Fe. NM 87501 or 

Call toll -free 800/821-3528 

When judging design, 
the only criterion is 

Musicality. 

This simple fact is why 
every Counterpoint design 
receives world-wide 
recognition as being 
among the very best, 
regardless of price. 

Meticulous circuit design 
results in surprising musical 
clarity and dimensionality. 
Exacting standards offer 
consummate value, today 
and tomorrow. 

Counterpoint technology 
Complementing art. 

FOR INFORMATION WRITE 

Counterpoint Electronic Systems, Inc. 

PO. Box 1229A Lo Jota. CaNfornio 92037 
USA (619)453-9090 

TELEX 691600 TCI LSA ATTN' CPT 

LEGENDS 
ARE MEANT 

TO BE 
HEARD 

For more than a decade, Rogers 
has combined a classic approach to 
loudspeaker design with the latest 
advances in technology. 

To actually hear what has been 
accomplished, take the time for a 

serious demonstration. Legends are 
meant to be heard. 

For the name of your nearest 
authorized dealer please write: 

Rogers 
BRITISH Itili HIGH-FIDELITY 

U.S.A. CANADA 
Naiad Products Inc Naiad Products Inc 
Box 1250 Falls Sta. Box 1840 
Niagara Falls, N.Y. Brantford, Ont. 
14303-0260 N3T 5W4 
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DISCOUNT CAR STEREO 
30 DAY MONEY BACK GUARANTEE 

FOR SALE FOR SALE 

PRICES TOO LOW TO LIST 
MANUFACTURER'S NAMES 

MOST MAJOR BRANDS 
CALLS CREDITED TOWARDS PURCHASE (516) 968-9272 

Long Island, New York 

IF YOU CARE ENOUGH TO HEAR THE VERY BEST- 

MODEL BPA-100B 
LISTEN TO THE SPECTRASCAN BPA-100B (BASIC) 
AND BPA-100M (METERED) HIGH TECHNOLOGY, HIGH DEFI- 
NITION AMPLIFIERS MEETS ALL DESIGN CRITERIA OF 

OTALA ANO CHERRY NESTED MULTIPLE FEEDBACK 
LOOPS. WIDE BANDWIDTH, HIGH SLEW RATE 15KHZ 
DOMINANT POLE. CONSTANT FEEDBACK, ZERO PHASE - 
SHIFT AND HIGH DAMPING FACTOR FROM DC TO 20KHZ 
REGULATED POWER SUPPLY FOR TRUE DC COUPLING AND 
INCREDIBLY SOLID BASS FULL PROTECTION CIRCUITRY, 
ACTS ON POWER SUPPLY, NOT AMPLIFIERS 100 IN/CH, 8 
OHMS 175 W/CH, 4 OHMS 350 W, 8 OHMS, BRIDGE/ 
MONO 

COMING SOON: TWO PREAMPLIFIERS. (MODELS LCA- 
10 AND LCA-20) ONE 150 W/CH AMPLIFIER (MODEL BPA- 
200B) AND A PAIR OF SPEAKERS (ASHLEY -1001). WRITE OR 

CALL FOR BROCHURES AND PRICES. 

SPECTRASCAN INC 
5923 N. NEVADA AVE. 

COLORADO SPRINGS COLO. 80907 
303-599-9254 

DEALER AND REPRESENTATIVE INQUIRIES INVITED 

CRITICAL 
MUSIC LISTENERS 
TAKE NOTE! 
Only one audio connector cable offers 

99.9% pure copper center wire and braid 

Meticulous soldering at actual contact 
points 

Up to 400% better shielding than standard 
patch cords 

Better insulation dielectric than Teflon® 

This superior connector cable is the NEW 
Discwasher® Gold-EnsT. for home or car; 
measuring best, sounding best yet COSTING 
LESS in 1/2 meter, 1 meter, 2 meter and new 
4 meter length. 

Ask for the NEW Discwasher Gold -Ens atfiner 
audio dealers. 

discwasher 
1407 N. Providence Road, P.O. Box 6021, Dept. AU 

Columbia, MO 65205 USA 
A DIVISION OF JENSEN an E MARK Company 

CROWN BEST QUALITY AMPLIFIERS, TUNERS, PRE- 
AMPLIFIERS. PROFESSIONAL CONSULTATION-BEST 
PRICES. EAST: (904) 262-4000; WEST: (213) 840-0878. 

RENAISSANCE AUDIO LABS has developed contempo- 
rary power supplies and circuit topologies for the following 
vintage amplifiers: Heath W5 -M and W6 -M; Dyna Mk. Ill's; 
HK Citation II; Marantz 5's, 8b, and 9's. Our designs opti- 
mize transient response, extend top -end bandwidth, im- 
prove bass impact, expand soundstage dimensions, soften 
clipping characteristic, and enhance clarity, localization, 
and resolution of fine detail. These amplifiers deserve to be 
"born again" by virtue of their incomparable output trans- 
formers, built with "classic iron". The difference is not 
subtle, it is startling and delightful. Details available by 
writing R.A.L., 3178 Fowler Road, San Jose, CA 95135. 

HAFLER, REVOX, TANBERG, CARVER, DBX AND OTH- 
ER QUALITY COMPONENTS. PROFESSIONAL CON- 
SULTATION-BEST PRICES. EAST: (904) 262-4000; 
WEST: (213) 840-0878. 

HARMAN-KARDON SEPARATES, RECEIVERS, CAS- 
SETTE DECKS, TURNTABLES, PROFESSIONAL CON- 
SULTATION-BEST PRICES. EAST: (904) 262-4000; 
WEST: (213) 840-0878. 

CROWN BEST QUALITY AMPLIFIERS, TUNERS, PRE- 
AMPLIFIERS. PROFESSIONAL CONSULTATION-BEST 
PRICES. EAST: (904) 262-4000; WEST: (213) 840-0878. 

ELECTRO -VOICE INTERFACE AND CD SERIES QUALI- 
TY SPEAKER SYSTEMS. PROFESSIONAL CONSULTA- 
TION-BEST PRICES. EAST: (904) 262-4000; WEST: 
(213) 840-0878. 

HAFLER, REVOX, TANBERG, CARVER, DBX AND OTH- 
ER QUALITY COMPONENTS. PROFESSIONAL CON- 
SULTATION-BEST PRICES. EAST: (904) 262-4000; 
WEST: (213) 840-0878. 

HARMAN-KARDON SEPARATES, RECEIVERS, CAS- 
SETTE DECKS, TURNTABLES, PROFESSIONAL CON- 
SULTATION-BEST PRICES. EAST: (904) 262-4000; 
WEST: (213) 840-0878. 

SPEAKERS STANDING ON CARPET? You need "Rug" 
Tiptoes, a taller model (11/2") of our component platforms, 
for improved coupling. You'll hear more clarity, better reso- 
lution, greater dynamic range. We guarantee it! New from 
THE MOD SQUAD, 144 Athena Street, Leucadia CA 
92024 (619) 436-7666. 

BOSTON ACOUSTICS PLUS-Dollar for dollar, one of the 
most exceptional speaker lines to come along in years. 
Boston Acoustics delivers unbelievable performance at 
very reasonable prices. All models in stock. DESIGNA- 
TRON'S STEREO STORES, INC. 260 Old Country Road, 
Hicksville, NY 11801 (516) 822-5277. 

AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 

ATTENTION AUDIOPHILES! 
B&K IMPORTS REKNOWN PURVEYERS of Esoteric au- 
dio equipment, are offering to you the finest in music 
reproduction products at prices you can afford. We have 
large inventories of the equipment you desire and deserve. 
Call (313) 553-0508 for our low prices or a catalogue. 
Some specials this month: Quad 63 (3100) 2000, Dynavec- 
tor 501 arm (600) 399, in black & gold (1200) 799, 23 Ruby 
(300) 210, 208 (300) 199, 20A (249) 179, B&W 802 F Teak 
with hoods (2800) 2000. Ariston RD-80SL (500) 379, the 
Amazing Esoteric Audio Research tube Mono block 100 
watt class A power amps (2300) 1399. EAR tube pre amp 
(1000) 399, Accuphase AC -Z (475) 279. Belles II Pre amp 
(325) 199, the German precision ASC cassette (1400) 999, 
ASC reel (1800) 1299, Kisedci Blue (625) 399, Pink Trian- 
gle with revised power supply/speed regulation (1000) 850, 
Conrad Johnson Premier 2a (used) 1000, used ARC 6B 
and 6C-1, Livewire Big Red 6' Speaker wire (320) 199, 
interconnects 2 meter (45) 35, Namiki Direction Finder $89, 
Empire MC $25, Orsonics Headshells $29, Mirco Acoustics 
100-e $50, Osawa 60 MC $165, Rega Mats $12, Cramolin 
$13, Linn Nirvana Kit $30, Rogers Studio 1 (1090) 925, 
LS3/5a (600) 499. Also Ortofon MC 2000, Alpha 1, Monster 
Cable Reference interline, Powerline, X -Terminators, 
Proac Tablettes, Nifty Gritty machines and gallons of fluid, 
LAST, Celestion SL -6 and SL -600, the marvelous Zeta arm 
(with lifetime bearing warranty) Teac Series Z cassette 
recorders, JVC, Randall Research cable systems (amaz- 
ing!), H/K, P.S. Audio amps, pre amp, integrated, and 
tuner, he exotic Michell Gyrodec, and more! Visa/MC/COD 
accepted. 

ABSOLUTELY THE BEST-NOW IN DETROIT 
ANNOUNCING THE GRAND OPENING OF ESOTERIC 
AUDIO! Let us present to you the finest equipment for your 
earphonic pleasure. We represent prestegious lines as 
Oracle, Meridean, Proac, Rogers, Randall Research, P.S. 
Audio, Auidoquest, Talisman, Nitty Gritty, Spica, Celestion 
SL -6/600, Monster Cable, Alpha 1, Harman Kardon, ASC, 
Ram, Zeta, Michell, Pink Triangle, and more! We are locat- 
ed at the Orchard Lake & 12 mile plaza in Farmington Hills. 
Our hours are 10 AM until 9:30 PM weekdays, Saturday 11 

until 6, and Sunday by appointment. Call (313) 553-8240 
for details and information. 

ADS PLUS-Own the incredible ADS Loudspeakers for 
the home or car at tremendous savings. All models in 
stock. DESIGNATRON'S STEREO STORES, INC., 260 
Old Country Road, Hicksville, NY 11801, (516) 822-5277. 

A HIGH END PREAMP for $495? The Counterpoint SA -7 
is the audiophiles' choice. Hear it at Musical Images in 
Fresno. (209) 226-1770. 

ALL-SYMMETRY ES -1 ELEC/STAT SPK. SYSTEM 
w/subwoofers and x -over, mint, $6,070.00 new- 
$2,000.00, JBL B -460/8X63 subwoofer/x-over-$750.00, 
Philips CD 100 and 200 disc players-$650.00 each, Briar 
MC cart. $650.00 unused, (415) 777-1113-TJ. 

e::47,GUAflANTEED SAVINGSs. 
Settle For Less When You Can Own The Best" 

IO/VIDEO/CAR STEREO COMPONENTS 
:RProtessional Advice FREE Delivery & Set Up 

Financing Available Trade-ins Accepted 

FEATURING OVER 
AOS 
Advent 
AIWA 
Amber 
AR 
Blaupunkt 
Bose 

Boston Acoustics 
Celestion 

*Concord 
DBX 
Denon 

Relaxed "NO RUSH" Showroom 

VCustom Installation & Repairs 
60 BRANDS INCLUDING: 

*Gem 

*Grace 

*Grade 
*Harman Kardon 
Hitachi 

Dynavector Kyocera 
Energy loudspeaker Mitsubishi 

Onkyo Sony 
*Ortolan Sound Dynamics 
Phase Linear Thorens 
Pyramid Vampire Wire 
Sequerra C J Walker 
Soundcrattsmen and more 
Slgnel 

SEE' r - 
MatleeMet1 .../ 

CALL OR WRITE HAROLD MINTO 

PERFORMANCE AUDIO/VIDEO 
Retail 

(516) 378-4389 Mail Order 

365 S. Bayview Ave. Freeport, L.I., New York 11520 Export 
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FOR SALE FOR SALE 

CARVER C-4000peakPRE AMP, auto correlc or. 
Carver 

rear 
time delay, peak unlimiter, and auto correlator. C- 
4000 magnetic field amplifier 200 watts channel. Selling as 
a pair only. $1095. Ralph Wilson, RD4, Oak Forrest Road, 
Waynesburg, PA 15370 (412) 627-9151. 

HAFLER thePL 

200, 
new Hafler DH220v power amplifier- 

replacing the DH reinforces David Hailer's commit- 
ment to quality in every product he designs. We carry the 
full Haller line, available in either kit or factory assembled. 
Own some of the finest audio equipment! Now at extra 
savings! PLUS -FREE shipping anywhere in the continental 

CARVER PLUS-Featuring the new 130 Watt/Channel 
Carver Receiver and all Carver products through the mail 

U.S., DESIGNATRON'S STEREO STORES, INC., 260 Old 
Country Road, Hicksville, NY 11801, (516) 822-5277. 

at extra savings. PLUS -FREE shipping anywhere in the 
continental U.S., DESIGNATRON'S STEREO STORES, 
INC., 260 Old Country Road, Hicksville, NY 11801, (516) 
822-5277. 

RANDALL RESEARCH 
"Indispensable .... These cables, individually or in 

tandem, 
ATTENTION MIDWEST AUDIOPHILES: authorized 
Acoustat. Counterpoint, Creek, Grace, Heybrook, Mas, 
Premier, Robertson, Walker, Etc. Trades, demos, specials. 
VISA/MC. THE MUSIC ROOM, 15701 West 127th Terrace, 
Olathe, Kansas 66062. 913-764-2022. 

evoked a great many superlatives regarding 
the quantity and quality of sound .... an absolute 
advance in cable performance." These are statements 
expressed by the editor of Audiogram, Gary Vart, after 
reviewing our new Symmetrical TX Interconnect and 
32 TBC Speaker Cable systems. Send or phone for 

Better 
DENON DENON DENON: SPECIAL PRICES, CHECK US 
OUT 1-206-323-4987: Cassette Decks, Cartridges, CD 
Players, Turntables, Receivers, ETC. NEW Warranties, 
Prepaid Shipping, VISA/MC, COD Available With Small 
Deposit. AudioWorkShop (Since 1967). 

this review. yet, listen for yourself in one of our 
dealer sound rooms! 

RANDALL RESEARCH 
719 Fernleaf 

Corona Del Mar, CA. 92625 
(714) 760-1539 

-EXCEPTIONAL AUDIO REPRODUCTION SYSTEMS- 
REGA, HEYBROOK, AR, ARISTON, THORENS, DUAL 
turntables; ZETA, SYRINX, PREMIER, LOGIC, HELIUS- 
HEYBROOK, REGA tonearms; ADCOM, ARCAM, AU- 
DIRE, CREEK, COUNTERPOINT, KENWOOD BASIC, 
KYOCERA, SHERWOOD, VSP LABS electronics; FRIED, 

OK, MAS 925 loudspeakers; SUPER, TALIS- 
GRADO GRADO & SIGNATURE, REGA, ARCAM cartridges 

SPEAKER DESIGNS offer their PROJECTION SERIES of 
audio speakers for your evaluation. Try any of our systems 
for 15 days. If you know of anything better, ship them back. 
priced from $458 to $793 per pair, stands included. For 
nformation write: Speaker Designs, 526 Demmler Drive, 
Pittsburgh, Pa. 15237 or call (412) 367-1573 from 10:30 to 
5:30, (412) 367-8066 from 5:30 to 8:30. 

THESE ARE THE REMARKABLE small 
loudspeakers whose smooth response 
and open, dimensional sound are at 
least on a par with the finest units of 
many times the 202's size and price. 

Morel has designed and built 
Speakers and driver units in Israel for 
Over eight years. Now, With file U.S. 
introduction of the model MLP-202, 
Morel is prepared to offer the demanding 
audiophile the highest possible quality at 
an extremely reasonable cost. ($198. 
each) 

Morel's drivers, manufactured to the 
strictest tolerances in our own factory, 
incorporate several notable 
technological advancements. Utilizing 
hexagonal voice coil wire, unique 
magnet structures having no stray 
magnetic fields, and special adhesives 
and coatings, the Morel drivers are 
exceptional in rise time and coherence. 

Also, the oversize (3") voice coil in 
our woofer and the ferrofluid tweeter will 
allow Morels to handle the wide dynamic 
range of your digital recordings with 
plenty of room to spare. 

Please write for details: 

AUDIOQUEST, DECCA, NITTY-GRITTY, The PIG and 
other accessories. WE CARRY PRODUCTS THAT WE 
WOULD WANT TO OWN! EARS, P.O. BOX 658-U, W. 
COVINA, CA 91790. 818/961-6158 (818/961-6158 after 

EVENINGS, WEEKENDS. MCNISA. MONTH 

SPEAKER KITS-State of the Art performance at afford- 
able prices through Digital analysis and high quality control. 
Send $2.00 for our complete catalogue and "how to" book- 
let. Digitech, P.O. Box 421, South Windsor, CT 60674. 

January 7) 

LY SPECIALS. STRATHEARNS 

WHOEVER SAID THAT TUBE ELECTRONICS had to be 
ugly or unreliable hasn't seen Counterpoint! The Audio 
Doctor, Buffalo, MO. (417) 345-7245 

Proven designs for Strathearns including kits capable of 
unequalled performance. Send $2.00 for informative cata - 
log. New York Acoustics 578 Nepperhan Avenue, Yonkers, 
New York 10701 (914) 476-4900. 

Threshold 

series I I 

Threshold 
model S/300 series III 

STASIS power amplifier 

STASIS 

...-. 

' 

power amplifiers 

Their extraordinary musical accuracy has earned them 
inclusion in the monitoring and production facilities of: 

The Saint Louis Symphony Orchestra 
Telarc Records 
20th Century Fox (scoring studio) 

Wonder's Wonderland Studios 
JVC Cutting Center (cutterhead drive) 
En Pointe Productions 
as well as the listening rooms of music lovers around the world. 

Once the audio purity and dynamic reserve of a Threshold 
II has been 

»)Stevie 

morel 
morel acoustic ltd 

industrial area b, p.o.b. 140, ness ziona 
70 451 israel. tel. 054-70796, telex 31951 

morel acoustic use 
414 harvard street, brookline, mass. 02146 

u.s.a. tel. (617) 277-0111 

Threeholtl series STASIS amplifier experienced no 
alternative will satisfy. For a color brochure and a technical 
paper on contemporary amplifier design write: 

Threshold Corporation 
1832 tribute road suite e Sacramento California 95815 
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FOR SALE FOR SALE FOR SALE 

SUBSONIC FILTERS, 18 or 24dB/octave (from $98.50) 
remove unwanted noise/thumps from passband. Free flyer 
w/reviews. ACE AUDIO CO., #532 -5th St., East Northport, 
NY 11731-2399. (516) 757-8990. 

TEAC, TEAC: SPECIAL PRICES, Z5000, 6000, 7000. 
Prepaid Shipping, VISA/MC, COD. AudioWorkShop, 206- 
323-4987, 206-323-2676. 

TURNTABLES IN PITTSBURGH-AR-THE LEGEND 
RETURNS-New NAD 5120, New Sonographe SG -3, 
Walker, SOTA Sapphire. BETTER SOUND CONCEPTS, 
400 South Craig St., Pittsburgh, PA 15213, Oakland, (412) 
687-3737. GENALEX top 

TALISMAN SAPPHIRE: CROWN JEWEL OF moving 
coils. Audio Nexus, NJ. (201)464-8238, (201)730-2409. 

TELEFUNKEN, APMPEREX, and other 
quality audio tubes available. Contact S.J. Wallace, 1203 
Success St., Pittsburgh, PA 15212. 

ora - MC 
ReferenceNTOSH 

PLUS-McIntosh instrumentseworld. 

tory Standard for the world. Mh designs McIntoshare 

thedesigns 

their equipment for a long life with low maintenance and 
high quality performance. PLUS -FREE test report on your 
new McIntosh equipment, on request, FREE shipping any- 
where in the Continental U.S., Prompt delivery, Credit 
cards accepted. DESIGNATRON'S STEREO STORES, 
INC., 260 Old Country Rd., Hicksville, N.Y. 11801 (516) 
822-5277 

TANDBERG TPA3003 Poweramp, TCD3004 Cassette- 
Deck, TCD3034-$250 Half Price. 
THORENS TD126, SME, Grace 9E Half Price. 

THE NEW ELECTROCOMPANIET PREAMP 
"Preampliwire," the MC -2 prepreamp and, of course, 
"Ampliwire II". For an audition, please call 201-239-1799 

VANDERSTEEN 2C Loudspeakers-USED. Call Terry 
(402) 391-3842. HARMAN-KARDON SEPARATES, RECEIVERS, CAS- 

SETTE DECKS, TURNTABLES, PROFESSIONAL CON- 

WESTERN ELECTRIC TUBES, SPEAKERS, AMPLIFI- 
ERS WANTED, MAURY 713-728-4343. 

SULTATION-BEST PRICES. EAST: (904) 262-4000; 
WEST: (213) 840-0878. THIRSTY EAR-Nakamichi, NAD, Denon, KEF, VSP 

Labs, Apt Holman, Tandberg, Thorens, Bang & Oluff- 
sen, Dahlquist, Polk Audio, Dynavector, Adcom, Con- 
rad -Johnson. THIRSTY EAR, 9 East Main, Bozeman, 
MT 59715, (406) 586-8578. 

u p E r p h n 
We take great pleasure in announcing the limited availability 

of our new basic preamplifier. If you thought depth, bloom, 
and soundstage were the exclusive domain of expensive tube 
units, we have a revelation for you. The Superphon basic has 

greater than 500 millivolts high frequency overload, 58 dB of 
gain, and low noise for use with many moving coils directly in. 
The headaches are over, you CAN have music and reliability 
without selling the farm. ' 

Dealers contact: Norm Little 
SUPERPHON 

1840 W. 11th Ave. 
Eugene, Oregon 97402 

THORENS REFERENCE! Of world-wide 100 produced 
record-players is only one to be sold for bidding! Least 
bidding $30,000! W. Wanzke, Zugspitzstrabe 1, 8081 
ALThegnenberg West Germany. Revox A700 1/2 track 
$4,000! 

VANDERSTEEN 2C DIMENSIONAL PURITY 
driver Contact thisfor classic With 

even more 
improvements 

analyticaland is and revealing Contact us for a 
demonstration. FREE SHIPPING in US and PR. WORLD- 
WIDE SHIPPING. Visa and MasterCard. OXFORD AUDIO 
CONSULTANTS, INC., Box 145, Oxford, OH 45056, 513- 
523-3333,TLX427791. 

1-800-245-6000 
TAPE WOR D 

TDK: MAR -90 6.39 
TDK: MA -90 4.39 
TDK: SAX -90 3.09 
TDK: ADX-90 2.69 
TDK: SA -90 2.19 
TDK: SA -60 1.89 
TDK: AD -90 1.89 
TDK: AD -60 1.49 
TDK: D-90 1.19 
TDK: D-60 1.05 
MAXELL, TDK: T-120, L-750 Hi -Grade 9.79 
MAXELL, TDK: T-120, L-750 7.29 
MAXELL: II S 90 3.09 

UDXL MAXELL: UDXLL I orII-60 2.39 
MAXELL: UDXL I or II -60 2.19 
MAXELL: UD -90 1.99 
MAXELL: LN -90 1.29 
MAXELL: XL 135-90B 6.49 
MAXELL: U035-90 4.99 
SONY: UCXS-90 2.49 
WE WILL BEAT ANY COMPETITORS PRICE OF 
THE TOTAL ORDER by 1%. $3.75 Shipping any size 
order in US. VISA, MC no extra charge. COD add 
$1.65. Minimum COD order $40.00. PA add Sales 
Tax. All orders shipped within 48 hours. M -F, 8:30 - 
5:00 

323 Brown Ave., Box 361, Butler, PA 16001 
412-2e3-8621 

oudioquest aq 
The AudioQuest stable of products includes the famous AQ series of 
moving coil cartridges with hollow sapphire cantilevers. The AQ404, 
AQ606 and AQ808 are high output models designed to feed a normal 
phono input. The AQ505, AQ707 and AQ909 are low output models 
requiring an extra gain stage. The new AQ1.1 is a medium output 
model designed for the new generation of "high gain" preamps. We 
also make the remarkably inexpensive GroovDancer MC+ high 
output moving coil and the GroovDancer IM+ induced magnet 
cartridge. The AQ Shàdow tonearm along with the AQ 317/LW and 
AQ 407/LW all come with LiveWire headshell leads and a LiveWire 
tonearm cable. Whether you are spending $325, $575 or $825 these 
arms will let you hear what your cartridge is supposed to sound like 
instead of the harshness and resonance -induced mistracking so 
common in other arms. Don't forget the superb LiveWire inter- 
connecting and speaker cables, the only good looking sound 
paneling, AudioQuiet One and Two, the AQ record brush and AQ 
stylus cleaner. The latest AQ product is an extremely effective record 
mat which supports and damps for the least colored sound possible. 

AT AUDIOQUEST WE TALK MERIT - NOT MARKETING! 

3857 birch street, #610 newport beach, colifornio 92660 714 / 720-1995 

COMPACT DISCS 
COMPACT DIGITAL DISCS EXCLUSIVELY-from 
stock-large selection and inventory-catalog $1.00, re- 
fundable with order-Ethel Enterprises, P.O. Box 3301, 
Dept. A, Falls Church, VA 22043 

BOSTON AREA'S FINEST 

Adcom 
Conrad Johnson 

Robertson 
Souther 
ProAc 

Audioquest 
Beard 

Pink Triangle 
Perreaux 

V.PI. 

t I I 

'nIUDION VI 1 

Spica 
Creek 

Ariston 
Counterpoint 

A.E.C. )Air 2.2) 
Koetsu 
Thorens 

Stax 
and others 

40 Mass. Ave. 
Lexington, MA 02173 
617 863-5221 LÎVE.WIR Q_ 
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COMPACT DISCS 

CD DISCS! Hundreds of titles, DIRECT FROM JAPAN: 
Classical, Jazz, Popular. Extensive detailed list WITH 
RATINGS $2 (Cash OK) Also CD equipment see our 
advertisement: AAAA Japanese Audio Equpment. Japa- 
nese Stereo Mukashiya 930 North Lacienega Boulevard, 
Los Angeles 90069. 

CD DISCS! 
The first compact disc dealer in North America (see 
Billboard cover story 3/12/83), and still the best. We 
have inventory! Nearly 1200 titles in stock, or readily 
available. Fair prices. Same day shipping. Our stock 
changes daily: phone orders a must. 

Capitol Record Shop 
7 Capitol Ave., Hartford, CT 06106 

203-278-6530 

COMPACT DIGITAL DISCS AND PLAYERS! 
In stock! Many titles. Fast, FREE shipping. Also: Mitsubishi, 
Sony, Klipsch, Nakamichi, more (see our Haller ad.) READ 
BROTHERS STEREO 593 King Street, Charleston, South 
Carolina 29403. (803) 723-7276. 

SPECIALIZING in imported and audiophile compact discs. 
Labels include Telarc, Delos, Windham Hill, Chandos, Lob- 
ster, Realtime, Canyon, Yupiteru, Pierre Verany, DG and 
many more. Send $1 for complete catalog and inventory list 
to: SUPERSOUND RECORD SERVICE, P.O. BOX 82-A, 
Forest Park, IL 60130 (312) 366-1300 

RECORDS 

PROTECT YOUR LPS POLY SLEEVES for jackets 13c. 
Poly lined paper 15c. Square bottom inner sleeves 80. 
White jackets 35e. Postage $2.50. House of Records, 
Hillburn, NY 10931 

AUDIOPHILE RECORDS -1984 
New complete catalogs are now available as follows: 

1) Audiophile recordings-labels include Sheffield, Refer- 

ence, Meridian, Sonic Arts, Opus 3, American Gramo- 
phone, Proprius and many more. 

2) Half -Speed master recordings from Mobile Fidelity and 

others. 
3) DBX encoded records and cassettes. 
4) Japanese import Jazz-the largest inventory stocked in 

U.S.A. 
5) Japanese import Rock-hundreds of new and classic 

titles in stock. 
Send $1 for each catalog to: SUPERSOUND RECORD 

SERVICE, P.O. BOX 82-A, Forest Park, IL 60130, (312) 

366-1300 

RARE OUT OF PRINT RECORDS: Warehouse stock rea- 
sonable prices. Catalog $1., Melody House Records, Box 
607, Ansonia Station, New York, NY 10021. 

[d]ft[ 
T 

DIGITAL AUDIO 

JOIN THE CD QLUB 
S20 per year gets 20% off all discs all the time 

TELARC DELOS 
MOBILE FIDELITY NAUTILUS 
DENON M & K REALTIME 

WINDHAM HILL 

PURCHASE YOUR CD PLAYER FROM O AUDIO AND 
GET FREE LIFETIME OLUB MEMBERSHIP, SEVERAL 
FREE DISCS AND FREE EXCHANGE PRIVILEGES. 

O Audio is America's first dealer to sell CD players 110/821 
and travels frequently to Europe and Asia to directly import 
rare titles and brands of CD software. 
Olub members may choose from EMI. PABLO. BIS. TELDEC. 
HARMONIA MUNDI and more. Some heavily distributed 
brands of pop and classical not readily available. Catalog, 
details S 2. Olub prices cash, check only. 

95 Vassar St. 

Cambridge,MA 01239 AUDIO 

CCD 

617-547-2727 

We outperform the rest 
Knowledge, custom service plus the 
best names in stereo: 

ACOUSTAT 

ACOUSTIC ELECTRONICS 

AUDIO RESEARCH 

COUNTERPOINT 

LINN SONDEK 

AUDIO OUEST 

PROAC 

DENON 

THIEL 

NAD 

B&O 
AND MANY MORE 

A 
U 
D 

I 

O 
(201) 744-0600 

OSA AUDIO, 193 Bellevue Ave. 
Upper Montclair, NJ 07043 

RECORDS 
YSL RECORDS (Japanese pressings exclusively)-NEW 
1983 11,000 -plus title catalog. $3.00 Postpaid. YSL STY- 
LI-top quality, great selection for most popular magnetic 
cartridges. Free list. YSL RECORDS, Box 8330-U, Van 
Nuys, CA 91409. 

JAPANESE IMPORTS -1984 
New complete listings of all the Popular, Rock, and Jazz 
recordings now available from all the Japanese record 
labels. Includes up-to-date deletions and additions, and the 
actual Japanese album numbers. (the only catalog to list 
this) 

1) Pop/RockiSoundtrack/Country catalog. 3500 listings. 

2) Jazz catalog. 3,000 listings. 

Send $3 for each catalog ($5 for both) to: SUPERSOUND 
RECORD SERVICE P.O. BOX 82-A, FOREST PARK, IL 

60130 

CLASS-A-UNDERGROUND-We discount audiophile 
discs and many quality products. Free catalog: 35 North 
Greenbus Road, West Nyack, New York 10994. Visa - 
Mastercard accepted. 

THOUSANDS OF LIKE NEW LP's and prerecorded tapes. 

Catalogue-$2.50. House of Records, Hillburn, New York 

10931. 

PUBLICATIONS 
PUBLISH YOUR BOOK! Join our successful authors. Pub- 

licity, advertising, beautiful books. All subjects invited. 

Send for fact -filled booklet and free manuscript report. 
Carlton Press. Dept. 84 Fifth Avenue New York 10011 

SPEAKERS 
ELECTRO -VOICE INTERFACE AND CD SERIES QUALI- 
TY SPEAKER SYSTEMS. PROFESSIONAL CONSULTA- 
TION-BEST PRICES. EAST: (904) 262-4000; WEST: 
(213) 840-0878. 

SPEAKER KITS AND SPEAKER CABINETS. Constant 
voltage crossovers and heavy guage air core coils. Will 
manufacture custom design cabinets to your specifications. 
Let us quote "free" on quantities of 10 or more. Send $3.00 
for our 1984 speaker kit catalog. AUDIO DESIGN PROD- 
UCTS, P.O. Box 2166, Knoxville, TN 37901 

ELECTRO -VOICE SENTRY III STUDIO MONITORS w/ 
stands mint condition. $750 (213) 322-1578 

WANTED TO BUY OR TRADE 
ATTENTION WANTED: MCINTOSH, MARANTZ, WEST- 
ERN ELECTRIC, ARC, BERNING TUBE EQUIPMENT. 
713-728-4343. MAURY CORB, 11122 ATWELL, HOUS- 
TON- TX 77096 

AUDIO INTERNATIONAL COMPANY SINCE 1974. All 
items listed by Aberst, Corb, Yo. Highest price, Integrity. 
(805) 646-5862 

BEST TRADES OFFERED-Acoustat, Audio Research, 
Beard, Berning, Belles, Classé, Counterpoint, Creek, Dual 
Electro Research, ESB, Goetz, Hafler, Helius, KEF, 
Koetsu, Oracle, Perraux, Pink Triangle, PS Audio, Pro -AC, 
Robertson, Rogers, Snell, SOTA, Spendor, Spica, Souther, 
STAX, Sumiko, Syrinx, UPI, Premier, AR turntables, and 
more. Audio Doctor, P.O. Box 390 Buffalo, Missouri 65622, 
(417) 345-7245. Free news letters. 

WANTED: HARMAN KARDON 430 RECEIVER-Call T. 

Moore collect (312) 279-3241. 

MCINTOSH, MARANTZ TUBE COMPONENTS, Western 
Electric speakers, amps, etc. John Conrad 1178 Blackbird 
St. El Cajon, CA. 92020 (619) 449-9155 

HURRY! CONTACT ME FOR BEST RESULTS: Tube 
Type Components by McIntosh, Marantz, Quad, Leak. 

Thorens TD124. Garrard 301, 401. Old Tannoy Monitor 
Speakers. Altec 604'S, 288-16G/H, 830A Laguna. Old 

Western Electric Equip (Tubes, Amps, Mixers, Consoles, 
Drivers, Tweeters, Horns, Speakers, Parts, Others) Tel: 
213 576-2642 David Yo PO Box 832 Monterey-pk, Ca. 

91754 

MACINTOSH, MARANTZ, LEVINSON, A.R.C., Quad, 
Acoustat bought and traded. Inquiries urgently wanted from 
dealers who accept trade-ins or wish to consider this vital 
market to increase their new sales. Selling: Paragon 12 

and 12A pre amps. A.R.C. SP -6B b/o over $700.00 w/case. 

C.J. Premier 2 b/o over $800.00. Denon DP 7000 wibase 
$395.00. Denon DP 75 w/VPI base, Dynavector 505 arm, 

$695.00. Thoreus 125 w/SME Ill, $250.00. Rabeo ST4, 
$65.00 Coloney ABI T.T. $1050.00. JVC QL10 w joc arm 
on VPI base. $650.00. Mac 1800 rec. $395.00. Marantz 7 

b/o. Many other good items all sold w/satisfaction guaran- 
teed. Sound investments, NY (212) 377-7282 between 
noon and 3PM only. 

MCINTOSH, MARANTZ TUBE EQUIPMENT, Thorens 
TD -124, Western Electric, Altec/JBUEVTannoy.Stevens 
raw speakers, etc. Top cash. Scott Dowling, 9908 Daines 
Dr., Temple City, CA 91780 (213) 286-9122. Weekends 
and after 6PM (PST) M -F 

V/ANDERSTEEN AUDIO DIMENSIONAL PURITY 

ó v 

ñ 

Vandersteen Audio was founded in 1977 
with the commitment to offer always the 
finest in music reproduction for the dollar. 
Toward this goal there will always be a 
high degree of pride, love, and personal 
satisfaction involved in each piece before it 
leaves our facilities. Your Vandersteen dealer 
shares in this commitment, and has been 
carefully selected for his ability to deal with 
the complex task of assembling a musically 
satisfying system. Although sometimes 
hard to find, he is well worth seeking out. 

Write or call for a brochure and the 
name of your nearest dealer. 

VANDERSTEEN AUDIO 
116 WEST FOURTH STREET 
HANFORD, CALIFORNIA 93230 USA 
(209) 582-0324 
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WANTED TO BUY OR TRADE RADIO PROGRAMS 
WANTED CROWN SX844 TAPE RECORDER or equal. 
(317) 542-8353 Paul Hargitt, Jr. 7186B Kensington Drive, 
Indianapolis, IN 46226. 

WANTED -REWARD $50.00 ROBERTS/AKAI 101/2 Reel 
Adaptors Model 3810 (1964) fits 192, 400, 455 Call 415- 
552-5512 Collect, 258 Dorland, San Francisco 94114 

WANTED TO BUY STEREO -MOTE portable controllers 
PC002 with transformers. Robert M. Gifler MD, 960 Park 
Avenue, New York 10028 

TAPE RECORDINGS 
DIRECT -TO-TAPE RECORDINGS: REAL TIME DUPLI- 
CATED REELS (2.4 track, Dolby B'C, TypeX), CAS- 
SETTES (Dolby B C, TypeX), and DIGITAL CASSETTES 
from MASTER TAPES. FREE CATALOG. Direct -to-Tape, 
14-R Station Ave., Haddon Heights, NJ 08035. 

OPEN REEL TAPES from studio masters, Catalogue 
$1.00. Barclay -Crocker, 313-A Mill Street, Poughkeepsie 
NY 12601. 

TAPE AND TAPE RECORDERS 

AMPEX PROFESSIONAL SERIES AUDIO TAPE 
SALE High quality open reel 1800' or 2400' on 7" 
reels, used once. Case of 40, $45.00. 101/2" x 3600' 
and cassettes available. Master Card/Visa. Valtech 
Electronics, Box 6-A, Richboro, PA 18954 (215) 322- 
4866. 

REEL TO REEL TAPES -Mostly Ampex, used once, un - 
boxed, 1800'. 50 reels -$48.00, sample reel $2.00. Prices 
include shipping. COD orders accepted. Paragon Sales, 
Inc. POB 2022, Joliet, IL 60434 (815) 752-9212. 

SURPLUS AMPEX 671 SCOTCH 24 00' box of 62. $56. 
SCOTCH 3600' box of 30, 75. COD or check. CK Ltd., P.O. 
Box 527. Cottondale, Florida 32431 

60 MINUTE BLANK CASSETTES. $8 PER DOZEN PLUS 
$3 SHIPPING AND HANDLING. R. A. B., PO BOX 2, 
PONETO, IN 46781 

The knowledge, creativity 
and dependability you 
expect from a dealer who 
represents these 
manufacturers. 

Acoustat Kisekt 
ADS Magnepan 
Alpha Mission 
Audio Interface NAD 
Audio Pro Nakamichi 
Audioquest Niles 
Bang & Olufsen Nitty Gntty 
Boston Acoustics Oracle 
Bryston Plexus 
Carver Proton 
Counterpoint Pyramid 
C.J.Walker Robertson 
Dennessen Signet 
Denon SOTA 
Dynavector Stax 
Energy Sumiko 
ESB Tandberg 
Grace Threshold 
Hatler Vandersteen 
KEF VPI 
Keith Monks Wooden Images 

5 listening rooms ... New 
England's largest Audiophile 
record dealer ... Keith Monks 
record cleaning ... In-store 
service ... All shipments pre -paid 
and insured in the continental U.S. 

105 Whitney Ave., New Haven, CT 
(203) 777-1750 

Mon., Tue., Wed., Fn. 10-6, Thurs. 10-8, Sat. 10-S 

OLDTIME RADIO . .. Classic broadcasts on high quality 
tapes. Free catalogue. Carl A. Froelich, 2 Heritage Farm, 
New Freedom, PA 71349. 

OLD RADIO SHOWS ON CASSETTE. Sample tape: Jack 
Benny's first show 5/232 and show of 10'5'47 with catalog 
$3. Catalog only $1. MB JB Enterprises. Box 6053. Spen- 
cer, IA 51301 

INSTRUCTION & EDUCATION 
THE MUSIC BUSINESS INSTITUTE A Career program in 
music: course includes recording, studio, concert and video 
production; artist representation and management; retailing 
and wholesaling; record promotion and marketing; copy- 
right and music publishing; and more. Employment assis- 
tance. Accredited. Financial aid available. Write for free 
brochure and career guide. MBI, Dept. A, 3376 Peachtree 
Road, N.E., Atlanta, GA 30326; (404) 231-3303. 

SERVICES 
AUDIO ADVICE evaluates your audio objectives, re- 
searches and provides recommendations. Audio Advice is 
impartial, since we sell no equipment. No obligations. P.O. 
Box 10082, Baltimore, MD 21204 Tel. 301-528-1680. 

AUDIO PULSE REPAIR SPECIALISTS. Model One's 
modified. Walt's Audio Service, 111 E. Rialto Ave., Rialto, 
CA 92376 (714) 875-0776 

G.A.S. REPAIRS-ALL MODELS 
4 Month Limited warranty-Parts/Labor 

For more information write or call between 10:00 & 6:00 
EST, Audio Diagnostics, Inc. 19888 Kelly Rd. Harper 
Woods, MI 48225, (313) 527-5400 

MISCELLANEOUS 
CLOCKS: The absolute finest ships bell and mantel clocks. 
Discounted "high -end" send $3 for catalog. San Joaquin 
Clockworks P.O. Box 60322 Dept. -A, Bakersfield, CA 
93386 

SALLY'S RIDE: THE FLIGHT OF STS -7. 30 minute color 
Video: $29.98-RICON Enterprises 5863 Village Forest, 
Houston, TX 77092. Allow 6-12 weeks (Texas void). 

HOUSTON 
Comes of Age 1 

The notion's fourth -largest city proudly 
welcomes o truly distinctive audio dealer: 

AUDIO PRO' PHILES 

Fully autherized dealer representing, 

Audio Research 
Counterpoint 
Sequerro 
8(5/ Gestalt 
Amber 
Normani Kordon 

Quod 
Vandenteen 
KEF 
Spica 

Goldmund 
Walker 
Syrinx 
Sumiko ' 

von den Hull EMT 
Marovskls MIT 
Grace 

Threshold 
PS Audio 
Tandberg 
Musical idelity 
Hoffer 
Kyocera 

ACC/115[M 
Thiel 
Dohlquist 
Jonis 

(*ode 
WI 
Helius 
Lustre 
Klsekl 
Dynovector 
Signet 

Kyocera DA -01 digital Compact Disc player 
Audioquest/Live Wire'- Sonex Professional 

Five listening rooms on two levels 
Spacious. relaxed atmosphere 

Knowledgeable, experienced staff 
Wide selection of audiophile recordings 

Hear the finest music system 
in the entire Southwest, 

Quad ESL -63s Janis W-1 / IA subwoofer 
Goldmund Studio T30 von den Hul/EMT 

Audio Research SP -10 and D79C electronics 
Sequerro FM -1 Tondberg TD20A-SE tope 

Sonex Professional "L.E.D.E." listening room 

-audio pró philer Inc. - 
12651 Memorial Drive, between Gessner G W. Belt 

Houston, Texas 77024 (713) 973-0000 
Mon.-Thurs. 10 om-8 pm. Fri 10-7. Sot.10-6 

MasterCard, Viso and American Express accepted 
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A GREAT TURNTABLE DOES NOT COMPROMISE 
ONE DESIGN PARAMETER FOR ANOEHEIV 

There is no reason that a max num performance -urtratie should mot 

also be beautiful and simple-to,Ea Denon can proie t 
From the DP -15F, featuring a Denemic Servo Tracer iricoprocessor 

controlled tonearm, flat -twin direct drive motor with nagneti_ speed 
detection for $199; to the DP -35F with a Dynamic Sen.c Tigaer toneam 
and high density, anti -resonance case for $300; -o the DP 45F which 

=ackages the DP-35Fs fornian;ein an elegant high gloss rosewood 
ssttyyle veneer base fo- $35C- each rrudel in the new Denon DP -Series 
offers the meximur cprnbnation of performance, construction quality, 
c nve1ie1ceand stslirg 

The new Denon DP-SeriesTurntabes. Honest designs that give you 
someti reg entra tor/o.rr rrI)mey witha(_t taking something else away. 

'r ces are for comparison purposes. Der on Arreria, is , 27Lew Drine, 'airfield, N.J. 07006 (201) 575-7810 

Errer No. 36 :n Raade Savte Card 
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Your tape player deserves 
Discwasher'care 

as much as your records do. 
_ 

1119 

i_r.sm_-t - _ 

pERFE 
ppni 

Cassette Head 
Cleaner 

: 
"MAR MI».16 

discwasher ° 
DMAG.. 

Cassette Deck Demagnetizer 

For well over a decade, Discwasher has provided the music 
world with superior record care accessories and is most 
often considered the world leader in record care technology. 

Don't settle for less when it comes to caring for your 
cassette players. 

Discwasher Brand tape care accessories offer a high 
technology maintenance program for home, car or por- 
table tape players. 

The Discwasher Perfect Path Cassette Head Cleaner 
safely removes dust and oxides from tape heads and from 
along the tape path with a single pass of its unique fiber 
matrix tape. Through its regular use, Perfect Path will 
preserve the fidelity and longevity of your player. 

The Discwasher C.P.R.. Capstan -Pinch Roller Cleaner is 

......, .. 
6 

011/ 

discwasher A 

C. P. R... 

A 

Capstan -Pinch Roller Cleaner 

4 

CPR_ 
Cleaning Fluid 

ara.+rr 

the only cassette cleaner specifically engineered to prop- 
erly maintain a cassette player's critical capstan -pinch 
roller assembly. This scientifically safe system cleans away 
contamination that can cause jammed cassettes and 
"eaten" tapes. 

The Discwasher®D'MAG,, Cassette Deck Demagnetizer 
demagnetizes not only tape heads but capstans, tape 
guides and other steel portions of a cassette player as 
well. The unique use of high energy samarium cobalt 
magnets eliminates the need for batteries or power cords. 

When it comes to maintaining the quality sound of your 
cassette player, trust Discwasher. After all, we've never 
let you down before! 

To learn more, write Discwasher for your free copy of 
"Guide to Tape Care." 

discwasher 
1407 North Providence Road, P.O. Box 6021, Dept. AU, Columbia, Missouri 65205 USA A DIVISION OF JENSEN an ESMARK Company 
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